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ABSTRACT
This study attempts to combine the Government and Binding (GB) theory and 
Conceptual Semantics to provide an account for problems in the basic grammatical 
structures of Alamblak and some topics of Japanese. The thesis assumes Jackendovian 
Conceptual Semantics but aims to propose an alternative theory which establishes the 
relationship between syntax and semantics with maximum principles and minimum 
stipulations.
The main concepts of the theory are argument identification and visibility. First, I 
introduce binary conceptual structure, whereby the hierarchical relationship among 
conceptual arguments is structurally defined and the distinction between inner arguments 
and outer arguments is represented. Second I make a distinction between identifier and 
identifiee by introducing the functional classification of syntactic categories. Identifiers 
are conceptually Functions, whereas identifiees are Basic Categories. PPs and APs are 
classified as Functions, i.e. identifiers. I also propose a theory of argument 
identification, which unifies the Conceptual Structures of an identifier and an identifiee 
under government and predication. It is proposed that the unification of two identifiers is 
carried out by argument sharing. This enables us to eliminate the specification of 
identifiers from the syntactic selectional information registered in the lexical specifications 
of verbs, e.g. locational verbs and motion verbs, for example, do not syntactically 
specify that they select a PP. In chapter one, it is suggested that what was formerly 
considered to represent syntactic selectional information (Predicte Argument Structure or 
Argument Structure) is radically reduced and that a (P)AS only represents the ability of a 
verb to identify an identifiee under government. In chapter three, the concept of 
syntacticisation patterns is introduced. Syntacticisation patterns derive the argument- 
identifying abilities of verbs from their lexical conceptual specifications (LCS), where 
syntacticisation patterns are subject to parametric variations. The introduction of 
syntacticisation patterns completely eliminates the syntactic selectional specification in 
unmarked cases. The amount of the information specified in the lexical entries of verbs is 
minimised. Chapters one and three offer a concrete solution to the question of how 
syntactic structures are determined on the basis of semantic specifications of lexical items.
Chapter four discusses one of the basic problems of Alamblak, agreement and 
possessor raising. Second or “object” agreement markers are described as incorporated 
pronouns. The complete complementarity of second agreement markers and overt objects 
is accounted for by the theory of unification. It also discusses the fact that the argument 
relations indicated by second agreement markers do not a have grammatical function, i.e. 
that they are conceptually interpreted without having a grammatical function. This fact is 
described only in Conceptual Semantic approaches to grammar. Possessor raising is
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characterised as a construction involving the modification of selectional information. The 
theory of argument identification gives a coherent account of the construction.
Chapters five and six discuss “visibility”. The distinction of identifier and identifiee 
leads to a fundamental understanding of the concept of “visibility”. The basic concept of 
visibility proposed is that an identifiees must be visible for conceptual unification, 
whereas identifiers are not. Person-Number-Gender markers in Alamblak are visibility 
markers which are manifested only on identifiees but not on identifiers. Since they do not 
indicate the grammatical relations of NPs, the function of visibility marking is not to 
identify grammatical relations. The theory of unification proposed here provides a 
coherent account of the problems of visibility.
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1 Introduction
Introduction
This study attempts to combine the Government and Binding (GB) theory1 and 
Conceptual Semantics2 to provide an account of the problems of the basic grammatical 
structures of Alamblak3 and some topics of Japanese. The main idea of the theory will be 
argument identification and visibility.
A basic task of any grammatical theory is to supply an explicit system whereby the 
information from one or more nominal expressions and that from a predicator are unified 
to give the semantic interpretation of the phrase or clause. In the following simplified 
example:
(0.1) a. John [yp killed Mary]
b. kill: [KILL (one who kills, one who is killed)]
c. John: [JOHN]
d. Mary: [MARY]
where capital letters indicate the meaning of the lexical items.
kill is a predicator which selects somebody who kills and somebody who is killed, and 
John and Mary are nominals. Let us say that an NP is identified by a predicator if the 
information from the former is unified with that from the latter. In (0.1a), John is 
identified as being the one who killed and Mary as being the one who was killed; it is 
impossible to identify Mary with the killer role and John with the killed role. There is no 
arbitrary correspondence between syntactic forms and argument identification. Thus, any 
grammatical theory must provide an explicit system of principles or rules to unify the
Chom sky (1981, 1986a) Van Riemsdijk and Williams (1986) and Haegeman (1991) and references 
therein.
2Jackendoff (1983, 1985a, 1985b, 1987a, 1987b, 1990)
3 Alamblak is a language of the East Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea. It is spoken by 
approximately 2000 people living along the Karawari and Wagupmeri Rivers (the Karawari dialect) and on 
the southern shore of Lake Kuvenmans and eastward (the Kuvenmans dialect). It has been described by 
Bruce (1984). Unless otherwise acknowledged, the Alamblak data to be quoted were collected by the 
author during the two periods of fieldwork conducted from October 1988 to January 1989 and from April 
1990 to June 1990 in the Maramba and Amongabi villages. The dialect spoken in these villages belongs 
to the Karawari dialect. The basic grammatical features of the language are sketched in chapter two.
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information from an NP with a particular semantic role of a predicator with respect to the 
syntactic structure. The concepts of argument identification to be developed in this thesis 
will be identification by government and identification by predication.
The thesis also discusses the concept of “visibility”. This concept correlates with the 
distinction between identifier and identifiee, where identifiees are nominal expressions to 
be identified and identifiers are predicators which identify them. The basic idea of 
visibility proposed in this study is this: identifiees must be made visible whereas 
identifiers are not. I will try to develop a theory of argument identification and visibility 
to explain several problems of Alamblak syntax.
The first problem concerns the manner of object identification, where “objects” should 
be understood as non-subject core arguments which are identified by verbs. In Alamblak, 
the range of thematic or conceptual relations assumed by object NPs is broad. Verbs 
identify NPs with semantically oblique relations such as locative, path, goal, temporal and 
referent as well as such typical “object roles” as patient, beneficiary/goal and theme, 
exemplified below:
(0.2) a. Patient:
Yima-r feh-t was-me-r.4 
person-3SM pig-3SF spear-RPST-3SM 
‘The man speared a pig.’
b . Beneficiary/goal and theme:
Yima-r met-t maruha-m he-me-r.
person-3SM woman-3SF money-3PL give-RPST-3SM 
‘The man gave the money to a woman/
c. Locative:
Yima-r nd kmi-t teh-me-w-r 
person-3sm DET village-3SF stay-RPST-IMPF-3SM 
‘A man was staying the village.’
d. Path:
Yima-m tek-t hir-me-m 
person-3PL river-3SF paddle-RPST-3PL 
‘Men paddled along the river.’
4Verbs have two morphological slots for agreement markers after tense-aspect markers: the first slots for 
obligatory subject agreement markers and the second slots for optional “object agreement markers”. In the 
examples, “object agreement markers” are not manifested, since “object agreement markers” are not 
agreement markers but incorporated pronouns and NPs cross-referenced by “object agreement markers” are 
not objects but the topics of the sentences (see chapter four, especially §4.2).
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e. Goal:
Worn yima-r nd kmi-t m-fnah-me-r 
certain personSSM DET villageSSF ELEV-arrive-RPST-3SM 
‘A man arrived at the village.’
f. Temporal:
Nd yifung-r hue-marinya-me-r.
DET n igh t-3S  M sleep-well-RPST-3SM 
‘He slept well during that night.’
g. Referent:
Yarkefa-t nd yen-r yindhor-me-t.
Yarkefa-3SF DET child-3SM happy/satisfied.(with)-RPST-3SF 
‘Yarkefa was happy/satisfied with the boy.’
Note that the bold-face NPs in examples (c)-(g) are not adjunct NPs with adverbial 
functions, which are arguably not identified by the verbs (see chapters one and five). The 
argument-hood of the NPs is indicated by the fact that they can be replaced by “object 
agreement markers” (or call them “second agreement markers”):
(0.3) a. Locative:
Yima-r teh-me-w-r-t
person-3SM stay-RPST-IMPF-3SM-3SF 
‘A man was staying in it.’
b. Path:
Yima-m hir-me-m-t 
person-3PL paddle-RPST-3PL-3SF 
‘Men paddled along it.’
c. Goal:
Worn yima-r m-fnah-me-r-t
certain person-3 SM ELEV-arrive-RPST-3 SM-3 SF
‘A man arrived at it.’
d. Temporal:
Hue-marinya-me-r-r. 
sleep-well-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘He slept well during it.’
e. Referent:
Yarkefa-t yindhor-me-t-r.
Yarkefa-3SF happy! satisfied. (with)-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘Yarkefa was happy/satisfied with him.’
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Second agreement markers are core argument indicators and cannot indicate adjunct 
relations.5 Therefore, the NPs in (0.2), which can be replaced by second agreement 
markers, assume the thematic relations specified by the meanings of the verbs. A theory 
of object identification must be able to accommodate this fact.
The second problem is concerned with the syntactic and conceptual function of second 
agreement markers. While subject relations are always indicated by subject agreement 
markers (or first agreement markers) in main clauses, second agreement markers do not 
always cross-reference NPs what we would consider to be “objects”. Consider the 
following, for example:
(0.4) b. Mmem-t [pp [Npyen-r-hu mfha]-ko] tat-me-t-r
mother-3SF child-3SM-GEN head-3SF hit-RPST-3SF-3SM
‘The mother hit the boy on the head.’ 
b. [Yen-r-hu tir-t] fa-me-t-r.
child-3SM-GEN hand-3SF painful-RPST-3SF-3SM 
T he boy has a pain in the hand.’
In (a), the second agreement marker cross-references the genitive NP dominated by 
another NP dominated by a PP. In (b), the second agreement marker cross-references the 
genitive NP dominated by the subject NP. If objects are defined as [NP, VP] (Chomsky 
1965) or as NPs governed by the verbs (Chomsky 1981, Baker 1988), what second 
agreement markers in Alamblak represent are not this canonical object relation. The 
function of the second agreement marker is not to indicate the grammatical relations of 
“object NPs”. Our theory must be able to explain the behaviour of second agreement 
markers.
The third problem is concerned with the distribution of person-number-gender (PNG) 
markers on NPs. NPs are usually accompanied by a PNG marker as illustrated below:
(0.5) Yima-r yen-t tat-me-r.
person-3SM child-3SF hit-RPST-3SM 
‘The man hit a girl.’
Bruce (1984) describes PNG markers as obligatory terminating elements of NPs. 
However, there are cases in which PNG markers are not manifested:
5 See chapter four for a detailed analysis of second agreement
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(0.6) a. Worn yha Kmbroming-r met-t fak-me-r.
certain time Kmbroming-3SM woman-3SF get-RPST-3SF 
‘One day Kmbroming married a woman.’ 
b. Nd-ha yima-r feh-r was-me-r-r.
the-place person-3SM pig-3SM kill-RSPT-3SM-3SM)
‘There the man killed the pig.’
(0.7) a. Briyaha-ko [tu-r-hu yemre] hambre-kfet,...
outside-LOC EIR-3SM-GEN meat search.for-INF
‘In order to search for his own meat outside (in the bush), 
b. Kmi-ko [bro doh] hingma-nef-t 
village-LOC big canoe make-NOM-3SF 
‘making big canoe(s) in the village’
The distribution of PNG markers cannot be described by such notions as “obligatoriness” 
and “terminating element”. It is something which begs an explanation. It should be noted 
here that the unmarked NPs in (0.6) and those in (0.7) are different constructions. While 
the former are not adjacent to verbs, the latter must be so; otherwise they must be marked 
by a PNG marker:
(0.8) a. *Tu-r-hu yemre briyaha-ko hambre-kfet,...
E/R-3SM-GEN meat outside-LOC search.for-INF
‘In order to search for his meat outside,... ’ 
b. Tu-r-hu yemre-m briyaha-ko hambre-kfet,...
E/R-3SM-GEN meat-3 PL outside-LOC search.for-INF
(0.9) a. *[bro doh] kmi-ko hingma-nef-t
big canoe village-LOC make-NOM-3SF 
‘making big canoe(s) in the village’ 
b. bro doh-m kmi-ko hingma-nef-t 
big canoe-3PL village-LOC make-NOM-3SF
The unmarked NPs in (0.7) and the NPs in (0.8b) and in (0.9b) are identifiees. When 
they are adjacent to the verbs, they do not have to be marked by a PNG marker. 
Identifiees must either be marked by a PNG marker or be adjacent to the verbs. On the 
other hand, the unmarked NPs in (0.6) have an “adverbial” function, i.e. they are 
identifiers rather than identifiees. This suggests that while identifiees must be marked in 
one way or another, identifiers are not. Our theory also has to offer an account of the 
difference between identifier and identifiee and of the function of PNG markers.
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What should be the basic ingredients of our theory to explain the above linguistic 
phenomena? First of all, we want to have a clearer idea about the representation of 
meaning in which semantic information from a predicator and that from one or more 
nominals are unified. Second, we want to have a set of basic assumptions about the 
organisation of syntax, which feeds semantics. Third, we want to have a clearer idea 
about the form of lexical specification whereby we can define identifiers and identifiees. 
Fourth, we want to have a theory of mapping which links syntactic structures and 
semantic representation. The theory of mapping should be able to define the semantic 
representation of a sentence by assembling the semantic information from the lexical items 
on the basis of the syntactic structure that the sentence represents. It should also be able 
to explain the difference between identifier and identifiee in morpho-syntactic behaviour.
While adopting a version of GB syntax, we assume Jackendovian Conceptual 
Semantics as the overall theoretical framework. Although the theory will be outlined in 
the following chapter, I would like to discuss the motivations for Conceptual Semantic 
approaches to grammar below.
One of the basic assumptions of Conceptual Semantics is the separation of syntax and 
semantics. While in GB theory and its predecessors semantics has been ignored or 
assumed to be included in syntax, e.g. Marantz (1981, 1984) and Baker (1988), it has 
been suggested by various linguists who are especially concerned with meaning that
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syntactic structures and semantic structures are of different natures and that the description 
of semantic structures required lexical decomposition analyses. Gruber’s (1965/76) work 
revealed that verbs of change (i.e. positional, possessive, and Stative change) share the 
same type of semantic (or thematic) structure, which is more articulated and abstract than 
deep structure, and that different syntactic realisations were subject to different patterns of 
lexical incorporation. Dowty (1979) and Foley and Van Valin (1984) argued that the 
aspectual meaning of verbs should be represented at the level of logical structure, which is 
related to syntactic structure by mapping. Jackendoff (1985a, 1985b) showed that the 
semantic similarities and differences associated with two subcategorisation frames of a 
single lexical item (e.g. climb and climb down, and persuade NP to VP and persuade NP 
S ’) can be captured by postulating two distinct selectional structures, namely 
subcategorisation frames and lexical conceptual structure, and co-indexing devices linking 
the two. Rappaport and Levin (1988) argued that the thematic difference detected in 
locative alternation (e.g. load NP on NP; load NP with NP) could be accounted for only 
with finer grained conceptual structures. Following these ideas, especially those of 
Jackendoff, I assume that the thematic relations or conceptual relations of sentences are
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represented at the level of representation called conceptual structure.6 Below are a couple 
of examples of conceptual structures proposed by Jackendoff (1983, 1987a, 1990):
(0.10) a. [Event G O  ([Human BOY], [path TO ([Thing SCHOOL])])]
b. [EventGO ([Human BOY], [Path TO ([place IN ([Thing HOUSE])])]
(In chapters one and three, a different organisation of conceptual structure will be 
proposed.)
It should be noted that in Conceptual Semantics, syntactic structures and conceptual 
structures are simultaneously existing distinct levels of representation which are linked to 
each other by mapping. Though the conceptual structures exemplified above resemble 
semantic structures of Generative Grammar, they should not be confused with them. 
Generative Semantics (for example, Gruber 1965/76, McCawley 1968, Lakoff 1970, 
Talmy 1975, 1985) was a system which assumed both semantically well-articulated 
structures and surface structures. However, in that system it was assumed that semantic 
structures are derivationally transformed into surface syntactic structures. Semantic 
structures did not directly determine surface forms since they were o f a completely 
different nature but a full range of powerful transformational rules converted the former 
into the latter. They were linked by transformational rules that were excessively  
powerful. As a consequence, the grammars could not be constrained and the levels of 
grammatical representation were confused (.Morgan 1973, C.L. Baker 1975). On the other 
hand, in the framework proposed here and in Conceptual Semantics in general, syntactic 
structures and conceptual structures are not derivationally linked. They are independent 
levels of representation with their own principles for generating structures.
6Although it seems that postulating the level of conceptual structure or thematic structure is unavoidable, 
this idea has been ignored in the course of the development of the standard theory and its direct 
descendants. In today’s most influential syntactic theory, the Government and Binding Theory, there is 
little discussion on finer grained thematic structures with a few exceptions such as Rappaport and Levin 
(1988). The reason that they have been ignored in these theories seems to be rooted in the fact that since 
conceptual structures are not tangible, it was difficult to empirically justify the proposed conceptual 
structures and that there was not a reasonably constrained system of principles to link conceptual 
structures and syntactic structures. Furthermore, since the general direction of mainstream generative 
grammar was to reduce the power of rules to replace them with principles and parameters (Chomsky 1970, 
1972, 1973, 1976, 1977, 1981, 1986a, 1986b) with a narrow scope of research involving reduction of the 
categorial component to X-bar theory (Chomsky 1970, 1986b, Jackendoff 1977, Fukui and Speas 1986, 
Fukui 1986, Speas 1990), conditions on movement transformation (Chomsky 1973, 1976, 1980, 1981, 
1986b, Pesezky 1982, Lasnik and Saito 1984 and many others), conditions on anaphoric relations (Lasnik 
1976, Reinhart 1976, 1983, Chomsky 1980, 1981, 1986a, Huang 1982 among others) and alternation of 
grammatical relations (Chomsky 1970, 1981, Marantz 1981, 1984, Burzio 1986, Williams 1981, Di 
Sciullo and Williams 1987, Baker 1988), it was virtually not necessary to discuss finer grained thematic 
structures and the linking relationship between these and syntactic structures.
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Jackendoff (1972, 1976, 1983, 1985a, 1985b, 1987a, 1987b, 1990) has maintained 
that the two levels are mediated by the lexicon, i.e. by the dual selectional features 
involved in argument-taking lexical items. Consider the following (Jackendoff 1987a, 
1990):
(0.11) a.
rg° 1
[ _ P P ) ]
_LCS: [Event GO ([T hing ]/» [Path ])])-
b.
" e n t e r
[ _ N P j  ]
-LCS: [Event GO ([Thing ]i» [Path TO ([place IN ([Thing ]))])]])-
Each verb involves two pieces of selectional information, a subcategorisation feature, and 
a lexical conceptual structure (LCS). An argument in a subcategorisation feature is co­
indexed with an argument in an LCS. In (a) the PP in the subcategorisation feature is co­
indexed with the Path argument variable in the LCS. Since the verb has this 
subcategorisation feature, it is syntactically generated in the position preceding a PP under 
VP. A PP to school, for example, has the conceptual structure [p ath TO 
([Thing SCHOOL])], where [path TO ([Thing SCHOOL])] is also composed of the 
conceptual specification of to [path TO ([Thing 1)1 and school [Thing SCHOOL]. Then 
the reading of the PP substitutes for the Path argument variable because of the co­
indexing. Jackendoff considers that identification of subjects is done in a different 
manner, i.e. it is not mediated by a subcategorisation feature. It is just assumed that the 
conceptual reading of the subject substitutes for the variable for the first argument in the 
LCS, i.e. the variable with the index /.. Then as in the example below, the syntactic 
structure (a) is linked to the conceptual structure (b):
(0.12) a. [s John/ [yp went [pp to school])]]
b. [Event GO ([Human JOHN]/; [path TO ([Thing SCHOOL])]))]
In (0.11b), the NP in the subcategorisation feature is co-indexed with the Thing variable 
in the LCS. The reading of the object NP substitutes for the co-indexed variable. The 
reading of the subject NP also substitutes for the variable indicated by the index i. Thus 
the following syntactic structure and the conceptual structure are linked:
(0.13) a. John/[entered the room)]
b. [Event GO ([Human JOHN]/, [path TO ([place IN ([Thing ROOM]))])]
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In this system of Jackendoff s, syntactic structures and conceptual structures are linked to 
each other by the dual selectional specification involved in argument taking lexical items.7
This work assumes Jackendoff’s Conceptual Semantics as its starting point 
(Jackendoff 1983, 1985a, 1985b, 1987a, 1987b, 1990). However, it develops its own 
theoretical apparatus whereby the aforementioned problems of Alamblak syntax are 
explained.
There are three basic points I try to demonstrate in this study. One is that given a set of 
adequate assumptions, syntactic structures are predictable from the semantic specification 
of lexical items in unmarked cases. The assumptions include the functional classification 
of syntactic categories, the distinction of identifier and identifiee and the theory of 
unification. This point is investigated in chapters one and three. The second point is that 
given the proper characterisation of identifier and identifiee and the theory of unification 
proposed in chapter one, we can provide a fundamental understanding of the concept of 
“visibility”. This point is discussed in chapters five and six. The last point is that the 
theoretical apparatus provided in chapter one enable us to explain the distribution second 
agreement markers and puzzles concerning possessor raising constructions. It will be 
shown that possessor raising constructions involve the modification of selectional 
information and that the theory of argument identification explains this fact. This point is 
discussed in chapter four and partially in chapter six.
The organisation of the thesis is as follows. It consists of three parts, Part One: Basic 
Issues, which consists of Theoretical Framework (chapter one) and Basic Grammatical 
Features of Alamblak (chapter two), Part Two: Argument Identification, which consists 
of Object Identification (chapter three) and Agreement (chapter four) and Part Three: 
Visibility, which consists of NP Licensing (chapter five) and Unmarked NP 
Constructions (chapter six).
7Jackendoff (1990, chapter 11) proposes another system in which subcategorisation features are reduced 
and incorporated into the specification of LCS. However, I will argue in chapter three, that his move is 
in a dubious direction, and that both of his systems suffer from the same problem.
PART I
BASIC ISSUES
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CHAPTER ONE
Theoretical Framework
This chapter outlines the general theoretical framework assumed here. Following 
Jackendoff’s Conceptual Semantics (Jackendoff 1983, 1985, 1987a, 1987b, 1990), I 
assume the separation of syntactic structures and thematic structures (cf. Rappaport and 
Levin 1988, Ravin 1990). Since they are distinct levels of mental representation, there 
must be a rigid system to establish the mapping relations between the two. The main 
purpose of this chapter is to present the basic machinery. In order to establish the 
relationship between syntactic structures and thematic structures, we must first have a 
clear idea about their natures. In §1.1, levels of representation assumed in this work will 
be presented. Sections §1.2 and §1.3 discuss the nature of thematic structures and that of 
syntactic structures, respectively. In §1.4, I will propose a theory of functional 
classification of syntactic categories, which gives a basis of the relationship between 
syntax and conceptual structures. §1.5 proposes a set of mapping principles which 
establish the relationship. In §1 .6 ,1 will discuss the status of subject and the assumption
t
that there are no grammatical function changing operations in syntax. The details of the 
theory and more concrete arguments for it will be developed and discussed in the chapters 
to follow.
1.1 The Levels of Representation
This work assumes the following levels of representation as the organisation of
grammar.
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( 1. 1)
Move a
Phonological Form
PHONOLOGICAL
COMPONENT
LEXICAL COMPONENT
Logical Form
CONCEPTUAL
COMPONENT
Conceptual Structure
SYNTACTIC
COMPONENT j  X-bar Theory
______ Surface structure
^ X A ss ig n  GF
Move a
Four components of grammar are assumed, the syntactic component, the conceptual 
component, the phonological component and the lexicon. The levels of representation are 
indicated by outlined characters.
The syntactic component represents three levels of syntactic representations: surface 
structure, GF-structure and S-structure. Surface structure represents the surface 
constituency of word, phrase and clause, and the order of constituents. On the other 
hand, GF-structure and S-structure represent more abstract syntactic relations in which 
grammatical relations and head-complement relations are represented. For example, 
Japanese causative constructions are simple clause constructions in surface structure, 
while in GF- and S-structures they involve complement clauses. Another example is this: 
inflectional elements in Japanese, Alamblak, English, Irish, Breton, Hebrew, Chamorro 
and many other languages are amalgamated into verbal morphology in surface structure, 
while they are heads of clauses in GF- and S-structures. GF-structure is the level of 
grammatical relational (GR) or grammatical functional (GF) representation in which 
grammatical relations such as subject and object are unambiguously defined. This work 
does not assume grammatical function changing operations in syntax which are assumed
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in the standard GB theory (cf. Burzio 1986, Baker 1988 The final grammatical 
relations assumed by the subject NPs in passive and raising constructions, for example, 
are all represented in GF-structure. Thus our GF-structure corresponds to van Reimsdijk 
and Williams’ (1982) “NP-structure”. Being a level of GF representation, GF-structure 
does not represent surface word order. However, I suggested in Iwamoto (1986) that 
these abstract levels of representation must be able to accommodate the difference 
between a pair of sentences with different word order arrangements (see §1.3 for a more 
concrete argument). The level of S-structure is postulated to accommodate this 
difference. GF-structure and S-structure are linked by “Move a ”. This, however, does 
not include GF-changing movement, since this work does not assume GF-changing 
syntactic operations. Hence, “Move a ” only includes such movement as wh-movement, 
topicalisation, focalisation, quantifier movement and scrambling. Surface structure is 
linked to both GF-structure and S-structure. It is mapped onto GF-structure by X-bar 
theory, the lexicon and the general GF assigning rule “Assign GF”. It is also linked to S- 
structure so that the word order represented in S-structure accords with surface word 
order. See §1.3 for a more concrete presentation of the relationship among these three 
levels of syntactic representation.1
Conceptual component includes two levels of representations: Conceptual Structure 
(CS) and Logical Forms (LF). Conceptual structure is the level of conceptual or thematic 
representation, in which the thematic part of meaning is represented (Jackendoff 1983, 
1985a, 1985b, 1987a, 1987b, 1990). It is fed by GF-structure and the lexicon. The 
mapping relationship between these levels of representation will be presented in §1.5. LF 
is derived from S-structure by move a . LF is the level of representation in which the 
scopes of quantifiers, wh-phrases, topicalised NPs and focalised NPs are finally 
determined. Some languages such as English and other European languages have 
syntactic wh-movement. Other languages do not. For example, Chinese, Japanese and 
Alamblak do not have syntactic wh-movement. But Huang (1984) argues that even in the 
latter type of languages abstract wh-movement must be assumed to explain the ECP effect 
found in Chinese. Also it is known that the interpretations of quantifiers are only 
explained by postulating abstract quantifier movement to derive the level of LF (Hornstein
1A more plausible appoach would be to eliminate the level of GF-structure and Move a  from syntax 
altogether, in which case S-structure is defined by GF-assignment and the information from the argument 
selecting properties of lexical and functional categories and from surface word order, and in which the 
conceptual component is fed solely by S-structure. The elimination of D-structure and Move a  is 
suggested by Koster (1987). Although the elimination of them seems to be on the right track and it 
would in fact simplify the organistion of syntax, I do not incorporate this idea into our framework, for 
mainly exceptional reasons.
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1984, May 1985). I will suggest in chapter four that topicalisation in Alamblak is 
describable only if LF is postulated.
Surface structure feeds the phonological component. This work will not refer to the 
relationship between syntax and phonology.
The syntactic component feeds the conceptual component and the phonological 
component. However, this does not mean that the three components are dependent on the 
syntactic component. They are all autonomous with their own principles to generate their 
respective types of representation. In the conceptual component, conceptual structures 
are generated by simple functional application (see below). So conceptual structures can 
be generated without being fed by GF-structures. But the conceptual interpretation of a 
sentence can be represented only when the syntactic component feeds it syntactic 
information. Similarly phonological and LF interpretation of a syntactic construction can 
be represented only when they are fed by the syntactic component.
1.2. Syntactic Structure
This section presents some aspects of the nature of syntactic structures. Let me first 
introduce the notions of the Government and Binding (GB) Theory which define 
syntactic structures, and next discuss the relationship among the three levels of syntactic 
representation assumed in this work.
I assume the general ideas of the GB Theory presented mainly in Chomsky (1981, 
1986a, 1986b), Sells (1985), van Riemsdijk and Williams (1986) and Haegeman (1991). 
This includes the theory of phrase structure, the notions of domain and government, the 
binding theories, movement and trace theory.
In this work I assume the version of X-bar theory proposed by Chomsky (1986b). 
Chomsky’s X-bar theory proposes a single principle to generate syntactic structures. 
Both lexical and functional categories project up to double bar level (maximal projection). 
The maximal projection of X is X”, which is conventionally expressed by XP. For 
example, V” = VP, I(NFL)” = IP and N” = NP. Specifiers are defined as [X”, X”] and 
complements as [X”, X ’], i.e. a specifier is a maximal projection dominated by another 
maximal projection as in [NP, IP], where the NP is the specifier of the IP, and a 
complement is a maximal projection dominated by a single bar level category as in [NP, 
V ’] and [IP, V’]. (Chomsky 1986b: p. 3). X-bar theory has the following general form,
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where X”* stands for zero or more occurrences of some maximal projection (Chomsky 
(1986b:2):2
(1.2) a. X ’ = X X”* 
b. X” = X” X ’
Lexical and functional heads include N(oun), V(erb), A(djective), P(pre/post-position), 
I(nfl) and C(omp). Sentence is a projection of I, which governs a VP as its complement. 
Subjects are assumed to be the specifiers of I” and not governed by the verbs within VP. 
This X-bar theory analyses the sentence (1.3a) below as having the structure (1.3b):
(1.3) a. John killed a pig.
b. Q” John [p INFL [y” kill [n” a pig]]]
Structural dependencies between constituents are characterised by the notions of 
domain and government. The notion of domain is relevant to the determination of the 
possibility and impossibility of anaphoric co-reference and to defining the notion of 
government. The domain of an element is the lowest maximal projection containing it. ß 
is said to be in a ’s domain if and only if (iff) a  c-commands ß, where c-command is 
defined as follows:
(1.4) a  c-commands ß iff all the maximal projections dominating a  dominate ß 
and neither of them dominate the other.
Consider the following structure:
(1.5) I”!
N”2
1
John
I”, N” and V” are maximal projections. N”2 c-commands 1*3 and all the nodes I ’3 
dominates, i.e. I4, V”s, and N’ 7. 1*3 only c-commands N’ 2. I4 c-commands N’ 2, 
V”5, V6 and N’ 7. V$c-commands N’ 7, andN ’ 7 c-commands V6-
1*3
Y ”5
PAST V6
I
kill
N”7
1
a pig
^For more recent treatments of category projection and parametric variations, DP analysis, see Fukui 
(1986), Speas (1990) and Fukui and Speas (1986).
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While c-command refers to the relationship between one element and another in the 
form er’s domain, government refers to a more restricted relationship between two 
elements. It determines whether an element is identified by another element. An element 
identifies another element in its domain if there is no barrier between the two. More 
formally this is stated as follows:
(1.6) a  governs ß iff a  c-commands ß and there is no barrier between a  and ß. 
a  governs ß in (a) of the following but not in (b), where y represents a barrier:
(1.7) a. [y ... a  ... ß...] 
b. a ... [Y... ß...]
There is no barrier between a  and ß in (a) whereas in (b) y prevents a  from governing ß. 
In the traditional GB model (Chomsky 1981), NP and S’ were considered to be barriers: 
an element could not govern another element across an NP or an S’. Chomsky (1986b) 
modified this view and suggested that barriers were relatively determined: there is no 
category which is inherently a barrier. Barriers are determined by the composition of 
such notions as L-marking, inheritance and so on. Characterisation of barriers is not 
relevant to the discussion in this thesis, so we will not get involved in the technical 
details. Here it is sufficient to note the following: 1) Verbs do not govern their subjects 
since the former do not c-command the latter; 2) There is no barrier between an 
Exceptional Case-Marking (ECM) verb and the complement subject exemplified in (1.8a); 
3) On the other hand, there is one between a non-ECM verb and the complement subject 
as in (1.8b):
(1.8) a. John believes [s Jim to have made a crucial mistake] 
b. John believes [s’ that [s Jim made a crucial mistake]]
In (a) the the S node does not constitute a barrier, and the verb governs the embedded 
subject. Whereas in (b), the embedded subject is not governed by the matrix verb 
because of the presence of S’.
The notion of government consists of two sub-parts: government by a head and 
government by a maximal projection. A head governs its complement to thematically 
identify it. This type of government is called head-government and is discussed in the 
context of 0-role assignment of complement. There is another type of government, 
government by maximal projections. There are two syntactic contexts in which this type 
of government is significant. One is antecedent government, in which a moved maximal
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projection governs its trace to identify its index.3 This is discussed in the context of the 
Empty Category Principle, which states that traces must be properly governed.4 For 
example, in the following, the fronted wh-phrase governs and identifies its trace indicated 
by the same index:
(1.9) a. [np Who]/ do you think [f/ is the smartest student in that class]?
b. [np Which boy]/ do you think [f/ is the most promising of the three]?
In these structures, the traces are properly governed by the antecedents. In the following, 
on the other hand, the linking between the antecedents and the traces is blocked, since the 
former does not properly govern the latter because of the presence of the complementiser:
(1.10) a. *[np Who]/ do you think [that // is the smartest student in that class]?
b. *[np Which boy]/ do you think [that f/ is the most promising of the three]?
The notion of antecedent government has nothing to do with the discussion of this thesis. 
See Lasnik and Saito (1984) and Chomsky (1986b) for more discussions.
The other type of government by maximal projection is predication. Though 
predication configuration has been considered to be that in which an NP and a predicate 
maximal projection c-command each other (e.g. Rothstein 1983) or that in which a clause 
mate condition is required (Jackendoff 1990), what seems to be the actual predication 
configuration is that in which an NP governs a predicate maximal projection, e.g. a 
subject governs its predicate VP or AP. The notion of predication will be elaborated 
below.
The Binding Theories determine the possibility and impossibility of anaphoric co­
reference between two noun phrases. They consist of three parts:
(1.11) (A) An anaphor is bound in its governing category
(B) A pronominal is free in its governing category
(C) An R(eferential)-expression is free (Chomsky 1981: p. 188)
a  binds ß iff a  c-commands ß and they are co-indexed. An NP which is not bound is 
free. A governing category of an anaphor or pronominal a  is a maximal projection
3Movement of zero-level categories discussed in Chomsky (1986b), Baker (1988) and other subsequent 
works is not assumed here, since we do not assume GF-changing grammatical operations.
4See Lasnik and Saito (1984), Chomsky (1986b) and references therein.
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containing both a subject and a lexical category governing a . Anaphors include overt 
categories such as himself and each other and pronominal, pronouns like he/him, she/her 
and so on. The Binding Theories (A) and (B) explain the contrast seen below:
(1.12) a . John; hates himself;/*him;.
b. Mary; expects John to marry her;/*herself;.
c. They; expect [each other;/*them; to win].
R-expressions i.e. names, must be free. Thus co-referential reading is prohibited in the 
following sentences:
(1.13) a. John said that Mary loved John.
b . The boys expected the boys to win.
On the other hand, the two R-expressions in the following can be co-referential since 
neither is in the other’s domain:
(1.14) Only [np Mary’s father] [yp loves Mary]
The concepts of binding will be referred to when we discuss the nature of agreement in 
Alamblak.
GB theory assumes only one type of syntactic operation, move a . In the following, 
(b) is derived from (a) by move a:
(1.15) a. Mary loves who;
b . Who; does Mary love f;.
The wh-word is moved from the object position to the clause initial position, i.e. the 
specifier position of COMP”, leaving a trace in the original position.
Next, let us move to the relationship between the three kinds of syntactic structures the 
syntactic component represents: surface structure, GF-structure and S-structure. Surface 
structure represents the surface constituency of words, phrases and clauses, and the order 
among the constituents. GF-structure is a level of GF representation, and S-structure 
adds information about word order to GF-structure. The principles of syntactic structures 
presented above are known to apply to GF- and S-structures, but it is not clear to what 
extent surface structures are subject to the principles of syntax.
Therefore, let us try to have a clearer idea about the nature of surface structure. 
Surface structure represents surface constituency and word order. One important point is
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that morphologically derived words are dominated by single zero-level categories in this 
level, no matter what the GF representation may look like (cf. Auto-lexical syntax 
(Sadock 1985, Spencer 1991)). Stems, derivational suffixes and inflectional suffixes 
constitute amalgamated morphological words in surface structure. For example, such 
morphologically derived expressions as tat-me-r-t ‘hit-RPST-3SM-3SF’ (Alamblak) and 
ik-ase-rare-ta ‘go-CAUS-PASS-PAST’ (Japanese) are single words in surface structure, 
though they are factored out in GF- and S-structures as we will see below.
Another important point about surface structure is this: The distinction of 
configurationality and non-configurationality is represented at this level. Hale (1983) 
argues that while Warlpiri is a non-configurational language in the constituent structure, 
argument relations are represented configurationally in the lexical structure, where his 
lexical structure corresponds to Zubizarreta’s (1982) virtual structure. In our terms, 
while surface structure represents its non-configurationality, at the levels of GF 
representation clause structure is organised configurationally. Adopting Hale’s 
suggestion, we assume that surface structures in non-configurational languages have 
“flat” structures. Let us look at some examples from two non-configurational languages I 
am familiar with, Japanese and Alamblak. First, consider the following Japanese 
sentences:
(1.16) a. Yosiko-ga Kyooko-o syootaisi-ta.
Yosiko-NOM Kyooko-ACC invite-PAST 
‘Yosiko invited Kyooko.’ 
b. Kyooko-o Yosiko-ga syootaisi-ta.
Kyooko-ACC Yosiko-NOM invite-PAST 
‘Yosiko invited Kyooko.’
In Japanese, word order is not generally constrained with the exceptions that verbs must 
be placed clause finally and that a nominal modifier and its modified noun cannot be 
separated in two different positions in the sentence, which is possible in Warlpiri (Hale 
1983). Furthermore, in Japanese, there is no syntactic rule which refers to a VP node 
(Hinds 1973, Inoue 1976). These observations have led several researchers to conclude 
that Japanese lacks VP nodes in surface constituent structure (Hinds 1973, Inoue 1976, 
Shibatani 1978, Farmer 1980, 1984, Marantz 1981, 1984). Following these 
suggestions, I assume surface structures of Japanese to be “flat”. The surface structures 
of (1.16a) and (b) are assumed as follows:
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(1.17) a.
V
I
Yosiko-ga Kyooko-o syootaisi-ta
b.
V
Kyooko-o Yosiko-ga syootaisi-ta
Alamblak is another non-configurational language. As far as I know, there is no 
syntactic movement or deletion rule which specifically refers to a VP node. Word order 
in Alamblak is freer than in Japanese. It allows object NPs and adjuncts to be placed after 
verbs (see chapter two). The following three Alamblak sentences in (1.18) are assumed 
to have the respective surface structures in (1.19):5
(1.18) a. John-r Maria-t tat-me-r.
John-3SM MariaSSF hit-RPST-3SM(SUBJ) 
‘John hit Maria.’
b. Maria-t John-r tat-me-r.
Maria-3SF John-3SM hit-RPST-3SM(SUBJ) 
‘John hit Maria.’
c. John-r tat-me-r Maria-t
John-3SM hit-RPST-3SM(SUBJ) Maria-3SF 
‘John hit Maria.’
(1.19) a. V ’
NP NP V
» I I
John-r Maria-t tat-me-r
b. V’
V
I > I
Maria-t John-r tat-me-r
5(1.18b) and (c) are somewhat unnatural unless as answers to the question:
Freh-t John-r tat-me-r? 
who-3SF John-3SM hit-RPST-3SM 
‘Who did John hit?’
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c. V’
NP V NP
I I I
John-r tat-me-r Maria-t
In configurational languages such as English and Chichewa, on the other hand, word 
order is not so free as indicated by (1.20) and (1.21) and there are clear cases in which 
VP constituency is detected as in (1.22):
(1.20) a. Mary hit John with a stick.
b. *Mary hit with a stick John. (cf. S to well 1981)
(1.21) a. SVO: Njüchi zi-nä-lüm-a alenje.
bees SM-PAST-bite-lNDlC hunters 
‘The bees bit the hunters.’
b. VOS: Zi-nä-lüm-a alenje njüchi.
c. OVS: * Alenje zi-nä-lüm-a njüchi.
d. VSO: *Zi-nä-lüm-a njüchi alenje.
e. SOV: *Njüchi alenje zi-nä-lüm-a.
f. OSV: *Alenje njüchi zi-nä-lüm-a.
(Chichewa: Bresnan and Mchombo 1987: p. 474)
(1.22) a. Heather promised to come at 10, and [yp come at 10] she did.
(Whitman 1984: 13)
b. [yp Insult the policemen] though he did, John came out from the police 
station safe.
In English nothing can be placed between a verb and its direct object as suggested by 
(1.20) (Stowell 1981). In Chichewa, a verb and its object constitute a VP, so a subject 
NP cannot intervene between the two (Bresnan and Mchombo 1987). In (1.22), it 
seems clear that the “preposed” phrases have VP constituency. Thus surface structures in 
English and Chichewa have VP nodes as represented below:
(1.23) English
NP
hit John
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(1.24) Chichewa
Njüchi V NP
bees  I I
zi-nä-lüm-a alenje.
SM-PAST-bite-INDIC hunters
b. S
V NP Njüchi
l I bees
zi-nä-lüm-a alenje.
SM-PAST-bite-INDIC hunters
Next, let us consider how surface structures are linked to GF- and S-structures. First, 
consider the Japanese examples (1.16). While their surface word order arrangements are 
different, the nominative NPs are understood to assume the subject relation, and the 
accusative NPs the object relation. A more abstract level of representation must be 
postulated to represent the grammatical functions of the NPs. At the level of GF 
representation, i.e. GF-structure, they are assumed to have the following structure:
(1.25) INFL”
* INFL
I
PAST 
ta
How are the surface structures in (1.17) linked to this GF-structure? Two things must be 
clarified. One is how the flat structures in (1.17) are analysed configurationally in the 
GF-structure. The other is how the NPs in (1.17) are located in the respective positions 
in the GF-structure.
The flat structures in (1.17) aremapped onto the configurational structure in (1.25) by 
the complement selecting features of lexical and functional categories. The verb 
sy o o ta i(su ru )  ‘to invite’ syntactically selects and identifies an NP as the one who is 
invited, but it neither selects nor identifies an NP as the one who invites syntactically: the 
subject NP is syntactically selected and identified by the VP (cf. Marantz 1981, 1984, 
Baker 1988). I will clarify the mechanism of identification as we proceed. A clause is
NP~ INFL’
I
Yosiko-ga VP
N P ^  V
I I
Kyooko-o syootaisi
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assumed to be the projection of INFL (Stowell 1981, Chomsky 1986b). The tense 
morpheme is the main element of INFL in Japanese. Following the standard GB 
hypothesis, let us assume that the past tense morpheme syntactically selects a VP as its 
complement and an NP (subject) as its specifier. These syntactic selectional properties of 
the verb and the tense morpheme define the following GF-structure configuration of the 
sentence:
(1.26) INFL”
NP ^  ^  INFL’
INFL
I
PAST
I
-ta
In this structure the NP under the VP is the “object”, i.e. [NP, VP], and the NP under 
the INFL” is the “subject”, i.e. [NP, INFL”].
The next problem is how the NPs in the surface structure are linked to the grammatical 
relations. A plausible approach is suggested by Hale (1983), in which he proposes the 
following two-step procedure for identifying case categories with grammatical functions 
in Warlpiri, which has both an ergative case system and a nominative-accusative 
agreement system:
(1.27) i) Identify the subject function with the erg  argument, if there is one,
otherwise with the abs argument
ii) Identify the object function with the dat argument, if there is one, otherwise
with the abs argument. (Hale 1983: p. 19)
While Hale proposes a linking procedure in terms of identification rules, his idea can be 
factored out into one general rule (1.28), two conditions on linking and the form of GF 
representation and a set of three matching principles in Warlpiri:
(1.28) Assign GF
(1.29) a. Each sentence must have one and only one subject function.
b . One grammatical function can be assumed by one and only one case 
argument.
(1.30) a. An erg argument is subject.
b . An abs argument is either subject or object.
c. A dat argument is object.
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(1.28) assigns an NP a GF randomly. (1.29) and (1.30) check if the GF assignment is 
permissible. (1.29b) corresponds to LFG’s Function-argument Bi-uniqueness Condition 
(Bresnan 1982), and (1.29a) Lexical Mapping Theory’s Subject Condition (Bresnan and 
Kanerva 1989). If a sentence contains an erg argument and the erg argument is assigned a 
subject function, then the structure is admitted. But if the erg argument is assigned an 
object function, this structure is excluded by (1.30a). If a sentence contains a dat 
argument and the dat argument is assigned an object function, the structure is admitted; 
otherwise, it is excluded by (1.30c). If a sentence contains only one argument, i.e. an 
abs argument, and the abs argument is assigned an object function, the structure is 
admitted; otherwise, it is excluded by (1.29a). If a sentence contains an erg argument 
and an abs argument and the former is assigned a subject function and the latter an object 
function, the structure is admitted; otherwise, it is excluded by (1.29a), (1.29b) and 
(1.30a). If a sentence contains an abs argument and a dat argument and the former is 
assigned a subject function, and the latter an object function, the structure is admitted; 
otherwise it is excluded by (1.29a), (1.29b) and (1.30c).
There is a piece of evidence to show that the set of principles presented in (1.28)- 
(1.30) is preferable to Hale’s identification rules. Consider the Alamblak examples 
(1.18). While the subject relations are indicated by the subject agreement markers, there 
is no morpho-syntactic marking to indicate the grammatical relation of the object NPs in 
Alamblak (see chapters four, five and six for detail).6 In Alamblak, non-subject NPs are 
generally understood to be objects. In this case, it is impossible to postulate identification 
rules. NPs are randomly assigned a GF. GF assignment is checked by the principles in
(1.29) and (1.30) in Warlpiri.
It should be noted here that (1.29) arguably does not belong to universal grammar. 
While nominative-accusative languages necessarily represent subject relations, ergative 
languages do not; they necessarily represent object relations (see §1.5.2). The 
typological difference between the two should not be involved in the principles of 
mapping between surface structure and GF-structure. I will discuss the difference in 
§1.5.
6 Although Alamblak has second agreement markers, which Bruce (1984) calls undergoer markers, they do 
not represent the grammatical relations of cross-referenced NP. In chapter four, it will be argued that they 
are incorporated pronouns which do not have any grammatical functional value at all.
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It should also be noted that the language dependent principles exemplified by (1.30) 
preferably should not refer to such grammatical relational notions as subject and object, 
since they are structurally definable notions.
With this in mind, let us propose a linking theory to map surface structures and GF- 
structures in Japanese:
(1.31) Assign GF
(1.32) One grammatical function can be assumed by one and only one NP.
(1.33) a. NP-ga is not governed by an active verb, 
b. NP-o is governed by an active verb.7
(1.31) and (1.32) belong to universal grammar, and (1.33) to Japanese. In Japanese 
nominative case particle -ga appears not only with the subjects but also with the objects of 
adjectives and Stative verbs (Kuno 1973, Shibatani 1977, 1978 among many others):
(1.34) a. Subject
Yosiko-ga Emiko-o sikat-ta.
Yosiko-NOM  Emiko-ACC scold-PAST  
‘Yosiko scolded Emiko.’
b . Object of adjective
Watasi-ga inu-ga kowa-i (koto)8
I-NOM dog-NOM afraid(adjective)-PRES COMP 
‘(that) I am afraid of dogs.’
c. Object of verb
Watasi-ga eigo-ga wakar-ana-i (koto)
I-TOP English-NOM understand(verb)-NEG-PRES COMP 
‘(that) I don’t understand English.’
On the other hand, an NP governed by an active verb must be accusative.
Consider (1.34a), for example. Sikar-u ‘scold-PRES’ is an active verb. If Yosiko-ga 
is assigned a GF [NP, IP] and Emiko-o a GF [NP, VP], the surface structure is mapped 
onto the following GF-structure:
7Dative case is not discussed here, since it is beyond the scope of the present discussion.
8The complementiser koto is added in order to make the sentence sound natural.
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(1.35) IP
NP r
Yosiko-ga
NP V PAST
Emiko-o sikar -ta
Yosiko-ga is not governed by an active verb, while Emiko-o is governed by sikar(u), 
which is active. The GF assignments are successful and the GF structure is admitted. 
On the other hand, if Yosiko-ga is assigned a GF [NP, VP] and Emiko-o a GF [NP, IP], 
the surface structure is mapped onto the following GF-structure:
(1.36)
This structure is ruled out, since the nominative NP Yosiko-ga is governed by the active 
verb and the accusative NP Emiko-o is not governed by an active verb.
Next, consider (1.34c). If watasi-ga is assigned a GF [NP, IP], and eigo-ga a GF 
[NP, VP], the surface structure is mapped onto the following GF-structure:
(1.37)
eigo-ga wakar -ana -i
Since wakar ‘understand’ is not an active verb, the nominative NP eigo-ga can assume 
the GF governed by it. Watasi-ga is not governed by an active verb, either. Therefore, 
the GF-assignments are successful and the GF-structure is admitted. Let us consider 
another alternative of GF-assignment. If watasi-ga is assigned a GF [NP, VP], and eigo- 
ga a GF [NP, IP], the surface structure is mapped onto the following GF-structure:
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(1.38) IP
rNP
Eigo-ga VP I
NP V NEG NON.PST
watasi-ga wakar -ana -i
This GF-structure has an anomalous interpretation. However, this GF-structure is also 
admitted by the principles of GF-assignment. This GF-structure is not excluded in 
syntax but its conceptual interpretation fails.
Next, let us consider GF-assignment in Alamblak. Alamblak is different from 
Warlpiri and Japanese in that argument NPs are not case marked. Since argument NPs 
are not case-marked, their GFs cannot be checked with respect to case-categories. So it 
does not have a set of language specific matching principles which refer to case-categories 
exemplified by (1.30) and (1.33). One might want to propose a matching principle which 
refers to agreement. For example:
(1.39) NP governed by INFL agrees in person, number and gender with the subject 
agreement marker it contains.
However, consistency between an agreement marker and a cross-referenced NP is 
checked when a given GF is conceptually interpreted (see chapter four). Syntax does not 
involve a principle to check the consistency of agreement. Thus, Alamblak and arguably 
other agreement languages do not involve principles to check assigned GFs. I assume 
that GF-assignment in Alamblak is conditioned only by (1.31) and (1.32).
Let us look at an example of GF-assignment in Alamblak. Consider the following 
sentence:
(1.40) John-r met-t fak-me-r.
John-3SM woman-3SF get-RPST-3SM 
‘John married a woman.’
If John-r is assigned a GF [NP, IP], and met-t a GF [NP, VP], the surface structure is 
mapped onto the following GF-structure:
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(1.41) IP
John-r VP I
NP V TNS AGR
met-t fak -me -r
On the other hand, if John-r is assigned a GF [NP, VP], and met-t GF [NP, IP], the 
surface structure is mapped onto the following GF-structure:
(1.42) IP
NP
I
met-t
Both GF-structures are admitted by the principles of GF-assignment. However, (1.42), 
in which the subject NP and the subject agreement marker do not agree, is excluded on 
conceptual grounds (see chapter four).9
The final case of GF-assignment discussed here is that of English. English is a 
configurational language, in which surface structure involves VP constituency. Since 
both GF-structure and surface structure involve VP constituency, correspondence 
between VP internal NPs in the two structures is straightforward. There is a condition, 
however. An NP assigned a GF [NP, VP] must be adjacent to the governing verb in 
surface structure (Stowell 1981). In surface structure, an object NP is governed by an 
inflected verb, while in GF structure, the inflected verb is factored out into the stem and 
inflectional elements if it is inflected. So what seems to check the correspondence 
between objects in surface structure and GF structure is this: the NP governed by a non- 
inflected verb in GF-structure is adjacent to the optionally inflected governing verb in 
surface structure. As far as subject relations are concerned, they are indicated by subject 
agreement markers for third person singular in present tense. As suggested earlier, 
syntax does not involve a matching principle to check the consistency between an NP and 
an agreement marker. Pronouns have case categories. An accusative pronoun is
9Though it may appear that the forms of GF-structures are isomorphic across languages, it is not 
necessarily true. See §1.5.2.
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governed by a verb, and a nominative pronoun by an INFL. Thus English involves the 
following matching principles:
f l .43) a. The NP governed by a non-inflected verb in GF-structure is adjacent to the 
optionally inflected governing verb in surface structure.
b . A nominative pronoun is governed by an INFL.
c. An accusative pronoun is governed by a verb.
GF-structure is the level of representation in which grammatical functions and head- 
complement relations are unambiguously represented. Surface structures are mapped 
onto GF-structures by the principles of GF-assignment. Surface structures are base­
generated structures. The surface structures of passive, raising and other kinds of 
constructions are all base-generated, and mapped onto GF-structures. No syntactic 
operations which convert grammatical relations, e.g. from object to subject, or from 
embedded subject to matrix subject, are involved in and between surface structure and 
GF-structure. This theory does not assume GF-changing grammatical operations. They 
are completely absorbed by the theory of unification proposed in § 1.4 (also see §4.4 and 
§6.3).
The level of GF-representation is significant in this theory. It is the interface between 
surface structure and conceptual structure, i.e. surface structure is linked to conceptual 
interpretation via GF-representation. In the above I proposed a theory which establish the 
linking relation between surface structure and GF-structure. The linking principles which 
map GF-structure onto conceptual structure will be proposed in §1.4.2.
Next let us consider the nature of S-structure. In Iwamoto (1986), I argued that the ß- 
structures of Chomsky (1981), which are our GF- and S-structures, must have the 
capacity to represent the order of constituents. It was a counter-argument to the 
hypothesis that ß-structures in Japanese do not represent word order, which was 
suggested by Farmer (1980; 1984), Marantz (1981; 1984) and Chomsky (1981). I 
showed that the anaphoric interpretations of the Japanese reflexive pronoun zibun can be 
explained only if ß-structures represent word order. Below let me summarise the 
argument.
The following points have already been made clear by various Japanese linguists. 1) 
In Japanese, a reflexive pronoun is bound by a subject. 2) The interpretation of a 
reflexive pronoun is determined in the structure in which the grammatical functions of 
NPs are represented (cf. Kuroda 1965, Kuno 1973, Inoue 1976, Shibatani 1978, Saito 
1985). Consider the following, for example:
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(1.44) a. Yumiko/-ga Emikoy-o zibunt/*y-no kaban-de but-ta.
Yumiko-NOM Emiko-ACC self-GEN bag-INST hit-PAST 
‘Yumiko; hit Emikoy with her; bag.’ 
b. Emiko;-ga Yumikoy-ni zibunx/*y-no hasi-o watasi-ta.
Emiko-NOM Yumiko-DAT self-GEN chop sticks-ACC hand-PAST
‘Emiko handed her chopstick to Yimiko.’
(1.45) Yamada-kyoozyu/-ga gakuseiy-ni zibun,yy-no kenkyuu-o 
Yamada-prof-NOM student-DAT self-GEN research-ACC
happyoo-sase-ta.
give presentation!publish-CAUSE-PAST.
‘Prof Yamada, let his studenty give a presentation about hisxyy research.’
(1.44) indicates that only subjects are able to bind a reflexive pronoun. The reflexive 
pronoun in (1.45) allows an ambiguous interpretation. It can be co-referential with either 
the subject of happyoo  or that of sase. This means that the interpretation of reflexive 
pronouns is determined at the level of representation in which the causative suffix takes a 
complement clause whose verb is happyoo as follows:
(1.46)
Yamada-kyoozyu;-ga VP
gakuseiy-ni NP
zibun//y-no kenkyuu-o happyoo
The embedded subject is represented by PRO which is co-indexed with gakusei in the PP 
in the matrix clause. In this structure, zibun is bound by either the matrix subject or the 
embedded subject.
In GB theory it is assumed that in non-configurational languages, the level of 
grammatical relational representation does not represent word order, since it is already 
represented in the surface constituent structure. However, there is a piece of evidence to
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show that word order is also represented in the level of grammatical relational 
representation. The possibility of anaphoric interpretation is influenced by word order. 
Consider the following:
(1.47) Yamada-kyoozyu,-ga zibunty*y-no kenkyuu-o gakuseiy-ni 
Yamada-prof-NOM self-GEN research-ACC student-DAT
happyoo-sase-ta.
give.presentation!publish-CAUSE-PAST.
‘Prof Yamada; let his studenty give a presentation about his;/*y research.’
Here zibun cannot be co-referential with gakusei. Anaphoric interpretation is not 
determined in surface structure as clarified earlier. Thus the interpretational contrast 
between (1.45) and (1.47) must be captured in the structure involving complementation, 
i.e. the level of GF representation. If we assumed that GF representation does not 
represent word order, the interpretational contrast could not be explained.
Let us assume (1.47) to have the following structure:
(1.48) IP
Yamada-kyoozyuj-ga VP
zibun//*y-no kenkyuu-o PP
gakuseiy-ni
PRO, NP
happyoo
Zibun-no kenkyuu-o ‘self-GEN research-ACC’ is moved from the original GF position 
indicated by t£ to be adjoined to the embedded VP. The reflexive pronoun is not c- 
commanded by the embedded subject in this structure, so the co-referential reading with 
the embedded subject is impossible. This indicates that word order is represented not
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only in surface structure but also at the level of representation which derives from GF- 
structure by move a.
Let us call this level of representation “S-structure”. “S-structure” is a term borrowed 
from GB theory. In GB theory S-structure is a level of representation in which 
grammatical functions, word order and anaphoric relations are represented. Our S- 
structure is different from it in that it is not a level of GF representation. Grammatical 
functions are represented in GF-structure. S-structure is based on GF-structure, i.e. it 
derives from GF-structure and represents word order and anaphoric relations.
S-structure derives from GF-structure by move a . Notice that move a  here does not 
involve grammatical function changing movement, since grammatical functions are 
already defined in GF-structure. Thus we only assume non-GF-changing movement. 
Movement is subject to the subjacency condition (Chomsky 1973; 1986b), which states 
that a single movement cannot cross two bounding nodes, which are traditionally NP and 
S’ modes (Chomsky 1973). S-structure is subject to the Empty Category Principle 
(ECP) (Lasnik and Saito 1984, Chomsky 1986b), which states that non-pronominal 
empty categories must be properly governed, where non-pronominal empty categories are 
traces. Examples which involve an ECP violation have already discussed in (1.33). S- 
structure is also conditioned by surface structure. Only those S-structures which properly 
reflect the word order represented in surface structure are admitted. Thus we have the 
following principle to check the consistency between surface structure and S-structure:
(1.49) Surface structure and S-structure have the identical word order.10
In the above, I presented the organisation of syntax assumed in this thesis. Next, let 
us consider another component of grammar, the conceptual component.
1.3. The Level of Thematic Representation: 
Conceptual Structure
Conscious investigation of meaning and thematic relations has suggested that thematic 
relations are structural relations in finer grained thematic or conceptual structures, which
10One o f the problems o f this theory of syntactic representations is that while “Assign G F ’ abstracts the 
information about word order to map a surface structure to a GF-structure, “Move a ” assigns the same 
word order to the same NP. This suggests that surface strucure should be directly mapped onto S-structure 
and the level o f GF-structure should be eliminated. How to map surface structure onto S-structure is left 
for a future study.
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in any sense do not define syntactic structures directly. Following the suggestions by 
Jackendoff (1983, 1985a, 1985b, 1987a, 1987b, 1990), I assume that the thematic 
interpretations of sentences are all represented at the level of conceptual structure but not 
at any level of syntactic structure and that conceptual structures and syntactic structures 
constitute distinct levels of mental representation which can be linked only by means of 
mapping.
Conceptual structures are defined by two kinds of conceptual categories, Basic 
Categories and Functions. Basic Categories are elementary ingredients of the conceptual 
component. Basic Categories are represented by Entity, Thing11, Event, State, Animate, 
Human etc., where the following subsumption relations hold: Entity > {Event, State, 
Thing, Animate, Inanimate, Human etc.}, Thing > {Animate, Inanimate, Human), and 
Animate > Human, and so on. On the other hand, Functions are relational categories 
which establish the relationship between two or more Basic Categories. For example, 
DEAD is a Function from an Animate to a State, i.e. [state DEAD ([Animate ])]; and 
MOVE is a Function from a Thing to an Event, i.e. [Event MOVE ([Thing ])]. While 
conceptual categories are expressed by small letters with the first letter capital, contents of 
the categories are expressed by capital letters. For example, in [Human BOY], BOY is the 
content of the Basic Category Human. In most cases, the types of functional categories 
are not indicated, since appropriate names for most of the Functions are not available at 
this moment and they are not relevant to the discussion.12 In [state DEAD ([Animate 1)1 
and [Event-MOVE ([Thing ])], for example, the names of the functions DEAD and 
MOVE are not indicated.
Conceptual structures are representations of the thematic part of meaning.13 Thus they 
would ultimately be represented by the composition of universal conceptual primitives, 
which would be somewhat comparable with W ierzbicka’s (1985, 1988) semantic 
primitives, where she proposes fifteen to twenty-one semantic primitives including /, 
you, this, someone, something, time, place, want, thnk, know, etc... However, our 
approach is different from Wierzbicka in that while we crucially differentiate Basic
11‘Thing” embraces concrete and abstarct things including animate and human.
12In categorial grammatical terms (Flynn 1985, Steedman, 1987, 1989, Oehrle et. al. 1988), the 
conceptual categorial type of DEAD is derived by the combination of the type of the argument and that of 
the mapped category, State/Animate. Though such concepts of categorial grammar as functional 
application and functional composition are applicable to the analysis of conceptual structures, a categorial 
grammatical investigation of conceptual structures is beyond the scope of this research.
13The other part represents the interpretation of quantifiers, wh-phrases, topics and focalised elements. 
This part is called LF.
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Categories and Functions structurally, such a structural concept is not found in 
Wierzbickan semantics. While we assume that syntax and semantics must be linked by 
an explicit system of principles, Wierzbicka does not agree to have such a perspective. 
Though conceptual structures are assumed to be composed of conceptual primitives, 
except where relevant to the discussion, details of the conceptual meanings are ignored. 
Especially we do not try to explicate the meanings of nouns such as boy, man, dog, desk, 
table, city, village, etc.. The size of the definition of these nouns could be very large.14 
It is not realistic to quote large definitions in our discussion where irrelevant. Instead, I 
will use abbreviations such as MAN, BOY, DOG, DESK, TABLE, CITY, VILLAGE, 
etc.. On the other hand, relevant conceptual meanings will be fully explicated.
Now, consider the following.
(1.50) a. [state DEAD ([Animate ])]
b. [Animate DOG]
(1.50a) means that DEAD is a Function from an Animate onto a State. As it is, it does 
not denote a State, since the value, or the content, of the argument is not determined, 
where [Animate ] represents a variable with the selectional restriction of Animate. When 
its value is determined by an Animate entity, the Function and the Animate entity are 
unified and designate a State. In the above, if [Animate DOG] determines the value of the 
variable, they are unified and designate a State. In this case, the Function and [Animate 
DOG] are also said to be unified. (See §1.4.2 for a theory of unification proposed in this 
work.) In the unification of a Function and a Basic Category, the conceptual type of the 
argument variable of the Function must subsume that of the Basic Category to be unified 
with it. For example, [Animate DOG] can be unified with [state DEAD ([Animate ])]» but 
[Thing DESK] cannot. The following is a conceptual structure given by the unification of 
(1.50a) and (b):
(1-51) [state DEAD ([Animate DOG])]
Alternatively the same unified structure can be represented as follows:
(1.52) [state DEAD ([Animate ]^ )]
[Animate D O G ]^
14See Wierzbicka (1985) for her definitions of some English nouns. Andrews (1990b) offers a theory 
whereby Wierzbickan semantics and a unification-based syntactic theory are unified.
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The co-superscripts indicate that the superscripted brackets constitute the identical Entity. 
So (1.51) and (1.52) signify the identical unified conceptual structure. The latter notation 
will be used when the complexity of a conceptual structure is considerable, i.e. when it 
involves mutiple embedding; in such a case, the latter notation is more intelligible than the 
other.
Let us consider more complex cases. While generally following his intuitions, we 
depart from Jackendoff in that we assume conceptual structure to be binary. One of the 
motivations to assume that conceptual structures are binarily structured is that binary 
structure represents relative prominence among arguments unambiguously, i.e. an 
argument assuming a higher position is more prominent than one assuming a lower 
position. In chapters three and four I will argue that binary conceptual structures derive 
the thematic role hierarchy and provide a basis for what I will call language dependent 
syntacticisation patterns. Of the following, (a) is a Jackendovian notation of Function 
KNOW, which selects two arguments, a knower, which is Animate, and a known, which 
is an Entity, while (b) is ours:
(1.53) a. [state KNOW ([Animate 1» [Entity ])]
b* [State [KNOW ([Entity ])] ([Animate ])]
They can be represented by tree-diagrams as follows:15
(1.54) a. State
KNOW [Animate ] [Entity 1
b.
KNOW [Entity ]
]
In (a) two arguments have the same conceptual status. Linear order has no relevance in 
conceptual structure. Thus the order of the arguments in (a) means nothing. Yet 
Jackendoff (1990) refers to the Animate argument as first argument and the Entity
15“F” in (b) represents a node for a function from an Animate to a State. “F” is used here since no 
appropriate naming is known at least to me. In categorial grammatical terms, it would be represented as 
State/Animate.
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argument as second argument whereby he tries to capture the effect of the thematic role 
hierarchy, where a knower outranks a known. But since the notion of “first” and 
“second” is not represented in (a) as it stands, it would have to be expressed by one of the 
following or similar ways unless we assume the (1.53b) structure:
(1.55) a. [state KNOW  ([Human Dl» ([Entity ])2]
b. [State KNOW ([Human D» ([Entity ])L where underlined argument is
the first argument.
c. [state KNOW ([Human ]), ([Entity 1)1» where underlined argument is
the second argument.
It appears that (1.53b) and any of (1.55) express the identical hierarchical relationship 
among the three components, KNOW, [Animate ] and [Entity 1* since in all of them the 
thematically more prominent argument, knower, can be identified. But there is a crucial 
difference between (1.53b) and (1.55). While in (1.53b) KNOW and [Entity ] 
constitute a conceptual constituency, in those of (1.55) they do not. That is, while the 
notion of “first” and “second” signifies no more than an ordinal hierarchy, (1.53b) 
distinguishes inner and outer arguments structurally. Readers are warned not to confuse 
this inner and outer distinction with Williams’ (1981) internal and external arguments. 
W illiams’ internal and external distinction is meant to differentiate VP internal and 
external arguments so that where there is a grammatical relational alternation, there is an 
alternation in internal and external arguments. On the other hand, our ihner and outer 
distinction is purely conceptual. Inner arguments are always inner arguments and outer 
arguments are always outer arguments as well. No matter what type of morpho-syntactic 
process takes place in other grammatical components, it does not affect the structural 
organisation of the conceptual structure, since the organisation of conceptual structure is 
totally independent of them. Below are a few more examples to show the binary 
organisation of conceptual structures:
(1.56) a. [state tloc AT ([place ])] ([Thing ])]
b . [Event taction CAUSE ([Event/State ])] ([Entity ])]
where the labels of functions are represented by small letters, since they are 
not Basic Categories.
AT is a two place Function selecting a Place and a Thing. Place is a spatial category 
which has potential to accommodate a Thing. For example the following Japanese 
nominal expressions designate Places:
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(1.57) hako-no naka box-GEN inside ‘the inside of a box’
isi-no ue stone-GEN top ‘the top (surface) of a stone’
yane-no sita roof-GEN underneath ‘the underneath of the roof
Hako, isi and yane are not Places but Things. Places are abstract notions which denote 
limited extent of a space, plane, line or point, in/on/along which a Thing can be 
accommodated. Place is the inner argument and Thing is the outer argument. The 
conceptual relation the Thing has in (1.56a) is included by what is called Theme by 
Gruber (1965/75) and Jackendoff (1972). The function AT selects an inner argument 
Place to map it onto another Function, “locative”, which selects a Thing to map onto a 
State, where the label of the Function is represented by small letters. The motivations for 
postulating Place to be the inner argument and Theme to be the outer argument will be 
presented in §1.4 after we discuss the functional characterisation of syntactic categories in 
§1.3. Similarly, CAUSE is a Function from an Event/State to a Function from an Entity 
to an Event, where the Function given by the unification of CAUSE and an Event/State is 
called “action”.16 Conventionally, Functions are placed before arguments in conceptual 
structures.
The conceptual specification of a lexical item is called its Lexical Conceptual Structure 
(LCS) (Rappaport and Levin 1988, Jackendoff 1990). The following shows two simple 
examples:
(1.58) a. arrive
LCS:
[Event BECOME ([state tloc A T  ([Place INSIDE ([Domain 
- ([Thing
b. kill
])])]
])])]_
LCS:
[Event [CAUSE [Event BECOME ([state DEAD ([Animate ])])]]
_ ([Thing/Event ])]
16Jackendoff (1983: p. 180) proposes the following structure to define action:
[E vent[A C X ° R ] ;  »[Action F(i, Yy, Zk,...)]]
In our system, on the other hand, action is defined by the binary organisation of conceptual structures. 
Action might be conceptually ambiguous between a Function and a Basic Category. Jackendoff (1983, 
1990) suggests that “action” is subsumed under Entity since it can have a deictic reference.
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These LCSs are simple in that they consist of only one tier called thematic tier (Jackendoff 
1987b, 1990). Jackendoff (ibid.) suggests that there are at least two other kinds of tiers 
to be involved in LCS, the action tier and the temporal tier. While the thematic tier 
represents meanings basically associated with locational, Stative and possessional change, 
the action tier represents Actor, Patient, Beneficiary and Maleficiary, and the temporal tier 
represents the temporal nature of the thematic and the action tiers and their temporal 
relationship. These two tiers will be discussed in detail in chapter three. For the purpose 
of this chapter, it is sufficient to know the general forms of thematic tiers of LCS.
Now, the partial conceptual structures of the sentences (1.59a) and (b) are analysed to 
be (1.60a) and (b), respectively:
(1.59) a. John arrived in the city, 
b. John killed a pig.
(1.60) a.
[Event BECO M E ([state tloc A T ([place INSIDE ([Domain CITY])])]
([Human JOHN])])] 
b.
[Event taction CA U SE [Event BECOM E ([state DEAD ([Animate PKj])])]]
([Human JOHN])]
1.3. A Theory of Functional Classification 
of Syntactic Categories
Next, let us consider a functional classification of syntactic categories. Syntactic 
categories discussed in this and the following sections are those in GF-structure. I will 
use the terms “syntactically open” and “syntactically closed” categories to refer to those 
syntactic categories which syntactically subcategorise for one or more arguments and 
those which do not subcategorise for any syntactic category, respectively, where a  
subcategorises for ß if a  is a zero level category, i.e. a lexical level category, and a  
governs and thematically identifies ß. Thus all maximal projections of any kind are 
syntactically closed categories, since maximal projections are not zero level categories. 
On the other hand, transitive verbs, transitive adjectives such as afraid, proud and sorry, 
and prepositions are syntactically open categories. Though transitive adjectives do not 
have Case-marking properties, they thematically identify their complements. Derived
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nominals like destruction and investigation are also syntactically open categories. 
Similarly I will also use the terms conceptually open and closed categories to refer to 
those conceptual categories which involve at least one Function which is yet to be unified 
and those which do not involve any un-unified Function, respectively. In the following, 
(a) and (b) are conceptually open, hence functions, whereas (c) is conceptually closed:
(1.61) a. [state tloc AT ([piaCe ])] ([Thing ])]
6 . [State [loc A T  ([place INSIDE ([Thing B O N ])])] ([Thing ])]
C* [state [loc AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing BOX])])] ([Thing BOOK])]
With respect to this, syntactic categories cross-classify into four classes as follows:
0 .6 2 ) _______________________________
Syntactically open Syntactically closed
Conceptually open
transitive verbs, 
transitive adjectives 
intr. locative verbs, 
(derived nominals)
VP, AP, PP, AdvP
Conceptually closed 0 NP, IP, CP most types of nouns
Transitive verbs (kill, hit and love), transitive adjectives (afraid, fond  and keen), 
intransitive locative verbs (live, stay and sit) and derived nominals (destruction, 
investigation and reconstruction) are both syntactically and conceptually open. NPs, IPs 
and CPs are both conceptually and syntactically closed.17 Such nouns as stone, man and 
desk are also syntactically and conceptually closed though they are not NPs. There is no 
syntactic category which is syntactically open but conceptually closed. VP, AP, PP and 
AdvP are syntactically closed but conceptually open. They are conceptually open since 
they either modify other phrases or clauses or serve as a predicate of an NP.
Let us look at syntactically closed but conceptually open categories. First, consider 
AP and PP. An AP difficult basically occurs in two syntactic configurations exemplified 
below:
17Chomsky (1986a) (1986b) characterises each of NP and S as a Complete Functional Complex, in which 
“all grammatical functions compatible with its head are realised” (Chomsky 1986a).
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(1.63) a. a [ap difficult] problem
b. John found the problem [Ap difficult], 
b’. The problem is [Ap difficult].
In (1.63a), the AP is modifying the head noun and in (b) it is predicated of the NP the 
problem. Modification and predication are differentiated in the following sense: While 
modification is a type of mapping from one Basic Category to the identical Basic 
Category, i.e. mapping of a category onto itself, predication is a type of mapping from 
one Basic Category onto another. The conceptual function of the adjective difficult in 
(1.63a) is to modify the LCS of the head noun: the LCS of difficult selects a Thing and 
maps it onto a Thing of the identical conceptual type:18
(1.64) [Thing DIFFICULT ([Thing; ] )] /
The other function of the LCS of the AP is to be a predicate of an NP: it selects a Thing 
and maps it onto a State. Consider (1.63b). There, the function of the AP is not to 
modify the NP but it is the actual “semantic role assigner” (Marantz 1984) of the NP 
problem. The sentence does not mean that John found a difficult problem but that John 
realised that the problem was difficult. Thus, the LCSs of the NP and the AP unify to 
denote a State:
(1.65) [state DIFFICULT ([Thing PROBLEM])]
That is, the adjective in this usage has the following LCS:
(1-66) [state DIFFICULT ([Thing ])]
Therefore in both usages, the LCSs of the AP are Functions, which are conceptually 
open.
Similarly, the conceptual structures of PPs are also Functions. PPs typically occur in 
the following three configurations:
(1.67) a. a table in the house
b . John died in the house
c. John put the table in the house
18The subscripts are not referential or anaphoric indices. They just indicate that the entities belong to the 
identical conceptual type. Modification does not alter the identity of the Basic category.
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The PPs in (a) and (b) are modifiers, whereas that in (c) is a predicate. As a modifier, its 
conceptual structure [log AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing HOUSE])])] necessarily modifies a 
Thing, an Event or a State.19 That is, Loc is a conceptual Function from a Thing/ to a 
Thing/, from an Event/ to an Event/ or from a State/ to a State/. In more general terms, it 
is a Function from an Entity/ to an Entity/. Since it is a Function, it needs to be unified 
with some Entity. The CS of the PP of this usage is presented below:20
(1.68) [Entity [loc AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing HOUSE])])] ([Entity/ ])]/
PPs have another function, to be a predicate of an NP (Rothstein 1983, Zubizarreta 
1987). (1.67c) means that John caused a situation in which a table is in the house 
(Dowty 1979, Foley and Van Valin 1984). The conceptual structure of the PP in this 
usage is a Function from a Thing to a State. Namely, [ioc AT ([p la c e  IN 
([Thing HOUSE])])] is a Function from a Thing to a State. Thus we assume the 
following conceptual structure of the PP in (1.67c):21
(1.69) [state [loc AT ([p laCe INSIDE ([Thing HOUSE])])] ([Thing ])]
This conceptual analysis of locative PP is corroborated by the existence of languages in 
which existential propositions are syntactically expressed by the combination of an NP 
and a PP without a verbal or copulative element. For example:
(1.70) a. Patana ta ra pal
n o b o d y  in DET h ou se  
‘Nobody is in the house.’ 
b. A vavina papa ra pui 
DET w o m a n  f r o m  DET b u sh
‘The woman is from the bush.’ (Tolai (Mosel, 1984: p. 162))
19Our conceptual specifications of PPs are different from those of Jackendoff (1983) (1987a) (1987b) 
(1990). I will discuss the problems of Jackendoff s analysis in chapter three in detail.
20LCS and CS are differentiated in that while the former represents the conceptual specification of a 
lexical item, the latter represents the conceptual representation of a phrase consisting of more than one 
element
21 The distinction between inner locative and outer locative is now clear. Inner locatives are functions 
from a Thing to a State and outer locatives are modifiers.
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(1.71) a. i made di peken22 
DET Made LOC m arket 
‘Made is at the market.’ 
b. anak-e ento uli Jepang 
person-DEF that fro m  Japan
‘That person is from Japan.’ (Balinese (Clynes, personal communication))
In these examples, an NP and a PP together denote a State. The NPs denote a Thing. 
Thus the CSs of the PPs are Functions from a Thing to a State.
Here compare (1.68) and (1.69). They are the conceptual structures of the 
conceptually ambiguous English PP in (the) house. Though it is ambiguous, the 
conceptual structures share h oc AT ([piace INSIDE ([phing HOUSE])])]. This Function 
either modifies an Entity or selects a Thing to map it onto a State. The value of the Entity 
or the Thing is determined by a phrase which is syntactically external. This suggests the 
structural organisation of the Function AT in (1.69). Place is the inner argument and 
Thing is the outer argument. In chapter three I will argue that this provides a conceptual 
basis for the thematic role hierarchy between themes and inner locatives.
VPs are syntactically closed since they are maximal projections. Some VPs are 
conceptually open but others are closed. VPs dominating a verb which selects an external 
argument are open since the verb’s LCS contains a Function which is to be unified with 
the LCS of the external argument. For example, the CS of the VP know John is a 
function. On the other hand, VPs dominating a verb which does not select an external 
argument are conceptually closed, since the CSs of the VPs do not contain any un-unified 
Functions. For example, the CS of the VP seems that John is a genius is closed.
This functional classification of syntactic category enables us to recognise the three 
types of syntactic-conceptual relations. To obtain a clear idea about these relations, let us 
first consider the relations given by the simple combination of the three kinds of syntactic 
categories:
22The locative preposition di does not involve the meaning of an existential verb such as stand or stay. 
The following example indicates that it is a pure locative preposition:
buku-ne ke-jang di meja-ne 
book-DEF PASS-put LOC table-DEF 
“(I) put the book on the table.” (Clynes, personal communication)
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a. syntactically and conceptually open categories — syntactically and conceptually
(transitive verb, transitive adjective closed categories (NP and S)
intransitive locative verbs and DN)
b. syntactically closed but conceptually — syntactically and conceptually closed
open categories categories (NP and S)
(PP, AP, VP and AdvP)
i) modification
ii) predication
c. syntactically and conceptually open categories —  syntactically closed but
(transitive verb, transitive adjective conceptually open categories
intransitive locative verbs and DN) (PP, AP, VP and AdvP)
The (a) type relations are those between syntactically and conceptually open categories 
and syntactically and conceptually closed categories. They are canonically detected in 
such VPs as hit a dog and know that John loves Mary. This is the typical “argument- 
selector argument relation” (cf. Marantz 1984). The (b) type relations are those between 
syntactically closed but conceptually open categories and syntactically and conceptually 
closed categories. They are further divided into two subparts: modification and 
predication. Modification is exemplified by a cat under the table and John was born in 
1990. Following Marantz (1984) let us call this “modifier-modifiee relation”. 
Predication is the relation between an NP and VP, AP or PP in such sentences as John 
[ vp loves Mary], John found the problem [\p  difficult], and John put the table 
[pp in the house]. Predication is subsumed under the argument-selector argument 
relation since the predicates are conceptually argument-selectors and the NPs are their 
arguments. The (c) type relation is exemplified by such sentences as John [y lives] [pp 
in Canberra] and John [yput] the table [ppin the house]. This relation is different 
from the other two relations. This is characterised as “argument-selector argument- 
selector relation”. Both [ylive] and [ppin Canberra] in John lives in Canberra are 
argument selectors. Similarly both [yput] and [pp in the house] in John put the table in 
the house are argument-selectors. Later I will argue that two Functions must share an 
argument to be unified: that is, this type of syntactic relation is only possible given the
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existence of a shared argument (i.e. the table in put the table in the house and John in 
John lives in Canberra).22 Now we have three types of syntactic-conceptual relations:
(1.72) a. argument-selector argument relation
b. modifier-modifiee relation
c. argument-selector argument-selector relation
The functional classification of syntactic categories and the three kinds of syntactic 
relations are crucial in the theory of unification we discuss here. Next let us discuss how 
syntactic and conceptual structures are linked.
1.4. Theory of Linking
1.4.1. Lexical Specification
Jackendoff (1985, 1987a, 1990) suggests that the syntactic and conceptual entries 
registered in the lexical items play the central role in the linking of the two levels of 
representation, syntactic structure and conceptual structure, in our terms GF-structure and 
conceptual structure.24 In the lexicon, each lexical item is registered as a pair consisting 
of a Lexical Syntactic Structure (LSS) and a Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS). An 
LSS represents the syntactic information a lexical item has. This includes a categorial 
specification defined by the combination of [±N] and [±V] and a piece of information as 
to whether or not it syntactically subcategorises for one or more arguments (Predicate 
Argument Structure (PAS)). For example, consider the lexical entries of pig and kill:
(1.73) a.
'P ig
LSS: categorial specification: [+N; -V]
- L C S : [ A n i m a t e  PIG]
23This theory may suffer from the following counter-examples:
i) John looked into Mary’s eyes.
ii) John vomited into the basin.
Here themes of which the PPs are predicates are not syntactically manifested. They are conceptually 
understood as John’s gaze in i) and some liquidated substance in ii). The PPs are predicates of these 
lexically incorporated themes. The theory needs an extension to accommodate these constructions. 
However, I would like to leave it to the future.
24The following description of lexical specifications could be seen as distortion in Jackendoff s view. 
However, it still preserves his basic intuition.
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b.
-kiU
LSS: categorial specification: [-N; +V]
P A S :  ( x i )
-LCS: [Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([State DEAD ([Animate ]/)])])] -
Pig is syntactically specified as being [+N, -V] but has no PAS. It is registered as an 
Animate with the semantic specification of PIG in the LCS. On the other hand, kill is 
syntactically specified as being [-N, +V] with a PAS (jc), which indicates that the verb 
selects a VP-internal argument but that its category type is not specified since the 
conceptual type of the variable in the LCS correctly predicts it. The LCS of the verb 
leaves two argument positions open. The variable in the PAS is co-indexed with the 
variable of the Function DEAD. This Function is to be unified with an animate entity, for 
example [Animate PIG]. The other variable in the LCS is not co-indexed with a variable in 
the PAS, since PASs do not contain external arguments. Unification of these LCSs 
yields the thematic interpretation of the VP below:
(1.74) kill a pig
Furthermore, unification of this unified CS and an Entity [Human JOHN] yields the 
interpretation of the following, where tense is ignored:
(1.75) John kill a pig
Then how does the syntactic structure dictate that they be unified? Below I will make 
some concrete proposals about the unification of conceptual structures, which is based on 
the information from syntactic structures.
1.4.2. Unification
Unification is understood as follows: when potentially distinct bits of structures are 
deemed to be identical, they are unified. A condition on unification immediately follows: 
all the information from each element must be consistent (Shieber 1986). Well-formed 
syntactic structures provide sufficient information about which bits of conceptual 
structures are deemed to be identical. I recognise two ways of unification of conceptual 
structures: unification by co-indexing and unification by argument-sharing. Co-indexing 
establishes the relation between a Function and a Basic Category, in other words, 
between an identifier and an identifiee. This embraces the argument-selector argument 
relation and modifier-modifiee relation. On the other hand, unification by argument-
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sharing establishes the relation between two Functions, where two functions to be unified 
must share an argument.
In the conceptual component, conceptual structures are generated by simple functional 
application. Any Function and any Basic Category can be unified where selectional 
restrictions are satisfied. However, in order for a syntactic structure to be conceptually 
interpreted, there must be a rigid principle to specify which Basic Category is unified with 
which variable of which Function. The theory of unification proposed below tries to 
offer a mechanism to interpret syntactic structures.
1.4.2.1. Unification by Co-indexing
Unification by co-indexing establishes the relation between a Basic Category and a 
Function. The argument-selector argument relation and the modifier-modifiee relation are 
established by co-indexing.25
Argument-selector argument relations are relations in which a variable in the CS of an 
argument selecting Function and a Basic Category are unified. For example, consider the 
following:
(1.76) a. The man knows the place.
b« [State [KNOW ([Entity ])] ([Animate ])] 
c - [Thing PLACE] 
d- [Animate MAN]
(1.76b) is the LCS of the verb know  and it is an argument-selector involving two 
variables. [Entity ] and (1.76c) on the one hand and [Animate ] and (1.76d) on the 
other are to be unified. How are they unified on the basis of the syntactic structure?
A Basic Category and a Function are unified when the former is identified as an 
argument of the latter. I assume that this argument identification is done by co-indexing. 
A Basic Category which is to be identified must be co-indexed with a variable in the 
LCSs of a Function. I suggest that argument identification is a form of unification and 
that co-indexed (L)CSs are unified:
25The idea of unification by co-indexing is a version of Andrews’ (1990b) proposal that co-indexing IS 
unification, where he proposed a theory of unification whereby Wierzbickan large semantic definitions of 
words are put together to express the meanings of sentences.
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(1.77) Co-indexed (L)CSs are unified 
Consider the following co-indexing possibilities:
(1.78) a. [state [KNOW ([Entity ]«)] ([Animate ]j)] 
b. [Thing PLACE]/
c - [Animate MAN]y 
d. Unified CS:
[State [KNOW «Thing PLACE]/)] ([Animate MAN]/)]
(1.79) a. [state [KNOW ( [£ ntity ]/)] ([Animate ]/')] 
b. [Thing PLACEJy
c * [Animate MAN]/
The conceptual categories of the variables impose selectional restrictions on the types of 
Basic Categories to be unified with the Function: the type of Basic Category must be 
subsumed under the type of variable (cf. Jackendoff 1990). In (1.78), [Entity ]; and 
[Thing PLACE]/ on the one hand and [Animate ]j  and [Animate MAN]y on the other are 
co-indexed. Here since the conceptual types of the Basic Categories are subsumed under 
(in this case identical with) that of the conceptual categories of the variables of the 
Functions, unification is licensed or does not fail (cf. Jackendoff’s (1990) “fusion”). On 
the other hand, (1.79) has a problem. Unification of [Animate ] and [Thing PLACE] 
fails since Animate does not subsume Thing. Thus co-indexing of the variable which is 
the argument of State/Animate and [Thing PLACE] does not give a proper thematic 
interpretation.
Now the next question is how co-indexing takes place, i.e. how arguments are 
identified. Co-indexing presupposes “indexing”. Here I assume that NPs are randomly 
indexed at surface structure and that CO-INDEXING takes place at GF-STRUCTURE, in 
which grammatical relations are defined. I would like to propose two ways of co­
indexing. One is co-indexing under government and the other is co-indexing under 
predication. The first way is that an NP governed by a verb and the variable contained by 
the verb’s PAS are co-indexed, an idea borrowed from Stowell’s (1981) co-indexing 
between a 0-grid and the arguments. Thus I assume (1.80):26
26In chapter three I will give an argument why an NP’s CS must be unified with a variable of the verb’s 
LCS through PAS, i.e. I will argue that they cannot be unified without being co-indexed with PAS, 
which represents the verb’s ability to identify an NP argument.
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(1.80) If a verb Va governs an NPß and Va ’s PAS contains a variable Xy, then ß = y. 
The following also holds:
(1.81) If a Va ’s PAS contains a variable Xy and for an NPß, ß = y, then Va governs 
NPß.
Consider the following structures, for example:27
(1.82)
[ vp kill
PAS: (jCj)
LCS: [Event [C A U SE  ([Event BECOM E
([State D E A D  ([Animate ]/)])])] ([Thing ])]
unify —>
a pigd
GS: [Animate PIG]/
The CS of the VP:[Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME
([State DEAD ([Animate PIG]/)])])] ([Thing >*])]
Suppose that an NP and its CS have the same index, which is intuitively well-motivated. 
Then a pig and its CS [animate PIG] have the same index. Since the verb kill governs 
the NP a pig, the latter is co-indexed with the variable x of the PAS by (1.80). Since the 
NP and its CS have the same index and the variable x of the PAS is co-indexed with the 
animate variable of the CS , the animate variable of the verb’s LCS and the NP’s CS are 
co-indexed. Since the conceptual category Animate subsumes that of the co-indexed 
Basic Category, they are unified.
The other type of co-indexing is by predication. Predication is a syntactic relation 
between an NP and a syntactically closed but conceptually open category (Rothstein 
1983, Zubizarreta 1987). Since the predicate is syntactically closed and does not have a 
PAS, co-indexing of an NP’s CS and an un-unified Function of the predicate’s (L)CS 
cannot be done through co-indexing of an NP and a variable of the PAS. Thus we need a 
different mechanism. We adopt Williams’s (1980, 1983) and Rothstein’s (1983) theory 
of predication. The theory of predication establishes a relation between a predicate (VP, 
AP and PP) and an NP which governs it.28 This relation is syntactically represented by
27Here and in what follows, articles are ignored.
28Williams (1980) captures this relation by c-command and Rothstein (1983) by mutual c-command. C- 
command is not restrictive enough since it does not restrict the structural distance between an NP and its 
predicate. Nobody would expect NP [s.. ■[s■ ■ -XPJJ to be a predication configuration. Rothsteins’s mutual
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means of co-superscripting. The following syntactic structure represents the predication 
configuration:
(1.83) ... NP1 ... XP1 ..., where XP is a predicate and the former governs the 
later.29
Notice, co-superscripting is not co-indexing, instead it just indicates that two maximal 
projections are linked to each other (Rothstein 1983). Given this, I would like to propose 
the following:
(1.84) Co-indexing under predication
Given an NPm with a CS,• and an XPn with a CS containing a variable xj, 
if n = m, then i = j, where the variable x is the highest argument.
The CSs of XPs normally contain one variable left un-unified. If a predicate is co- 
superscripted with an NP which governs it, the NP’s CS and the variable are co-indexed. 
Co-indexing under predication is exemplified below. Consider the following:
(1.85)
[sJohn1 [vp kill a pig,]1]
LCS: CS of the VP:
[Human JOHN]/ [Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME
([Slate D E A D  ([Animate PIG],')])])] ([Thing ])]
unify —>
[Event [CAUSE ([Evcm BECOME ([state DEAD ([Animate PIG]/)])])]
([Human JOHN/))]
The NP John governs the VP, so this is a predication configuration. Thus the former and 
the latter can be co-superscripted. By (1.84), the LCS of John and the variable [Thing 1 
are co-indexed. Since the conceptual category of the variable subsumes that of John, they 
are unified. (If it did not, the structure would be blocked.) Therefore, co-indexing under 
government and co-indexing under predication correctly gives the proper thematic 
interpretation of the sentence.
This theory crucially differentiates object identification and subject identification. An 
object is identified by a verb governing it, whereas a subject is identified by a VP it
c-command is too restrictive. It would not allow the NP and the VP in NP [ihfl' INFL VP] to be linked 
since the VP does not c-command the NP. Here government is assumed to be the structural notion to 
capture this relationship.
29For some exceptions to this generalisation, see Jackendoff (1990).
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governs. The CS of the object is unified with the LCS of the verb to give the thematic 
interpretation of the VP; the CS of the subject is unified with the CS of the VP to give the 
thematic interpretation of the clause. In chapter six I will discuss a type of possessor 
raising construction in Alamblak in which the variable for the subject cannot be 
determined until the verb or adjective identifies its object. It will constitute a piece of 
conclusive evidence to show that the CS of a subject is unified with the CS of the VP 
rather than that of the verb (cf. Marantz 1984). This theory is contrasted with such a 
unification theory as LFG (Bresnan 1982), which does not differentiate the f-structures of 
verbs and their projections annotated by T = i.
I also assume that unification of the (L)CSs of an modifier and a modifiee is carried 
out by co-indexing. Consider the following:
(1 .8 6 )  a. [Thing SMALL ([Thing ]*)]*
b. [Thing CAR];
c. u nify  ->  [Thing SMALL ([Thing CAR]/)]
The variable in (a) and [Thing CAR] in (b) are co-indexed and unified. Here again co­
indexing is a means of identification. Now, how are they co-indexed? Co-indexing is 
based on the structural configuration in which a modifier and a modifiee co-occur. I 
assume the following:
(1.87) Given [y... a  ...ß ...], where y is a projection of a  and both a  and ß are 
immediately dominated by y,
if the CS of a  denotes an Basic Category Xj and ß is a modifier with a CS 
containing a variable yy, then i = j.
Consider the following examples:
(1.88) a. a small car
b. a table in the house
c. John died in 1990.
In (1.88a) the head noun and the AP are immediately dominated by the former’s 
projection N \ The head denotes a Thing [Thing CAR]/ and the AP is a modifier with an 
LCS [Thing SMALL ([Thing ]/)]• (1-87) requires i =j, so that they are unified:
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car 
LCS:
[Thing CAR];
unify —»
[Thing SMALL ([Thing CAR];)];
Similarly in (1.88b) and (c) the LCSs of the modifiers and the modifiees are unified as 
follows:
(1.90) N ’
LCS: [Thing TABLE]; CS: [Entity [Loc AT ([place INSIDE
([Thing HOUSE])])] ([Entity ]/)]/
unify —»
[Thing [loc AT ([pi^e INSIDE ([Thing HOUSE])])] ([Thing TABLE];)];
(1 .9 1)30
r
John died in 1990
CS: CS:
[Event BECOME ([state DEAD [Event/State [Loc AT ([place INSIDE ([Time 1990])])] 
([Animate JOHN])])]; ([Event/State lz)]/
(1.89) N ’
AP
small
LCS:
[Thing SMALL ([Thing ]/)]/
unify —>
[Event/State [Loc A T  ([place INSIDE ([Time 1990])])]
([Event BECOM E ([Slate D E A D  ([Animate JOHN])])];)];
3(>Tense is ignored here.
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1.4.2.2. Argument-Selector Argument-Selector Relation: Unification by 
Argument Sharing
Next let us discuss how to unify two Functions. The following exemplifies two 
Functions to be unified:
(1.92) John put the desk in the house
Here the LCS of put is a Function and so is the CS of the PP in the house. The sentence 
contains the two Functions. Thus we need a mechanism to unify Functions. In order to 
obtain a correct idea of how unification works here, we need to know both the conceptual 
structure of this sentence and the theory of unification to give the conceptual structure by 
building up the LCSs of the lexical items contained in the sentence. I will argue that 
unification of Functions cannot be done by co-indexing.
To see this, let us examine Jackendoff’s (1987a, 1990: chapter one) proposal, where 
he suggests that unification of the LCS of put and the CS of in the house is done by co­
indexing. He proposes the following lexical specification for the verb to put:
(1.93) put 
V
[_NPj, PP*]
LCS: [Event [CAUSE ([Thing L» [Event GO ([Thing 1/
[Path TO ([place ]{k})l{k})])]
The structure containing the curly bracket notion, i.e. [path TO ([place ]{k})]{k) is an 
abbreviation of the following:
(1.94) a. [path TO ([place Ik)] 
b* [Path TO ([place ])]k
The syntactic PP constituent corresponds with either a PLACE selected by a PATH- 
function or a PATH. The former and latter usages are illustrated by (1.95a) and (b) 
respectively:
(1.95) a. George put the book at the comer of the bed.
b. Martha put the book into the drawer. (Jackendoff 1990: p. 79)
For Jackendoff, the CSs of the PPs are as follows:
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(1.96) a. at the comer of the bed
[place AT ([Thing CORNER OF BED])] 
b . into the drawer
[Path TO ([pi^e IN ([Thing DRAWER])])]
The CS of the NP the book is tentatively represented as (1.97), where the meaning of the 
definite article is ignored:
(1.97) book
[Thing BOOK]
Jackendoff suggests that the LCS of the verb and the CSs in (1.96) and (1.97) are unified 
on the basis of the co-indexing relations specified in the lexical entry (1.93), where the 
subcategorised NP and [Thing ] on the one hand and the subcategorised PP and 
[Path TO ([place ])] or [Path TO ([place ])] on the other are co-indexed. Unifying the 
CSs of the syntactic categories NP and PP with the co-indexed conceptual categories in 
the verb’s LCS yields the following CSs of the VPs:
(1.98) [yp put [the book]y [at the comer of the bed]*]
[Event [CAUSE ([Thing L> [Event CO ([Thing BOOKjy
[Path TO ([place AT ([Thing CORNER OF BED])]k)])])]
(1.99) [yp put [the book]y [into the drawer]*]
[Event [CAUSE ([Thing h'» [Event CO ([Thing BOOK]y
[Path TO ([place IN ([Thing DRAWER])])]k)])]
This unification process is similar to our unification by co-indexing under government.
While this system gives the intended CS of the VP out of the CSs of the constituents, 
it fails to represent the intuition that the locative PPs are conceptual Functions, which is 
suggested by Rothstein (1983). I find Jackendoff s analysis problematic since it does not 
recognise PPs as conceptually open categories. Jackendoff has been consistent in 
claiming that PPs denote conceptual Entities rather than Functions. But as we have 
already discussed, this is not correct. So we want a system in which both put and the PP 
in the house are Functions and these two Functions are unified to represent the CS of the 
sentence John put the desk in the house.
I assume the LCS of the verb to put as follows:
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(1.100) LC Sof put
[Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([state tloc A T  ([place ] ([Thing ])])])]
([Animate ])]
Here the intuition that the theme is a conceptual argument of the Function loc is correctly 
represented. Consequently the CS of the sentence (1.92) is considered to be:
(1.101) [Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([state [loc AT ([place INSIDE
([Thing HOUSE])]) ] ([Thing BOOK])])])] ([Human JOHN])]
How is this CS obtained on the basis of the LCS (1.100)? Here we consider two 
alternatives. One is to specify the lexical entry of put as in (1.102) and apply the theory 
of co-indexing under government (1.80) to the structure (1.103):
(1.102) put
PAS (*/, yj)
LCS [Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([state tloc AT ([place ] / ) ]
(1.103)
[VP put 
PAS: (*/, yj)
LCS:
[Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME 
([State tloc A T  ([place ]/ ) ]/([Thing ]/)])])]
([Animate ])]
([Thing ]/')])])] ([Animate ])J_
[np the desk]/ [pp in the house]y]
CS: CS:
[Thing DESK]/ [loc AT ([place INSIDE
([Thing HOUSE])]) ]j
unify —>
[Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([State [Loc AT ([piaCe INSIDE
([Thing HOUSE])]) ]j ([Thing DESK]/)])])] ([Animate ])]
Since the verb governs both the NP and the PP, they are co-indexed with the variables of 
the PAS. The variables in the PAS are co-indexed with the respective variables in the 
verb’s LCS. Since the syntactic categories and their CSs are co-indexed, the CSs of the 
arguments are co-indexed with the respective variables in the verb’s LCS, so that they are 
unified.
Though this appears to work well, there are a couple of conceptual disadvantages in 
this analysis. One is that although it provides the CS of the VP by unifying the verb’s 
LCS and the CSs of the arguments, it still fails to represent the relation between the NP
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and the PP in the desired way: while they are co-superscripted by predication, predication 
would not function in the unification of the CSs in this analysis. We want to make the 
rule of predication participate in the unification of the CSs.
The other is that the analysis does not basically differentiate Basic Categories and 
Functions concerning indexing. If both Basic Categories and Functions were equally 
indexed, indexing would be merely a means of indicating correspondence between 
syntactic structures and conceptual structures. But if we differentiate them, we will be 
able to offer a significant insight into the theory of visibility. The difference between 
Functions and Basic Categories is that while the former are identifiers, the latter are 
identifiees. Suppose that while identifiees are indexed, identifiers are not. Then the 
notion of indexing corresponds to that of Case in the standard GB theory. In the standard 
GB theory, it is assumed that NPs must be Case marked to be thematically interpreted and 
this requirement is called the Visibility Condition (Aoun 1985, Chomsky 1986a, Baker 
1988). While NPs are Case-marked, verbs and PPs are not. In GB theory, the Visibility 
Condition is stipulated. However, if we assume that only Basic Categories are indexed, 
it is possible to give an explanation as to why only NPs are required to be Case-marked. 
In chapter five it will be argued that the assumption that only expressions denoting Basic 
Categories are indexed gives a coherent explanation to the problems of Case and the 
distribution of bare-NP adverbs discussed by Larson (1985). Now if PPs are Functions, 
as we assume here, then they are identifiers. Then they should not be indexed, as they 
are not Case-marked.31
Now, if Functions are not indexed, how are two Functions unified? In other words, 
how are the LCS of a verb and the CS of a locative Function unified? Predication enables 
us to unify the two. Consider the following:
(1.104) put [np the desk]1 [pp in the house]1
This is a predication configuration. Thus the NP and the PP are co-superscripted. By the 
theory of unification (1.84), their CSs are unified, i.e. the NP’s CS is unified with the 
outer argument position of the PP’s CS, which is the highest variable contained by the 
CS:
31One can offer at least two objections to this proposal. One is that functions may have pro-forms, so in 
English, soo in Japanese and inji in Alamblak, for example. Being anaphorically co-indexed, pro-forms 
must be indexed. The other is that phrases denoting functions can be moved leaving a trace behind. 
Since the moved phrases and thier traces are co-indexed, the former must be indexed. This means that 
functions can at least have anaphoric indexes. But the type of index we are discussing here should not be 
confused with anaphoric indices. The former are a kind of visibility-marker required for unification and 
have nothing to do at all with anaphoric relations.
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(1.105) [np the desk]] [pp in the house]1
[Thing DESK]; [state [lex: AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing HOUSE])])]
([Thing ]/')]
unify —»
[State [lex: AT ([Place INSIDE ([Thing HOUSE])]) ] ([Thing DESK];)]
The unified CS represents the meaning of the syntactic structure, whose internal relation 
is indicated by predication. Notice that the unified CS is subsumed by the italicised part 
of the CS of the following phrase:
(1.106) a. put the desk;
b. [Event [CAUSE ( [Event BECOME {[state h o c  7 ([Thing DESK]j)])])]
([Human ])(:)]
The only difference between the two is that in the former the locative Function is fully 
specified, while in the latter it is not. Besides this difference, they are identical. We want 
them to be unified. The important fact to note here is that they share an indexed Basic 
Category [Thing DESK]; Thus I would like to propose the following theory of 
unification by argument sharing:
(1.107) Unification by argument sharing
If a CS A subsumes another CS B, and A and B share an indexed argument, 
then A and B are unified.
The unified CS of (1.105) and the italicised part of the CS of (1.106) are unified to give 
the following CS of the VP:
(1.108) [Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([State tloc AT ([Place INSIDE
([Thing HOUSE])])] ([Thing DESK];)])])] ( [Human ])]
1.4.2.3. Unification and Indexing
I have proposed two types of unification of (L)CSs, unification by co-indexing and 
unification by argument sharing. Argument identification is done by co-indexing, which
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involves two types, co-indexing under government and co-indexing under predication. 
Unification in modification configuration is also done by co-indexing, where co-indexing 
is determined configurationally. On the other hand, unification of functions does not 
involve co-indexing. Instead, it is based on the conceptual consistency of the functions 
and the existence of a shared argument. These theories of unification link syntactic 
structures and their conceptual interpretations.
A natural consequence of this unification theory is that Basic Categories cannot be 
unified with Functions unless indexed, since if un-indexed, they cannot be co-indexed. I 
assume: 1) Indexes must be licensed, otherwise they are erased; 3) their indexes are 
licensed if their syntactic forms, NPs, are morpho-syntactically marked. Thus NPs 
which are not morpho-syntactically marked cannot be thematically interpreted.
This concept of NP licensing is a development of the concept of Case in GB theory. 
In GB theory, especially in Baker (1988) and Marantz (1984), it is assumed that NPs 
which have a proper grammatical relation in S-structure are thematically interpreted and 
that this grammatical relation is phonologically realised in either of the three morpho- 
syntactic forms: morphological case-marking, agreement, or adjacency to the governing 
verb. Morpho-syntactic marking is considered to identify the NP’s grammatical relation, 
so that morpho-syntactically marked NPs are thematically interpreted. In chapters five 
and six, I will discuss a type of morphological marking, PNG markers on NPs in 
Alamblak, which do not identify NPs’ grammatical relations but nevertheless are required 
for thematic interpretation. It will also be shown that one the basic functions of morpho- 
syntactic marking is to license indexes. This will explain the difference between NPs and 
PPs in their morpho-syntactic behaviours.
Let us tentatively assume that argument NPs’ indexes are licensed by morpho- 
syntactic markings including morphological case-marking, adjacency and PNG markers. 
It is not quite clear at this moment to what extent agreement contributes to making NPs 
visible. Agreement in Alamblak will be discussed in chapter four, where it will be argued 
that agreement markers in Alamblak have nothing to do with visibility. As far as 
modifier-modifiee relations are concerned, I assume that modifiees’ indexes are licensed 
by the modifiers in the modification configuration, in which a modifier and its modifiee 
are immediately dominated by the latter’s projection and arguably they must be adjacent to 
each other. Modifiees are often not morphologically marked with respect to the 
modifiers, but their indexes are licensed in the modification configuration.
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1.4.3. On the Reduction of PAS
The above theory of unification gives us a natural insight into the nature of PAS. We 
have already departed from the standard understanding of PAS. Since selectional 
information is all specified in the LCSs, PAS has nothing to do with selection. Its 
function is to link the syntactic structures and conceptual structures. But not all the 
conceptually selected arguments are co-indexed with the variables in the PASs.
Consider the lexical entry for the verb to put, for example:
(1.109) Lexical entry of put (version one)
put 
LSS:
Categorial Specification: [-N, +V]
PAS: f e y )
LCS: [Event [CAUSE (Event BECOME ([state [Loc ] ([Thing ]*)])])]
([Human ])]
In the standard GB theory, it is considered that the verb’s PAS represents its selectional 
information. It selects a theme and a locative, i.e. put (Theme, Loc). In this framework, 
on the other hand, PASs do not represent verbs’ selectional information. The selectional 
information is represented by the LCS. PAS has the role of identifying an NP co-indexed 
with the variable it contains as having the conceptual relation of the co-indexed variable in 
the LCS. How many variables should the PAS have, then? Traditionally, the PAS of 
put has been considered to have two argument positions, one for Theme and the other for 
Locative. But as indicated above, the variable for Locative is redundant, since Locative is 
an identifier rather than an identifiee and it is not unified with the LCS of the verb by co­
indexing. Since the variable y in the PAS is not linked to any substructure of the LCS, it 
should not be present in the PAS. That is, the PAS does not contain y , so the lexical 
specification of the verb should be as follows:
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(1.110) Lexical entry of put (version two) 
put
[-N, +V]
PAS: (Xi)
LCS: [Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([state tloc 1 ([Thing ]/)])])]
([Animate ])]
Among the arguments conceptually selected by the verb, i.e. loc, Thing and Animate, 
only the Thing variable is co-indexed with the variable of the PAS. Thing and Animate 
are identified by co-indexing. Of the two, the Animate variable is not co-indexed with the 
PAS, since it is identified by the CS of the subject NP by predication. Only Thing is co­
indexed with PAS. Loc is not co-indexed, since it is a function. The co-indexing relation 
between the PAS and the LCS indicates that only an NP governed by the verb is 
syntactically identified as its argument and its CS is unified with the variable indicated by 
co-indexing. This means that a PAS represents the verb’s ability to identify a non­
functional category as being its argument by governing it. In chapter three I will argue 
that this ability cannot be fully predicted from the conceptual specification of the verb, so 
that each verb must specify it, though mostly it is reducible to what I will call language 
dependent syntacticisation patterns.
This ability should not be confused with Case-assigning ability. Argument-identifying 
ability and Case-assigning ability do not coincide. Transitive adjectives such as fond, 
afraid and proud have argument-identifying ability but not Case-assigning ability. In 
Exceptional Case Marking constructions, the verbs identify the complement clauses but 
Case-mark the embedded subjects. The function of PAS and co-indexing is to identify 
non-functional arguments whereas the function of Case is to make them visible to be 
identified (cf. Visibility Condition (Chomsky 1986a, Baker 1988)). In chapters five and 
six, I will propose a theory of visibility in the context of argument identification.
1.5. On Grammatical Function Changing 
and the Status of Subject
1.5.1. Grammatical Function Changing
In this work syntactic operation of grammatical function changing is not assumed. 
The theories of unification proposed above and the rules of morphology absorb NP 
movement in the standard GB theory.
Let us consider some simple cases. First, consider the following:
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(1.111) John was killed.
In the standard GB theory a verb’s argument structure does not alternate during the 
course of derivation and an active verb and its passive counterpart have the same 
argument structure, since argument structure is assumed to represent thematic relations of 
arguments and active and passive verbs involve the same thematic relations. Thus the 
surface subject of a passive sentence must be generated in the object position at D- 
structure as in (1.112a) and moved to the surface subject position by move a:
(1.112) a. e was killed John/
it
b . John/ was killed f/
The passive morphology absorbs the 0-role to be assigned to a D-structure subject and 
the verb’s ability to assign an accusative Case to its object (Chomsky 1981, Burzio 
1986). (1.112a) is ill-formed as it is, because of two reasons. One is that the subject 
position is empty. The requirement that every clause have a subject (Chomsky 1981, 
1982) or that every predicate, e.g. VP and AP, be linked to a subject (Rothstein 1983) 
necessitate that the subject position be filled by an NP. The other is that John in the 
object position is not Case-marked. In GB theory it is assumed that an NP must have a 
Case to be thematically interpreted and that passive morphology absorbs the verb’s Case­
assigning ability. Then John is not Case-marked in the object position so that it must 
move to a Case position. Since the subject position is emptied by the passive 
morphology, the NP can move to that position to get a nominative Case. Since the NP is 
Case-marked and the sentence has a subject, (b) is a grammatical structure.
A construction which is supposed to support this movement analysis is what is known 
as super-raising, exemplified below:
(1.113) * John/ seems [y that it is considered [t/ to be intelligent]]
(Chomsky 1986a: p. 21)
Compare this with the following:
(1.114) John/ seems [t/ to be considered [t/ to be intelligent]]
In both of them, the moved NP is Case marked and the clauses have a syntactic subject. 
So (1.113) has no problem as far as Case assignment and predication are concerned. The 
difference between the two sentences is that John is raised directly from the most deeply
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embedded clause to the main clause in (1.113) while it is cyclically raised in (1.114). 
John in (1.114) does not cross any barrier, while John in (1.113) crosses a barrier 
indicated by y. Thus the trace is not properly governed by its antecedent and this is an 
ECP violation. It is considered that the movement analysis offers an explanation to the 
contrast in grammaticality between the two sentences.
However, if we assume the separation of thematic structure and syntactic structure, 
there remains no logical necessity to assume that passive sentences have their surface 
subject NPs in the object position at D-structure. The correspondence between active and 
passive lies in the basic isomorphism of the conceptual structures. What is essential is 
that the theories of unification must give basically isomorphic conceptual structures, not 
that active and passive pairs are syntactically moulded in a similar way, i.e. projected 
from the identical argument structures.
The theories of unification proposed in the above correctly provide the interpretation of 
the passive sentence (1.111). Consider the lexical specifications of the active and passive
forms of the verb kill:
(1.115) a.
rkill 1
PAS: (xi)
LCS:
-[E vent [CAUSE ([E vent BECOME ([sta te  DEAD ([Anim ate ] / ) ] ) ] ) ]  ([Thing ])]-
-[Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([sta te  DEAD ([Animate ] /) ] ) ] ) ]  ([Thing EN]y)]_
In (b) the value of the outer argument of CAUSE is morphologically determined by the 
value of the passive morpheme tentatively represented by EN. In other words, the agent 
0-role is assumed by the passive morpheme (cf. Baker, Roberts and Johnson 1989). The 
co-indexing between PAS and the argument of DEAD in the LCS is intact. Recall that I 
suggested that PAS represents the verb’s ability to identify a complement it governs rather 
than its ability to assign Case. Case-assigning property is specified somewhere else. 
Passive morphology does not absorb the verb’s ability to identify a complement. This 
assumption is corroborated by the following sentences:32
(1.116) a . John is believed [ _ to be intelligent]
32The underlined positions in the structures will be discussed later in this chapter.
b.
LCS:
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b. John is expected [ _ to deliver a sermon]
The bracketed complement clauses are not Case-marked but must be identified by the 
governing verbs. Thus the verb’s complement identifying ability should be intact after 
passive morphology. SigurÖsson (1991) argues that in some Romance and in mainland 
Scandinavian languages NPs can be licensed by 0-role assigning verbs under proper 
head-government even when the verbs’ ability to assign Case is absorbed by passive 
morphology. This also supports our assumption that passive morphology does not affect 
the complement identifying ability of the verbs. Note that though passive verbs have this 
ability, they do not have to govern and identify a complement. When they govern one, 
they identify it; when there is no complement to govern, they do not identify anything. In 
the latter case, PAS is just ignored, but nothing bars this construction. See chapter six 
for a consequence of this analysis.
The conceptual interpretation of (1.111) is given as follows. The subject NP John 
governs the VP, so it is a predication configuration. The NP and the VP are co- 
superscripted:
(1.117) John1 \jnfl PAST] [be killed]1
By (1.84) the LCS of John and the highest variable in the CS of the VP are co-indexed 
and unified. The CS of the VP is almost identical with the LCS of the verb in this case. 
The outer argument of CAUSE is the highest role, i.e. the most prominent role. But its 
value has already been determined by that of the passive morpheme. Thus the LCS of 
John must determine the value of the next highest role, the argument of DEAD, since it is 
the most prominent variable in the passive verb’s LCS.33 This gives the following 
interpretation of the co-superscripted constituents:
(1.118)
[Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([state D E A D  ([Human JOHN]/)])])] ([Thing EN]y)]
The meaning of the past tense morpheme is added to this, giving the following 
interpretation of the sentence, where the LCS of a past tense is analysed to be a function 
from an Event/State to a Fact (Andrews: personal communication):
33 Another interpretation of this is that the role whose value is determined by a passive morpheme does 
not count in unification under predication, so the second highest role becomes the highest role in this 
case.
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(1.119)
[Fact PAST ([Event ]A)]
[Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([State DEAD ([Human JOHN]/)])])] ([Thing E N ]y)]A
The correct interpretation of the sentence is given by the theory of unification without 
stipulating NP movement.
Next let us consider a raising type construction (1.116a), where the embedded subject 
is passivised to become the matrix subject. I tentatively assume the LCSs of the verb 
believe and the adjective intelligent are as follows:
(1.120) a.
" believe
P A S :  ( x i )
-LCS: [state [THINK ([state TRUE ([state/Event ]/)])] ([Human ])]- 
b.
r  intelligent “1
LLCS: [state INTELLIGENT ( [ Human ])]J
The LCS of the passive version of the verb is assumed as follows:
( 1. 121)
' believe-EN/
P A S :  ( x  •)
-LCS: [state [THINK ([state TRUE ([state/Event ]/)])] ([Human EN]y)]_
In (1.116a) the passivised verb governs and identifies the complement clause, which 
gives the following CS of the matrix VP:
(1.122) [state [THINK ([Siaie TRUE ([state if)])] ([Human EN],)]
[State INTELLIGENT ([Human ])]A
Now the subject NP of the matrix sentence governs the matrix VP, so they are co- 
superscripted. The LCS of the former determines the value of the highest variable in the 
CS of the latter, the Human argument of INTELLIGENT, giving the following 
interpretation of the sentence:
(1.123) [state [THINK ([Slate TRUE ([State ] f ]  (h u m an  EN]y)]
[State INTELLIGENT (human JOHN])]*
Again, no movement is necessary to give the correct interpretation of a raising type 
construction.
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What does our analysis say to the gram m atically contrast between (1.113) and
(1.114) ? The interpretation of (1.114) is given in the way illustrated above. There is 
nothing to prevent unification in this case. The difference between (1.113) and (1.114) is 
that while the second clause in the former is tensed, that in the latter is infinitive. The 
presence of the tensed clause is crucial for the ungrammatically of the sentence. GB 
theory explains the ungrammatically by the notion of antecendent government. The basic 
idea of antecedent government is that a trace of a moved constituent must be identified by 
its antecedent and that if there is a barrier between the two identification is impossible. 
The tensed clause in (1.113) creates a barrier and the trace cannot be identified. ECP is a 
condition on identification rather than a condition on syntactic structure. If it is a 
condition on identification, it should be better analysed in conceptual terms. This GB 
idea is interpreted in the present framework as follows. The grammatically contrast is 
attributed to successful and unsuccessful unification. All the unification processes in
(1.114) are successful but there is a problem in (1.113).
Let us assume that the CSs of infinitive clauses are transparent for unification, while 
those of tensed clauses are not. This idea is different from Jackendoff’s (1983, 1985a) 
idea of “Representation” which constitutes a belief-context found in some conceptual 
contexts. Consider the following:
(1.124) a. Ralph convinced Harry to buy a goat;
therefore, there is a goat such that Ralph convinced Harry to buy it. 
b . Ralph forced Harry to buy a goat; 
therefore, there is a goat such that Ralph forced Harry to buy it.
(Jackendoff 1985: p. 454)
(a) roughly means that Ralph made Harry come to intend to buy a goat, while (b) does 
not involve the meaning of intention. The meaning of intention is represented by a 
“Representation”, which constitutes an opaque domain, in (a). On the other hand, there 
is no such opaque domain involved in (b). Jackendoff (1983, 1985a) suggests that 
whether or not the conceptual arguments constitute a “Representation” or conceptually 
opaque domain to the rules of inference is determined by the conceptual meanings of 
verbs rather than the syntactic category type of the complement. In (1.124) both of the 
com plem ent clauses are infinitive. However, only that of (a) involves a 
“Representation”. Therefore the syntactic category types do not determine whether the 
complement denotes a “Representation”.
On the other hand, the condition on conceptual unification refers to the syntactic 
category types of the complement clauses. I would like to suggest that the conceptual
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meanings of tense morphemes create a domain whose internal structure cannot be 
referred to by unification. The general conceptual meaning associated with tensed clauses 
is “assertion”. On the other hand, infinitive clauses do not denote an assertion. Thus I 
assume that unification cannot refer to the internal structure of an assertion. Then the 
ungrammatically of (1.113) is naturally explained. The CS of the second clause denotes 
an assertion. The LCS of John cannot be unified with the argument of the LCS of 
intelligent. Therefore the sentence is uninterpretable and excluded. The theory of 
unification proposed above gives a proper analysis to passive and raising constructions 
and a natural explanation to the grammaticality contrast between (1.113) and (1.114).
1.5.2. The Status of Subject and the Parametric Variation of 
GF-structures
Finally, let us briefly discuss the status of subject in the present framework. 
Chomsky (1981, 1982) suggests that each clause must have a surface subject. Rothstein 
(1983) argues that every VP must be linked to a (subject) NP so that every clause has a 
surface subject. But these proposals are only partially supported in a universal context. 
It is known that there are languages with different encoding strategies.
Dixon (1979, 1987b) discusses the ergative encoding system. The ergative system is 
that in which the objects of transitive verbs and the subjects of intransitive verbs are 
generalised to a single case category “absolutive”, and the subjects of transitive verbs 
“ergative”. Absolutive is the primary and obligatory grammatical function. It is more 
prominent syntactically and discoursally and less marked morphologically than ergative 
(Dixon 1979, 1987b, Foley and Van Valin 1984). Dixon (1979) suggests that absolutive 
NPs represent “Pivots” of clauses in the ergative system (cf. Foley and Van Valin 1984).
Compare the following two encoding strategies, one nominative-accusative, the other 
ergative-absolutive:
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(1.125)
a. Nominative-accusative b. Ergative-absolutive
Active intransitive 
Transitive
Non-active transitive
O
“A” represents an active role and “O” an non-active role. In the nominative-accusative 
system, the non-active arguments of non-active intransitive verbs are grouped with the 
active arguments despite their semantic properties. That is, they assume the grammatical 
functions which active arguments typically assume, i.e. the “subject” functions. In the 
ergative system, on the other hand, the active arguments of active intransitive verbs are 
grouped with the non-active arguments despite their semantic properties. Namely, they 
assume the grammatical functions which non-active arguments typically assume, i.e. the 
“object” functions. Thus while “subject” functions are the obligatory functions in the 
nominative-accusative system, “object” functions are the obligatory functions in the 
ergative system. In other words, in the nominative-accusative system, VPs must be 
governed by an NP, while in the ergative system, verbs must govern an NP. While 
predication is the more salient encoding strategy in the nominative-accusative system, 
government is more salient in the ergative system. In the stative-active system, whose 
encoding system is schematised in (1.126), marking of arguments is dependent on the 
thematic relations not on grammatical relations, so that neither subject nor object is an 
obligatory surface grammatical relation (Durie 1985, 1987, Foley and Van Valin 1984, 
Van Valin 1990, Dixon 1990).
(1.126)
Stative-active
Active intransitive 
Transitive
Non-active transitive O
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It is only the nominative-accusative system that requires that each clause have a subject.
The basic GF-structure configurations which the nominative-accusative system and the 
ergative system necessarily have are as follows:
(1.127) a. Nominative-accusative system b. Ergative system
S VP
NP VP NP V
In languages incorporating these systems, GF-structures are required to conform to the 
respective configurations, while in those languages incorporating the stative-active 
system, GF-structures are not conditioned to always have a particular type of 
configuration. Universal grammar does not require that the forms of GF-representation 
of all languages have identical configurations. The structures of GF-representation are 
subject to parametric choices.34
34It would also be possible that some languges do not have VPs in GF-strucures as well as in surface 
structures.
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CHAPTER TWO
Basic grammatical Features 
of Alamblak
This chapter outlines the morphological and syntactic characteristics of the Alamblak 
language, which provides some basic information prerequisite to the discussions to 
follow. For a detailed description of the language, readers are referred to Bruce (1984).
1.1. Typological Notes
Alamblak is an agglutinative polysynthetic language with the basic SOV word order.
Its poly synthetic nature is characterized by the rich verbal morphology, though the role of 
syntax should not be underestimated. The structure of Alamblak grammar can be roughly 
characterised by a few typological parameters. It is a nominative-accusative language.
So in this language every VP must be linked to a governing NP. As for the word order 
parameter, it is a head-final language. Sentential constituents are basically ordered in the 
SOV order, though OSV and SVO orders also occur often. Adpositions are post­
positional and head nouns are always placed at the last position of NPs See §2.2.1.4, 
§2.3.1, and §2.2.3 for examples and descriptions.
Polysyntheticity is the other salient feature of the language. It is heavily agglutinative 
and complex verb formation (verb serialisation) is vigorous. Argument relations are 
indicated by verbal cross-referencing. Obligatory subject agreement markers, which 
immediately follow a tense-aspect marker indicate the canonical subject relations in the 
nominative-accusative system, and “object” agreement markers indicate the object 
relations.1, where argument NPs which are cross-referenced by the agreement markers need
*This characterisation ofobject agreement marker is not correct. I discuss the nature of “object” agreement 
in Alamblak in detail in chapater four.
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not, in many cases do not, appear overtly (pro-drop). As a consequence, the clausal 
information can be packed in the verbs alone: such information would have to be 
expressed by a sentence in analytic languages like English.2 For example (Bruce 
1984:162-163):
(2.1) a. Nur-nheh-hetfas-hase-me-r
cry-feignedly-from  p la ce  to place-CONT-RPST-3SM  
‘He continually cried feighnedly from place to place.’
b . T andhi-y ak-ni-diffen-me-t-m 
cook-get-go-anxiously-RPST-3SF-3PL
‘She cooked, got them (and) went anxiously.’
c. Ftingma-tmbhe-tita-me-m 
work-CESS-fail-RPST-3PL  
‘They failed to stop working.’
2.2. Morphology
This section picks out two major morphological features: lexical classes and verbal 
morphology.
2.2.1. Major Lexical Classes
Three major lexical classes are identified in Alamblak: nouns, verbs and adjectives. 
But these three classes are not primitive lexical categories but defined by the combinations 
of the features [±N] and [±V] in the sense of the X-bar theory (Chomsky 1970, 1981 and 
1986b). Noun is defined by [+N, -V], verb by [-N, +V] and adjective by [+N, +V]. 
[-N, -V] defines post-position. Although post-positions do not constitute a lexical class, 
I will also describe them in this section.
2But its polysyntheticity is not so extreme as such extremely polysynthetic languages as Yimas (Foley 
1991), Chichewa (Bresnan and Kanerva 1989; Baker 1988b), other Bantu languages (Bresnan and Moshi 
1990) and many of the Amerindian languages (Boas (1911)), where very productive applicative 
morphology is detected. In these languages comitative and instrumental as well as benefactive nouns can 
have direct grammatical relations with applied verbs. In Alamblak, on the other hand, applicative is 
restricted to the benefactive morphology and it does not have comitative and instrumental applicatives. 
See §2.2.2 for a description of the verbal morphology.
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2.2.1.1. Noun [+N, -V]
In Alamblak, nouns can be identified by two morphological characteristics. One is 
that when their projections, i.e. NPs, are independent sentential or phrasal constituents, 
they manifest a person-number-gender marker (PNG marker). Table 2.1 represents the 
PNG markers (Bruce 1984: 96):
Table 2.1 Person-number-gender markers
Singular Dual Plural
1 -a(n)3 -ne(n) -nem
2 -<P( n) -fn -ke(m)
3 -r (M) -t (F) -f -m
Nouns are accompanid by a PNG marker as shown in the following examples:
( 2 .2 ) yen-r child-3SM
yen-t child-3SF
y en -f child-3D
yen-m child-3PL
yim a-nem p erson -lP L
yim a-ke person-2PL
‘a boy’
‘a girl’
‘two children 
‘three or more children’
‘we people (three or more)’ 
‘you people (three or more)’
The other characteristic is that NPs host a copulative morpheme -e as follows:
(2.3) a. John-r nan-hu bro-e-r
John-3 SM 1S-GEN big brother-COP-3 SM 
‘John is my elder brother.’ 
b. Ndar-r doh-e-r
this-3SM canoe-COP-3SM 
‘This is a canoe. ’
3The final nasals in parentheses reduce preceding pause (Bruce 1984: p. 96).
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Nouns are morphologically distinguished from verbs in that they cannot bear a tense 
morpheme or a nominalizing suffix. Thus the following examples are ungrammatical (cf. 
(2.6) and (2.7)):
(2.4) a. *John-r Maramba-thof-re-r
John-3SM Maramba-resident-NPST-3SM 
‘John was a man from Maramba.’ 
b. *Maria-t dboriyoh met-me-t
Maria-3SF good woman-RPST-3SF 
‘Maria was a nice woman.’
(2.5) a. *yima-nef-t
person-NOM-3 SF 
b. *doh-nef-t
canoe-NOM-3SF
2.2.1.2. Verb [-N, +V]
Verbs are also morphologically identified by both positive and negative properties. 
The positive morphological characteristics are that they can host a tense morpheme (table 
2.2) and the nominalizing suffix -nef:
Table 2.2 : Tense markers
Remote Near Immediate Present Future
past past past
-me -re 0 ~ f - ~ - f e ~
tawe
0 -rhw ~ -rah
Bruce (1984:133) describes the time references of Alamblak tenses as follows:
Remote past: two days before the present and earlier.
Near past: one day before the present.
Immediate past: the same day of but before the time of the utterance.
Present: the time of the utterance.
Future: the period of time following the utterance.
In the following, tense markers follow the verb stems. (The first inflectional element 
indicates the subject and the second “object”. See §2.2.2.1 and chapter four.)
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(2.6) a. Nur-me-r
cry-RPST-3SM 
‘He cried.’
b. Teh-re-t. 
stay-RPST-3SF 
‘She stayed.’
c. W as-rah-r-r 
spear-FUT-3SM-3SM 
‘He will spear him’
In the following the nominalising suffix -n^/nominalises verbs:4
(2.7) nur-nef-t cry-NOM-3SF ‘crying’
teh-nef-t stay-NOM-3SF ‘staying’
was-nef-t spear-NOM-3SF ‘spearing’
On the other hand verbs can never take a copulative suffix or be nominalized without 
the nominalizing suffix. Compare the following with (2.4) and (2.5):
(2.8) a. *John-r nur-e-r
John-3SM cry-COP-3SM
b. *John-r teh-e-r
John-3SM stay-COP-3SM
(2.9) *nur-t cry-3SF ‘crying’
*teh-t stand-3SF ‘standing’
*was-t spear-3SF ‘spearing’
Thus nouns and verbs are morphologically in complementary distribution.
2.2.1.3. Adjective [+N, +V]
Alamblak constitutes a clear case where adjectives have the positive morphological 
characteristics of both nouns and verbs. Adjectives can host a copulative suffix and a
4abstract nouns are usually marked by a 3SF marker.
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PNG marker as nouns do and they are also capable of having a tense morpheme and a 
nominalizing suffix like verbs.
Examples (2.10) and (2.11) indicate the noun-like nature of the Alamblak adjectives:
(2.10) With a copula:
a. Nd yen-r kkah-e-r
DET child-3SM hot-COP-3SM 
T h e  boy is hot.’
b. Nd yen-r geng-e-r
DET child-3SM cold-COP-3SM 
‘The boy is cold.’
c. Nd hmbreshe-t demt-e-t
DET shirt-3SF dry-COP-3SF
‘The shirt is dry.’
d. Nd hmbreshe-t bdg-e-t
DET shirt-3SF wet-COP-3SF
‘The shirt is wet.’
e. Nd thumtin-t yuke-ye-t
DET fishing line-3SF long-COP-3SF 
‘The fishing line is long.’
f. Nd thumtin-t kkopen-e-t
DET fishing line-3 SF short-COP-3SF 
‘The fishing line is short. ’
(2.11) With a PNG marker:
bro-t big-3SF
habhi-t small-3 SF
kkah-t hot-3SF
nfri-t new-3SF
‘something big’ 
‘something small’ 
‘something hot’ 
‘something new’
As examples (2.10) show, the copula -e is productively used with adjectives. Adjectives 
can also take a PNG marker as in (2.11). Here adjectives are marked by a PNG marker. 
However as the translations suggest, they are not “pure” adjectives but nominalised 
adjectives; the expressions are ungrammatical under the interpretations ‘bigness’, 
‘smallness’ and so on. Thus strictly speaking, the examples do not support the statement 
that adjectives are able to host a PNG marker. Nonetheless the fact that adjectives can be 
nominalized productively without any nominalizing affix is still suggestive of the 
nouniness of the Alamblak adjectives.
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Next let us see the verb-like properties of the adjectives:
(2.12) With a tense morpheme:
a Nd yen-r-hu mfha-t kkah-me-t-r
DET child-3SM-GEN head-3SF hot-RPST-3SF-3SM
‘The boy's head was hot.’
b. Nd yen-r-hu mfha-t geng-me-t-r
DET child-3 SM-GEN head-3SF cold-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The boy's head was cold.’
c. Nd hmbreshe-t demt-me-t
DET shirt-3SF dry-RPST-3SF
‘The shirt was dry.’
d. Nd hmbreshe-t bdg-me-t
DET shirt-3SF wet-RPST-3SF
‘The shirt was wet.’
e. Nd thumtin-t yuke-me-t
DET fishing line-3 SF long-RPST-3SF 
‘The fishing line was long.’
f. Nd thumtin-t kkopen-me-t
DET fishing.line-3 SF short-RPST-3SF 
‘The fishing line was short. ’
(2.13) With a nominalizing suffix
kkah-nef-t
geng-nef-t
demt-nef-t
bdg-nef-t
yuke-nef-t
kkopen-nef-t
hot-NOM-3SF
cold-NOM~3SF
dry-N0M-3SF
wet-N0M-3SF
long-NOM-3SF
short-NOM-3SF
‘being hot’ 
‘being cold’ 
‘being dry’ 
‘being wet’ 
‘being long’ 
‘being short’
As (2.12) and (2.13) show, adjectives also have the properties which are characteristic to 
the verbs. The above illustrated the fact that Alamblak adjectives are defined as [+N, 
+V].
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2.2.1.4. Postpositions [-N, -V]
Although postpositions do not constitute a lexical class, they are discussed in this 
section for expository convenience. I discuss them much more in detail than the three 
categories seen above, since identification of the membership of postpositional class is 
crucial to the discussion in chapter three. Alamblak has a meager postpositional system. 
It has only three postpositions (the allative marker -ko, the instrumental marker -e and the 
referent marekr -pne) and a semi-postposition (the general setting marker -nane). The 
general setting marker -nane is functionally very different from the others. Conceptually, 
the other three post-positions select a Thing to map it onto a Function. On the other 
hand, -nane selects a Function to project it onto another Function. Thus only three 
postpositions are recognised in this work. The following presents some sentence 
illustrating the use of postpositions:
(2.14) a. Met-t Yimas-ko yi-me-t.
woman-3SF Yimas-ALL go-RPST-3SF 
‘The woman went for Yimas.’
b. Met-t doh-e yi-me-t.
woman-3SF canoe-INST go-RPST-3SF 
‘The woman went by canoe.’
c. Met-t yen-r-pne yi-me-t.
woman-3SF child-3SM-REF go-RPST-3SF 
‘The woman went with/because of the boy.’
While we recognise only three postpositions, Bruce (1984) lists seven semantic cases. 
So in the following let us examine Bruce’s analysis and consider what should be 
classified to be postpositions in Alamblak.
Bruce (1984:195ff) distinguishes nuclear grammatical relations and non-nuclear 
(peripheral) grammatical relations. The former includes subjects and object, which 
cannot be classified in terms of the semantic roles they bear. On the other hand, the latter 
is easier to associate with specific semantic roles. He identifies seven types of peripheral 
NPs headed by the following seven morphemes: -kor (adessive), -oha (path), -pne 
(referent), -n (specific setting), -nane (general setting), -ko (allative) and -e (instrument). 
Each encodes one or more meanings. He specifies their meanings in table 2.3. Though 
Bruce seems to classify these seven morphemes as ‘case enclitics’, they involve three
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types of syntactically and morphologically distinct categories: noun, focus marker, and 
postposition. In the following I argue: 1) -kor (adessive) and -oha (path) are bound 
nouns (§2.2.1.4.1); 2) -n (specific setting) is a focus marker (§2.2.1.4.2) and -nan'e 
(general setting) is a semi-postposition (§2.2.1.4.3). Only -ko (allative), -e 
(instrumental) and -pne (referent) are identified to be postpositions. Their use is 
described in the sections from §2.2.1.4.4 to §2.2.1.4.6.
2.2.1.4.1. Adessive and Path Markers
What Bruce classifies as adessive and path markers are nouns. Consider the 
following (ibid.: 198-200):
(2.15) Adessive
Finji teh-r-me-m bus-kor-t
neg stand-IRR-RPST-3PL forest-AD-3SF 
‘They did not live in the forest.’
(2.16) Path
Yhot-oha-t kaw-w-r 
road-PATH-3SF walk-IMPF-3SM 
‘He is walking along the road.’
The adessive and path NPs are accompanied by a PNG marker, which shows that the 
adessive and the path morphemes are classified as nouns. Compare these with the 
following ungrammatical sentences:
(2.17) a. *Met-t Yimas-ko-t yi-me-t.
woman-3SF Yimas-ALL-3SF go-RPST-3SF
‘The woman went for Yimas.’
b. *Met-t doh-e-t yi-me-t.
woman-3SF canoe-INST-3SF go-RPST-3SF
‘The woman went by canoe.’
c. *Met-t yen-r-pne-t yi-me-t.
woman-3SF child-3SM-REF-3SF go-RPST-3SF 
‘The woman went with/because of the boy.’
PPs can never be marked by a PNG marker. This suggests that bus-kor and yhot-oha are 
compund nouns. Furthermore, as the following examples illustrate, adessive and path 
NPs can be cross-referenced by the verbal second agreement markers:
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(2.18) a. Bus-kor-t teh-mo-w-r-t
fores t -AD-3SF stand-RPST-lMPF-3SM-3SF 
‘They were living in the forest.’ 
b. Tek-oha-t hir-me-r-t
river-PA TH-3S F sail-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘He sailed along the river.’
PPs can never be cross-referenced by an agreement marker, since agreement markers 
cross-reference only on phrases with a PNG marker. PPs cannot have a PNG marker, 
and hence cannot be cross-reference by an agreement marker. The adessive and path 
NPs are not peripheral constituents but core arguments. Thus the morphemes do not 
indicate some specific semantic case relations the NPs have in the sentences. Rather they 
are bound nominals which constitute the last pan of compond nouns5
2.2.1.4.2. “The Specific Setting Marker” -n
Next, let us consider what Bruce (1984) calls “specific setting marker” -n. The 
following is an example he supplies (ibid.: 204):
(2.19) Specific setting:
Tu-ne kuny-s-n teh-kfet
E/R-lD house-3SF-SSET stay-INF 
‘We (2) ourselves remain in the house.’
He describes this morpheme as indicating specific spatial and temporal location. Bruce’s 
grammar also contains another morpheme -n, which he calls an “emphatic marker” 
exemplified below:
(2.20) Maria-t-n yen-r was-me-t-r
M aria-3 SF-EM PH child-3SM spear-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘MARIA speared the boy.’
5A s for the semantic specification of -kor, the gloss adessive and the feature [+at, +to] are not 
appropriate. A more plausible specification seems to be spatial directivity I orientation to establish the 
relation between the theme and the referent place indicated by the other part of the compound noun.
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Thus it is necessary to discuss whether or not these two -n 's are actually two different 
morphemes.
First, let us indentify the syntactic and semantic nature of the emphatic marker -n. 
According to my informants, the meaning of the sentence (2.20) is ‘Maria, not anybody 
else, killed the boy’ or ‘It is Maria that killed the boy.’ Maria is a focused NP here. 
Thus the morpheme -n is considered to be a focus marker. There are two pieces of 
evidence to support this classification.
First, an NP marked by an -n is a new information carrier, i.e. it is not presupposed in 
the discourse. In chapter four, I argue that second agreement is incompatible with a new 
information introducing NP. If -n is a focus marker, it is predicted that an object NP 
accompanied by the morpheme cannot be cross-referenced by a second agreement 
marker. As the following examples illustrate, the prediction is borne out.
(2.21) a. *Maria-t yen-r-n was-me-t-r
Maria-3SF child-3SM-FOC spear-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘Maria speared the boy.’ 
b. Maria-t yen-r-n was-me-t
Maria-3SF child-3SM-FOC spear-RPST-3SF 
‘It was the boy that Maria speared.’
Second, it is well-known that a sentence cannot have more than one focus phrase as 
in the following:
(2.22) *It was yesterday that it was Maria that John killed.
Similarly an Alamblak sentence containing more that one NP-n is ungrammatical:
(2.23) *John-r-n Maria-t-n tat-me-r
John-3SM-FOC Maria-3SF-FOC hit-RPST-3SM 
‘*It was John that it was Maria that hit.’
Thus the morpheme in these examples is identified as a focus marker.
Now, does the “specific setting marker” -n have functions syntactically and 
semantically distinct from that of the focus marker? If it did, it would corroborate 
Bruce’s analysis to posit two homonymous morphemes: specific setting marker and 
focus marker. However, there are some pieces of evidence to show that their functions 
are identical.
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The first piece of evidence is concerned with the optionality of the “specific setting 
marker.” Not being a semantic case marker or semantic postposition, a focus marker has 
nothing to do with the thematic relation the NP assumes in the sentence. Thus it is 
optional. On the other hand any semantic case markers, which indicate the thematic 
relation cannot be omitted. Thus it is predicted that a specific setting marker could not be 
eliminated if it had a location indicating function. However, the prediction does not hold:
(2.24) a. John-r Maria-t nd kuny-s-n was-me-r-t
John-3SM Maria-3SF DET house-3SF-FOC spear-RPST-3SM-3SF
‘It was in the house that John speared Maria.’ 
b. John-r Maria-t nd kuny-s was-me-r-t
John-3SM Maria-3SF DET house-3SF spear-RPST-3SM-3SF
‘John speared Maria in the house.’
(2.25) a. Met-t fehpa-m tik-t-n nembesinge-me-t-m
woman-3SF pig meat-3PL bed-3SF-FOC cut into pieces-RPST-3SF-3PL 
‘It was on the bed that the woman cut the pig meat.’ 
b. Met-t fehpa-m tik-t nembesinge-me-t-m
woman-3SF pig meat-3PL bed-3SF cut into pieces-RPST-3SF-3PL 
‘The woman cut the pig meat on the bed.’
The above sentences contain outer locative phrases. In the (a) sentences, they are marked 
by the morpheme -n. In the (b) sentences, on the other hand, they are manifested as NPs 
without it. However, the (b) type sentence are equally grammatical as the (a) type. The 
fact that outer locative phrases are properly interpreted without the marker -n means that 
this marker is not a specific setting marker (or locative marker).
Another piece of evidence is concerned with the complementary distribution of a 
specific setting marker and a focus marker in a sentence. If -n were homonymous, both 
of the functions could appear in the same sentence simultaneously. But as the following 
shows, sentences containing more than one NP marked by -n are ungrammatical:
(2.26) a. *John-r Maria-t-n nd kuny-s-n was-me-r
John-3SM Maria-3SF-FOC DET house-3SF-FOC spear-RPST-3SM 
‘*It is Maria that it is in the house that John killed.’ 
b. *John-r-n Maria-t nd kuny-s-n was-me-r-t
John-3SM-FOC Maria-3SF DET house-3SF-FOC spear-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘*It is John that it is in the house that killed Maria.’
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As precisely illustrated by the above examples, the two - n s  are unable to co-occur with 
each other. This falsefies the analysis which recognises two distinct functions for -n and 
leads us to the conclusion that -n is not a semantic case or a postposition indicating a 
locative function.
The three morphemes discussed so far are not classified as postpositions. The first 
two are nouns and the last one a focus marker. Thus out of the seven semantic cases 
Bruce recognises, four are left to be classified as postpositions. But among them, the 
general setting marker is not a normal postposition, which selects a Thing to project it 
onto a Function. Rather it selects a Function to project onto another Function. Below I 
will discuss the usages of the general setting marker and argue that it should not be 
classifed as a postposition in the usual sense. I will also discuss the semantics of the 
other three morphemes and argue that they are the only postpositions in the language.
2.2.1.4.3. The General Setting Marker -nan'e
The “general setting marker” -nane is not a postposition in the usual sense. It takes 
adverbial expressions denoting Functions rather than Things. Consider the following:
(2.27) Spatial relations
a. Yurak-nane m-rhu-me-r krum-t-n
up-GSET UP-sit-RPST-3SM bed-3SF-FOC
‘He sat on the bed up (there)’
b. To, tek-t-n hta-me-r-t yirok-nane
and river-3SF-FOC put-RPST-3SM-3SF inside/under-GSET 
‘And he put her in the river in/under (the water).’
c. Yi-me-nem yurak-nane kminysef-m-n6
go-RPST-lPL up-GSET mountain-3PL-FOC
‘We went through the mountains up (there).’
(2.28) Temporal relations
a. Dbha-nane doh-r yak-me-t-n, yi-me-t
morning-GSET canoe-3SM get-RPST-3SF-GDEP go-RPST-3SF 
‘In the morning she got a canoe and went.’
6Bruce (1984); gloss and translation are the auther’s.
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b. Nhe yifung-nane kah-t yak-r-fe nan-pne
NEG night-GSET fire-3SF get-IRR-IPST lS-REF
‘Last night you did not take a fire from me.’
(2.29) Adverbial relation
a. Nuwarika-m, be, bmbrit-nane ye-bugi-w-a-m-m
sago.pancake-3 PL now quick-GSET eat-all-IMPF-PRESUP -3PL-3PL 
‘Now they are finishing the sago pancakes quickly.’
b. Yi-mo-w-m tfit-nane feh-roh hambre-t
go-RPST-IMPF-3PL again-GSET pig-PL.GEN search-INF
‘Again they were going to search for pigs.’
Locative phrases marked by -nane are locative modifiers in the sense that they express 
spatial relations in which an event or state is realised. Thus the -nane phrases in (2.27) 
represent the types of spatial orientation with respect to which the events took place. 
Temporal phrases marked by -nane designate temporal references, i.e. they are temporal 
modifiers, as in (2.28). (2.29) is an example to illustrate the case where -nane attaches to 
nominalised adverbs.
While general setting phrases have adverbial functions, the spatial, temporal and 
nominalised adverbs without a general setting morpheme have adverbial functions as they 
are. Consider the following for instance:
(2.30) a. Wa-nya brbo.
IMP R- come near 
‘Come close.’
b. John-r yirok kuny-s ruh-me-r
John-3SM inside house-3SF sit/stay-RPST-3SM 
‘John sat inside the house.’
(2.31) a. Dbha yima-m Munduku-ko yi-me-m.
morning person-3 PL Munduku-ALL go-RPST-3PL
‘In the morning, the men went toward Munduku.’ 
b. Yhof yima-r noh-re-r
yesterday person-3SM die-NPST-3SM 
‘Yesterday the man died.’
(2.32) a. Yima-r tfit nia-me-r.
person-3SM again/back come-RPST-3SM 
‘The man came back.’
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b. Yima-r maruha-m tfit he-me-r-t.
person-3SM money-3PL again/back give-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘The man return the money to her.’
The boldface words in (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32) are spatial, temporal and manner 
adverbial modifiers, respectively. Those in (2.31) are also nouns, i.e. Larson’s (1985) 
adverbial NPs. In chapte five I argue that while they are syntactically nouns, they are 
conceptually Functions. Thus, the type of words that -nane marks is restricted to these 
types of adverbial modifiers. This means that the morpheme conceptually selects a 
Function rather than a Thing. Its function is quite different from ordinary postpositions, 
which select a Thing to map it onto a Function.
This explains the fact that -nane has no productivilty. The types of expressions 
selected by -nane are highly restricted. It occurs with a limited set of spatial and temporal 
expressions and nominalised adverbs. Consider the following:
Spatial expression:
(2.33) a. yura(k)-nane up-G SET
b . yiro(k)-nane inside/ under-GSET
c. buha-nane middle-GSET
d. brbo-nane near-GSET
(2.34) a. *tirmif-nane right.hand.side-GSET
b . *kindhen-nane left.hand.side-GSET
c. *briyaha-nane outside-GSET
d. *mong-nane back-GSET
e. *kuny-nane house-GSET
f. *tek-nane river-GSET
g. *kmi-nane village-GSET
h. *tik-nane bed-GSET
Temporal expression:
(2.35) a. dbha-nane morning-GSET
b. krif-nane afternoon-GSET
c. yifung-nane night-GSET
d. href-nane today-GSET
e. yhof-nane yesterday! tomorrow-GSET
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(2.36) a. *mardany-nane noon-GSET
b . *yifungdany-nane midnight-GSET
c. *Krismas yha-nane Christmas day-G SET
d. *Niu yia yha-nane new year’s day-GSET
e. *wom gunyjim-nane next year-GSET
Though I have not collected the complete set of spatial and temporal expressions which 
can be used with the morpheme, it is safe to assume that spetial and temporal expressions 
denoting a Function can be accompanied by this morpheme. The morphemes 
accompanied by it in (2.33) and (2.35) can be independent words denoting a Function as 
in (2.30) and (2.31), whereas those in (2.34) and (2.36) are not. For example:
(2.37) a. *Tirmif teh-me-r.
right.hand.side stand-RPST-3SM 
“He stood on the right-hand-side.’ 
cf. Tirmif-ko teh-me-r.
right.hand.side-LOC stand-PRST-3S 
“He stood on the right-hand-side.’ 
b. *Briyaha teh-me-r.
Outside stand-RPST-3SM 
‘He stood outsde” 
cf. Briyaha-ko teh-me-r.
Outside-LOC stand-RPST-3SM 
‘He stood outsde”
(2.38) a. *Mardany m-fnah-me-r-t.
noon up-arri\e-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘He arrived there at noon.’ 
cf. Mardan-ts-n m-fnah-me-r-t.
noon-3SF-FOC up-arrive-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘It was at noon that he arrived there.’ 
b. *Yifungdany nur-me-r.
midnight was.born-RPST-3SM 
‘He was bom at midnight.’ 
cf. Yifungdan-ts-n nur-me-r.
midnight-3SF-FOC was.born-RPST-3SM
‘It was at midnight that he was bom at midnight.’
Thus I classify the general setting marker -nane to be a semi-postposition and differentiate 
it from ordinary postpositions discussed below.
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2.2.1.4.4. The Allative and Locative Markder -ko
Look at the semantic specification of the postposition -ko of Table 2.3 taken from 
Bruce. There he specifies its meaning as ‘toward’. This meaning is exemplified by the 
following example:
(2.39) Be, yi-me-r nd kmi-ko. 
finish go-RPST-3SM DET village-ALL 
‘Then, he went for the village.’
Yi-hate, nd kmi-t m-fnah-me-r-t 
go-SEQ DET villageSSF up-arrive-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘Going, he arrived (up) at the village.’
Since nd kmit in the second sentence constitutes the end point of the motion, the meaning 
of nd kmiko in the first sentence is interpreted as ‘for the village’ or ‘toward the village’ 
rather than ‘to the village’. This meaning is clearly seen the the following exmaple:
(2.40) John-r kmi-ko yi-me-r,
John-3SM village-ALL go-RPST-3SM
to, nhe fnah-r-me-r-t. 
but NEG arrive-IRR -RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘John went for the village, but did not arrive there.’
The second clause says that John did not arrived the village. Thus the first does not mean 
he reached the end point. Therefore the meaning of the allative marker in these 
examples is glossed as ALLATIVE, i.e. “toward”.
The meaning of the postposition, however, is not exhausted in this usage. All kinds 
of locative relations can be expressed by the morpheme: the end point of the motion, the 
location of a theme or an action and the body part on which an action/state is realised:
(2.41) The end point of motion:
a. John-r doh-ko kmbre-me-r-m wuska-m
John-3SM canoe-ALL load-RPST-3SM-3PL belongings-3PL 
‘John loaded the belongings into the canoe.’
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b. Yima-r nd kmi-ko m-fnah-me-r
person-3SM DET village-ALL up-arrive-RPST-3SM
‘The man arrived at the village.’
(2.42) The location of a theme:
a. Kmi-ko teh-me-r 
village-ALL stand-RPST-3SM 
‘He stayed in the village.’
b. Tik-ko ruh-me-t 
bed-ALL sit-RPST-3SF 
‘She sat on the bed.’.
(2.43) The location of an action:
a. Yima-r nd kuny-ko was-me-r-t nd
person-3SM DET house-ALL spear-RPST-3SM-3SF DET
met-t
woman-3 SF
‘The man speared the woman in the house. ’
b. John-r tik-ko nembesinge-me-r-r nd feh-r
John-3SM bed-ALL cut.into.pieces-RPST-3SM-3SM DET pig-3SM
‘John cut the pig into pieces on the bed.’
(2.44) The body part: the point of realisation of an action or a state:
a. John-r yen-r mfha-ko tat-me-r-r
John-3SM child-3SXt head-ALL hit-RPST-3SM-3SM
‘John hit the boy on the head.’
b. Yen-r wura-ko gengte-we-r
child-3 SM leg-ALL get cold-IMPF-3SM
‘The boy is getting cold on the legs.’
Note that the type of the thematic relation indicated by the postposition is determined 
by the thematic meaning in the sentence, especially that of the verb. With a motion verb 
an NP-ko assumes an allative relation ‘TOWARD’. Otherwise, it assumes a locative 
relation ‘IN’,‘ON’ or ‘AT’.
It is important to note that the postposition -ko always attaches to an NP which 
necessarily denotes a Place, which incorporates a Place-function INSIDE or TOP i.e. 
something which has potential space/place to hold a theme, and action or a state in/on it. 
Thus the following is ungrammatical, since yen ‘child’ and mmem ‘mother’ do not:7
7It seems that body part expressions exemplified by (2.44) deonote a Place as well as a Thing.
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(2.45) a. *Mmem-t yen-ko nuwa-t he-me-t-t
mother-3SF child-ALL sago.pancake-3SF give-RPST-3SF-3SF 
‘The mother gave a sago pancake to a child.’
b. *Yen-r mmem-ko tone-me-r
child-3SM mother-ALL run-RPST-3SM 
‘The boy ran for/to the mother.’
Thus the LCS of the morpheme -ko necessarily selects a Place. It selects a Place to map 
it onto an Allative function or onto a Locative function, where the Locative function may 
be a modifier or a predicate. Thus the LCS of the morpheme is proposed to be as 
follows:
2.2.1.4.5. The Referent Marker-p/ie
The spectrum of hematic relations expressed by the referent marker -pne is broad.8 
While the lexical meaning is considered to be ‘with respect to ’, the individual 
interpretations of the referent PPs are subject to either the meaning of the NP it selects, 
that of the verb or both. They may express the following thematic relations: spatial 
relations, temporal relations, causal relations, comitative relations and attendant 
circumstances.
2.2.1.4.5.1. Spatial Relations
A referent PP assumes a spatial relation in a spatial context, i.e.when the verb is a 
motion or locative verb. In this case the NP selected by a referent marker must denote 
either a concrete Entity or a Place.
Spatial relations indicated by referent PPs are BESIDE, FROM, TOWARD, AT, IN 
and ON SURFACE. Referent PPs with an NP denoting a Place may designate BESIDE, 
FROM and AT relations and those with an NP denoting a Thing BESIDE, TOWARD and 
ON SURFACE:
(2.46) -ko
8The analysis presented in this section is largely based on Bruce (1984).
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(2.47) BESIDE THING
a. M i-s-pne teh-me-r 
tree-3SF-REP stand-RPST-3SM 
‘He stood by a tree.’
b. Mmem-t-hu tpi-f-pne mi-suh-me-r 
mother-3SF-GEN foot-3D-REF down-fall-RPST-3SM 
‘He fell down at mother’s feet.’
c. Yima-r met-t-pne mi-fnah-me-r
person-3SM woman-3 SF-REF down-arrive-RPST-3SM 
‘The man arrived beside the woman.’
(2.48) BESIDE PLACE
Kmbroming-r Manjoh-r-pne hir-me-r 
Kmbroming-3SM Manjoh-3SM-REF sail-RPST-3SM 
‘Kmbroming sailed by Manjoh.’
(2.49) FROM THING
Yifung-nane nhe kah-t yak-r-fe-f nan -pne  
night-GSET NEG fire-3SF get-IRR-IPST-2S lS-REF 
‘Last night you did not take fire from me.’
(2.50) FROM PLACE
Nd-ombha-r-pne mi-thon-algeta-nem
DET-place-3SM-REF down-drift-tall.the.way-1 PL
‘From there we floated down all the way.’ (Bruce 1984: p.201)
(2.51) ON THING
Nan-pne kah-t hti-twa-n-t kukr-we-t 
IS -REF fire-3SF see-FUT-2S-3SF burn-IMPF-3SF 
‘You will see fire burning on me.’
(2.52) TO/TOWARD THING
a. Met-t yen-r yima-r-pne hany-me-t-r
woman-3SF child-3SM person-3SM take-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘A woman took the boy to the man.’
b. Yen-r tone-me-r mmem-t-pne 
child-3SM run-RPST-3SM mother-3SF-REF 
‘The boy ran to the mother.’
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(2.53) AT PLACE
a. Temb-t ka-wakerthebi-me-t nungwa-r
shotgun-3SF CAUS-twist.and.turn-RPST-3SF bird-3SM
tu-hombha-r-pne
E/R-place-3SM-REF
‘The shot gun fatally wounded the bird up where it was.’
(Bruce 1984: p.201)
b. Nd-ombha-r-pne dif-muh-r rim-hti-me-r-r
DET-place-3 SM-REF clay-hole away-see-RPST-3SM-3SM
‘There he saw a clay mud hole.’ (Edmiston 1989)
2.2.1.4.5.2. Temporal Relations
A referent PP dominating a temporal NP necessarily expresses a temporal reference 
role, i.e. they are temporal modifiers:
(2.54) a Worn yha-r-pne he-me-m-r tpi-t
another day-3SM-REF give-RPST-3PL-3SM leg-3SF 
‘One day they gave him a leg (of a pig).’ 
b. Foayuk-r-pne nd fehna-r yi-faw-hafet-me-yan-r
forth-3SM-REF DET sago.log-3SM go-walk-check-RPST-1 S-3SM 
‘On tte fourth week I went to the sago log to check.’ (Edmiston 1989)
2.2.1.4.5.3. Causal Relations
A referent PP may also represent a causal relation in the sentence (Bruce 1984: p. 
201). The NP selected may be a concrete noun or an abstract noun:
(2.55) With a concrete noun
a. Mar-r-pne hip-we-ne 
sun-3SM-REF perspire-IMPF-lPL
‘Because of the sun we are perspiring.’ (Bruce 1984: p. 201)
b. Met-t yen-r-pne yindhor-me-t
woman-3 SF child-3 SM-REF happy-RPST-3SF 
‘The woman was happy because of the boy.’
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(2.56) With an abstract noun
a. Nd na-t-pne fakrme-me-t
DET do-3SF-REF ran.away.infear-RPST-3SF
‘Because of that happing she ran away.’ (ibid.)
b. Nin-e, tameh-m-pne niye-f 
2S-ADD what-3PL-REF come-2S 
‘Hey you, why did you come?’
2.2.1.4.5.4. Comitative Relations
Comitative relations are expressed by referent PPs. When the subject and the 
comitative phrase together agree with the first agreement marker on the verb, the referent 
PP necessarily has a comitative relation.9:
(2.57) Yima-r yen-r-pne yi-me-f
person-3SM child-3SM-REF go-RPST-3D
‘The man went with the boy.’
Whereas when only the subject is cross-referenced by the first agreement marker, it 
allows another referent PP interpretation as well as a comitative reading:
(2.58) a. Yima-r met-t-pne teh-me-r
person-3SM woman-3 SF-REF stay-RPST-3SM 
‘The man stayed with the woman/because of the woman.’ 
b. Mengumari-r nd yima-r wunatwa-m
Mengumari-3SM DET person-3SM mushroom-3PL 
wajupa-m-pne he-me-r-r 
ginger-3PL-REF give-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘Mengumari gave the man some mushroom with some ginger.’
2.2.1.4.5.5. Other Relations
A referent marker -pne may select a nominalised verb, which indicates the manner of 
action or attendant circumstances:
9The relation between comitative constructions and first agreement will be discussed in chapter four 
(§4.3.3.).
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(2.59) a. Ndombha hir-ha-muh-nef-t-pne.
there float-CAUSE-go.up-N0M-3SF-REF 
‘There with respect to going up (river).’ (Bruce 1984: p. 202)
b. Bunynbuha-m gur-hna-mo-w-t-m
water.carrier-3 PL beat-come-RPST-IMPF-3SF-3PL 
windoh-nef-t-pne. 
sing-NOM-3SF-REF
‘She was beating her water carriers and coming as she sang.’
Summarising, the individual interpretation of a referent PP is determined by the 
combination of the inherent meaning of the postposition ‘with respect to’, the semantic 
nature of the NP it selects and the overall semantic situation of the sentence. In 
accordance with the lexical meaning of the postposition, referent PPs do not constitute 
arguments of verbs. (See chapter four for an analysis of comitative usage of referent 
PPs, which might appear to be part of the subject.)
2.2.1.4.6. The Instrumental marker -e
Postposition -e has the function of mapping a Thing onto an instrument Function as 
illustrated below:
(2.60) a. Yima-r kfra-e feh-r was-me-r-r
person-3SM spear-lNST pig-3SM spear-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘The man speared a pig with a spear.’ 
b. Yima-r doh-e Munduku-ko yi-me-r
person-3SM canoe-INST Munduku-ALL go-RPST-3SM 
‘The man went to Munduku by canoe.’
2.2.1.4.7. Types of Thematic Relations Encoded by Postpositions: 
Summary
Out of the seven morphemes Bruce proposed to be semantic case enclitics, we have 
recognised three to be postpositions: allative/locative postposition -ko, referent 
postposition -pne, and instrumental postposition -e. We also characterised the general 
setting marker nane as a semi-postposition. The productivity of the general setting
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marker is highly constrained. It co-occurs with a small set of spatial and temporal 
adverbial expressions and nominalised manner adverbs.
The other three postpositions are productive. The types of thematic relations they 
assume are summarised as follows:
•Spatial Relations
THING PLACE
FROM NP -pne NP -pne
BESIDE NP-/?/ze NP -pne
TO/TOWARD NP -pne NP-ko
ON SURFACE NP -pne NP-ko
AT * NP-ko /  NP -pne
IN * NP-ko
•Temporal Relations
AT TIME NP -pne
•Comitative Relations
WITH HUMAN NP -pne
•Causal Relations
BECAUSE OF THING/EVENT
NP-pne
•Manner/Attendant Circumstances
NP -pne
•Instrumental relations
BY MEANS OF THING NP-e
It is evident that the types of thematic relations encoded by the referent marker are not 
actually spelled out by the thematic function of the postposition. Individual 
interpretations are determined contextually. The thematic situation concerning the 
allative/locative postposition is also peculiar. It necessarily selects a Place to yield either 
an allative function or a predicative or modifying locative function. Since the expressions 
denoting a place do not derive from the combination of a place function and a thing, the 
individual bare NPs incorporate the place function in their inherent lexical meaning in this 
language. See chapter three for detail.
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2.2.2. Verbal Morphology
The following is the verbal template structure of Alamblak:10 
(2.61)
Mode  ^ Elevational Tense  ^ Stem Irrealis Tense2 Aspect &  1st AGR 2nd AGR ElevationaL 
Verbs are composed of an obligatory stem and optional affixes.
2.2.2.1. Affixes
The modei slot is occupied by either the imperative morpheme wa-, the hortative 
morpheme a- or 0 (for declarative):
(2.62) a. Imperative
Wa-mi-kmbre-0
IMPER-ELEV-get in-2S
‘Go down and get in (the canoe).’
b . Hortative 
A-yak-an-t 
HOR-get-lS-3SF 
‘Let me get it.’
c. Declarative 
Tone-me-r 
run-RPST-3SM 
‘He ran.’
Elevational prefixes, i.e. elevationali (Table 2.4) indicate the motional directivity of 
the action or the theme. So elevational prefixes are interpreted as ‘going away’, ‘coming 
up’ and ‘going upward’ and so on.
10This section is based on Bruce (1984). For the full description of Alamblak verbal morphology, see 
ibid (131ff). See also Edmiston (1988) for a careful analysis of the tense and aspect system.
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Table 2.4: Elevational prefixes
Level Slop
u
ring
p
Sloping
down
Straight
down
Toward the 
empathv
yari(m)"11 yua-
m- mi-,yhe(m)- wa-Away from 
the empathv ri(m)- u-
(Bruce 1984: p. 150 with a minor modification)
(2.63) Elevational prefixes
a. Mi-fnah-me-r-t 
ELEV-arrive-RPST-3SM-3SF
‘He went down and arrived there.’
b. Yari-kmbri-twa-r-fn 
ELEV-pick up-FUT IRR-3SM-2D
‘He will come to you and pick you up.’
On the other hand, elevational suffixes, i.e. eleva tiona l (Table 2.5) do not imply 
direction of motion. Instead, they just indicate the relative height of the event or a theme 
with respect to the speaker.
Table 2.5 :Elevational suffixes
-i(t)o on a level plane
-ko up
-we ~ -he down
(Bruce 1984: p. 151)
(2.64) Elevational suffixes
a. Kurakni-me-r-r-ko
bark at-RPST-3SM-3SM-ELEV
‘He (the dog) barked at him (the pig) up there.’
b. Yifi-r-we
go .IPST-3SM-ELEV
‘He went down there.’ (ibid.)
11 Final nasals elide preceding heterorganic consonants (ibid.).
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Since elevational prefixes and suffixes denote different relations, they can co-occur:
(2.65) Combination
Wa-mi-teh-n-we
IMPER-ELEV-Stay-2S-ELEV
‘Go and stand down, down there! ’ (ibid.)
Tenseiand Tense2 are complementary: the former is only used with immediate past 
(IPST) tense optionally. For the other past and future tenses, the latter is used; present 
tense is not expressed by an overt tense morpheme. See table 2.2 and the description of 
time references in Alamblak (p. 56).
Aspect is either perfect or imperfect. There is no morpheme for the perfect aspect. On 
the other hand, the imperfective aspect is manifested by -we ( or -w)12 For example:
(2.66) Imperfect
a. Hue-mo-w-r
sleep -RP ST-IMPF -3 SM 
‘He is sleeping.’
b . Dbehna-mo-w-m 
sick-RPST-IMPF-3PL 
‘They were being sick.’
(2.67) Perfect
a. Hue-me-r 
sleep-RPST-3SM 
‘He slept.’
b . Dbehna-me-m 
sick-RPST-3PL 
‘They were sick.’
Irrealis mode is indicated by irrealis morphemes. The irrealis morpheme -r occurs 
with the past tenses, i.e. remote past (RPST), near past (NPST) and immediate past 
(IPST); while present and future irrealis forms are manifested by amalgamated forms.
12-w precedes or follows a vowel, or approximant and -we occurs everywhere else (ibid: 135).
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The following table presents the tense and irrealis mode combinations (Bruce 1984: p. 
136):
Table Tense and irrealis mode
RPAST NPAST IPAST PRESENT FUTURE
D eclarative (0 ) -r-m g -r-rg -r-fö -k a h , -w a t -rhwa-t
Im perative (w a-) - - - - - - w a -...-k a h w a - .. .- tw a
H ortative (a-) a-...-r -m g a-...-r-fg a-...-r -fe a - .. .k a h a - .. .- tw a
Irreals morphemes are indicated by bold-face letters. Wa- in the second row is the 
imperative marker and a- in the third is the hortative marker.
The morpheme -a may be used with the imperfective aspect. (Note: this -a is not a 
hortative marker. It is a morpheme which may follow the imperfective aspect marker. 
See (2.61)) It is obligatory with imperfective irrealis verbs and imperfective verbs in 
general relative clauses and interrogative clauses. Though Bruce (1984) calls this 
“presupposition marker”, the exact semantic content of this morpheme remains unclear at 
this moment as he notes (op. cit.\ 141).
Agreement markers encode core argument relations in the sentence. First agreement is 
obligatory in agreement clauses; while second agreement is optional and some dependent 
clauses do not have a slot for a second agreement marker (§2.3.2). The system of 
agreement in Alamblak is based on the nominative-accusative pattern. In the present 
conceptual semantic terms, first agreement indicate the highest thematic relation and 
second agreement the second highest thematic relation, where the highest thematic 
relation is represented by the highest argument position in the CS, and the second highest 
thematic relation by the second highest argumenet position in the CS (see chapter one 
(§1.3) and chapter four (§4.1) for arguments for hierarchical organisation of conceptual 
structure). The following instantiates the basic patterns of first and second agreement:
(2.68) First agreement
a. Kmbroming-r tone-me-r
Kmbroming-3S M run-RPST-3SM 
‘Kmbroming ran.’ (The subject of an active sentence)
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b. Feh-r noh-me-r
p\g-3SM  dit-RPST-3SM
‘The pig died.’ (The subject of a Stative sentence)
(2.69) Second agreement
a. Niyak-r feh-t was-me-r-t
Niyak-3SM p ig-3  SF spear-RPST-3SM-3SF
‘Niyak speared the pig.’ (Direct object)
b. Tambi-r yen-t yira-m he-me-r-t
Tambi-JSAf child-3SF fish-3PL gi\e-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘Tambi gave the girl some fish.’ (Indirect object)
c. Kmbroming-r nd kmi-t teh-mo-w-r-t
Kmbroming-3SM DET vil lage -3SF stay-RPST-IMPF-3SM-3SF 
‘Kmbroming was staying in the village.’ (Locative)
2.2.2.2. Stem
Verb stems consist of one or more verb roots. Those verb stems which are composed 
of more than one verb root are complex verbs.13 Complex verb formation in Alamblak is 
productive and vigorous. It involves two major processes: derivational processes, and 
compounding processes.
Derivational processes includes reciprocal, causative, and benefactive morphology. 
The reciprocal morpheme and the causative morphemes are prefixes; on the other hand, 
the benefactive morphemes are suffixes.
The reciprocal morpheme na- attaches to a transitive verb making it an intransitive 
verb:14
13Bruce (1984) (1988) uses the term ‘serial verb constructions.’
14Reflexive constructions are not given by verbal morphology. They are indicated by the emphatic 
reflexive pronoun tu. For example:
John-r/ tu-r / was-mö-r. 
JohnSSM E/R-3SM spear-RPST-3SM 
‘John speared himself.’
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(2.70) Reciprocal
John-r-i Maria-t na-hti-me-f
John-3SM-C0M Maria-3SF REC-see-RPST-3D 
‘John and Maria met each other.’
There are three different types of causative constructions: manipulative causative, 
comitative causative and direct causative. The semantics of causative verbs needs a brief 
explanation. Manipulative causative verbs are marked by the morpheme ka-. This 
expresses a causative situation in which the causer’s physical manipulation of the causee 
results in a change of the latter’s Stative situation. For example:
(2.71) Manipulative causative 
Ka-fkne-me-r-m.
M.CAUS-enter-RPST-3SM-3PL
‘He caused them to enter (something) by physically taking them.’
(Bruce 1984: 155)
Comitative causatives are marked by the prefix ha-. This marks the situation where the 
causer acts on the causee and they do something together:
(2.72) Comitative causative
a. Ha-fkne-me-r-m
C.CA US-enter-RPST-3SM-3PL
He caused them to enter by entering with them.’
b . Mi-hohta-t ha-suh-me-t-r 
tree-branch-3SF C.CAUS-fall-RPST-3SF-3SM
‘The tree branch caused him to fall by falling with him
(/.£., by breaking as he stood on it).’ (ibid.)
The last type of the causatives is the direct causative, marked by leak- ‘to get’ or hay- ‘to 
give.’ This expresses the causative situation in which the causer is the force or effector. 
Direct proximity between the causer and the causee is required as in the other causative 
constructions:
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(2.73) Direct causative
a. Yarmu-tha-t kak-kkah-me-t-a
(tree var.)-skin-3SF D.CAUS(get)-hot-RPST-3SF-lS 
‘The yarum bark blanket made me hot.’
b. Hnu-t doh-t hay-ni-me-t-t
high.water-3 3F canoe-3SF D.CAUS(give)-go-RPST-3SF-3SF 
‘The high water took (away) the canoe.’ (ibid.: 156)
In Alamblak active transitive verbs like tat ‘hit’ and was ‘spear’ cannot be causativised 
(Bruce 1988).
There are two benefactive morphemes: direct benefactive and indirect benefactive. 
Direct benefactive indicates that the benefactor does something with the beneficiary for 
the latter’s benefit; whereas indirect benefactive does not imply the comitative meaning or 
that it has a good effect: it could be malefactive:
(2.74) Direct benefactive (comitative)
Suh-nho-me-r-r
fall-D.BEN-RSPT-3SM-3SM
‘He fell (purposely) with him for his benefit.’ (Bruce 1884:159)
(2.75) Indirect benefactive (non-comitative)
a. Suh-he-me-r-r
fal l-I. BEN-rsp t-3sm -3 sm
‘He fell with a good effect on him (i.e . to his delight).’ (ibid.)
b. Met-t-hu yen-r tat-he-me-r-t
woman-3SF-GEN child-3SM hit-I.BEN-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘He hit the woman’s boy affecting her.’
In (2.74) the benefactive morpheme indicates that the action of falling was done with the 
beneficiary for his benefit. On the other hand in (2.75) no comitative meaning is implied 
and the objects indicated by the second agreement marker may be a beneficiary or a 
maleficiary.
Causative and benefactive morphology originate from compound verb formation, 
where hay means ‘give’. In the following, the verbs are compound verbs, with hay 
retaining the original meaning (Bruce 1984):
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(2.76) a. Yima-r met-t nandm-r he-fohtas-me-r-t
man-3SM womanSSF snake-3SM give-frightened-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘The man gave a snake to the woman and she was frightened.’ 
b. Yima-r met-t feh-r was-he-me-r-t
man-3SM woman-3SF pig-3SM kill-give-RPST-3SM-3SF
‘The man killed a pig and gave it to the woman.’
As indicated by the glosses, the two distinct events are expressed by the single sentences 
(verb serialisation). This instantiates the other productive pattern of complex verb stem 
formation: compounding processes.
Compounding processes assemble two or more verb roots to make a verb with a 
single argument structure. Since morphological structure is strictly binary (Selkirk, 
1982), any compound verb can ultimately be factored into the combination of two 
elements.
Three kinds of relationships between these two elements are identified: conjunctive 
relation, modifier-modifiee relation and main-complement relation. Conjunctive relation 
is a relation in which two events or states take place subsequently or simultaneously and 
are considered to constitute a unified event or state as indicated by the following 
examples:
(2.77) a. Nakupa-m yak-km bre-m e-t-m
sagoflour-3PL get-load-RPST-3SF-3PL
‘She got the sago flour and loaded it (into the canoe).’
b. K fe-berssha-m e-t-r 
say-instruct-RPST-3 SF-3 S M
‘She instructed him (said what to do).’
c. Teh-hingrna-m o-w -t 
stand-work-RPST-IMPF-3SF 
‘She was standing and working
This also includes cause-effect relations. Cause-effect relations are those in which the 
event expressed by the first verb root causes the event or state expressed by the second, 
where the first root is an active verb and the second is an inactive verb, as in the 
following examples:
(2.78) a. Wifer-t fr-geng-m e-t-a
wind-3 SF blow-cold-RPST-3SF-lS
‘The wind blew (on me) and I was cold.’ (Bruce 1984: p. 166)
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b. Niyak-r yaw-r tat-noh-me-r-r
NiyakSSM dog-3SM hit-die-RSPT-3SM-3SM 
‘Niyak hit the dog dead.’
Modifier-modifiee relations are those in which one of the elements has a modifying 
function with respect to the other. Characteristically, the modifiers have adverbial or 
aspectual meanings. For example:
(2.79) Adverbial
a. Ptha-rhti-yahiyah-fora-me-r 
talk-trick-noisily-empty-RPST-3SM
‘He talked trickingly and noisily with no point.’ (Bruce 1984: p. 162)
b. Hue-marnya-twa-0! 
sleep-well-FUT-2s 
‘Sleep well!’
(2.80) Aspectual
a. Hir-hani-me-f 
sail-CONT.to-RSPT-3D
‘They continued to sail (toward the goal).
b. Kmithof-m kuny-m hingma-kahut-we-m 
villager-3PL house-3PL work-HABIT-IMPF-3SM 
‘The village people build houses.’
In (2.79) the boldface verb roots semantically modify the actions indicated by the 
preceding verb roots. (2.80) shows cases where the boldface roots express the aspects 
of the verbs. In both cases the modifying roots follow the modified.
Finally, complement-main relations are those in which the first root is logically the 
complement of the other. Consider the following:
(2.81) a. John-r feh-r was-neham bra-tita-m e-r-r
John-3SM pig-3SM spear-try-unsuccessfully-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘John tried to spear the pig but could not.’ 
b. John-r Maria-t feh-r w as-kfetahi-m e-r-t
John-3SM Maria-3SF pig-3SM spear-promise-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘John promised Maria to spear a pig.’
The two instances of was ‘to spear’ are logically the complements of nehambra ‘try’ and 
kfetahi ‘promise’.
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There are two constraints on complex verb formation: a structural constraint and a 
pragmatic constraint (Bruce 1988). The structural constraint requires that active verbs 
with different actors not form a complex verb. Thus the following sentence is 
ungrammatical:
(2.82) *Yen-r mmem-t tat-nur-me-r
child-3SM mother-3SF hit-cry-RSPT-3SM
‘The boy hit the mother and she cried.’ (Bruce 1984: p. 246)
But this sentence is grammatical under the interpretation ‘The boy hit the mother and 
cried’ since the roots have the same actor. The following sentence is also grammatical:
(2.83) Yen-r met-t hue-hip-r-t
child-3SM woman-3SF sleep-perspire-3SM-3SF
‘The boy slept and the woman perspired (= The boy slept in such a way as 
to cause the woman to perspire.)’ (Bruce 1984: p. 244)
The verb hip is an inactive (i . e . unaccusative) verb which selects an undergoer. Since 
this sentence has only one actor, it is grammatical.
The pragmatic constraint says that the events the verb roots express must be inherently 
or closely related to each other so that they must be considered to represent a single 
unified event in the Alamblak culture. Bruce (1988) gives the following to illustrate this:
(2.84) a. *Mi-s guny-m muh-hti-yan-m
tree-3 SF star-3 PL climb-see-1S-3PL 
T climbed the tree and saw the stars.’ 
b. Mi-s guny-m muh-hti-mamya-yan-m
tree-3SF star-3PL climb-see-well-lS-3PL 
T climbed the tree and saw the stars clearly.’
The unacceptability of the first sentence comes from the fact that to climb a tree and to see 
the stars are not commonly related events. But with the adverb marnya the sentence is 
acceptable. Bruce suggest that with this morpheme the two events are considered to be 
inherently related in their culture. Stars are not easily seen from the ground, being 
obscured by the jungle. But from the top of a tree it should be easier to see them. This 
might be the reason that climbing a tree and seeing stars clearly are related naturally in an 
Alamblak context.
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2.3. Syntax
In this section I pick out three syntactic features: (1) NP structure, (2) clause types and 
(3) word order and clause structure.
2.3.1. NP Structure
In Alamblak an NP consists of the NP body and a set of optional suffixes:
(2.85) NP
NP (suffix)
The clitics contain a PNG marker, the focus marker -n and an elevational marker:
( 2 .86) suffix
(PNG marker) (Focus marker) (Elevational marker)
The NP body consists of the head of the NP and optional determiner nd and modifiers. 
The head occupies the last position in the NP body.15 Thus the structure of the NP body 
in Alamblak is as follows:
(2.87) NP
(DET) NOM
(Mod*) Head
The optional modifiers consist of the following:
15Though Bruce (1984: 98ff) mentions post-head modifiers, these “post-head modifiers” do not have 
syntactic status as modifiers, as shown below.
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Demonstratives: ndar ‘this’
ndur ‘that’
Pronoun of difference: worn ‘some, other, another’
Genitive possessives: NP-hu (for singular and dual NPs)
NP-roh (for plural NPs)
•Numerals: e.g. rpa ‘one’
hos ‘two’
tir ‘five’
•General relative clauses:
e.g. Nd [John-r was-me] feh-r
DET John-3SM spear-RPST pig-3SM
‘the pig which John speared’
•Purpose relative clauses marked by the purpose relative clause marker: 
e.g. [Wikna-yuk] wuska-m
sell-PREL belongings-3PL 
‘things to sell’
•Possessed or privative modifier marked by -et (POSSD) or -dohra (PRIV) 
e.g. [feh-et] yima-r
pig-POSSD person-3SM 
‘a man who has(a) pig(s).’
[yen-dohra] met-t 
child-PRIV woman-3SF 
'a woman who does not have children’
•Adjectives e.g. bro ‘big’
hifa ‘good’
•Interrogatives: e.g. fiteh ‘which’
finji ‘what (action)’
tameh ‘what (substance)’
freh ‘who’
There are some co-occurrence restrictions. While a determiner and possessive phrase 
can co-occur, a possessive phrase and a demonstrative cannot co-occur:
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(2.89) a. *ndar nan-hu yaw-r
this lS-GEN dog-3SM 
‘this my dog' 
b. nd nan-hu yaw-r 
DET lS-GEN dog-3SM 
‘the my dog’
A relative clause and an interrogative phrase cannot be manifested together
(2.90) a. *fiteh [John-r tat-me] yaw-r noh-me-r?
which John-3SM hit-RPST dog-3SM die-RPST-3SM
‘Which dog that John hit died?’
b *John-r tat-me fiteh yaw-r noh-me-r?
John-3SM hit-RPST which dog-3SM die-RPST-3SM
There is word order preference among the modifiers:
(2.91)
DEM/POSS > G.REL./P.REL> worn > interrogative > numeral > ADJ > {POSSD, PRIV}
The head noun occupies the last position in the NP body, but there are some cases 
where it appears that the head noun is modified by a “post-head modifier” (Bruce 1984: 
98ff). Consider the following:
(2.92) a. worn feh-r
other pig-3SM
‘another pig’ 
b . feh wom-r
pig other-3SM 
‘another pig’
(2.93) a. bro yaw-r
big dog-3SM 
‘a big dog’ 
b. yaw bro-r
dog big-3SM 
‘a big dog’
However the examples do not necessarily indicate that nouns can be modified by a post­
head modifier. We saw in §2.2.1.3. that adjectives could be nominalised without a 
nominalising suffix to give such nominal interpretations as ‘big one’ and ‘small one’. So
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it is natural to consider that bro-r following yaw  is a nominalised adjective with the 
meaning big one. Similarly wom-r can be independently used to mean another one. In 
Alamblak NAN compounding is vigorous with the first one classifying the second as in 
kmi Manjoh-r (village Manjoh-3SM) and yima Kmbroming-r (person Kmbroming 
(name)-3SM). So a more natural analysis is to assume that worn and bro are the heads of 
the NPs. Then the NPs in the (b) examples contain compound nouns of the following 
structures:
(2.94) a. b. N
N N
feh worn feh bro
Thus the head noun is the last element of the NP body and there are no post-head 
modifiers.
The head noun is the essential element of an NP. But it can be occupied by an empty 
noun. Alamblak shows a productive pattern of empty head NP structures:
(2.95) a. nd [feh-r-hu-0-]-t
DET pig-3 SM-GEN-(fh3SF 
‘the pig's one’
b. Nd feh-r, [John-r was-me-0-]-r
DET pig-3SM John-3SM spear-RPST-(p-3SM 
‘the pig, the one John speared’
c. Nd yima-r [kah-t hti-me-0-]-ko hir-me-r
DET per son-3 SM fire-3SF see-RPST-(p-]-ALL sail-RPST-3SM 
‘The man sailed for the place in which he saw a fire.’
The second part of the example (b) constitutes an appositive phrase. As the examples 
indicate, NPs without an overt head can be accompanied by a PNG marker or a post­
position.
2.3.2. Clause Types
Alamblak has three clause types: nominal clauses, tenseless clauses and tensed 
clauses. Tensed clauses are further divided into agreement clauses and non-agreement 
clauses. The following presents the classification of the Alamblak clause types:
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(2.96) C Infinitive clauses
Nominal clauses < Nominalised clauses
V. Purpose relative clauses
Tenseless clauses
f (Non)-possessed modifiers
Tensed clauses
' Sequential clauses
f  General relative clauses
C Non-agreement clauses f 
\ v Simultaneous clauses
** Agreement clauses*
f Dependent clauses
v Independent clauses
f  General dependent clauses 
Different subject clauses
Nominal clauses consists of three subparts: infinitive clauses marked by kfet, 
nominalised clauses marked by -nef and purpose relative clauses marked by -yuk. A core 
argument of a nominal clause can optionally be genitivised. The possibility of 
genitivisation is a criterion of nominal clauses. Infinitive clauses are used as a purpose 
clause or the complement of a complement-taking verb:
(2.97) a. Yi-me-r yemre-roh hambre-kfet
go-RPST-3SM meat-3PL.GEN search-INF 
‘He went to search for meat.’
b. Maria-t John-r ttiwon-me-t-r feh-r-(hu) yak-kfet
MariaSSF John-3SM ask-RPST-3SF-3SM pig-3SM-(GEN) get-INF 
‘Maria asked John to get a pig.’
On the other hand, nominalised clauses express nominalised events or states. For 
example:
(2.98) Maria-t John-r ttiwon-me-t-r feh-r-(hu) yak-nef-t
Maria-3SF John-3SM ask-RPST-3SF-3SM pig-3SM-(GEN) get-NOM-3SF 
‘Maria asked John about getting a pig.’
Infinitive and nominalised clause constructions involve VP constituents in GF- 
structure. Thus they have the following GF-structures:
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(2.99)
a. Infinitive 
NP
b. Nominalised clause 
NP
Since VPs must be linked to a governing NP in Alamblak, which is a nominative- 
accusative language, the VPs in these constructions are also be linked to an overt or 
empty NP governing them. A consequence of this analysis is discussed in chapter six.
Purpose relative clauses are nominal clauses modifying a noun as exemplified by the 
following examples:
(2.100) a. hmbreshe-t-hu wikna-yuk maruha-m 
shirt-3SF-GEN buy-P.REL money-3PL 
‘the money to buy a shirt with’ 
b. feh-roh was-yuk yima-r
pig-3PL.GEN spear-P.REL person-SM 
‘a man to kill pigs’
The second main clause-type is tenseless clauses, which consist of 
possessed/privative modifiers and sequential clauses. Possessed modifiers are marked 
by -et and privative modifiers by -dohra. They indicate the external property of the 
modified noun. It may be a personal possession or some action or state to be attributed to 
the noun. They morphologically subcategorise for a noun or a verb (Bruce 1984: p. 
114):
(2.101) Possessed modifier
a. feh-et yima-r
pig-POSSD man-3SM
‘a man who has (a) pig(s)’
b . nur-et yen-r 
cry-POSSD child-3SM 
‘a boy who cries’
(2.102) Privative modifier
a. met-dohra yima-r 
woman-PRIV man-3SM 
‘an unmarried man’
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b. feh-r was-dohra yima-r 
pig-3SM spear-PRiV man-3SM 
‘a man who has not speared a pig’
The possessed and privative modifiers also function as a predicative adjective. The 
copulative morpheme can be affixed to a possessed or privative modifier phrase as in the 
following examples:
(2.103) a. John-r feh-et-e-r
John-3SM pig-POSSD-COP-3SM 
‘John is a man who owns a pig.’ 
b. Nthon Mnginda-t noh-et-e-t
evil spirit Mnginda-3SF die-POSSD-COP-3SF 
‘Mnginda, an evil spirit, is dead.’
The sequential clause marker -hate indicates that the main sentence following it is a 
natural extension of the event or the state expressed by the sentence marked by it. Thus 
in many cases the subjects of the two sentences are preferential and one of them (i.e. that 
of the sequential clause) is not overtly manifested. But coreferentiality of the subjects is 
not grammatically required, so cases where the two sentences have different subjects are 
often detected:
(2.104) Same subjects
a. Yefha-m yak-hate, fifa-me-r 
betelnut-3PL get-SEQ chew-RPST-3SM 
‘Having got betelnuts, he chewed them.’
b. Nd fehpa-m kandhi-hate, fa-me-r-m
DET pig-meat-3PL cook-SEQ eat-RSPT-3SM-3PL 
‘Having cooked the pig-meat, he ate it.’
(2.105) Different subjects
a. (Tek-Kunh-r mi-fnah-me-m.)
(river-Kunh-3SM ELEV-arrive-RPST-3PL)
Mi-fnah-hate, me-me-t 
ELEV-arrive-SEQ say-RSPT-3SF 
‘(They arrived at the Kunh river.) Them arriving there, she said.’
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b. (Nd yima-Kmbroming-r duka-mmo-me-r.)
(DET man-Kmbroming-3SM think-without ideas-RPST-3SM)
Be, rhu-mmo-hate, me-me-t-r
finish sit-without ideas-SEQ say-rpst-3sf-3sm 
‘(The man Kmbroming thought in vain.) Then, him sitting without any 
ideas, she said to him.’
Tensed clauses may or may not manifest an agreement marker. Non-agreement tensed 
clauses are general relative clauses and simultaneous clauses. Some examples of general 
relative clauses are already given in §2.3.1. Simultaneous clause markers connect two 
events taking place simultaneously. They are marked by the subordinating suffix -hat 
(non-future) or -thombat (future) (Bruce 1984 : p. 287):
(2.106) a. Non-future
Nike hingma-me-hat, hti-me-yan-ke.
2PL work-RPST-SIM see-RPST-lS-2PL
‘While you worked I saw you.’ (Bruce 1984 : p. 287)
b . Future
Href-yfung-t ni hue-shom bat,16 
today-night-3SF 2S sleep-SIM .FUT
nan-pne kah-t hti-twa-n-t kukr-we-t.
IS-REF fire-3SF see-FUT-2S-3SF burn-IMPF-3SF 
‘Tonight when you sleep, you will see fire burning beside me.’
The suffix -hat has another function to mark a factive complement clause. In the 
following example the clause marked by the morpheme constitutes the verb’s logical 
complement:
(2.107) Kaiwan-r nhe sawisaf-kah-r 
Kaiwan-3SM NEC know-PRES.IRR-3SM
Gamus-r town-ko yi-me-hat 
Gamus-3SM city-ALL go-RPST-SIM  
‘Kaiwan does not know that Gamus went to the city.’
16A morpheme-initial alveolar undergoes the following phonological process (ibid.: 29):
[♦alveolar] -—> [+palatal] /  [+palatal]__
The underlying form of the verb hue is /huey/. Thus the first consonant of the future simultaneous 
morpheme in the example is realised as [s].
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Another type of tensed clauses is agreement clauses. Morphologically agreement 
clauses are further subclassified into independent clauses and dependent clauses. The 
latter consisits of general dependent clauses marked by the suffix -n and those which 
contain the different subject marker -t.
General dependent clauses have a scene setting function to establish the discoursal 
background for the main clause to follow:
(2.108) a. Dbha-nane doh-r yak-me-t-n, yi-me-t.
morning-G.SET canoe-3SM get-RSPT-3SF-G.DEP go-RPST-3SF
‘In the morning, getting a canoe, she went.’ 
b. Nd tkit-t-n mi-fnah-me-r-n,
DET place-3SF-FOC ELEV-arrive-RPST-3SM-G.DEP 
hti-yak-me-t-r. 
see-get-RPST-3SF-3SM
‘He arrived down at the place and she caught him by sight.’
The different subject marker -t indicates that the subject of the sentence and that of the 
following are different. Second agreement marker’s availability is not affected by the 
presence of this morpheme:
(2.109) a. Kmbroming-r feh-r tufnah-af-me-t-r-r,
Kmbroming-3SM pig-3SM shoot-PROL-RPST-DS-3SM-3SM17
yi-me-r 
go-RPST-3SM
‘Kmbroming shot the pig/ and it* went.’ 
b. Niyak-r yen-t tat-me-t-r-t, nur-me-t.
Niyak-3SM child-3SF hit-RPST-DS-3SM-3SF cry-RPST-3SF
‘Niyak hit the girl and she cried.’
Finally, independent clauses are those which have tense and agreement markers and 
have no bound connective on the verbs.
17PROL, prolative, indicates the separation of participants following the event which is described by the 
predicate.
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2.3.3. Word Order and Clause Structures
Word order in Alamblak is relatively free. Though the basic word order is considered 
to be SOV, SVO and OSV are also found very often (Bruce 1983):18
(2.110) a. John-r yaw-s tat-me-r-t
John-3SM dog-3SF hit-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘John hit a dog.’
b. John-r tat-me-r-t yaw-s
c. Yaw-s John-r tat-me-r-t
The OVS order is rare and according to my informants a considerable length of pause 
is required between the verb and the following subject. So the post-verbal subject is just 
supplementary or an after-thought (cf. Bruce 1983).
The position of adjuncts is not generally restricted except for the following two points: 
(1) an adjunct can never intervene between the verb and the following argument; (2) bare 
temporal reference NPs are preferably placed sentence initially; they cannot occur 
between the object and the verbs. Thus the following contrasts:
(2.111) a. Kongop-r feh-r karoh-e was-me-r-r
Kongop-3SM pig-3SM knife-INST spear-RSPT-3SM-3SM 
‘Kongop speared the pig with a knife.’
b. Kongop-r karoh-e feh-r was-me-r-r
c. Karoh-e Kongop-r feh-r was-me-r-r
d. Kongop-r feh-r was-me-r-r karoh-e
e. Kongop-r was-me-r-r feh-r karoh-e
f  * Kongop-r was-me-r-r karoh-e feh-r
(2.112) a. Worn yha-r John-r feh-r tufnah-me-r-r
other day-3SM John-3SM pig-3SM shoot-RPST-3SM-3SM
‘One day John shot the pig.’
b. ?John-r worn yha-r feh-r tufnah-me-r-r
c. * John-r feh-r worn yha-r tufnah-me-r-r
d. * John-r feh-r tufnah-me-r-r worn yha-r
18In (2.110) second agreement and the object NP co-occur. In chapter four we will argue that the NP 
assumes the TOP function in the sentence, thus not a real object. But even without the second agreement 
marker, SVO and OSV orders are possible given appropriate contexts.
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W h-phrases are placed preverbally: a sentence with a post-verbal w/i-phrase is 
ungrammatical:
(2.113) a. Tambi-r freh-t tat-me-r?
TambiSSM who-3SF hit-RPST-3SM 
‘Who did Tambi hit?’
b. Freh-r Tambi-r tat-me-r?
c. *Tambi-r tat-me-r freh-t?
Although the facts of word order are quite clear, a theory has not been worked out 
which explains the grammaticality contrast found in the different word order 
arrangements.
Finally let us briefly discuss the basic clause structure of Alamblak. In the previous 
chapter I suggested the distinction between surface structure and GF-structure. It was 
suggested that in Alamblak surface structures are flat and that they are mapped onto GF- 
structures by the following GF-assignment principles:
(2.114) Assign GF
(2.115) One grammatical function can be assumed by one and only one NP.
We looked at the following sentence:
(2.116) John-r met-t fak-me-r.
John-3SM woman-3SF get-RPST-3SM 
‘John married a woman.’
If John-r is assigned a GF [NP, IP], and met-t a GF [NP, VP], the surface structure is 
mapped onto the following GF-structure:
(2.117) IP
John-r VP I
TNS AGR
met-t fak -me -r
On the other hand, if John-r is assigned a GF [NP, VP], and met-t GF [NP, IP], the 
surface structure is mapped onto the following GF-structure:
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(2.118)
I suggested that this GF-structure is not excluded by the principles of syntax, rather those 
of the conceptual component do. This point will be discussed in detail in chapter four, 
where we consider agreement in Alamblak.
In the previous chapter I also suggested that word order is also represented in S- 
structure, which derives from GF-structure. The S-structure of the following sentence is 
given by GF-assignment and move a:
(2.119) Maria-t John-r tat-me-r.
Maria-3SF John-3SM hit-RPST-3SM 
‘John hit Maria.’
If M aria-t is assigned a GF [NP, VP], and John-r [NP, IP], the surface structure is 
mapped onto the following GF-structure:
If Maria-t is moved and adjoined to IP, the following S-structure is derived:
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NP
I
Maria-t;
Since this S-structure properly represents the order of constituents in the surface 
structure, it is admitted.
2.4. Closing Remarks
This chapter has presented basic morphological and syntactic features of the Alamblak 
language. I have discussed the major lexical categories, the system of postpositions, NP 
structures and word order in detail based on my own data. The description of verbal 
morphology is mainly taken from Bruce (1984). I also owe much of the description of 
clause types to Bruce (op.cit).
PART II
ARGUMENT IDENTIFICATION
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CHAPTER THREE
Object Identification
Introduction to Part Two
Part two offers an account of the problems of the argument encoding system of 
Alamblak and partially that of Japanese by developing the theory of argument 
identification outlined in chapter one. The problems are concerned with the notion of 
“object”. There are basically two problems. One is that “object” NPs bear a wide range 
of semantically oblique relations such as locative, path, goal, temporal and referent, 
exemplified below:
(3.1) a. Locative:
Yima-r nd kmi-t teh-me-w-r 
person-3sm DET village-3SF stay-RPST-lMPF-3SM 
‘A man was staying the village.’
b. Path:
Yima-m tek-t hir-me-m 
person-3PL river-3SF paddle-RPST-3PL 
‘Men paddled along the river.’
c. Goal:
Worn yima-r nd kmi-t m-fnah-me-r 
certain person-3 sm DET village-3 SF ELEV- arrive-RPST-3 SM 
‘A man arrived at the village.’
d. Temporal:
Nd yifung-r hue-marinya-me-r.
DET night-3SM sleep-well-RPST-3SM 
‘He slept well during that night.’
e. Referent:
Yarkefa-t nd yen-r yindhor-me-t.
Yarkefa-3SF DET child-3 SM happy /satisfied, (with)-RP ST-3 SF 
‘Yarkefa was happy/satisfied with the boy.’
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The bold-face expressions are NPs as indicated by the PNG markers. One might 
question the “objecthood” of these NPs: they might be adjunct NPs with adverbial 
functions. However, they are not adjuncts, since they can be replaced by second 
agreement markers as illustrated below:
(3.2) a. Locative:
Yima-r teh-me-w-r-t 
person-3sm stay-RPST-IMPF-3SM-3SF 
‘A man was staying in it. ’
b. Path:
Yima-m hir-me-m-t 
person-3PL paddle-RPST-3PL 
‘Men paddled along it.’
c. Goal:
Worn yima-r m-fnah-me-r-t
certain person-3sm ELEV-arrive-RPST-3SM-3SF
‘A man arrived at it.’
d. Temporal:
Hue-marinya-me-r-r. 
sleep-well-RPST-3SM 
‘He slept well during it.’
e. Referent:
Yarkefa-t yindhor-me-t-r.
Yarkefa-3SF appy/satisfied.(with)-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘Yarkefa was happy/satisfied with him.’
Second agreement markers are core argument indicators and cannot indicate adjunct 
relations.1 The NPs in (3.2) and the second agreement markers in (3.2) assume the 
thematic relations specified by the meanings of the verbs. The question we address is 
this: How are NPs (and second agreement markers) interpreted as having specific 
thematic relations given the conceptual meanings of the verbs? One should not be 
satisfied by saying: “This is a situation completely typical in language -  obviously it is, 
by people knowing the propositional meaning, namely from the verb meaning.” We need 
an explicit system whereby these NPs are identified by the verbs. This problem is 
considered in this chapter.
apparently exceptional case will be discussed in §3.2.1.
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The other problem concerning the notion of “object” is concerned with the unusual 
behaviour of second agreement markers in Alamblak. They deviate from the usual 
understanding of object agreement. They can cross-reference NPs which are not 
governed by verbs. Consider the following:
(3.3) a. Mmem-t [yen-r-hu mfha-t] tat-me-t-r
mother-3SF child-3SM-GEN head-3SF hit-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The mother hit the boy on the head.’ 
b. [Yen-r-hu tir-t] fa-me-t-r.
child-3SM-GEN hand-3SF painful-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The boy has a pain in the hand.’
In these examples the second agreement markers cross-reference the genitive NPs 
dominated by other NPs i.e. the object NP in (0.17a) and the subject NP in (0.17b). If 
objects are defined as [NP, VP] (Chomsky 1965) or as NPs governed by verbs 
(Chomsky 1981, Baker 1988), what second agreement markers in Alamblak represent is 
not this canonical object relation. Thus the following questions are addressed: 1) What is 
the structural relationship between a second agreement marker and a cross-referenced 
NP? 2) What are the syntactic and conceptual functions of second agreement markers? 
Chapter four investigates of these problems. There is also discussion of first agreement 
markers. The representation and the functions of agreement in Alamblak will be fully 
explicated there.
3.1. A Theory of Core Argument Identification
under Government
In this section I propose a theory of core argument identification under government. 
In chapter two I argued that Alamblak has only three postpositions which select a Thing 
or an Entity: the allative/locative marker -k o , the instrumental marker - e  and the referent 
marker -pne. Other relations are expressed by NPs. Furthermore some locative and 
referent relations can also be expressed by NPs. Thus Alamblak can be characterised as a 
language which employs a minimal possible post-positional system but make use of a 
maximal range of object identification devices.
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In this section, let us try to answer the following question: How are NPs identified to 
have a divergent range of thematic relations uniquely without overt thematic indicators, 
i.e. postpositions?
What comes to one’s mind first would be a lexicalisation theory in the sense of Gruber 
(1965/76), Talmy (1975, 1985) and Jackendoff (1983, 1990). In §3.1.1 I discuss the 
lexicalisation theories. §3.1.1.1 outlines the basic ideas. In §3.1.1.2 I quote some 
Japanese data to argue that lexicalisation, (i.e. semantic selection) only constitutes a 
necessary condition for determining the constituent category of the selected argument (i.e. 
constituent selection). In §3.1.2 I examine three recent linking theories and point out 
their problems and clarify the problems to solve. §3.1.3 proposes an alternative theory, 
which I call a theory of argument identification under government. It is shown that it 
overcomes the problems and difficulties of the former theories.
3.1.1 Lexicalisation Theories
3.1.1.1 Basic Ideas
Gruber (1965/76) and Talmy (1975, 1985) assume (a) and (b) of the following pairs 
of sentences express essentially the identical thematic relations:
(3.4) a. Dinosaurs lived in this continent
b . Dinosaurs inhabited this continent
(3.5) a. John went into the house, 
b. John entered the house
(3.6) a. John drove to his house 
b . John drove home
The difference in the syntactic realization is attributed to different patterns of 
lexicalization. Gruber (1976) for example assumes the following lexical specification for 
the verb inhabit:
(3.7) V
/ \
POSITIONAL IN NP
# inhabit #
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The verb lexically incorporates the preposition IN, so that it syntactically selects an NP as 
its object. Similarly enter incorporates INTO and selects an NP object. On the other 
hand, home incorporates TO or AT, so it appears as a bare NP.2
In this context, one might suppose that the fact that a wide range of thematic relations 
can be expressed by NPs in Alamblak is attributed to the lexicalisation patterns it uses. 
However, a closer investigation of some Japanese spatial expressions reveals that 
lexicalisation patterns only partially predict the patterns of constituent selection. More 
precisely, they only constitute a necessary condition for determining the syntactic 
categories of semantically selected arguments, but cannot constitute a sufficient condition. 
If this is the case for Japanese, it should be an aspect of the universal nature of language. 
In the following, let us, therefore, consider some Japanese cases to discuss the claim that 
the semantic conceptual specification of a verb only provides a necessary condition for 
constituent selection, so that lexicalisation patterns are not sufficient to determine the 
transitivity of the verbs.
3.1.1.2 A Problem: Japanese spatial expressions
In Japanese, there are cases in which the spatial relations between themes and their 
spatial reference objects are not overtly expressed, but nonetheless are uniquely 
interpreted. Investigation of these constructions will clarify the problem of Gruber and 
Talmy’s theories of lexical and syntactic correspondence. Hereafter we adopt Talmy’s 
terminology Ground to refer to spatial reference object (Talmy 1975, 1985).
Japanese has two kinds of locative postpositions: inner locative marker -ni and outer 
locative marker -de, where “inner locative” is the location of Thing (or theme) and outer 
locative is the location of Event or State (cf. Andrews 1985).3 Consider the following 
Japanese examples:
2Jackendoff s (1990) position on this is not quite clear. He says: “Enter incorporates into its meaning the 
Path- and Place-functions [[path TO ([place IN ([Thing ])])]]. As a result, the second argument is a 
Thing rather than a Path and must be expressed by an NP-complement” (Jackendoff 1990: p. 46). 
However, he also suggests the relationship between conceptually selected arguments and
syntactic categories by co-indexing PAS and LCS. Since a PAS specifies the syntactic category of a 
complement the verb selects, postulating it contradicts the idea that lexicalisation patterns determine 
the syntactic category of the argument (I will discuss his proposal of A-marking in 3.1.2.2.)
3This point is explicit in The National Language Research Institute (Kokuritu Kokugo Kenkyuu-sho) 
Report No.3 (1951). It describes the meanings oi-de and -ni as ‘the place where an action or operation 
takes place’ and ‘the place where an object exist’ respectively. It also contains the description of many 
other usages of -ni and -de. Whether or not the dative case marker -ni can be generalised with the inner 
locative marker is not clear at this moment.
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(3.8) a. Kodomo-ga niwa-ni i-ru.
children-NOM yard-WLOC be-NON.PAST 
‘There are some children in the yard.’ 
b. Kodomo-ga niwa-de asob-u.
childred-NOM yard-OUTLOC play-NON.PAST 
‘Children play in the yard.’
In (a) niwa-ni ‘yard-IN.LOC’ indicates the location of children while in (b) niwa-de ‘yard- 
OUT.LOC’ indicate the location of the Event (kodomo-ga asob-u) ‘childred-NOM play- 
NON.PAST’. According to the concepts we introduced in chapter one, the former has a 
predicative function, i.e. a function to select a Thing (kodomo) to map it onto a State, 
while the latter has a modifying function, i.e. a function to select an Event (kodomo-ga 
asob-u) to map it onto an identical type of Entity.
Being mere inner-outer distinguishes, the inner locative marker and outer locative 
marker actually do not indicate the actual spatial relations between the entities and the 
Grounds. Spatial NPs accompanied by these denote more than one type of spatial 
relation. Actual spatial relations are indicated by the set of spatial nominals listed below:
ue up, top, over
shita down, under, below
naka in, inside
soto out, outside
yoko beside, side
soba beside, near
waki side
tikaku near
ushiro back
ura back, reverse side
ato after
mae front, forward
omote front, front side
aida between
kado corner
soko bottom
oku far inside
hazure periphery
man naka center
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hasi edge
said endpoint of a pointing or long object
Inner and outer locative phrases with these spatial nominals express various types of 
spatial relations. For example:
(3.10) Inner Locative
rnakaj
a. Tookyoo-no i soto >-ni 
IsobaJ 
r in
sum-u
Tokyo-GEN \ouxside\-iN.LOC live-NON.PAST 
l near )
b. Kyanbera-no
Canberra-GEN
>-ni i-ru
‘He/she/I/we/they live in/outside/near Tokyo.’ 
fnaka l 
soto  
soba 
.hazure.
(i n
ou tside  
n e a r  
lperiphery.
‘He/she/I/we/they be in/outside/near/in the periphery of Canberra, 
'tikakui
►-IN.LOC be-NON.PAST
c. Daigaku-no
university-GEN
tonari 
soba  
tura  
rnear  
n ex t 
n ex t 
^behind
aru
-IN.LOC be-NON.PAST
‘It/they are near/next to/behind the university, (inanimate subject)’ 
rue
d. Isu-no
chair-GEN
yoko 
soba 
IshitaJ 
f on 
beside 
near 
lunder)
suwar-u
>-IN.LOC sit-NON.PAST
e. Teeburu-no < ^ni hon-o ok-u
‘He/she/I/we/they sit on/beside/near/under a chair.’ 
fu e  
yoko 
soba 
shita 
-kado 
r o n 
beside
table-GEN S near
under 
^cornerJ
r-IN.LOC book-ACC % -NON.PAST
‘He/she/I/we/they place a book on/beside/near/under/on a comer of a table.’
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•Outer Locative 
(3.11) a. Ie-no
house-GEN
naka' 
soto I 
soba f-de 
ue 
ura
in s id e ' 
outside 
near  
on top  
behind
shigoto-o su-ru
(-OUT.LOC work-ACC do-NON.PAST
‘He/she/I/we/they work at home/outside/near/on top of/behind the house.’ 
rnaka)
b . Niwa-no j soto >-de asob-u
IsobaJ 
( in s id e )
yard-GEN \ outsider-OUT.LOC play-NON.PAST 
l near  J
‘He/she/I/we/they play in/outside/near the yard.’ 
fue 
yoko
c. Beddo-no
bed-GEN
soba 
IshitaJ 
(o n  
beside 
near 
l under.
shokuji-o su-ru
■OUT.LOC dining-ACC do-NON.PAST
‘He/she/I/we/they dine on/beside/near/under the bed.’ 
fue
d. Butai-no odor-u
yoko 
soba 
Ishita
' o n
stage-GEN « b^ re }-OUT.LOC dance-NON.PAST 
V under.
‘He/she/I/we/they dance on/beside/near/under the stage.’
These spatial nominals denote the spatial relations between the themes and the Grounds. 
Butai-no ue ‘stage-GEN top’, for example, is a Place on which a Thing is placed or an 
Event takes place. Thus the LCSs of the spatial nominals are all Place functions from a 
Thing to a Place. For example:
(3.12) a. ue
[Place TOP ([Thing ])] 
b. naka
[Place IN S ID E  ([Thing ])]
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Places are subsumed under Entities and cannot serve a locative function. Thus 
sentences containing spatial expressions with spatial nominals but no locative markers are 
completely ungrammatical:
rnakaj
(3.13) a. *Tookyoo-no \ soto > sum-u
IsobaJ
Tokyo-GEN \ outside l live-NON.PAST 
Inear J
‘He/she/I/we/they live in/outside/near Tokyo.’
L"|
b. *Ie-no
house-GEN
naka' 
soto I
soba f shigoto-o su-ru 
ue 
ura > 
in sid e ' 
outside 
near 
on top 
behind
f work-ACC do-NON.PAST
‘He/she/I/we/they work at home/outside/near/on top of/behind the house.’
Though they are Places, they cannot be locative predicates or locative modifiers, since 
they lack locative functions. For them to have these functions, they must be marked by 
either the inner locative marker -ni or the outer locative marker -de. As argued in chapter 
one, a locative function may be a modifier or a predicate. An inner locative function is a 
predicative function from a Thing to a State. An outer locative function is a modifying 
function from an Event/ or a State/ to an identical type of Event or State, i.e. Event/ or 
State/. Thus the LCS of the inner locative marker -ni is a function from a Place to a 
function from a Thing to a State. On the other hand, the LCS of the outer locative marker 
-de is a function from a Place to a function from an Event/ /State/ to an Event/ /State/:
(3.14) a. LCS of the inner locative marker -m4
[State tloc AT ([Place ])] ([Thing ])] 
b . LCS of the outer locative marker -de
[{Event, State) Cloc A T  ([place ])] ([{Event, State) L)L'
4We follow jackendoffs (1983,1990) terminology that Thing subsumes Animate. There must be many 
objections to this. However, ontological discussions are not essential to the problems we are trying to 
solve here.
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This is crucially different from Jackendoff’s concept of Place functions. For 
Jackendoff, the LCSs of the English prepositions in and on are Place functions to map a 
Thing to a Place:
(3.15) Jackendoff’s Place functions
a. in
[place IN ([Thing ])]
b. on
[place O N ([Thing ])]
The CSs of the PPs (3.16a) and (3.17a) are assumed to be (3.16b) and (3.17b), 
respectively:
(3.16) a. in the house
b. [place IN ([Thing H O U SE])]
(3.17) a. on the table
b. [place O N ([Thing TABLE])]
Jackendoff s proposal suffers from several defects. First, since it assumes the conceptual 
types the PPs denote to be subsumed under Entities, it cannot capture the intuition that 
they are open functions (Rothstein 1983). Second, it fails to capture the fact that the 
conceptual meanings of the English prepositions are decomposable into a Locative 
function and a Place function. While English locative prepositions incorporate both a 
Place function and a Locative function, Japanese locative postpositions only involve the 
latter and Place functions are expressed by spatial nominals. Jackendoff s IN and ON 
erroneously involve both of the functions and are considered to be Place functions. 
Third, Jackendoff’s analysis is unable to capture the fact that there are two types of 
locative functions: predicative locative function and modifying locative function. While 
English locative PPs do not morphologically differentiate predicative and modifying 
functions, we have already seen that in Japanese they are clearly differentiated. Thus it is 
necessary to postulate two kinds of locative functions as follows:
(3.18) a. Predicative locative function
ATpred
b . Modifying locative function 
ATmod
Since Jackendoff does not distinguish Place function and Locative function, this 
distinction cannot be captured either. Thus we reject Jackendoff s analysis.
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Given (3.18), (3.14) is revised as follows:
(3.19) a. LCS of the inner locative marker -ni
[State tloc A Tpred ([place ])] ([Place ])] 
b . LCS o f  the outer loca tive  marker -de
[{Event, State) tloc A T mod ([place ])] ([{Event, State) ]/')]/
The modifying locative function ATmod, in principle, can modify any type of Entity, i.e. 
Thing, State and Event. But -de  can only modify an Event or a State but not a Thing. 
The Japanese counterpart of the English phrase “the cat under the table” cannot be 
expressed by the postposition -de:
(3.20) a. *teeburu-no sita-de neko
table-GEN under-OUTLOG cat 
b. teeburu-no sita-no neko 
table-GEN under-GEN cat 
‘a cat under the table’
Thus -de only modifies an Event or a State.
To sum up, in Japanese, locative functions are expressed by locative postpositions -ni 
and -de  and Place functions by spatial nominals. Place functions designate the spatial 
relationship between a Theme, Event or State and a Ground.
Given this, the following fact is important. In many cases, even when actual spatial 
relations are not indicated by the spatial nouns, the thematic interpretations of the locative 
PPs are uniquely determined and the sentences are grammatical. Consider the following:
(3.21) Inner Locative
INSIDE (location of a theme)
a. Tookyoo-ni sum-u 
Tokyo-IN.LOC live-NON .PAST 
‘Somebody lives in Tokyo.’
b . Kyanbera-ni i-ru 
Canberra-IN LOC be-NON .PAST 
‘Somebody is in Canberra.’
c. Daigaku-ni ar-u. 
university-IN.LOC be-NON.PAST 
‘Something (inanimate) is in the university.’
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(3.22) Inner locative
ON TOP (location of a theme)
a. Tsukue-ni hon-o nose-ru 
desk-INLOC book-ACC put.on-NON.PAST 
‘He/she/I/we/they put a book on a desk.’
b . Isu-ni kosikake-ru
chair-IN .LOC sit.on-NON.PAST 
‘He/she/I/we/they sit on a chair.’
(3.23) Outer Locative
INSIDE
a. Uti-de sigoto-o su-ru
house-OUT.LOC work-ACC do-NON.PAST 
‘He/she/I/we/they work at home.’
b . Niwa-de asob-u
yard-OUTLOC play-NON.PAST 
‘He/she/I/we/they play in the yard.’
Although the locative postpositions do not denote specific spatial relationship between a 
Thing/Event/State and a Ground, they are uniquely interpreted. Inner locative phrases in 
(3.21) are interpreted as involving INSIDE and those in (3.22) as involving TOP. Outer 
locative phrases in (3.23) are interpreted as involving INSIDE.5 Compare (3.10a) and 
(3.21a), for example. In the former, the thematic interpretation of the sentence is subject 
to the choice of the spatial noun. In the latter, on the other hand, the spatial relation is not 
explicitly expressed but the sentence only allows the interpretation:
(3.24) [log ATpred ([place INSIDE ([Thing TOKYO])])].
No other interpretations are available. Where does this interpretational uniqueness derive 
from? That is, how is this interpreted as involving INSIDE rather than OUTSIDE or 
NEAR?
The answer is suggested by the following English fact pointed out by Herskovits 
(1988). While the basic meaning of the preposition on  would be ‘surface location’ or it 
represents the ‘contiguous’ relation between the two objects, the spatial relations 
expressed in the following sentence is necessarily ‘on top surface’:
5There is no outer locative phrase consisting of an Entity noun and an outer locative postposition which 
denote AT TOP (of something). This is presumably because the outer locative postposition -de 
necessarily involves the meaning AT INSIDE (of something).
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(3.25) John put the box on a table
The surface of a table need not be the top surface. But the sentence requires this 
interpretation. Herskovits says, ‘one can use a noun which basically denotes a whole 
object to refer to a part of it that is typically salient’ (1988: 285). The typically salient part 
of tables is their top surface, since they are designed to hold objects there. Thus the PP 
on a table  in (3.25) is interpreted as AT TOP SURFACE OF A TABLE. Though the idea 
of salience is not directly applicable to the argument here, it gives an insight into how 
Things are interpreted as Places.
The interpretational uniqueness of the sentences (3.21)-(3.23) is mainly attributed to 
the conceptual meanings of the verbs and the NPs. The verbs impose selectional 
restrictions on locative expressions and the spatial NPs have their own spatial meanings. 
The combination of these basically gives the interpretations of the sentences. Sometimes, 
the meanings of spatial NPs are underspecified. In this case, those of the verbs have to 
provide the details of the meanings to the sentences. The theory of unification proposed 
in chapter one provides a sufficient device to unify the (L)CSs of these constituents. In 
other cases, the verbs do not restrict the types of spatial relations but nonetheless the 
interpretations are uniquely determined. In this case, the spatial NPs are responsible for 
providing the full conceptual specifications.
First, let us consider the latter case. Consider the examples in (3.21). The verbs 
sumu, iru and aru conceptually select a Place. This is suggested by the contrast detected 
below:
(3.26) a. Mizu-no naka-ni sum-u.
water-GEN inside-INLOC live-NON.PAST 
‘Something lives in the water.’ 
b. *Mizu-ni sum-u.
water-INLOC live-NON.PAST 
‘Something lives in the water.’
(3.27) a. Teeburu-no ue-ni i-ru
table-GEN top-IN.LOC be-NON.PAST 
‘Something (animate) is on top of the table.’ 
b. *Teeburu-ni i-ru
table-IN.LOC be-NON.PAST 
‘Something (animate) is on the table.’
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(3.28) a. Tukue-no ue-ni ar-u
desk-GEN top-IN.LOC be-NON .PAST 
‘Something (inanimate) is on the desk.’ 
b. *Tukue-ni ar-u
desk-IN.LOC be-NON.PAST
‘Something (inanimate) is on top of the desk.’
In the (a) sentences, the heads of the NPs marked by the inner locative markers are spatial 
nominals and the NPs denote Places. Whereas the NPs marked by the inner locative 
markers in the (b) sentence denote Things. The fact that the only former sentences are 
grammatical indicates that the verbs select Places rather than Things for the location of the 
themes. This is also supported by the following sentences:
(3.29) a. Doko-ni sun-de iru-no?
where-IN.LOC live-ing be-Q 
‘Where do you live?’ 
b. *Nani-ni sun-de iru-no?
what-IN.LOC live-ing be-Q
(3.30) a. Doko-ni iru-no?
where-lN .LOC be-Q 
‘Where are you?’ 
b. *Nani-ni iru-no?
what-lN.LOC be-Q
(3.31) a. Doko-ni aru-no?
where-IN.LOC be-Q 
‘Where is it?’
b. *Nani-ni aru-no?
what-IN.LOC be-Q
Doko  is a WH-phrase for a Place and nani a WH-phrase for a non-human Thing. Their 
LCSs are [Thing WHAT] and [place P ([Thing WHICH])], respectively, where P is the 
generalised Place function.6 The grammaticality contrast seen above confirms the claim 
that the verbs select a Place rather than a Thing for the location of the themes.
But the verbs do not restrict the types of Places. Consider (3.10a-c) again. Since the 
verbs are compatible with spatial nominals expressing more than one type of Place
t'Doko is morphologically analysed as do ‘which’ and ko ’place’.
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function, they do not impose selectional restrictions on Places. Since they do not, the 
interpretational uniqueness of the sentences (3.21) derives from the conceptual meanings 
of the NPs.
Now compare (3.21) and the (b)s of (3.26)-(3.28). The contrast indicates that while 
mizu ‘water’, teeburu ‘table’ and tukue ‘desk’ are Things, Tokyo, Kyanbera and daigaku 
‘university’ are Places. Since the latter type of nouns are also Things, they are 
conceptually ambiguous.
This conceptual ambiguity can be expressed by the following conceptual redundancy 
rule:
(3.32) [Thing*.-CONTAINING SPACE...] ->
[Place INSIDE [Thing ••• CONTAINING SPACE...]]
This conceptual redundancy rule states that a Thing whose most salient feature is 
CONTAINING SPACE can be automatically extended to a Place whose function is 
INSIDE. Arguably the most salient features of TOKYO, CANBERRA and 
UNIVERSITY are their CONTAINING SPACE. Whether a lexical item designating a 
Thing can be automatically extended to one designating a Place is known by putting it in 
the syntactic context X-ni {iru, aruj ‘X-IN.LOC [be (animate), be (inanimate)}’. Since 
these verbs select Place but not a Thing, if the resulting sentence is grammatical, the 
lexical item is extended to one designating a Place. NPs belonging to this class of nouns 
include ie ‘house’, daidokoro ‘kitchen’, gakkoo ‘school’, kaisya ‘company’, tosyokan 
‘library’ osiire ‘closet’, zidoosya ‘car’ niwa ‘garden’ and sooko ‘store’. But such nouns 
as teeburu ‘table’, tukue ‘desk’, isu ‘chair/stool’ and hako ‘box’ do not belong to it.7 
The conceptual redundancy rule (3.32) enables us to describe the fact that the spatial 
expressions in (3.21) are interpreted uniquely as Places which involve the function 
INSIDE.
To sum up, the interpretational uniqueness of the spatial relations in the sentences 
(3.21) is attributed to the conceptual redundancy rule (3.32).
Next let us consider the cases where the meanings of spatial NPs are underspecified 
but nonetheless the interpretations are uniquely determined. We have just discussed the 
fact that such nouns as teeburu ‘table’, tukue ‘desk’, isu ‘chair/stool’ and hako ‘box/case’
7Though hako ‘box/case’ has a containing space, it does not belong to this class. This is presumably 
because the most salient feature of hako would not be its containing space but the assembled boards 
which make a containing space inside.
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are Things and are not extended to Places. But the interpretations of the sentences 
(3.22)(a), (b) and (c) are unique. Where does this fact derive from?
It is related to the fact that the verbs select a THING as well as a Place. When 
Grounds are interrogated, they are manifested either by doko ‘where’ or nani ‘what’:
(3.33) a. Doko-ni hon-o nose-ta-no?
where-lN LOC book-ACC put.on-PAST-Q 
‘Where did you place the book?’ 
b. Nani-ni hon-o nose-ta-no? 
what-IN.LOC book-ACC put.on-PAST-Q 
‘What did you place the book on?’
(3.34) a. Doko-ni kosikake-te iru-no?
where-IN .LOC sit.on-ing IMPF-Q 
‘Where are you sitting on?’ 
b. Nani-ni kosikake-te iru-no? 
what-IN.LOC sit.on-ing IMPF-Q 
‘What are you sitting on?’
The verb ireru ‘put into’ belongs to the same class. Thus it can co-occur with either 
doko-ni or nani-ni:
(3.35) a. Doko-ni omotya-o ire-ta-no?
where-IN.LOC toy-ACC put.into-PAST-Q
‘Where did you put the toy (into)?’ 
b. Nani-ni omotya-o ire-ta-no?
what-IN .LOC toy-ACC p  ut.into-P AST-Q 
‘What did you put the toy into?’
Here WH-phrases nani ‘what’ are possible as well as doko ‘where.’ Neither doko nor 
nani incorporate a specific place function. While doko incorporates the general place 
function P, nani incorporates no place function at all. Nevertheless, as indicated, the 
spatial interpretations are uniquely determined. Thus it is the verbs that determine the 
spatial interpretations of the sentences. Notice here that Marantz’s argument that the 
semantic role of an NP immediately dominated by a PP is always assigned by the 
governing pre/post-position is falsified by the above Japanese fact, since the inner 
locative markers in Japanese does not determine the semantic relation of an NP it 
governs. The following proposes a lexical specification of the verb kosikakeru, where 
the semantic specification is oversimplified but sufficient for the present purpose:
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(3.36) kosikakeru ‘sit on’
PAS: (_)
LCS: [Event BECOME ([state BE ([state [lex: AT
([place TOP ([Thing ])])] ([Thing ])])])]
We also suggest the following CS for isu-ni: ‘chair-IN.LOC’ in (3.22b):
(3.37) [loc AT ([place P ([Thing CHAIR])])] ([Thing ])]
“P” stands for an unspecified Place function. Since AT selects a Place for its inner 
argument, a blank place-label is required, which is shown by [place P ([Thing ])]•
The interpretation of the sentence (3.34b) is obtained in the following way. It has the 
following syntactic structure:
(3.38) IP
N P1*2 r
(Anata-ga)
you-NOM
1 I
isu-ni kosikake-te i -ru
chair-IN.LOC sit.on-be
The subject is co-superscripted with both the VP and the PP, where the VP’s CS is that 
of the verb, since the verb does not identify the CS of the PP. The rule of predication 
gives the following CSs:
(3.39)
a. NPl [Human YOU],
VP* [Event BECOME ([state BE ([state [Loc AT ([place TOP ([Thing ])])]
([Thing ]/)])])]
unify =>
a * [Event BECOME ([state BE ([state [Loc AT ([place TOP ([Thing ])])]
([Human YOU ]/)])])]
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b. NP2 [Human YOU],
P P 2 [State Iloc A T ([place P  ([Thing CHAIR])])] ([Thing li)] 
unify =>
b’. [State [LOC AT ([PhiCC P ([Thing CHAIR])])] ([Human YOU],-)]
We expect (a’) and (b’) to be unified. Look at the correspondence between the categories 
involved in these:
(3.40)
a • [event BECOME ([state BE
([State [Loc AT ([Place TOP ([Thing ])])]  ([Human YOU]/)])])]
b* [state [Loc AT ([piace P ([Thing CHAIR])])] ([Human YOU]/)]
They share an argument with an index, i.e. [Human YOU]/. And there is no contradiction 
between them. The theory of unification by argument sharing states that they are unified:
(3.41) [Event BECOME ([state BE ([state [loc AT ([place TOP ([Thing CHAIR])])]
([Human YOU]/)])])]
This shows how an underspecified (L)CS of an NP and a rich conceptual specification of 
a verb are unified to give a unique interpretation of the sentence.8
The lexical specification of the verb also gives the thematic interpretation of the 
sentence (3.34a) without any problem. It has the following syntactic structure:
(3.42) IP
(Taroo-ga) VP1 I
doko-ni kosokake-te i -ru
8Recall the Alamblak postposition -pne, which Bruce calls referent marker. It has minimum semantic 
specification and PPs which it heads can be interpreted according to the context. When a spatial verb 
selects it, its semantic specifications of the verbs determine the actual spatial relation. The theory 
proposed here gives a coherent account of the thematic distribution of the referent phrases.
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The subject NP is co-superscripted with both the VP and the PP. The rule of predication 
gives the following CSs:
(3.43) a. N P ' [Human YOU],-
VP^ [Event BECOME ([state BE ([state [loc AT ([place TOP ([Thing ])])]
([Animate ]/)])])]
unify
a * [Event BECOME ([state BE ([state [Loc AT ([place TOP ([Thing ])])]
([Human YOU]/)])])]
b. NP2 [Human YOU]/
P P 2 [State [Loc AT ([piaCe P ([Thing WHICH])] ([thing ]/)])] 
unify =>
b \  [State [Loc AT ([place P ([Thing WHICH])] ([Human YOU]/)])]
Look at the correspondence between (a’) and (b’):
(3.44) (3.43a’) [Event BECOME ([State BE
([State [Loc AT ([place TOP ([Thing ])])]  [Human YOU]/)])])] 
(3.43b’) [state [Loc AT ([place P ([Thing WHICH])])] [Human YOU]/)]
Given that the two CSs share an indexed argument [Thing ]j> and that there is no 
contradiction between the two, they are unified to give the following CS of the sentence:
(3.45) [Event BECOME ([State BE
([State [Loc AT ([place TOP ([Thing WHICH])])] ([Human YOU]/)])])]
Here, notice that the theory of lexicalisation and unification adopted here has departed 
from the lexicalisation theories of Gruber and Talmy in a signification sense. They 
considered that the paraphrase relation seen in the following pairs of sentences is 
attributed to the different patterns of lexicalisation:
(3.46) a. John went into the house, 
b . John entered the house.
(3.47) a. Dinosaurs lived in this continent, 
b . Dinosaurs inhabited this continent.
Enter incorporates INTO but go does not. Similarly, inhabit incorporates IN but live 
does not. So it was considered that if the verb incorporated a semantic preposition, it 
syntactically selected an NP for its object. In this sense, syntactic information about
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whether or not the verb governs an NP was derived from the semantic specification of the 
verb. In the present terminology, if a Thing is a variable, the verb syntactically governs 
an NP; if a Loc is a variable, the verb co-occurs with a PP. However, the Japanese facts 
discussed above show that semantic selection does not always determine the syntactic 
categories of the arguments. Semantic selection only constitutes a necessary condition for 
syntactic selection. Look at (3.36). It involves two variables: one is a Thing which is a 
theme and the other is a Thing for a Ground. There is no problem with the Thing which 
is a theme, since it always corresponds to an NP syntactically. On the other hand, the 
syntactic manifestation of the other variable is problematic to the lexicalisation theories, 
since Things correspond to NPs. But in Japanese they are manifested by PPs, NP-ni. 
This is arguably because the verb does not have the ability to syntactically identify its 
Ground or Place argument. Lexical conceptual information of a verb does not necessarily 
tell if it has this ability.
Let us discuss another example to show that conceptual specification does not 
necessarily determine the verb’s syntactic potential. Consider the following:
(3.48) a. Heya-ni hair-u
room-IN.LOC enter-NON.PAST 
‘Somebody enters the room.’ 
b. *Heya-o hair-u
room-ACC enter-NON.PAST 
‘Somebody enters the room.’
In contrast with such verbs as sumu ‘live’, iru ‘be located (animate)’ and aru ‘be located 
(inanimate)’, which conceptually select a Place and do not specify the spatial relationship 
between the theme and the Ground, hairu ‘enter’ necessarily specifies the type of spatial 
relationship between the theme and the Ground. Like the English counterpart, it 
incorporates a conceptual meaning corresponding to “TO-IN”. This is suggested by the 
ungrammaticality of the following sentences:
(3.49) a. *Ie-no soto-ni hair-u.
house-GEN outside-IN .LOC enter-NON.PAST 
‘*Somebody entered outside the house.’ 
b. *Ie-no tikaku-ni hair-u.
house-GEN near-INLOC enter-NON.PAST 
‘*Somebody entered near the house.’
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The ungrammatically of the sentences derives from the conceptual meaning of the verb. 
That is, it specifies the Place function INSIDE. In the present terminology, the basic 
LCS of the verb is proposed as follows:
(3.50) [Event BECOME ([state [AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing ]/)])] ([Thing ]/)] )]
Now the verb conceptually selects two THINGS, one for the theme and the other for the 
Ground. Though it selects a THING for the Ground, the spatial expressions are always 
realised as a PP, NP-n i , not as an object NP, NP-o.
Summarising, we have seen two cases in which the spatial relations between a Ground 
and a theme are not overtly manifested but, nevertheless, are uniquely determined. The 
conceptual semantic analysis told us that there are two ways in which such unique 
interpretations are given: one is those in which verbs do not specify any particular spatial 
relations but the conceptual meanings of the spatial nouns are extended to Places so that 
interpretations are uniquely determined; and the other is those in which spatial verbs 
incorporate Place functions and specify specific spatial relations between the theme and 
the Ground. The following point is important: even when a Place function as well as 
Locative function are incorporated into a verb and the verb conceptually selects a Thing 
rather than a Loc, the Grounds cannot be manifested as NPs: they must be manifested as 
PPs with the inner locative marker -ni. In this case lexicalisation theories underspecify 
the syntactic forms of the semantically selected arguments.
However, there is one prediction lexicalisation theories make unambiguously. Given 
a conceptual structure [ioc F ([Thing ])]> where F is a Function, if the verb does not 
incorporate F, the verb necessarily co-occurs with a syntactic constituent whose CS is a 
function [ioc F ([Thing ])]> which is syntactically manifested as either as a PP or an 
NP incorporating the function F. (See chapter Seven for a discussion on these NPs.)
This means that semantic selection only constitutes a necessary condition for 
constituent selection. In order for a verb to syntactically select an NP, it must 
conceptually select a Thing, i.e. it must incorporate the function F which conceptually 
selects the Thing. But even in this case, there is no guarantee that the conceptually 
selected Thing is syntactically manifested by an NP. The verb may or may not have the 
ability to identify an NP argument. If it does, the selected Thing is manifested by an NP 
governed by the verb. Otherwise, the Thing is manifested by an NP embedded in a PP. 
What determines whether the verb has this ability or not? This ability will constitute a 
sufficient condition for constituent selection. I will argue that what I would call
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syntacticisation patterns and Jackendoff’s action tier will determine whether or not the 
verb has the syntactic ability to identify an NP argument.
Before proposing a concrete theory of linking and syntacticisation, let us examine 
three previous linking theories to clarify the point of the problem. I will examine Bresnan 
and Kanerva’s Lexical Mapping Theory (LMT), Jackendoff’s A(rgument)-marking 
theory and Foley and Van Valin’s Role and Reference Grammar (RRG).
3.1.2 On Previous Linking Theories
3.1.2.1 Lexical Mapping Theory
Bresnan and Kanerva (1989) argue that the grammatical functions SUBJ and OBJ are 
defined by the combination of the types of thematic relations verbs involve and lexical 
mapping principles. LMT tries to derive grammatical functions by applying a set of 
lexical mapping principles to thematic roles. Thematic roles consist of agent, beneficiary, 
recipient/experiencer, instrument, theme/patient and locative, where they are hierarchically 
ordered as follows:
(3.51) ag > ben > recip/exp > inst > th/pt > loc
Lexical role structures consist of selected list of these semantic roles. For example, the 
following exemplifies the lexical role structures of three Chichewa verbs:
(3.52) khäla <th loc> ‘remain’ 
pSza <ag th (loc)> ‘find’ 
dya <ag (pt) (loc)> ‘eat’
The principles of LMT apply to the lexical role structures to assign them grammatical 
functions.
The mapping principles consist of three sub-theories, the intrinsic role classifications, 
the default role classifications and the well-formedness conditions. The intrinsic role 
classifications associate basic syntactic features [± o] and [± r] with the intrinsic meanings 
of the roles. [± o] and [± r] stand for “objective or not” and “thematically restricted or 
not” respectively. The combination of features classifies syntactic functions into four 
types:
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(3.53)
[o] SUBJ [Z] OBLg
[Zo] 0BJ [ + o ]  OBJe
SUBJ is defined both as not thematically restricted and not objective. OBJ is defined as 
not thematically restricted and as objective. OBLe is defined as thematically restricted and 
as not objective. And finally OBJq is both thematically restricted and objective.
The intrinsic role classifications involve the agent encoding principle, which states that 
the agent role cannot be encoded as an object function, but will alternate between subject 
and oblique, the theme encoding principle, which states that a patient or theme role will be 
an unrestricted function, alternating between subject and object, and the locative encoding 
principle, which states that locative role will be encoded as a nonobjective function. 
Thus:
(3.54) agent encoding: ag
I
1- 0 ]
theme encoding: th/pt
I
[r ]
locative encoding: loc
[-0 ]
The default role classifications states that the highest thematic role is unrestricted:
(3.55) ß 
I
[-r]
$  stands for the highest thematic role in the arguments of a verb. All other thematic roles 
are restricted:
(3.56) e 
I
[+r]
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Finally, the well-formedness conditions state that every lexical form must have a subject 
(the subject condition) and that in every lexical form, every expressed lexical role must 
have a unique syntactic function, and every syntactic function must have a unique lexical 
role (function-argument biuniqueness). These subtheories assign SUBJ, OBJ and 
OBLIQUE functions to agents, theme/patient and locative, respectively, in unmarked 
cases.
Morpholexical operations take place in marked cases. In passive constructions the 
highest thematic role in the lexical argument structure is suppressed:
(3.57) passive: $
I
<f>
Since the highest thematic role is suppressed, the next unrestricted thematic role, i.e. th 
and pt, will assume the SUBJ function.
They argue that Chichewa locative inversion is a special case of subject default, in 
which locative role is marked to be unrestricted:
(3.58)
^ t h . . .  loc>\
I
l  [-r]
This enables the locative role to assume the SUBJ function. (The loc is intrinsically [-o] 
and by (3.58) it is [-r]. Since [-o, -r] defines SUBJ, the locative assumes a SUBJ 
function.)
However, this analysis has difficulty in dealing with the Alamblak spatial expressions. 
In Alamblak, locative roles are in general manifested by NPs which are identified by 
verbs. In Bresnan and Kanerva’s LMT system, two things would have to be stipulated 
for Alamblak. One is that in Alamblak all roles except instrumental and allative are 
unrestricted since they are manifested by NPs. The other is that in Alamblak locatives as 
well as the other roles are not [-o] since they can be the objects of verbs. In this case, loc 
[-o] marking and default 6 marking (i.e. to mark non-highest thematic role [-hr]) should 
not be involved in the universal marking conventions.
The same marking stipulations would also be required for the English sentence below:
(3.59) Aborigines inhabited Australia.
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Here the locative role is assigned an OBJ function. But the general theory of lexical 
mapping of Bresnan and Kanerva does not provide a coherent way of analysing it. If the 
unmarked classification applied to it, the 0-roles the verb involves would be given SUBJ 
and OBL functions as follows:
(3.60) inhabit
(agent/theme, locative)
I I
intrinsic classification -o -o
default role classification -r________+ r
SUBJ OBL
But obviously, this is an incorrect analysis. One might want to remedy this by assuming 
idiosyncratic lexical specification. Suppose that this verb has idiosyncratic specification 
[+o, -r] on the locative role. Then it will have an OBJ function. But this will cause 
another problem. If a [+o] is assigned to a role, this argument cannot be passivised. But 
as the grammaticality of the following sentence suggests, the locative role of the verb 
should not have [+o]:
(3.61) Australia was inhabited by Aborigines.
Thus it is only specified as [-r]. Notice that it cannot have [-o] as well as [-r] at the same 
time, since [-o, -r] defines a SUBJ function. Therefore the locative function is lexically 
specified as [-r] but neither [-o] nor [+o] (Bresnan and Moshi 1990). Given this, the 
thematic roles of the verb are assigned the correct grammatical functions:
(3.62) inhabit
(agent/theme, loc) 
lexical specification -r
intrinsic classification -o not applicable
default classification -r____ not applicable
SUBJ OBJ/SUBJ
function-argument biuniqueness
SUBJ OBJ
If the verb lexically specifies that the locative role is [-r] and that it is neither [-o] nor 
[+o], the desired structure is derived.
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However, what is this specification [-r]? Bresnan and Kanerva state that [±r] indicates 
if the role is semantically restricted or not. Compare ordinary locative roles and that of 
the verb inhabit. Ordinary locative roles are [+r] whereas that of to inhabit is [-r]. This 
conceptually corresponds to the traditional idea of lexicalisation patterns, which we have 
already discussed. That is, [+r] locative corresponds to a locative expression which 
involve a locative function F (i.e. [ioc F ([Thing ])], where loc is also a function from a 
Thing (i.e. a theme) to a State); on the other hand [-r] locatives are Things. Thus [±r] 
conceptually corresponds to the specification as to whether the verb selects a Thing or a 
function. However, as we have already seen, lexicalisation patterns only partially 
determine the syntactic category type of the arguments of verbs. Namely, if the verb 
incorporates a function F and conceptually selects a Thing, it is underdetermined whether 
the verb syntactically co-occurs with an NP or a PP. A locative role with [-r] 
corresponds to the specification that the verb incorporates a locative function F and 
conceptually selects a Thing for the Ground. Thus even if the verb inhabit specifies that 
the loc role is [-r], it is not sufficient to assign it the OBJ function.
One of the conceptual problems of LMT is concerned with the assignment of [±r]. If 
this is an indication about whether or not the role is semantically restricted, it should not 
be something to be assigned to semantic roles by rules. Rather, it must be something 
already represented in finer-grained thematic structures, i.e. Lexical Conceptual 
Structures in Conceptual Semantics. Otherwise, it would not be a semantic feature but an 
ad hoc theoretical construct to derive the surface grammatical relations.
LMT is a linking theory without a subcategorisation frame which represents “deep 
grammatical relations” of the arguments. It attempts to derive surface grammatical 
relations from the role structures by applying a set of mapping principles. Since the 
mapping principles are designed to derive grammatical functions, there is no indication on 
the role structures which roles are manifested as NPs or PPs. Although it is desirable to 
eliminate such indications from the lexical entries and let the semantics and some mapping 
principles derive the syntactic forms, Bresnan and Kanerva’s LMT has problems in 
dealing with the Alamblak spatial expressions, since the role classification and feature 
assignment, which are proposed to be universal, cannot derive the correct surface forms. 
Even if some modifications can be implemented, assignment of [±r] is a fundamental 
problem of the theory.
3.1.2.2 Jackendoff’s A-marking Theory
Next let us examine another recent linking theory, Jackendoff (1983, 1987a, 1987b, 
1990). Jackendoff’s Semantics and Cognition (S&C) theory (Jackendoff 1983, 1987a,
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1987b, 1990: chapter two) differs from LMT in that in S&C each lexical item specifies 
the type o f syntactic category which realises a conceptual argument. Consider the 
following, for example:
(3.63) a.
rg° 1
[ _  P P / ]
-LCS: [GO ([Thing [Path ]))- 
b.
' e n t e r
[ _  N P j  ]
-LCS: [GO ([Thing L"> [Path "TO ([place IN ([Thing ]y)])])-
Here the Path argument of the LCS in (a) is co-indexed with the PP in the 
subcategorisation feature and the Thing argument of (b) with the NP. In this co-indexing 
system, syntactic selection or subcategorisation is specified independent of the forms of 
the LCSs, (i.e. the pattern of lexicalisation). Since the verb independently specifies the 
syntactic categories of the arguments, the problem of the lexicalisation theories does not 
exist here.
But since it is known that there is correspondence between the semantics and syntactic 
forms, it not desirable for each lexical item to specify both a subcategorisation frame and 
an LCS independently and to indicate the correspondence by means of stipulated co­
indexing. So Jackendoff (1990: chapter 11) develops his theory to eliminate co-indexing 
and subcategorisation altogether and proposes the A(rgument)-marking convention. By 
the A-marking convention, the lexical entries of the verbs go and enter are proposed to be 
as follows:
(3.64) a.
rg° l
LLCS: [GO ([Thing ] a ; [path U ) J  
b.
T e n t e r  1
LLCS: [GO ([Thing 1a » [Path TO ([place IN ([Thing 1a )])])J
In (a) Thing and Path are A-marked, so they are syntactically manifested by those 
categories whose CSs are Thing and Path, respectively, i.e. an NP and a PP, 
respectively. In (b), on the other hand, both of the A-marked arguments are Things, so 
that both of them are syntactically manifested by NPs.
A-marked conceptual categories are syntactically manifested by the corresponding 
syntactic categories, and assigned structural relations (i.e. grammatical relations) by the 
set of linking rules below (Jackendoff 1990: 257ff):
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(3.65) Argument Linking
a. Order the A-marked constituents in the verb’s LCS according to the thematic 
hierarchy [(3.66)].
b. Order the NP-constituents in V’ according to the syntactic hierarchy. 
[(3.67)].
c. Link the first A-marked constituent with the External Argument.
d. Optionally co-index APs, PPs and S’s freely to A-marked constituents in the 
LCS.
e. Coindex the NPs in V’ with the remaining A-marked constituents in
thematic order, choosing coindexations from among the possibilities in the 
network [(3.68)].
(3.66) Thematic hierarchy, where the relevant constituents are marked with *, e.g. X* 
of [AFF (X*, <Y>)], and the angle bracket notation represents optionality:
a. [AFF (X*, <Y>)]9 (Actor)
b. [AFF (<X>, Y*)] (Patient (AFF*) or Beneficiary (AFF+))
C. [Event/State F (X*, <Y>)] (Theme)
d. [path/Place F (X*)] (Location, Source, Goal)
(3.67) Syntactic hierarchy
a. [S NP*...]
b. [ypVNP*...]
c. [Vp V ... NP...]
(3.68) Linking hierarchy
•Actor
•Patient/Beneficiary
•Theme
•Source/Goal/ 
Reference Object
•Identificational Goal/ 
Reference Object
External Argument 
1st Object 
2nd Object
Jackendoff argues that the A-marking convention and the argument linking rules derive 
the surface syntactic relations without the co-indexing convention and PASs.
In this system, the problem of the lexicalisation theories is also resolved. Suppose 
that a verb conceptually selects a Thing in the configuration [ . . .  ([a F ([Thing ])])...]. If
9 AFF is an abbreviation of AFFECT. AFF1" and AFF' signify benefactive and non-benefactive, 
respectively.
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the Thing is A-marked, the corresponding syntactic category will be an NP; on the other 
hand, if a  is A-marked, it will be a PP.
Jackendoff’s A-marking convention could be seen as an advancement in the 
conceptual semantic approach, since it eliminates the lexical specification of the 
correspondence between syntax and semantics, which was formerly stipulated by means 
of co-indexing between PAS and LCS.
However, it suffers from a few conceptual problems. First, the A-marking 
convention does not actually eliminate all the syntactic information specified by the PASs, 
so the residual syntactic information is carried over into the specification of the LCSs. In 
Jackendoff’s earlier system, PASs and co-indexing represent two kinds of syntactic 
information: one is information about which part of the LCS corresponds to the syntactic 
argument (i.e. co-indexing); the other is information about which type of syntactic 
category (i.e. NP or PP) a conceptual argument corresponds to (i.e. PAS). Out of these 
two kinds of syntactic information, the latter is completely eliminated in the latest system. 
However, the former type of information, i.e. information about which part of the LCS is 
syntactically realised as argument, is still present in this system. This information is not 
semantic but syntactic information. So what A-marking does is to incorporate this 
syntactic information into conceptual structures, rather than eliminating all the syntactic 
information from the lexical specification. If syntactic and semantic specifications should 
be represented in distinct levels of lexical representation, which seems to be correct, 
Jackendoff s move seems to be heading in a dubious direction.
Second, what seems to be the fundamental problem of Jackendoff’s linking theory is 
that it does not articulate the difference between identifier and identifee (or in GB terms, 
thematic role assigner and thematic role assignee). When I discussed the functional 
classification of syntactic categories in chapter one, I argued that PP’s are syntactically 
closed but conceptually open categories. Since they are conceptually open, they are 
argument identifiers (or thematic role assigners in GB terms). I also suggested that 
argument identifiers are not identified by another identifier and that their CSs can only be 
unified by sharing an indexed Entity. In Jackendoff’s A-marking theory as well as in his 
earlier proposals, verbs conceptually selecting Entity and Locative variables are assigned 
the ability to syntactically select a phrase denoting an Entity and one denoting a Location. 
In the theory of A-marking, both the Entity and Locative variables are A-marked; in the 
earlier theory, both of them are co-indexed with an NP and a PP in the PAS. In both 
theories, the both of the arguments would be equally selected. Then the functional 
difference between the two could not be captured. In chapter five I argue that their 
functional difference is reflected in their different morpho-syntactic behaviours. (In GB
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terms, identifiees must be Case-marked, while identifiers are not. More precise definition 
will be given in chapter five.) Without distinguishing identifiers and identifiees, the 
different morpho-syntactic behaviours could be not explained.
Because of these problems, Jackendoff s linking theory is rejected.
3.1.2.3. Role and Reference Grammar
The third theory we discuss is Foley and Van Valin’s (1984) Role and Reference 
Grammar.10 The basic features of RRG are summarised as follows. First, the levels of 
syntactic structure and logical structure (thematic structures in the generative terminology) 
are clearly separated. It adopts Dowty’s (1979) aspectual classification of predicate (cf. 
Vendler 1967) whereby four types of verbal aspects are identified: States, Activities, 
Accomplishment and Achievements. States are expressed by such predicates as know, 
believe, have, desire and love, Activity by run, walk, swim, push a cart and drive a car, 
Accomplishment by paint a picture, make a chair, deliver a sermon and draw a circle, and 
Achievement by recognise, spot, find, lose and die. State constitutes the basic aspect. 
For example, be-at’ (x, y) is a basic logical predicate which denotes a State as in ‘The 
boy is in the house’. The combination of the predicate be-at’ (x, y) and the operator 
BECOME derives an Achievement predicate BECOME be-at’ (x) as in ‘The boy arrived 
at the city’. Activity is derived by composing the volitional operator DO (x, y) and a 
basic predicate. For example, the logical structure of the verb run is represented as DO 
(x, move’ (x)). DO is equivalent to Wierzbicka’s (1985, 1988) want (Foley, ANU 
seminar on grammatical relations in 1988). Accomplishment is represented as (p 
CAUSEi\f (where (p is normally an activity verb and i//- an achievement verb). One 
example of this is the verb break. It has three logical structures according to the 
agentivity of the actor. If the actor does something unintentionally which caused a 
situation in which something (y) is broken, the logical structure will be: [do’ (x)] 
CAUSE [BECOME broken’ (y)]. If the actor does something intentionally but without 
an intention to break something (y) which caused a situation in which y is broken, the 
logical structure will be: [DO ([x, [do’ (x)])] CAUSE [BECOME broken’ (y)]. Finally 
if the actor does something with an intention to break something (y) which caused a 
situation in which something is broken, the logical structure will be: DO (x, [DO ([x, 
[do’ (x)])] CAUSE [BECOME broken’ (y)]). Semantic relations theme, patient,
10Also see Van Valin (1990) and references therein.
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locative, effector and agent are defined by the structural relations they assume in logical 
structure:
(3.69) I State Verbs
A. Locative b e -a t ’ (x, y) x = theme 
y = locative
B. Non-locative
1. State or condition p r e d ic a te ’ (x) x = patient
2. Perception s e e ’ (x, y) x = locative 
y = theme
3. Cognition b e l ie v e ’ (x, y) x = locative 
y = theme
4. Possession h a v e ’ (x, y) x = locative 
y = theme
II Activity verbs
A. Potentially controllable
1. Controlled DO (x, (p r e d ic a te ’ (x)]) x = agent
2. Uncontrolled p r e d ic a te ’ (y) y = effector
B. Motional f a l l ’ (x) x = theme
(Foley and Van Valin 1984: p. 53)
Second, Foley and Van Valin propose a theory to link logical structure to the level of 
deep grammatical relations in which the roles of actor and undergoer are determined. 
Actor and undergoer are not particular thematic relations like agent, patient and theme but
MACROROLES which subsume these relations. They are exemplified by the following:
(3.70) Actor
a. Colin killed the taipan. (Agent)
b . The rock shattered the mirror. (Instrument)
c . The lawyer received a telegram. (Recipient/Goal)
d. The dog sensed the earthquake. (Experiencer)
e. The sun emits radiation. (Source)
(3.71) Undergoer
a. Phil threw the ball to the umpire. (Theme)
b . The avalanche crushed the cottage. (Patient)
c. The arrow hit the target. (Locative)
d . The mugger robbed Fred of $56.00. (Source)
e. The announcer presented Mary with the award. (Recipient/Goal)
(Foley and Van Valin 1984: p.30)
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The notions of actor and undergoer should not be confused with the surface grammatical 
relations of subject and object, since an undergoer may assume the subject relation and an 
actor may by manifested by a peripheral or oblique phrase as in the following:
(3.72) Undergoer
a. The janitor suddenly became ill.
b. The door opened.
c. Fritz was very unhappy. (ibid.: p. 29)
(3.73) Actor
a. Radiation is emitted by the sun.
b. Fred was robbed of $56.00 by the mugger. (ibid.: p. 31)
In Foley and Van Valin (1984) the following role hierarchy is proposed, which 
indicates the preferences of the choices of actor and undergoer :
(3.74) ACTOR: Agent
Effector
Locative
Theme
UNDERGOER: Patient (Foley and Van Valin 1984: p. 59)
The actor hierarchy works from the top down and undergoer from the bottom up, with 
agent the primary choice of actor, patient the primary choice for undergoer. And the rest 
fall between the two. The choice of agent for actor and that of patient for undergoer are 
the most unmarked cases. The other interpretations are progressively more marked.
The agent and the patient are the unmarked actor and undergoer, respectively.
If a verb involves an effector but not an agent, the former will be given an 
actor role. With Stative non-locative two place predicates, locatives always assume the 
actor role and themes, the undergoer. These cases are unambiguous. But there are some 
ambiguities with three place accomplishment verbs like load, spray and fill. Following 
are some well-known examples in which verbs allow either a locative role or theme role to 
assume the undergoer role:
(3.75) a. Bill loaded (the) hay on the truck.
b . Bill loaded the truck with (the) hay.
(3.76) a. Hary sprayed (the) paint on the wall.
b . Hary sprayed the wall with (the) paint. (ibid.: p. 61)
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The role hierarchy is not absolute here. The verbs may choose either of the roles to 
assign it an undergoer role.
In this context, they discuss the semantic nature of undergoer role. They argue that 
the total affectedness interpretations associated with the theme arguments in the (a) 
sentences and with the locative arguments in the (b) sentences are reducible to the general 
meaning of undergoer (cf. Anderson 1971). They suggest that undergoer involves the 
meaning of total affectedness.
The final feature of RRG to be discussed here is the elimination of syntactic selectional 
information. They argue that core argument relations, i.e. actor and undergoer, are 
determined by the role hierarchy (3.74) based on the logical structure of the clause, that 
the syntactic form of peripheral arguments is solely determined by the logical structure 
involved and that each verb, therefore, needs not specify information about the syntactic 
forms of arguments. Peripheral arguments express the spatio-temporal setting of the 
event, as well as the secondary participants in the event, e.g. beneficiaries. For example, 
in John arrived at the city, John is theme and undergoer. On the other hand the city is 
locative and is a peripheral argument rather than a core argument, so that it is realised as a 
PP at the city. This surface form is derived from the logical meaning of the argument, 
i.e. location. They also argue that since manifestations of actors and undergoers on the 
one hand and peripheral arguments on the other are differently conditioned, they belong 
to different layers in clausal structure. They propose the following organisation of clause:
(3.77) [(NP)... ([NP]) [NP (NP) rPredicatelll
______ N U C L E U S
____________  CORE
PERIPHERY_____________________
CLAUSE
This does not represent a phrase structural organisation of clause but a functional 
organisation of it.
The problems of this theory reside in its unexplicitness. First, though it involves a 
hierarchy for actor and undergoer selection, it actually does not provide an explicit 
mechanism indicating how to link arguments in logical structures with actors and 
undergoers. For example, compare the locative predicate be-at’ (x, y) with non-locative 
Stative predicates see’ (x, y), believe’ (x, y) and have’ (x, y). All of these are asumed 
to have a theme argument and a locative argument. With be-at’ (x, y), x is theme andy 
is locative. But with the rest, y is theme and x  is locative. What determines which is 
which? RRG in the present state lacks an explicit and coherent way of determining it. 
Furthermore, while the actor and undergoer hierarchy represents the tendency of
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macrorole selection, it is not clear which verb selects an undergoer locative and which a 
peripheral locative. Locative alternation verbs such as load and spray and such locative 
verbs as enter and inhabit are able to select an undergoer locative whereas such locative 
verbs as live, stay and dwell are not. The difference between these two types of verbs 
must be specified individually in the lexicon. But RRG does not provide lexicon with 
such a place.
Second, the level of semantic interpretation is somewhat confused. Actor and 
Undergoer were introduced to represent some types of deep grammatical relations. At the 
same time, Undergoer is given a role of representing the total-affectedness of an 
argument. In locative alternation constructions, what is selected to be an Undergoer is 
interpreted as being totally affected. Foley and Van Valin (1984) argue that this indicates 
that Undergoer has an inherent meaning of total-affectedness. However, this is rather 
distorted logic. The reason that they attribute the meaning of total-affectedness to 
Undergoer seems to derive from the limitation of the capacity of their logical 
representation. That is, since it cannot accommodate the meaning of affectedness in the 
logical structures, they attribute the meaning to Undergoer. Howeer, as Rappaport and 
Levin (1987) point out, it is not that undergoer locatives are interpreted to be totally 
affected because undergoer (or deep object) inherently has the meaning of total- 
affectedness, but that the locative argument assumes the grammatical relation of 
undergoer (or deep object) because it has the meaning of being totally affected. The 
theory’s notion of logical structure is not rich enough, hence linking between logical 
structure and core arguments is obscure.
Third, in RRG the correspondences between logical structure and prepositional 
phrases are not explicitly shown. Thus though it assumes that the surface forms of 
peripheral arguments are derivable from the logical structure of verbs, the formal devices 
to achieve this are not actually specified.
Although RRG presents many interesting insights, the theory remains ambiguous. It 
does not provide any useful device that we can utilise to describe the different syntactic 
manifestations of basically identical thematic relations found in a language and across 
languages.
3.1.3. An Alternative: Syntacticisation Patterns and the Theory 
of Core Argument Identification
In the previous subsection I criticised three theories of linking. Next I would like to 
propose an alternative theory. In chapter one, I suggested that an Entity must be
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identified by a Function. Functions are conceptually open categories, syntactically open 
or closed. Syntactically closed functions identify an Entity by predication, and 
syntactically open functions by government. The ability of a verb to identify an Entity by 
government is represented by PAS.
Now consider the following LCS:
(3.78) R l—  [Event MOVE ([Thing h')]
^[State [AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing ])])] ([Thing ]/')]
This is a probable LCS for English enter and Japanese hairu. Jackendoff (1987a) 
proposes a device whereby the temporal relationship among thematic components of a 
conceptual structure is described. R stands for a temporal span and P a temporal point. 
Two Rs cannot be adjacent to each other: they must be separated by a P. Similarly two 
Ps must be separated by an R. The representation of a concatenation of R and P or single 
R or P constitutes the temporal tier of an (L)CS. In the above, the temporal sequence is 
indicated by subscripted roman numerals.
In this case, the Locative and Place functions are incorporated into the meaning of the 
verbs. Since both the English and Japanese verbs incorporate these functions, they 
conceptually select a Thing for Ground. Despite this conceptual similarity, the argument 
is manifested differently in the two languages, by an NP in English and by a PP in 
Japanese. This means that while the English verb has the ability to identify a Thing 
argument, the Japanese one does not. Thus the English one involves co-indexing 
between the PAS and the LCS while the Japanese one does not:
(3.79) a. enter
PAS: (xi)
LCS: R i—  [Event M OVE ([Thing ]/)]
^[State [AT ([place IN SID E ([Thing
b. hairu
LCS: Ri —  [Event MOVE ([Thing L')]
^[state [AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing
]/)])] ([Thing ];)] 
])])] ([Thing ]/)]
Since the English verb has this ability, the argument is represented by an NP which is 
governed by the verb. The interpretation of (a) is given by argument identification:
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(3.80) a. to enter the house 
b. [yp enter
~PAS: (x i)
LCS:
R l [Event MOVE ([Thing ]/)]
^ [S ta te  [A T  ([place INSIDE ([Thing ]/')])]
([Thing ]/)]
the house/]
LCS:
[Thing HOUSE]/
Unify =>
Rl —  [Event MOVE ([Thing ]/)]
g  > [State [AT ([place INSIDE «Thing HOUSE],)])] «Thing ]/)]
Since the verb governs the NP and its PAS contains a variable, the variable and the 
governed NP are co-indexed. The argument of INSIDE and the variable in the PAS share 
the same index, so do the NP the house and its LCS. Thus the argument of INSIDE and 
the NP’s LCS are co-indexed. As they are co-indexed, they are unified.
On the other hand, the interpretation of the following Japanese sentence is given by 
unification by argument sharing:
(3.81) a. Inu-ga1’2 [vp [pp heya-ni]1 hair-u]2
dog-NOM room-lNLOC enter-PRES
‘A dog enter a room’ 
b .11
[pp heya /
LCS:
[Place INSIDE ([Thing ROOM])]/ 
Unify =>
_-ni]
PAS: (Xi)
LCS: [state [AT ([place P ([Thing ])]/)]
([Thing ])]
[State [AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing ROOM])]/)] ([Thing ])]
^Recall the conceptual redundancy rule (3.32).
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c.
Inuy-ga1
LCS: [Animate DOG]y 
Unify =>
[pp heya-ni]1
[State [AT ([P]acc INSIDE ([Thing ROOM])]/)]
([Thing ]/)]
[State [AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing ROOM])]/)] ([Animate OOG]y)] 
d.
Inuy-ga2
LCS: [Animate DOG]y
Unify =>
[vp hairu]2 
~LCS:
Rl [Event MOVE ([Thing ]/)]
R3 >[siate [AT ([Place INSIDE ([TOng ])])]
([Thing ]/)]
Rl —  [Event MOVE ([Animate DOG]y)]
State [AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing ])])] ([Animate DOG]y)]
e - [State [AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing ROOM])]/)] ([Animate DOG]y)] (from (c))
Rl —  [Event MOVE ([Animate DOG]y)] 
r ^ ^  [State [AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing ])])] ([Animate DOG]y)] (from (d))
unify =>
Rl [Event MOVE ([Animate DOG]y)]
g > [ Stale [AT ([place INSIDE «Thing ROOM])],)] ([Animate DOG];)]
(a) represents the basic structure of the sentence. Since the verb does not identify the PP, 
the verb’s LCS is equivalent to the VP’s CS. (b) shows the interpretation of the PP. 
[Thing ROOM] has a containing space, so that it is extended to [place INSIDE ([Thing 
ROOM])] (cf. (3.32)). The Inner Locative postposition -ni has the ability to thematically 
identify an NP it governs, which is represented by the co-indexing relation between the 
PAS and the LCS. The variable and [place P ([Thing ])] are co-indexed. Since the 
postposition governs the NP, the NP and the variable in the PAS are co-indexed, so that 
[Place INSIDE ([Thing ROOM])] and [place P ([Thing ])] are co-indexed and unified. 
Next look at (c). The subject governs the PP. Though the PP is within the VP node, 
since the verb does not identify it, it is outside the governing domain of the verb 
(i.e. there is no syntactic difference between argument PPs and adjunct PPs). Thus this 
is a predication configuration in which the subject is predicated of the PP. They are co- 
superscripted. As a consequence, the LCS of the subject and the outer argument of AT
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are co-indexed, and hence unified. The relation between the subject and the VP is also 
that of predication as indicated in (d). Because of the co-indexed superscripts, the 
subject’s LCS and the theme variables in the verb’s LCS are co-indexed. Since they are 
co-indexed, they are unified. The unified CSs in (c) and (d) are unified given that they 
share an indexed argument, providing the thematic interpretation of the sentence.
Let us consider some other Japanese and English verbs. In Japanese, there is no verb 
which co-occurs with a locative NP marked by the accusative case marker -o even when 
the verb incorporates Locative and Place functions. On the other hand, trajectories and 
traversed Grounds are always manifested by accusative NPs. Sources are marked by the 
accusative case marker with such verbs as deru ‘go out’, hanareru ‘depart’, saru ‘leave’, 
tobidasu ‘run out’, tatu ‘depart’ and taisyutu-suru ‘go out from a room’, where the 
themes must be moving away from the sources. In English, except for a few verbs such 
as enter and inhabit, locations are usually manifested by PPs. Consider such verbs as 
attach, arrive, lie, localise and reside. Though they arguably incorporate locative and 
Place functions, locative expressions are manifested by PPs. Trajectories are manifested 
by NPs to be the object of verbs incorporating a “Path-function” as in to roam the 
country, to promenade the Thames embankment (Katumata 1958), to ramble the night 
spots o f Manhattan {ibid.), to rove the mountains and to stroll the countryside. Sources 
are not usually manifested by NPs except for leave. Such verbs as withdraw, defect, exit 
and secede take a PP,/rom- NP, although they conceptually incorporate elative relations. 
So what seems to derive the difference of the syntactic manifestations among languages is 
what I would call language dependent syntacticisation patterns.
The idea I am proposing here is that even when a verb conceptually selects a Thing, if 
the verb does not have the ability to identify an NP, the selected Thing cannot be 
manifested by an NP: it is manifested by a PP. So, for example, while the Japanese verb 
kosikakeru ‘sit on’ conceptually selects a Thing rather than a Loc, as we have seen above, 
since the verb does not have the ability to identify an NP, it must be manifested by an 
inner locative PP. On the other hand, all Japanese motion verbs conceptually select a 
Thing for a trajectory or a traversed Ground and have the ability to syntactically identify 
it, so that trajectories and traversed Grounds are manifested by accusative NPs. Thus, in 
Japanese, verbs incorporating locative functions do not identify their arguments but ones 
incorporating functions representing trajectory/traversed Ground and source relations 
have the ability to identify them. In English, verbs incorporating locative functions and 
those functions expressing source relations do not usually identify their arguments. 
Those verbs which incorporate functions expressing trajectory/traversed Ground identify
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their arguments. Therefore, what determines the syntactic forms of conceptually selected 
Things is syntacticisation patterns in each language.12
In Japanese, NPs expressing trajectories/traversed Grounds and sources are 
syntactically identified. Since these are general patterns, each verb does not have to 
specify this ability in the lexical inventory. Language dependent lexical redundancy rules 
predict this ability as proposed below.
But before proposing these redundancy rules, let us consider the conceptual forms of 
Trajectory/Traversed Ground and Source. The following shows the conceptual structures 
of these proposed here:
(3.82) a. Trajectory/Traversed Ground
^  [Event MOVE ([T hing ] ) ] /
^  [ Stäte [ {  THROUGH }  ([T h in g  ]/)] ( [E v e n t  ]* )]
b. Source
R l— [State [Loc A T  ([place P ([Thing ]/)])] ([Thing ];)]
P2 > [ " [ E v e n t  M O V E  ( [ T h i n g  ] ; )  1
^3 L[state NEG ([state [Loc AT ([p la ce  P ([T hing ]/)])] ([T hing ]/')])]
Trajectory is the inner argument of the function ALONG and traversed Ground is that of 
the function THROUGH in (a), that is, at Ri a Thing moves and at the same time the 
Event in which the Thing moves is along or through Thing,, where Thing, is a trajectory 
or traversed Ground (Andrews, personal communication). With ALONG, Thing, must 
be something long and with THROUGH, it must be spacious. The idea of source is 
taken from Gruber (1965/76). Source is the inner argument of the function AT (i.e. 
Thing/) in (b). This states that at Ri a Thing,- is located at Thing/, and that at P2 and 
afterwards, it moves and is not located there any more.
Our treatments of trajectory/traversed Ground and source have departed from those of 
Jackendoff (1990 and his former works). Jackendoff only recognises two general spatial 
categories, Place and Path, where Place is derived by unifying a Place-function such as 
IN, ON and UNDER and a Thing while Path is derived by unifying one of any other
12Though the Japanese verbs hasiru, aruku, oyogu are translated into English as run, walk and swim, 
their conceptual meanings are different. While these Japanese motion verbs select a trajectory/traversed 
Ground, the English ones do not, since the former ones can take an accusative NP for the 
trajectory/traversed Ground, the latter ones cannot. Since in both Japanese and English trajectory and 
traversed Ground are manifested by accusative NPs if the verbs conceptually select one, the fact that the 
English verbs do not co-occur with an accusative NP manifesting a trajectory/traversed Ground means that 
they do not conceptually select it.
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spatial functions called Path-functions such as TO, FROM, VIA and etc. and a Thing. 
We have already discussed a couple of problems of his Place functions. One was that his 
Place-functions are further decomposable into a Locative function and a Place function. 
The other was that his “Place”, which is our Loc, does not belong to Entity but that it is 
actually a function from a Thing to a State. His treatment of Paths are also problematic. 
It seems that his “Path” is an over-generalised term for any kind of spatial relations which 
are not classified to be a “Place”. Any spatial relations except “Places” are classified to be 
a Path. But it actually involves divergent types of spatial relations. Consider (3.82) for 
example, trajectories and traversed Grounds can be defined as the inner arguments of 
ALONG and THROUGH, respectively. However, sources cannot be defined to be an 
argument of a single function.13 Some of his Path-functions are primitive functions but 
others are only defined by the combination of conceptual propositions. It is impossible to 
generalise all non-locative functions into Path-functions. It would not be problematic to 
call ALONG, THROUGH and TOWARD Path-functions. But Jackendoff s other Path- 
functions FROM and TO are not Path-functions since they are not primitives but derived 
notions.
Turning back to (3.82), let us assume them to be the conceptual representations in 
which trajectory/traversed Ground and source are defined. In Japanese, verbs 
incorporating these compositions of CSs have the ability to syntactically identify the 
Ground. In contrast, verbs incorporating the following do not have the ability to identify 
the inner arguments of the locative functions:
(3.83) a. Locative
Verbs incorporating (3.83a) include iru ‘be (at) (for animate)’, aru ‘be (at) (for 
inanimate)’, sumu ‘live’, kosikakeru ‘sit on’, noseru ‘put on’ and ireru ‘put in’. Verbs 
incorporating (b) include hairu ‘enter’ and tuJcu ‘arrive’.
b. Goal
R-l—  [Event MOVE ([Thing ]/)]
P 2 - [State [Loc AT ( { [P^ ahcf nPg ([Th]ing 1)1 } y)] ([Thing ]/)]
1 Sim ilarly goals are also defined by the combination of more than one conceptual proposition:
R l— [Event MOVE ([Thing L)1 
P?
^ [S tate  [Loc AT ([Thing l/)3 ([Thing li)l
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I would like to propose that in Japanese, verbs incorporating (3.82) automatically 
derive a PAS (xj), where the variable is co-indexed with [Thing ]/. which is the inner 
argument of {ALONG, THROUGH) in (a) or with [Thing ]/» which is the argument of 
P in (b). Thus I assume a kind of lexical redundancy rule of the following form:
(3.84) a. Trajectory/Traversed Ground 
LCS:
[Event M O V E  ( [T h in g  ] /)]  
r A LO N G  1
THROUGH J UThing \j)\ ([Thing[State [ { l i ) ]
PAS: {xj) 
LCS:
Rl —
b. Source
[Event  M O V E  ( [ T h in g  ] /)]
[State [ {  THROUGH } ([Thing ]/)] ([Thing ] f ) ]_
LCS:
R l — [State [Loc AT ([place P ([Thing ]/)])] ([Thing ]/)]
?2 \  f t  E ven t  M O V E  ( [ T h i n g  ] j)  1
_R3 «-[state NEG ([state [Loc AT ([place P ([Thing l i )l) l ([Thing l i ) l) l
u
PAS: {Xi)
LCS:
R l — [State [Loc AT ([place P ([Thing ]/)])] ([Thing ]/)] 
P 2 ^ r [ E v e n t  M O V E  ( [ T h i n g  1 j)]
_R3 L[state NEG ([state [Loc ([place P ([Thing ]/)])] ([Thing ]/)])]
In chapter one I proposed a theory of unification whereby the LCS of an NP governed by 
a verb and the variable of the verb’s LCS are unified based on the stipulated co-indexing 
between the PAS and the LCS. There it was assumed that PAS and co-indexing are 
independently specified. Whereas here the lexical specifications of verbs incorporating 
(3.83) have neither a PAS nor co-indexing. Rather the PASs and co-indexing are derived 
by the rules of conceptual-syntactic correspondence, which constitute two instances of 
syntacticisation patterns in Japanese.
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English has (3.84a) but not (3.84b), since while trajectories and traversed Grounds 
are identified as the direct objects of the verbs, sources are usually not.14 As in Japanese, 
locatives, goals and sources are not usually identified by verbs.
Another prominent example of syntacticisation pattern is the manifestation of patients. 
Patients are usually identified by verbs universally. Thus there must be a redundancy 
rule to state this universal tendency.15
Jackendoff (1987a, 1990) argues that Patients and Actors are represented in another 
type of conceptual tier, the action tier. Action tiers are representations of actor, patient, 
beneficiary and maleficiary. Action tiers relevant to the present discussion include the 
following (AFF is an abbreviation of AFFECT):
(3.85) a. [AFF (X, Y)]
b. [AFF+ (X, Y)]
c. [AFF" (X, Y)]
The first argument of Aff is the actor of an event and the second argument, the patient. 
Aff+ is a benefactive action, so its first argument is the actor and the second argument, the 
beneficiary. Aff" is a malefactive action, so the first argument is the actor and the second 
argument, the maleficiary. He argues that actors and patients (beneficiaries and 
maleficiaries) are indeterminable from the structure of thematic tiers, so that action tiers 
must be specified independently of thematic tiers, where the identity of arguments is 
indicated by co-indexing.
We modify the structure of the action tiers (3.85) as (3.86) in accordance with the 
assumption that conceptual structure is binary:16
14An exception is to leave.
15I am not awere of a singleexample of a language in which patients are always identified by pre-/post- 
positions rather than by verbs.
16Notice that binary notation makes it impossible to represent the actor relation of an intransitive verb 
like run and walk, since there would be no inner argument for the action function. Thus a more plausible 
approach would be to separate the representation of actor and patient/beneficiary/maleficiary. The latter 
will be represented by one place Aff function [Aftf*) (Y)] and the former will be characterised by functions 
DO, KNOW and their combination. An Actor is usually a human entity that knows what he is doing. 
Thus the combination of these functions will derive the effect of the action functions.
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(3.86) a. [[Aff (Y)] (X)]
b. [[Aff+ (Y)] (X)]
c. [[Aff (Y)] (X)]
Inner arguments in action tiers are manifested by NPs and thematically identified by 
the verbs, no matter what kind of thematic relations they assume in the thematic tiers. 
Consider the following, for example:
(3.87) a. Mary gave him a book.
b . John loaded the truck with hay.
c. They deprived John of his assets.
d . They drained the tank of its oil.
(Beneficiary, Goal) 
(Patient, Goal) 
(Maleficiary, Source) 
(Patient, Source)
In (a) and (b) the direct objects assume the Goal relations as well as the Beneficiary and 
Patient relations, respectively, and in (c) and (d) the Source relations as well as the 
Maleficiary and Patient relations, respectively. The Goal and Source relations are 
represented in the respective thematic tiers and the Beneficiary, Maleficiary and Patient 
relations in the respective action tiers. Thus languages universally have the following 
syntacticisation pattern:
(3.88) [[Aff<±) ([Thing ],')] ([Entity 1)1
[[
f  P A S : ( x  •)
Ll CS: [[A ff(± ) ([Thing ],*)] ([Entity ])L
Note that beneficiaries and maleficiaries exemplified below are not linked to an action 
tier
(3.89) a. Mary bought the fruits for the children, 
b . John fixed the door for Mary
(3.90) a. It rained on me.
b . Mary hung up on John.
The benefactive and malefactive meanings in the above sentences are involved in the 
meanings of the prepositions but not in the verbs. Thus these verbs do not involve an 
action tier representing a beneficiary or a maleficiary, so that the redundancy rule (3.88) 
does not apply.
Finally let us consider another general case: representation of themes. Theme is 
defined here as the sole argument of a one place function or the outer argument of a two
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place Stative function.17 The former includes MOVE, DEAD and BROKEN and the latter 
AT, ALONG and THROUGH. Recall that pre/post-positions only identify the inner 
arguments of two place functions, so that their outer arguments cannot be identified by 
pre-/post-positions. Therefore the outer argument of a two place Stative function must be 
manifested by an NP. If the function is incorporated by a verb, the outer argument must 
be identified by the verb.18 The sole argument of a one place function must be 
manifested by an NP and identified by a verb since there is no preVpost-position which 
can identify it, i.e. since pre-/post-positions conceptually select two entities, none of them 
identify the sole argument of a one place function.19 Thus Themes should be manifested 
by NPs and identified by a verb, unless otherwise specified, e.g. co-indexed with an 
actor or subject to interaction with other tiers. Thus languages generally have the 
following redundancy rule:
(3.91) a. [state [F ([Entity ])] ([Entity L)1
u
[ P A S :  ( x  i) 1
LUCS: [state [F ([T h in g  ] ) ]  ([E n tity  L')]J
b* [State F  ([Entity ]/)]
JJ.
f P A S :  (*,•) 1
l L C S :  [state F ([T h in g  L)]J
There are apparent exceptions to these general patterns. Consider (3.87)(b)-(d). In 
these examples, the themes are accompanied by prepositions, which apparently
17The outer argument of an active function, i.e. an action function, is an agent or force.
18 If the function is not incorporated by a verb, the outer argument must be identified by the PP under 
predication.
19McCloskey (1984) discusses PP subjects in Irish exemplified below:
i) Neartaigh ar an ghaoth. 
strengthened on the wind 
‘The wind strengthened.’
ii) Dhubhaigh aege. 
blackened at-him
“He became depressed.’ (McCloskey 1984: p. 472)
McCloskey suggests that these are unaccusative constructions. He argues (1) that the structural subjects 
are phonetically empty since in Irish a non-thematic subject has no phonetic content, (2) that the apparent 
“PP subjects” do not occupty the structural subject positions, (3) since the verbs do not have ability to 
assign a Case to the objects (i.e. they are unaccusative verbs), prepositions are introduced to assign a Case 
to them and (4) that since Irish does not allow preposition stranding, the NPs must remain in the object 
positions. If his analysis is correct, the “PP subject constructions” in Irish are no exceptions to our 
analysis.
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contradicts the assumption that themes are expressed by NPs. In the following, I will 
argue that they are apparent exceptions, derived through the interactions with other 
conceptual tiers.
First consider the following examples, of which (a), (c) and (d) have already appeared 
as (3.87)(b)-(d):
(3.92) a. John loaded the truck with hay.
b . John sprayed the wall with paint.
c . They deprived John of his assets.
d. They drained the tank of its oil.
Here the locatives are manifested by NPs and the themes, by PPs. Similarly, in the 
following Japanese examples, locatives are manifested by accusative NPs but the themes 
are marked by the instrumental marker -de:
(3.93) a. Taroo-ga penki-de kabe-o nut-ta.
Taroo-NOM paint-INST wall-ACC paint-PAST
‘Taroo painted the wall with paint.’
b. Taroo-ga boo-o taoru-de mai-ta
Taroo-NOM stick-ACC towel-INST wind-PAST
‘Taroo wound a stick with a towel.’
We have already seen that Jackendoffs action tier makes these locatives be manifested by 
NPs, since they are patients. The problem here is that in (3.92)-(3.93) conceptually 
selected Things, i.e. themes, are manifested by PPs, which is contrary to the general 
patterns of syntacticisation. Before discussing our solution, let us consider several 
previous proposals I have encountered about how to interpret prepositionally marked NPs 
as themes: Fillmore (1977), Foley and Van Valin (1984), Rappaport and Levin (1988) 
and Jackendoff (1990). First, let us look at Rappaport and Levin.
Rappaport and Levin (1988) suggest that the sentence (3.92a), for example, contains 
two conceptual propositions: one is that John caused a change in the state of the truck; 
and the other is that John caused the situation in which hay is located on the truck. Thus 
the two propositions constitute the integral part of the verb’s LCS. They suggest the 
following LCS of the verb and argue that the fact that the theme is marked by the 
instrumental preposition can be attributed to the instrumental meaning of the subordinate 
proposition:
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(3.94) [[x cause [z to come to be in STATE]]
BY MEANS OF [x cause [y to come to be at z]]/LOAD]
Here z is the locative object and y the theme. They argue that since y is included in the 
conceptual clause which has the meaning of instrument, it is marked by the instrumental 
preposition. Notice that in order to make this theory work, one must stipulate the 
following:
(3.95) A  theme dominated by a  which is selected  by BY MEANS OF is syntactically 
marked by the instrumental preposition with.
However, this stipulation makes it impossible to deal with drain/empty type verbs. For 
Rappaport and Levin the LCS of the verb empty will be as follows:
(3.96) [[x cause [z to come to be in STATE]]
BY MEANS OF [x cause [y not to be in z]]/EMPTY]
Here y is dominated by an event which is selected by BY MEANS OF. So the stipulation 
marks the theme with the preposition with. But the result is totally ungrammatical:
(3.97) * John emptied the tank with oil.
The relationship between the form of the LCS and the syntactic form cannot be stated by 
the stipulation (3.95). Since their theory is incompatible with the stipulation, it fails to 
link the themes with the PPs in the examples (3.92) and (3.93) correctly.
Fillmore (1977) discusses instrumental usages and “non-instrumental” usages of with- 
phrases exemplified by (3.98a) and (b), respectively, and argues that any theme which is 
less salient than its competitor is set aside by means of the preposition with.
(3.98) a. I cut my foot with a rock.
b . I filled the glass with water.
In (a) the with phrase has a clear instrumental reading, while in (b) it is not so clear as in 
(a). Fillmore suggests that there is no need of embarrassment about this fact, since the 
goals have the higher salience, and hence the themes are left out of perspective. He also 
notes that themes can be marked by the preposition of in some unexplained cases.
Foley and Van Valin (1984) point out that the difference between with and of is 
attributed to the difference of the lexical meaning of the head verbs. They suggest that 
themes are marked by of with verbs which denote motion from a specified location to a
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normally unspecified location, whereas with occurs with verbs which denote motion to a 
specified location form an unspecified location. The former type of verbs are called 
removal verbs and the latter, impact verbs. They quote the following for illustration:
(3.99) a. John drained the pool of water.
b . * John drained the pool of water onto the ground.
c. John drained the water from the pool onto the ground.
(3.100) a. John sprayed the wall with paint.
b . *John sprayed the wall [pp with paint] [pp from the can], 
cf. John sprayed the wall with [np paint from the can].
c. *John sprayed paint on the wall from the can.
(Foley and Van Valin 1984: p. 83)
They argue that with impact verbs non-undergoer themes are marked by with, while with 
removal verbs they are marked by of.
The analyses by Fillmore (1977) and Foley and Van Valin (1984) take the form of 
language specifically stipulated rules. Jackendoff s (1990) analysis is similar, though his 
is more formally elaborated. In order to link the NP marked by the preposition with to 
the thematic relation theme, he proposes a correspondence rule called “With-Theme 
Adjunct Rule” of the following form:
(3.101) With-Theme Adjunct Rule
If V corresponds to [... [BE ([X], [F ([Thing ])])] ...],
with [X] unindexed, and NP corresponds to [Y],
then [s ... [yp... [pP with NP]...] ...]  may correspond to
[... [BE ( [ y ] >  [p ([Thing ] ) ] ) ]  ...], where [ y ]  is distinct from [X].
(Jackendoff s 1990: p. 169)
This says that if a verb conceptually selects a theme indicated by X and if it is not yet 
unified or fused with the CS of an independent NP, the CS of the NP, Y, in [pp with 
NP] and X are unified. With this rule, the NPs of with NPs in (3.92) are correctly 
interpreted as themes. Similarly with removal verbs, Jackendoff proposes the following:
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(3.102) Of-Theme Adjunct Rule
If V corresponds to [... NOT BE ( [ X ] , w i t h  [X] unindexed, and NP 
corresponds to [Y],
then [s ...[ypV ... [pp ofN P]...] may correspond to
[.. .NOY BE ( [ y ] , where £ y ]  is distinct from [X].
(Jackendoff s 1990: p. 168)
These three proposals, which assume language specific rules, suffer from a 
fundamental conceptual problem. Since they have stipulated rules, there would be no 
coherent explanation why impact and removal verbs require the prepositions with and of 
but not other prepositions, say by, fo r  and fr o m  for non-undergoer themes. 
Furthermore, there would also be no explanation why it is also the instrumental 
postposition which marks the non-undergoer themes of impact verbs in Japanese as 
shown in (3.93). Since the rules are language-specific, there would be no explanation 
why the instrumental adpositions commonly mark themes in the comparable constructions 
of completely unrelated languages.
In fact the choice of preposition is semantically and syntactically conditioned. While 
the NPs marked by with in English and those marked by -de in Japanese are thematically 
interpreted as themes, their instrumental meanings are not lost in the interpretations of the 
sentences. In some examples, instrumental reading is more clear than in others. But 
even in the following in which the instrumental meaning is not so salient:
(3.103) John presented her with a bouquet of flowers.20
an instrumental reading is still available: a bouquet of flowers which was given by John 
to her (positively) affected her. That is, John caused a situation in which he (positively) 
affected her by causing a situation in which a bouquet of flowers (positively) affected her. 
The wif/i-phrases are themes and instruments simultaneously: they have multiple 0- 
relations (cf. Jackendoff 1985b). An instrumental reading is clearly sensed when the 
degree of affectedness is high. The interpretational difference between the w/f/t-phrases 
in (3.103) and (3.92a) on the one hand and the following on the other derives from this:
20Clynes (personal communication) suggested the following sentences with the same verb but the 
instrumental meaning is more salient:
John presented her with the bill.
John presented her with an ultimatum.
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(3.104) a. He broke the vase with a hammer, 
b. John hit the boy with a stick.
In these the instrumental reading is more clear than in (3.103) and (3.92a). But it does 
not mean that the with-phrases in the latter do not have the instrumental role. They are 
instruments as well as themes, though the theme readings are sensed primarily. This is 
comparable with the interpretation of the w/f/i-phrase in (3.104b). This is also an 
instrument as well as a theme. But the theme reading is not so prominent. This is because 
the degree of affectedness is high. Thus the higher the meaning of affectedness, the more 
the instrumental reading is eminent. As pointed out earlier, the basic meaning of 
instrument is also evidenced in the sentences like (3.103) and (3.92a). Thus the fact that 
the themes in these sentences are marked by the instrumental preposition with is attributed 
to the instrumental meaning of the phrases. This also explains the fact that the 
comparable phrases in Japanese are also marked by the instrumental postposition.
Now how is the instrumental meaning represented in the LCSs? Jackendoff (1990) 
states that the general characteristics of an instrument are: “(1) it plays a role in the means 
by which the Actor accomplishes the action (notice that Instrumental with NP can often be 
paraphrased with by means o f NP); (2) the Actor acts on the instrument; (3) the 
instrument acts on the Patient” (p.142). Characterising an Instrument as above, 
Jackendoff proposes the conceptual structure (3.105b) for the sentence (3.105a), where 
CS+ is a causative function with a successful result21: and AFF- means that the secnd 
argument is Patient:22
2Jackendoff indicates successful causative situations and unsuccessful causative situations by CS+ and 
CS' respectively. But they are arguably not conceptual primitives but abbreviations of more complex 
semantic conceptual structures. In a finer-grained semantic structure (cf. Wierzbicka 1988), CS+would be 
explicated as follows:
timei: X wants this:
Y does Z
time2 : X says or does something to Y. 
time3 : Y did Z, because of this.
CS' would be explicated as follows:
timei: X wants this:
Y does Z
time2: X said or did something to Y 
times: But Y did not do Z
22Jackendoff (1990) defines the action function AFF' as representing the situation in which the second 
argument is “negatively” affected (Patient). However, while DOOR and KEY are considered to be 
Patients (or to be being acted on), it is hard to see why they are “negatively” affected as Jackendoff 
indicates by AFF'.
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(3.105) a. 
b.
Phil opened the door with a key.
CS+ ([PHIL]; [INCH [BE ([DOOR]; [OPEN])]]) 
A F F -  ( [ P H I L ] ;  [ D O O R ] )
CS+ ([PHIL]; [AFF- ([KEY]; [DOOR])])]. 
. A F F -  ( [ P H I L ] ;  [ K E Y ] )[BY
So the LCS means: (1) PHIL successfully caused a situation in which a situation is 
inchoated where a DOOR is OPEN; (2) PHIL acts on the DOOR; (3) PHIL does (1) and 
(2) by successfully causing a situation in which a KEY acts on the DOOR and by acting 
on the KEY. The instrumental meaning is represented by (3). Accordingly the 
conceptual meaning of the instrumental preposition with is specified as (3.106):
(3.106)
[BY CS+ ([Human ]zi [AFF" ([Thing ]j\ [Thing 
_AFF"  ([Human ]f> [Thing ]j)
Let us adopt Jackendoff s analysis of instruments. But we modify it in accordance with 
the assumption that conceptual structures are binary:
(3.107)
[[CS+ ([[AFF* ([Thing ]*)] ([Thing ];)])] ([Human 
[ [AFF-  ([Thing ];)] ([Human L)]
L)]
]>
This analysis of instrument by Jackendoff also resolves the problem of Rappaport and 
Levin’s analysis. Consider the contrast between (3.92)(a)-(b) and (3.92)(c)-(d), again. 
In (a)-(b), hay and pain t affect the truck and the wall, respectively, by the action 
controlled by the subjects of the sentences. In (c)-(d), on the other hand, his assets and 
oil do not affect John and the tank by the action controlled by the subject. That is, when 
one fills a tank with water, the tank is affected by the water; when one drains water from 
a tank, in contrast, the tank is not affected by the water any more. Therefore a theme can 
act as an instrument with filling, covering and loading, whle it cannot with draining and 
emptying.
In the following, the LCSs of load/cover and emptyldrain are proposed:
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(3.108) load/cover23
[Event [CS+ ([State [Eoc AT ([p lace  P ([Thing ] /) ] ) ]  ([Thing ]/')])] ([A nim ate ]lc)] 
[E vent [AFF ([T h in g  L')] ([H um an ] ) k \
rRY r [[CS+ ([[AFF ([Thing ],•)] ([T hing  
UAFFÜThina 1 /) 1 ([Human U)
(3.109)
drain/empty
[Event [CAUSE ([state NEG ([state [Eoc AT ([place F ([Thing ]/)])] ([Thing ]/)])])]
[Event t AFF ([Thing L)] ([Thing lib)]
([Animate U)1
This explains the fact that a theme can act as an instrument and be marked by the 
instrumental marker with such verbs as load and cover but that it cannot with such verbs 
such as empty and drain. Thus it is not necessary to postulate a language specific 
correspondence rule (3.101) to capture this fact.
Now, how is the fact that a theme is marked by the genitive marker with the 
empty /drain type verbs explained? Look at the LCS (3.109). [Thing ]j is the outer 
argument of the function AT and it does not interact with any other conceptual tier. So it 
is expected to be manifested by an NP to be identified by the verb. (Recall that outer 
arguments of Stative two place functions are always manifested by NPs to be identified by 
the verbs.) But as in (3.92)(c)-(d), themes in these constructions cannot be bare: they are 
marked by the genitive preposition. However, this is what our theory predicts. The verb 
has the ability to identify two arguments, the patient source and the theme. But since it 
has only one Case to assign and it is assigned to the patient source, the theme would be 
Caseless. If the NP were not Case marked, it would be invisible and unification would 
fail. (See chapter five). The default Case marker, the genitive preposition, is introduced 
to make it visible. Introduction of genitive markers for Caseless NPs in nominal and 
adjectival phrase constructions is widely known (Chomsky 1986a). The genitive 
marking of the themes in drain/empty type constructions is explained by the theory of 
visibility. Again, nothing needs to be stipulated about the forms of the themes.
To sum up, what seemed to be exceptions to the general syntacticisation patterns of 
themes have been given a proper, coherent analysis. Multiple thematic characterisation of 
w/r/i-phrases used with impact verbs and o/-insertion to Caseless NPs give the apparent 
exceptions a coherent analysis. There should be many other cases which require
23The place function is not specified here, since it is by and large predictable from the meaning of the 
carrier. Though the carrier is a thing, it projects upon a place since it has a containing space.
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individual discussion.24 But it seems safe to assume that the theory of syntacticisation 
patterns proposed above constitutes part of the sufficient condition on the correspondence 
between conceptual structure and syntactic structure.
One of the advantages of our theory is that while PASs are derived by the general 
patterns of syntacticisation and are not specified in unmarked cases, it allows some room 
where PAS and co-indexing between the PAS and the LCS can be individually stipulated 
where the verb does not obey the general patterns and where children are forced to learn 
unpredictable syntactic patterns. I presume that while it is better not to specify PASs 
where they are predictable, the system of grammar must allow some space in which 
unpredictable syntactic information is entered. In our system this type of information is 
entered in independently specified PASs and stipulated co-indexing between these and the 
LCSs.25
The above has shown that the introduction of action tiers and Jackendoff’s 
characterisation of instrument explain the forms of locatives and themes where the actual 
forms do not follow the general patterns of syntacticisation. This suggests that while 
lexicalisation, i.e. conceptual semantic selection, constitutes a necessary condition for 
syntactic selection, syntacticisation patterns coupled with Jackendoff’s action tier and 
characterisation of instrument will constrain the actual realisation of argument relations 
sufficiently.
To conclude this section, a verb’s ability to identify one or more NP arguments is 
attributed to the general syntacticisation pattern in the language and the action tier it 
involves. PASs, which represent the ability of verbs to identify NP arguments under 
government, are not registred in unmarked cases, since they are derived from the 
specifications of LCSs by the syntacticisation pattern. We have presented a theory 
whereby syntactic selectional information is derived from semantic selectional information 
by language-dependent syntacticisation patterns.
24Andrews (personal communication) suggested that themes could be marked by different prepositions as 
in John tricked Mary out of money and John cheated Mary out of money. In this case money may allow 
an interpretation of theme. But the present theory analyses these example as a case of resultative 
predication (cf. Williams 1980, Rothstein 1983, Culicover and Wilkins 1984, Jackendoff 1990). The 
basic semantics of the sentences are decomposable as ‘John tricked Mary and she is out of money’ and 
‘John cheated Mary and she is out of money’. Thus money is analysed to be a Ground and Mary a 
theme, contrary to Andrews’ suggestion.
^Exceptional cases to be registred in English include to inhabit, to enter and to leave. They identify a 
locative or elative argument despite the syntacticisation patterns of the language.
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3.2 Object Relations in Alamblak
3.2.1 Types of Thematic Relations Identified by the Verbs
Having established the theoretical apparatus, let us turn back to Alamblak and discuss 
how NPs can be interpreted as having divergent thematic relations without overt thematic 
indicators. In the above it has been clarified that the interaction of language specific 
syntacticisation patterns and action tiers determines a verb’s ability to identify NPs as its 
arguments.
Bruce reports that NPs with divergent types of thematic roles can have object relations 
with the verbs. They include Affective, Uncontrolled experiencer, Patient, Range, 
Referent, Adessive, Path, Allative, Elative, Interior location, Surface location and 
Temporal reference.26 However, to the extent I have checked, NPs with elative relations 
cannot be identified by verbs, so this is a mistake on the part of Bruce. Also, the term 
temporal reference is misleading. While temporal reference would mean the temporal 
location of an event or a state, no temporal location in this sense cannot be identified by 
verbs. Whereas, a temporal span which is conceptually required or selected by a durative 
verb can. Interior location and surface location can be generalised into inner locative. 
Bruce’s adessive seem to refer to outer locative. Affective include beneficiary and 
recipient. Uncontrolled experiencer is affected experiencer, which is patient. Path also 
includes traversed Ground. And finally, patient includes affected entity and theme. Thus 
Bruce’s list of thematic roles is reorganised as follows (some examples were already 
presened in (3.1)):
26Affective includes recipient and beneficiary. Patient includes theme and the goal of action. Range 
meanis the product of the activity of a predicate (taked from Longacre (1976: p. 29)). Referent is the role 
of the entity with reference to which an action occurs or which is the object of perceptual or congnitive 
events or states (Bruce 1984: p. 217).
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(3.110) Beneficiary/Maleficiary 
Patient
Theme
Range
Referent
Inner locative
Outer locative
Path/Traversed Ground
Temporal span
What is extraordinary with this list is that outer locative is included in the thematic 
relations manifested by NPs which are identified by verbs. But a closer investigation 
reveals that outer locatives NPs can be identified by verbs only if they are benefactive or 
malefactive.
Consider the following example:
(3.111) Yima-r nd kuny-s noh-me-r-t 
personSSM DET house-3SF die-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘The man died in the house affecting it.’
A second agreement marker is added in order to make it clear that the conceptual relation 
assumed by kuny-s ‘house-3SF’ is selected by the verb.27 This sentence is grammatical 
in answer to the question: Why don’t people sleep in this house? But without such a 
context, it is weird (Edmiston: personal communication). That is, the second agreement 
marker is possible only if the man’s death affected the house. So I understand that outer 
locatives are not identified by verbs, but that what appear to be outer locatives are in fact 
beneficiaries/maleficiaries.
Thus the list is revised as follows:
27In chapter four, it is suggeted that a second agreement marker assumes a thematic relation the verb 
specifies in LCS directly and that an NP cross-referenced by a second agreement marker does not assume 
the object grammatical relation but the topic function. Thus kuny-s ‘house-3SF’ is the topic of the 
sentence. However, since the cross-referencing second agreement marker assumes the conceptual relation, 
it is evident that the conceptual relation is selected by the verb.
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(3.112) Beneficiary/Maleficiary 
Patient 
Theme 
Range 
Referent 
Inner locative 
Path/Traversed Ground 
Temporal span
NPs bearing these thematic relations must be identified by the governing verbs. 
According to the conclusion we reached at the end of the previous section, the verbs have 
this ability because of either the action tiers they involve or the lexicalisation patterns, in 
conjunction with the general patterns of syntacticisation in the language.
For the first two types of thematic relations, beneficiary/maleficiary and patient, there 
is no problem in dealing with them by action tiers, and themes and ranges are universally 
identified by verbs. Thus only referent, inner locative, path/traversed Ground and 
temporal span are identified by the verb based on the patterns of lexicalisation and 
syntacticisation in the language. In the following I will discuss these patterns and 
propose how Alamblak allows NPs with such divergent types of thematic roles to be the 
objects of the verbs. First, let us discuss spatial relations.
3.2.2 Spatial Relations
In Alamblak inner locatives and paths/traversed Grounds are spatial relations which 
are manifested by NPs that are identified by spatial verbs. As has been stressed several 
times, two things must be clarified, lexicalisation patterns and syntacticisation patterns. 
The former provides necessary information about how the bold-face NPs in the following 
examples are interpreted as having the meaning INSIDE (3.113)(a) and (b) , TOP 
(3 .113)(c), AT/IN (3 .1 14)(a), INTO (3 .1 14)(b), ALONG (3.115) and 
ACROSS/THROUGH (3.116) unambiguously:28
28In each example, the bold-face NP can be cross-referenced by a second agreement marker. However, 
since it would assume a topic function with one manifested, second agreement markers are not manifested 
in the examples.
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(3.113) Inner locative (static)
a. Wurkteh-s Manjoh-r teh-mo-w-t
Wurkteh-3SF Manjoh-3SM stand-RPST-IMPF-3SF 
‘Wurkteh was living in Manjoh
b. Nd mfha-t kuny-s ruh-mo-w-t
DET headSSF house-3SF sit-RPST-IMPF-3SF 
‘The head was sitting in the house.’
c. Nd yen-r tik-t ruh-mo-w-r
DET child-3SM bed-3SF sit-RPST-IMPF-3SM 
‘The boy was sitting on a bed.’
(3.114) Inner locative (endpoint of motion)
a. John-r kmi-t m-fnah-me-r
John-3SM village-3S F up-arrive-RPST-3SM 
‘John arrived in a village.’
b. John-r doh-r kmbre-me-r 
John-3SM canoe-3SM get.in-RPST-3SM 
‘John got into the canoe.’
(3.115) Path
a. John-r tek-t hir-me-r-t
John-3 SM river-3SF paddle-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘John paddled along the river.’
b. Bkomi yoha-t muh-me-r 
Bkomi way-3SF climb-PRST-3SM
‘He climbed along the way of Bkomi creek.’
(3.116) Traversed Ground
a. Rip-r yi-me-r
swampy.land-3S M go-RPST-3SM
‘He went across/through the swampy land.’
b. Bro bari-ffef-m hir-me-r
big lake-horizon-3PL paddle-RPST-3SM 
‘He paddled across many horizons of the big lake. ’
Lexicalisation does not constitute a sufficient condition for the fact that they are 
manifested by NPs. Syntacticisation patterns in the language, provide a sufficient 
condition for it.
Notice that there is a similarity between Japanese and Alamblak. In both of them, 
actual spatial relationship between the themes and the Grounds are not overtly indicated 
but they are unambiguously interpreted. At the same time, however, there is a crucial
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difference. While Japanese has inner and outer locative markers, in Alamblak spatial NPs 
selected by the verbs in (3.113)-(3.116) do not manifest any locative markers at all. That 
is, the spatial expressions in the above examples manifest neither locative nor spatial 
markers but, nevertheless they are uniquely interpreted. How are they so interpreted? 
Which of the verbs or NPs incorporate the Loc function? And which of them incorporate 
the Place functions?
Remember the theoretical assumption stated in chapter one that if a syntactic 
expression XP is conceptually an entity, it must be identified by a verb or a predicate, 
whereas if it is a function, it is not identified. Now the following examples indicate that 
the spatial NPs must be identified by the verbs and hence are not functions:
(3.117) Locative (static)
a. Wurkteh-s teh-mo-w-t-t 
WurktehSSF stand-RPST-IMPF-3SF-3SF 
‘Wurkteh was living there
b. Nd mfha-t ruh-mo-w-t-t
DET head-3SF sit-RPST-IMPF-3SF-3SF 
‘The head was sitting there.’
c. Nd yen-r ruh-mo-w-r-t
DET child-3SM sit-RPST-IMPF-3SM-3SF 
‘The boy was sitting on it.’
(3.118) Endpoint of motion 
John-r m-fnah-me-r-t 
John-3SM up-arrive-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘John arrived there.’
(3.119) Path
a. John-r hir-me-r-t
John-3SM paddle-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘John paddled along it.’
b . Muh-me-r-t 
crimb-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘He climbed along it.’
(3.120) Traversed Ground 
a. Yi-me-r-r
go-RPST-3SM-3SM
‘He went across/throught it.’
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b . Hir-me-r-m
paddle-RPST-3SM-3PL 
‘He paddled across them.’
Here spatial NPs are absent. Instead the second agreement markers substitute for them. 
In the following chapter (§4.2) I argue that second agreement markers have pronominal 
content but not any other kind of semantic coneptual content. Since the conceptual 
category of pronominalsbelong to a Basic category,they cannot substitute for Functions. 
It follows that the spatial NPs cannot not incorporate the inner locative or path functions, 
which makes the NPs Functions. Therefore, the inner locative functions must be 
incorporated into the verbs.
Then how is the interpretational uniqueness explained? The verbs do not constrain the 
types of spatial relations between the theme and the Ground. This is suggested by the 
grammaticality of the following examples:
(3.121) a. Briyaha-ko teh-me-r
outside-LOC stay-RPST-3SM 
‘He stayed outside.’ 
b. Kuny-rfashi-t ruh-me-r
house-underneath-3SF sit-RPST-3SM 
‘He sat underneath the house.’
Since the types of spatial relationships between the themes and the Grounds are not 
constrained by the verbs, they do not incorporate any specific Place function. That is, 
they select a Place rather than a Thing. This is corroborated by the following:
(3.122) a. *Yima-r miy-s teh-me-r-(t)
person-3SM tree-3SF stay-RPST-3SM-(3SF)
‘The man stood (by) the tree.’ 
b. *Yen-r tek-t ruh-me-r-(t)
child-3SM river-3SF sit-RPST-3SM-(3SF)
‘The boy sat (by) the river.’
The ungrammaticality of the above sentences indicates that the verbs do not select a Thing 
for Ground. Thus the partial LCSs of the verbs should be as follows:
(3.123) teh/ruh ‘stand (stay)/sit (stay)’
[State BE ([state L o c  AT ([place ])] ([Thing ])])]
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Here the verbs do not specify any particular Place function but spatial relations in the 
examples (3.113) are uniquely determined. This interpretational uniqueness must be 
attributed to the conceptual meanings of the NPs. They determine the spatial relationship 
between the themes and the Grounds.
In §3.1.1.2 I proposed a conceptual redundancy rule (3.32) repeated here as (3.124) 
for Japanese:
(3.124) [Thing . . .  CONTAINING SPACE...] - 4
[place INSIDE [Thing ... CONTAINING SPACE...]]
The same conceptual redundancy rule explains the interpretations of (3.113a-b). Manjoh 
‘place name’ and kuny ‘house’ have containing space, so that they project onto a Place 
whose head is the Place function INSIDE.
In addition, we need to postulate the following for Alamblak:
(3.125) [Thing ... SUPPORTING SURFACE...] ->
[place TOP [thing ... SUPPORTING SURFACE...]]
This states that an object which has a supporting surface may project upon a Place whose 
head is TOP. This explains the interpretation of (3.113c) as well as those of the 
following:
(3.126) a. John-r feh-r tik-ko nembesinge-me-r-r
John-3SM pig-3SM bed-LOC cut.into.pieces-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘John cut the pig into pieces on a bed.’ 
b. John-r tik-ko tndhmrekfef-m ptha-me-r-t
John-3 SM bed-LOC legend-3 PL narrate-RPST-3SM 
‘John narrated legends on the bed. ’
In (3.113c) the verb ruh ‘sit/stay’ incorporates the Loc function AT but not a Place 
function. Since tik ‘bed’ has a supporting surface, it projects upon [place TOP ([Thing 
BED])]. Thus the interpretation is uniquely determined. In (3.126) outer locative 
phrases are interpreted as involving TOP. As suggested in chapter two, the locative
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marker -ko does not specify any particular spatial relationship.29 The interpretations of 
the locative expressions must be derived from the conceptual redundancy rule (3.125). 
Therefore Alamblak embodies two conceptual redundancy rules (3.124) and (3.125) to 
derive the full interpretations of the sentences.
On the other hand, the verbs fnah  ‘arrive in/at’ and kmbre  ‘load in/on (a canoe)’ 
specify particular spatial relationship between the two entities, themes and Grounds: 
bothe/mz/i and kmbre specify INSIDE. So the following examples are ungrammatical:
(3.127) a. *Briyaha-ko m-fnah-me-r
outside-LOC a way  -  arrive-RPST-3 SM 
‘He arrived outside.’
b. *Doh-r-hu buha-kor wuska-m kmbre-me-r-m
canoe-3SM-GEN beside-place belonging-3PL load-RPST-3SM-3PL 
‘*He loaded the belongings beside the canoe.’
Therefore, these two verbs must incorporate the respective Place functions in themselves. 
The following presents the proposed partial LCSs of the verbs:
(3.128) a. fn ah ‘arrive’
[Event BECOME ([state [AT «Place INSIDE «Thing DOMAIN]/)])]
([Thing ]/)])]
b. km bre‘load on/in’
[Event [CAUSE ([Event BECOME ([state [AT ([place INSIDE
([Thing VEHCLE]/)])] ([Thing }j)]M  ([Animate M
29The locative marker -ko can be used to mark both inner and outer locative relations. What is more 
intriguing is the fact that outer locative NPs need not be marked by the locative post-position. The 
following sentences are grammatical:
i) John-r feh-r tik-t nembCsingC-mö-r-r
John-SSM pig-3SM  bed-3SF cut.into.pieces-RPST-3SM-3SM
‘John cut the pig into pieces on a bed.’
ii) John-r tik-t tndhmrokfef-m ptha-mö-r-m
John-3SM bed-3 SF legend-3 PL narrate-RPST-3SM-3PL
‘John narrated legends on the bed.’
This means that the Places can also be optionally extended to Locative functions: Alamblak involves the 
following conceptual redundancy rule as well:
PLACE -> [Loc AT (PLACE)]
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Here the verbs incorporate particular Place functions as indicated. The interpretational 
uniqueness of the spatial relations in (3.114) is attributed to the incorporated Place 
functions.
Next consider Trajectories/Traversed Grounds. In Alamblak, Paths and traversed 
Grounds are identified by the verbs, as in Japanese. I have already proposed the 
conceptual structures (3.82) for these relations repeated here as (3.129):
(3.129) Trajectory/traversed Ground
[Event MOVE ([Thing ])li
^  [State [ {  THROUGH} ([Thing ]/)] ([E vent ] /) ]
Following this, I assume that motion verbs in Alamblak also incorporate this conceptual 
structure into their LCSs.
All of these spatial verbs discussed above have the ability to identify the locative 
argument NPs. Therefore the syntacticisation patterns of the language must include the 
following:
(3.130) a. [loc AT ([Place ],)] - »  [ l CS [ ( . .  [ loc A T  ([place ];)] • ■ • ] ]
b. [Loc AT ([Place F ([Thing ]/)])]
fP A S  ( x  i ) ~l
LlCS [ ..7 ’[Loc at  ([Place F ([Thing ]/)])]...]J
r f A LO N G  \  , r 1VI 
c ‘ [ 1 THROUGH J ([Thing ]*)]
-P A S  ( . . .  Xi  . . . )
LCS [... [ { t HROUGh } ([Thing ]/)]••.]
Consider (3.130a) and (3.123). In (3.123), the verb conceptually selects a Place which 
is the argument of the function AT. Since locative verbs have the ability to identify an NP 
as having this relation, the language must involve (3.130a). (3.130b) says that in this 
language a verb incorporating a locative and Place function which selects a Thing has the 
ability to identify an NP. This redundancy rule covers the verbs in (3.128). Finally, 
motion verbs have the ability to identify an NP as having a trajectory or traversed Ground 
relation in the sentence. This is stated by the conceptual-syntactic correspondence rule 
(3.130c).
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Next let us consider allative relations. While inner locative and trajectory/traversed 
Ground are manifested by NPs which are identified by verbs, allative relations are not 
manifested by NPs. The following sentences are ungrammatical in the interpretation that 
the themes are moving toward the goals:
(3.131) a. *Yima-r taun-t yi-me-r-(t).30
Allative relations must be expressed by the postposition -ko :
(3.132) a. Yima-r taun-ko yi-me-r.
man-3SM city-ALL go-RPST-3SM 
‘The man went for/toward the city.’ 
b. Yima-r kmi-ko hir-me-r.
man-3SM village-ALL paddle-RPST-3SM 
‘The man paddled toward the village’
Allative relations are assumed to be conceptually explicated by the combination of the 
following two conceptual propositions:
(3.133) Allative relation
An allative relation consists of an Event and a State which take place simultaneously: an 
Event in which a theme ([Thing L) moves and a State in which it has a directionality
man-3SM city-3SF go-RPST-3SM-(3SF)
‘The man went for/toward the city.’
b. *Yima-r kmi-t hir-me-r-(t).
man-3SM village-3SF paddle-RPST-3SM-(3SF)
‘The man paddled toward the village’
30This sentence is grammatical in the sense ‘The man went through the city.”
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toward a Ground ([Thing ]y).31 On the other hand, yi ‘go’ and hir ‘paddle’ have the 
following basic conceptual meanings, where the angle bracket notation represents 
optionality:
(3.134) a. yi
R-
[ E v e n t  M O V E  ( [ T h i n g  ]/')]
[State [AW AY ( [ Thing EM PA TH Y ])] ( [ Thing
< [S täte [{  THROUGH J ([T h in g  ])] ( [T h in g
b. hir
R-
[ E v e n t  M O V E  ( [ T h i n g  ] / ) ]  
<[State [ { THROUGH } ([T h in g
.Manner: PADDLING
] ) ]  ([T h in g
]*)]
L) ] > 32
],•)]>
Neither of the verbs, actually no Alamblak verbs, incorporate TOWARD. Thus the 
meaning of TOWARD involved in the allative relation must be specified by the 
postposition -Ico.
To sum up, while spatial relations whose functions are incorporated into verbs can be 
manifested by NPs and identified by the verb, any spatial relations whose functions are 
not incorporated into the verbs must be manifested by PPs. Thus in Alamblak any entity 
selected by an incorporated spatial function is manifested by an NP to be identified by the 
verb. Thus the above three correspondence rules can be collapsed into a single 
generalised correspondence rule as follows, where SF stands for Spatial Function:
(3.135)
[SF ([Entity ]<)] -> [ l CSS[..( 1 s F ([E„tity ] , ) ] . . . ] ]
This is the general syntacticisation pattern for spatial relations in Alamblak.
31The separation of the movement component and the directionality component makes it possible to 
capture the similarity and the difference between go toward and face toward. The conceptual representation 
of the former is given in (133). That of the latter is assumed to be as follows:
^  [State BE (tLoc [AT ([place 1/)1 ([Thing 1)])]/'”1 
L [State [TO W A R D  ( [Thing U)1 ÜState ]j)] J
A theme ([Thing ]/) is located at a place ([piace 1/ and this State has a directionality toward a Ground 
([Thing ]&)•
32The conceptual component for trajectory/traversed Ground is specified to be optional, since no motional 
verb in Alamblak obligatorily select a trajectory /traversed Ground.
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In this sub-section we have seen that the interpretational uniqueness of the spatial 
relations in (3.113), (3.114) and (3.115) is attributed to either the conceptual redundancy 
rules (3.124) and (3.125) or the Place functions incorporated into the verbs. When a 
verb does not incorporate a particular Place function and the spatial interpretation is 
unique, the conceptual redundancy rules are responsible. On the other hand, when a verb 
incorporates a Place function, the interpretational uniqueness is directly derived from this 
function. In both cases, spatial relations are manifested by NPs. The spatial verbs have 
the ability to syntactically identify these NPs. This ability is stated by the general pattem 
of syntacticisation given in (3.135).
Next, let us discuss temporal relations which are manifested by NPs and identified by 
verbs.
3.2.2 Temporal Relations
NPs denoting temporal relations and identified by the verbs are exemplified by the 
following:33
(3.136) a. Nd yifung-r hue-marinya-me-r-r.
DET night-3SM sleep-well-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘He slept well during that night.’
b. Nd yifung-r nhai hwe-r-me-r-r.
DET night-3SM NEG sleep-IRR-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘He did not sleep well during that night.’
c. Nd mar-r teh-me-f-r.
DET day-3SM stay-RPST-3D-3SM 
‘They stayed (there) all day long.’
(3.137) Nkifr-m merm yha-r dbehna-me-w-m-r
ancestor-3PL n a m e .o f  . f low er  t ime-3SM sick-RPST-IMPF-3PL-3SM 
‘Ancestors were sick during the merm flower time.’
(Bruce 1984 with minor modifications)
33Second agreement markers are manifested in order to make it clear that the temporal relations are 
identified by the verbs.
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The type of verbs which identify temporal NPs is restricted to durative verbs. Thus the 
following examples are ungrammatical since the verbs are instantaneous verbs and the 
temporal phrases have temporal reference relations rather than duration:
(3.138) a. *Nd d b h a -r sinya-me-r-r
DET morning-3SM get.up-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘He got up in the morning.’ 
b. *Nd k r if - r  suh-me-r-r
DET afternoon-3SM fall-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘He fell down in the afternoon.’
This suggests that the durative meaning of the verbs identifies an NP with a temporal 
span.
Verkuyl (1972) and Mittwoch (1980) argue that durative meaning is a semantic 
property of VP level syntactic categories: in many cases durative meanings cannot be 
determined by the meanings of the verbs alone. Both transitive and intransitive sentences 
may have durative and nondurative meanings, depending on the (non)specificity of the 
quantity of the argument. With transitive verbs, whether or not the VPs have a durative 
meaning is dependent on the forms of the complements:34
(3.139) a. He wrote letters for two hours.
b. * He wrote the letters for two hours.
c. *He wrote a letter for two hours.
Similarly the following Alamblak sentences have durative meanings:
(3.140) a. Worn mar-r yemre-m hambre-me-w-r
certain day-3SM meat-3PL search-RPST-IMPF-3SM 
‘He was searching for meat for another day.’ 
b. Fehpa-m kandhi-me-w-m nd mar-r 
pig.meat-3 PL cook-RPST-IMPF-3PL DET day-3SM 
‘They were cooking pig meat all day long.’
The temporal NPs cannot be crossreferenced on a second agreement marker, since the 
verbs take a direct object. But the durative interpretations of the temporal NPs are
34Judgements are by Mittwoch (1980).
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conceptually dependent on the durative meanings of the Events or States. Since the 
temporal expressions are manifested by NPs and there is no overt indication of these 
temporal relations, these relations must be identified by the durative nature of the Events 
or States.
Now, what type of durative meaning identifies an NP denoting a duration? Mittwoch 
(1980) argues that durative adverbs such as for two hours and for five minutes are 
compatible only with V(P)s which have atelic durative aspect. She proposes two types of 
features to classify aspects: [idurative] and [±telic]. [±durative] distinguishes 
momentaneous and inchoative on the one hand and duratives on the other. [±telic] 
distinguishes completive and non-completive aspects. Momentaneous aspect, by 
definition, does not involve any duration. Inchoative aspect indicates a beginning of a 
state, and do not select a duration, since the gist of message is that a change has taken 
place. It is only [-telic] that co-occur with durative expressions:
(3.141) a. He walked for 2 hours.
b. He walked to the station in 2 hours.
c. *He walked to the station for 2 hours.
(3.142) a. He wrote letters for 2 hours.
b. He wrote the letters in 2 hours.
c. *He wrote the letters for 2 hours.
(Mittwoch 1980; cf. Mittwoch 1971, Verkuyl 1972)
The (b) sentences involve completive meanings. In 2 hours is compatible with 
completive aspect so that they are grammatical. But completive is incompatible with 
expressions denoting duration, so the (c) sentences are ungrammatical.
Completive duration and non-completive duration are conceptually represented by the 
following notation of Jackendoff (1987):
(3.143) a. completive duration: R P
b. non-completive duration: R
Completive duration means that an Event or State persists for a period of time R and ends 
up in a different state at the temporal point designated by P. On the other hand, non- 
completive duration only means that an Event or State persists for a period of time R 
without terminating in a different state at a temporal point.
In terms of this notation, inchoative aspect is expressed as follows:
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(3.144) inchoative: R P R
An Event or a State in the first R is changed into a different kind of Event or State in the 
second R at the point P. Although inchoative aspect involves two Rs, it does not select 
an expression denoting a duration because of the existence of intervening P.
Now though all of durative completive, durative non-completive and inchoative 
involve a temporal tier with at least one R, only durative non-completive selects a 
duration. This is because durative non-completive only consists of one R, while the other 
two involve more than one element. It follows that an NP denoting duration co-occurs 
with a verb involving a temporal tier consisting o f a single R. A period o f duration 
denoted by a temporal NP restricts the range of R: that is, a duration is a modifier which 
selects an R and mapps it onto a more specified R of the same type:
(3.145) [r  R ([Duration 1)1
Duration consists o f a durative function and a span of time. Thus the representation of 
durative incompletive aspect is proposed more in detail as follows:
(3.146) [r R ([Duration DURING ([Temporal Span ])])]
In English durative function is overtly manifested by the prepositions fo r  and during. 
Whereas in Alamblak there is no such overt indicator. Thus the durative function must be 
incorporated into either the nouns denoting a temporal span or the temporal tier.
Now return to (3.136). The temporal NPs are identified by the verbs. This means 
that the temporal NPs do not denote a function but a Thing so that the verbs incorporate 
the durative function and select a temporal span. So the LCS of the verb hue ‘sleep’, for 
example, is considered to be as follows:
(3.147) hue
< [r  > R ^[D uration DURING ([Temporal Span
[Event SLEEP ([Animate ])]
];)])]>
This means that an Event of sleeping takes place in an R which is optionally modified/or 
restricted by a specific period o f duration. On the other hand, when it is not verbs but 
VPs that denote an R, since VPs do not lexically incorporate the durative function, it must 
be incorporated into the temporal nouns. Thus in this analysis, durative verbs incorporate 
the durative function in (3.136) while nouns denoting a temporal span also incorporate 
this function where there is no verb lexically incorporating it as in (3.140).
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Since verbs incorporating a durative function identify an NP denoting a temporal span, 
the language involves the following conceptual-syntactic correspondence rule:
(3.148) [ . . .[r R ([Duration DURING ([Temporal Span ]/)])]•••]
| " P A S :  ( . . .  x i . . . )
LLCS: [ . . .[ r R ([Duration DURING ([Temporal Span ]/)])]•••]
To sum up, we have identified the representation of durative non-complete aspect in 
the conceptual semantic framework and proposed a conceptual-syntactic correspondence 
rule whereby a temporal span NP is syntactically identified by a durative incompletive 
verb. Finally let us discuss the way in which referent relations are syntactically 
identified.
3.2.3 Referent Relations
Referent relations can also be expressed by NPs and identified by verbs. Consider the 
following examples:
(3.149) a. Yima-r nd feh-r fehtas-me-r-r.
person-3 SM DET pig-3SM  startled at-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘The man startled at the pig.’ 
b. Yarkefa-t nd yen-r yindhor-me-t-r.
Yarkefa-3SF DET child-3SM  happy/satisfied.(with)-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘Yarkefa was happy/satisfied with the boy.’
In these examples, there is no interaction between the two participants. Neither the 
subjects nor the other arguments act upon the others. The undergoers assume the subject 
relations and the referent objects the object relations.
Now what are the conceptual representations of the sentences? And how are the 
referent relations manifested by NPs and identified by the verbs? Since the patterns of 
lexicalisation and the conceptual representations are necessary conditions for syntactic 
selection, it is first necessary to have an assumption about the forms of the conceptual 
structures of the sentences.
Although the referent objects in the sentence can be seen as a kind of cause of the 
Events in which the man startled and Yarkafa was happy, there is reason to believe that 
they are not outer arguments of the causative function CAUSE. Consider the following:
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(3.150) a. *Yima-r mararia-dbeh-nef-t noh-me-r-t
personSSM malaria-sick-NOM-3SF died-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘The man died of malaria.’35
b. *Yima-r mararia-dbeh-nef-t dbehna-me-r-t
person-3SM malaria-sick-NOM-3SF sick-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘The man was sick with malaria.’
Here malaria is the actual cause of the Event or the State and considered to be the outer 
argument of the function CAUSE conceptually. But as the ungrammatically of the 
sentences suggests, it cannot be manifested by NPs to be identified by the verbs. That is, 
the outer argument of CAUSE cannot be identified by the verb (under government).
The arguments identified by the verbs in (3.149) are not cause of events but their 
references. Based on this, I would like to assume the following partial conceptual 
structures of (3.149) and the LCSs of the verbs:36
(3.151) a. fehtas‘startle at/surprised at’
[Event [FEEL ([Thing BAD [Thing ]>t]>t)] ([Human ])]/
|Event/ [BECAUSE OF ([Entity ]/)] ([Event ]/)] 
b . yindhor
[Event [FEEL ([Thing GOOD [Thing ]&]&)] ([Human ])]/
[Event/ [BECAUSE OF ([Entity ]/)] ([Event ]/)]
The rough meanings of fehtas and yindhor are “A human feels something bad because of 
some ” and “A human feels something good because of something”, respectively. 
[BECAUSE OF ([Thing ])] is a modifier selecting an Event and maps it onto another 
Event of the same type.
Since the argument of BECAUSE OF which is incorporated by the verb is also 
identified by it, the language involves the following correspondence rule:
35The meaning of the English sentence is expressed as follows:
Yima-r mararia-dbeh-nef-t yak-mö-t-t-r, noh-mö-r
personSSM malaria-sick-NOM-3SF get-RPST-DS-3SF-3SM die-RPST-3SM 
‘Malaria got the man and he died.’
36I have benefited from Wierzbicka’s work on emotional expressions. See Wierzbicka (1989/1990?).
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(3.152) LCS: 
—>
[...[BECAUSE OF ([Enüty ]/)]...] 
" P A S :  (  X i . . . )
.LCS: [...[B EC A U SE OF ([Entity ] / ) ] . . . ] ]
3.2.3 Summary
Section two applied the theory of core argument identification proposed in the first 
section to Alamblak syntax. We have clarified the following points. In Alamblak NPs 
identified by verbs under government bear various types of thematic relations without an 
overt thematic indicator. The thematic relations include beneficiary/maleficiary, patient, 
theme, range, referent, inner locative, path/traversed Ground and temporal span. The 
first three are identified by the verbs based on the specification of action tiers and the 
general principles which realise a theme as an object NP cross-linguistically. The others 
are identified by the verbs based on the conceptual selectional information and the general 
patters of syntacticisation in the language. When a verb incorporates a two-place 
conceptual function, there is ambiguity as to whether the inner argument is manifested as 
an NP or a PP. If it has the ability to identify an NP, the argument is manifested by an 
NP; otherwise, it is manifested by a PP. In Alamblak verbs selecting a Thing by 
incorporating a Loc function, a durative function or a referent function have the ability to 
syntactically identify it. We have proposed a set of conceptual-syntactic correspondence 
rules which constitute the syntacticisation patterns of the language. We have also 
discussed a couple of conceptual redundancy rules which state that an object with 
containing space or supporting surface optionally extend to a Place whose head is 
INSIDE or a Place whose head is TOP, respectively. These redundancy rules provide an 
interpretation of the spatial relationship between the theme and the Ground when the 
conceptual specification of the verb does not spell it out.
3.3 Conclusion
This chapter discussed a theory of core argument identification and its application to 
the Alamblak language. For conceptually selected arguments to be manifested by NPs, 
they must be syntactically identified. They are syntactically identified by head verbs 
under government or by syntactically closed but conceptually open maximal projections 
under predication. This chapter investigated the mechanism of the former type of core 
argument identification. In Alamblak verbs have the ability to identify not only such 
prototypical objects as beneficiary/maleficiary, patient and theme but also such 
semantically “oblique” relations as inner locative, temporal and referent relations. Verbs
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selecting these arguments must lexically incorporate the Locative, Place, Durative or 
Referent function. But conceptual specification (semantic selection) is not sufficient to 
predict the syntactic forms of the arguments. For conceptually selected Things to be 
manifested by NPs, the selecting verbs must have the ability to syntactically identify 
them. This ability is represented by the PAS and co-indexing between it and LCS. But 
PASs and co-indexing are not individually entered into the lexical entries for they are 
predictable from the general syntacticisation patterns in the language. Languages vary as 
to the what types of syntacticisation patterns they involve. Alamblak is on one extreme. 
Any types of conceptually selected Things are identified by the verbs and manifested by 
NPs. Given this theoretical apparatus, the rather striking distribution of thematic relations 
borne by object NPs is naturally and explicitly described.
The theory of object identification developed in this chapter has eliminated syntactic
selectional information from the lexical specification in unmarked cases. In chapter one I
argued that PAS can be reduced radically by assuming that PPs are identifiers and are not
the
identified by verbs. OnlyAverb’s ability to identify an NP was specified in PAS in chapter 
one. In this chapter I proposed a theory which derives the NP-identifying ability of verb 
from the conceptual specification and syntacticisation patterns. In unmarked cases, verbs 
do not specify their syntactic selectional information. In unmarked cases, syntactic forms 
are predictable from the conceptual semantic specifications of verbs and syntacticisation 
patterns in each language.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Agreement
4.0. Introduction
Alamblak has no case marking on core arguments and word order does not play a 
crucial role in determining grammatical relations. It belongs to a type of language in 
which core argument encoding is said to be done by verbal cross-referencing (Bruce 
1984). Finite agreement clauses have two slots for inflectional endings. Bruce (1984) 
calls the first “Actor marker” and the second “Undergoer marker”. I will adopt the terms 
“First Agreement Marker” and “Second Agreement M arker”, since “Actor” and 
“Undergoer” are more semantically biased and sometimes misleading, i.e. “Actor 
Markers” do not necessarily indicate Actors, i.e. the subjects of inactive intransitive 
verbs. The structural and semantic nature of these inflectional endings in the Alamblak 
language is fully investigated in this chapter.
Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) discuss the functional difference between grammatical 
agreement and anaphoric agreement. Grammatical agreement is a relation between an NP 
which has an independent grammatical relation and an inflectional ending, whereas 
anaphoric agreement is represented by an incorporated pronoun which is identified 
anaphorically in the discourse. Bresnan and Mchombo argue that the difference between 
the two is that the latter has a pronominal meaning while the former does not. They cite 
Chichewa and suggest that while object markers are always incorporated pronouns, i.e. 
anaphoric agreement, subject markers are functionally ambiguous between incorporated 
pronouns and grammatical agreement. When the sentence has an overt subject, the 
subject marker is a grammatical agreement marker, whereas when no overt subject is 
manifested, it is an incorporated pronoun. Their argument about object markers has 
theory neutral significance. We will also discuss a similar linguistic fact attested in 
Alamblak and argue that their suggestion is corroborated that second agreement markers 
in the language are incorporated pronouns. But their argument about subject markers has 
no theory independent meaning. The LFG framework they adopt does not assume empty 
categories. Thus when there is no overt subject, the subject marker must assume the 
subject relation, whereas when there is one, it cannot assume the subject relation. Thus 
subject markers must be functionally ambiguous in their framework. In this chapter I will 
argue that it is necessary to distinguish arguments with grammatical functions and ones 
without grammatical functions. It will be shown that argument relations indicated by
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second agreement markers in Alamblak do not have a grammatical function at all. 
Whereas argument relations indicated by first agreement markers can never fail to have a 
grammatical function. It will be shown that this distinction can be captured only in the 
Conceptual Semantics framework proposed here.
In addition to this main claim, I will also discuss the thematic role hierarchy and 
agreement. I will show that the thematic role hierarchy is derived from the binary 
structural configuration of conceptual structures and need not be independently stipulated 
and that in Alamblak first and second agreemeent markers refer to the most and the second 
most prominent arguments in conceptual structures, respectively.
Section one discusses thematic role hierarchy and agreement. Section two is dedicated 
to investigation of the function and representation of second agreement markers. We will 
see their peculiar characteristics, which resist any of the previously proposed GB and 
LFG analyses. Section two also proposes an alternative general theory of inflectional 
endings. And finally section three discusses the representation of first agreement markers 
and the subject relations.
4.1. Thematic Role Hierarchy and Agreement
This section discusses the thematic role hierarchy and agreement in Alamblak and 
argues that the thematic role hierarchy derives from the structural configuration of 
conceptual structures and need not be independently stipulated.
The first agreement markers in the language without an exception indicate the subjects 
of finite main sentences. Thus first agreement is determined in a way similar to the 
identification of subjects. In chapter one, I proposed a theory of argument identification 
by predication whereby the CS of an NP is co-indexed with the variable assuming the 
highest thematic role of an XP it governs, where XP is a syntactically closed but 
conceptually open category. Similarly the first agreement markers indicate the highest 
thematic roles of the XPs.
On the other hand, second agreement markers indicate the objects of the sentences. 
While all the finite agreement clauses have only one subject and the subject relations are 
unambiguously indicated by the first agreement markers, sentences may have more than 
one object so that some objects are indicated by the second agreement markers but others 
are not.
Second agreement does not mark objects randomly, there is hierarchical ordering 
among them. Bruce (1984: p. 221) proposes the following hierarchy for “undergoer” 
selection:
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r Patient
(4.1) Affective > \  Range > >  Locative roles > Temporal reference
I Referent!
But this involves some problems. First, it does not differentiate Inner Locative and Outer 
Locative. In the previous chapter we saw that Outer Locatives cannot be crossreferenced 
by second agreement markers. Second, Temporal References are not crossreferenced by 
second agreement markers, either, as we have already seen in the previous chapter. 
Rather it is only temporal span or Duration that can do so. Third, the ordering between 
Referent and Locative roles is dubious. Though it is certain that Referents outrank Outer 
Locatives since the latter cannot be crossreferenced by second agreement markers, the 
ordering between Referents and Inner Locatives is undecidable, since they conceptually 
do not co-occur. Below let us consider ordering among roles and see how it is 
determined.
First, consider Recipient and Theme. The former outranks the latter. Consider the 
following:
(4.2) a. Yima-r m et-t maruha-m he-me-r-t.
person-3SM woman-3SF money-3PL give-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘The man gave the woman money.’ 
b. *Yima-r met-t m aruha-m  he-me-r-m.
person-3SM woman-3SF m oney-3PL give-RPST-3SM-3PL
In (4.2a) the recipient NP crossreferences on the second agreement marker and the 
sentence is grammatical. In (4.2b), on the other hand, the theme NPs is marked but the 
recipient NP is unmarked, so that the sentence is ungrammatical. So it appears that 
Recipient outranks Theme. But Recipient in this case is the Patient in the action tier, i.e. 
the inner argument of AFF. So what the above suggests is that arguments of action tiers 
outrank those o f thematic tiers:
(4.3) Argument of action tier > Argument of thematic tier
Next consider a case where more than one action tier is involved. Consider the 
following:
(4.4) a. Yima-r met-t-hu yen-r was-he-me-r-t
person-3SM woman-3SF-GEN child-3SM spear-BEN-3SM-3SF
‘The man speared the woman’s son affecting her.’ 
b. *Yima-r met-t-hu yen -r  was-he-me-r-r
person-3SM woman-3SF-GEN child-3SM  spear-BEN-3SM-3SM
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Each of the sentences involves two action tiers, [Event [Action AFF' (WOMAN)] (MAN/)], 
i.e. the man negatively affected the woman, and [Event [Action AFF' (BOY)] (MAN/)], i.e. 
the man negatively affected the boy. The grammaticality contrast derives from the 
relationship between the two action tiers. The main assertion of the sentence is that the 
man affected the woman by affecting the boy, i.e. the action tier [[Action AFF (BOY)] 
(MAN/)] is conceptually subordinate to the action tier [[Action A FF ' (WOMAN)] 
(MAN/)]. This suggests that the inner argument of the main conceptual structure outranks 
that of the subordinate one:
(4.5) Argument of main CS > Argument of subordinate CS
Next let us consider the ordering of an argument of a thematic tier and one of a 
temporal tier. As we have seen in the previous chapter, a temporal span can be 
crossreferenced by the second agreement marker of a durative non-completive verb. But 
Bruce notes that temporal phrases are the lowest of all the roles which can be 
crossreferenced by second agreement. Consider the following:
(4.6) a. Yima-r nd kmi-t worn mar-r teh-me-r-t
person-3SM DET vil lage -3SF certain day-3SM stay-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘The man stayed in the village for another day.’ 
b. *Ymar-r nd mar-r Manjoh-r-n teh-me-r-r
person-3SM DET day-3SM Manjoh-3M-FOC stay-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘The man stayed in Manjoh for that day.’
NPs crossreferenced on second agreement must be old information carriers. (See section 
two of this chapter). In order to meet the discoursal requirement, the locative and 
temporal phrases are accompanied by a determiner in the examples. Although the 
discoursal requirement is fulfilled, (b) is still ungrammatical. As we will see immediately 
below, inner locative roles are the lowest in the hierarchy among the arguments of 
thematic tiers. It follows, then, that an argument of a temporal tier cannot outrank one of 
a thematic tier. Thus we have another hierarchy among tiers:
(4.7) Argument of thematic tier > Argument of temporal tier
Finally let us look at the ordering among the arguments of a thematic tier. The types of 
thematic roles appearing in thematic tiers involve Theme, Range and Inner Locative. 
Among them, Theme and Range do not co-occur. Range and Inner Locative do not co-
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occur, either. But Theme and Inner Locative co-occur and there is ordering between the 
two. Consider the following:* 1
(4.8) a. Y en-r krum-t hta-me-f-r
child-3SM bed-3SF put.on-RPST-3D-3SM
‘They (2) put the boy on the bed.’ 
b. *Yen-r krum-t hta-me-f-t
child-3SM bed-3SF put.on-RPST-3D-3SF
(4.9) a. Y en-r nanhir-yeh-t hmbre-me-f-r
child~3SM baby.carrying.string.bag-3SF put.in-RPST-3D-3SM
‘They (2) put the boy into the baby carrying string bag.’ 
b. *Yen-r nanhir-yeh-t hmbre-me-f-t
child-3SM baby .carry in g .str ing . bag-3S F put.in-RPST-3D-3SF
Thus Themes outrank Inner Locatives. This immediately derives from the configurational 
structure of CSs we assume. Consider the partial LCSs of the verbs hta ‘put on’ and 
hmbre ‘put in’ proposed in the following:
(4.10) a. hta
[Event [Action CAUSE ([state [Loc AT ([place TOP ([Thing ])])] ([Thing ])])]
([Human ])]
b. hmbre
[Event [Action CAUSE ([state [Loc AT ([place INSIDE ([Thing ])])] ([Thing ])])]
([Human ])]
Themes are outer arguments of the locative functions and the Grounds are their inner 
arguments. Since conceptual structure is structured binarily, the hierarchical relations are 
structurally represented. The Themes assume higher positions than the Grounds in the 
structures. Thus I would like to suggest that arguments assuming higher positions in the 
CSs outrank those assuming lower positions. This is stated more precisely as follows:
1 Locative alternations are detected with some verbs. Consider the following sentence containing the verb 
kmbre ‘load’:
i) Wuska-m doh-r kmbre-mö-r-m
belongingsSPL canoe-3SM load-RPST-3SM-3PL 
‘He loaded his belongings onto the canoe.’
ii) Wuska-m doh-r kmbre-mö-r-r
belongings-3PL canoe-3SM load-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘He loaded the canoe with his belongings.’
ii) involves an action tier in which doh-r ‘canoe-3SM’ is a patient On the other hand, i) does not involve 
one. Since an argument of an action tier outranks one of a thematic tier, doh-r instead of wuska-m  
‘belongings-3PL’ is marked by second agreement in ii). But since i) does not involve an action tier, the 
theme outranks the inner locative.
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(4.11) An entity X outranks an entity Y if X c-commands Y.
The proposed principles to derive the thematic role hierarchy do not mention any 
particular label of thematic role. But it derives the following role hierarchy of which the 
thematic role hierarchy for second agreement is a subpart:2
(4.12)
actor/ beneficiary/ , . .
agent > maleficiary > Paüent > 11161116 > inner locative > temporal span
Actor/agent outranks beneficiary/maleficiary since the former c-commands the latter in 
action tiers. Beneficiary/maleficiary outranks patient since the former is an argument of 
the main CS and the latter one of the subordinate CS. Patient outranks theme since the 
former is an argument of an action tier and the latter one of a thematic tier. Theme 
outranks inner locative since the former c-commands the latter in a thematic tier. And 
finally inner locative outranks temporal span since the former is an argument of a thematic 
tier and the latter one of a temporal tier.
The binary organisation of conceptual structures and the set of principles (4.3), (4.5), 
(4.7) and (4.11) naturally derive the thematic role hierarchy (4.12). This suggests that the 
above principle and our assumption that conceptual structures have binary structure are 
fundamental properties of conceptual structures. Neither of them is an unnatural 
stipulation. The same principles determine which object NP is to crossreference on 
second agreement markers where there are more than one object NP, i.e. second 
agreement markers indicate the second highest thematic roles.
Thus let us tentatively assume the following relationship between agreement markers 
and conceptual argument relations:
(4.13) a. First Agreement:
A first agreement marker indicates the highest thematic role of a clause, 
b. Second Agreement:
A second agreement marker indicates the second highest thematic role of a 
clause.
2There is controversy over whether theme or (inner) locative outranks the other. Jackendoff (1990), 
Grimshaw (1990) and Foley and Van Valin (1984), for example, represent the locatives as higher than the 
themes. On the other hand, Carrier-Duncan (1985), Baker (1989), Bresnan and Kanerva (1989), Bresnan 
and Moshi (1990) and others place the themes higher than the locatives. But our theory predicts that 
theme outranks inner locative.
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These characterisations of first and second agreement markers will be revised in sections 
§4.3 and §4.4.
To sum up, we have seen first, that the thematic role hierarchy is determined by the 
binary organisation of conceptual structure in conjunction with some conceptually natural 
assumptions concerning the relationship between conceptual tiers and secondly, that first 
and second agreement markers indicate the highest and the second highest thematic roles 
of clauses respectively. In the next and the following sections, the nature of inflectional 
endings are fully investigated and their representations will be proposed explicitly.
4.2. Syntactic and Semantic Representation 
of Second Agreement
In this section I will investigate the nature of second agreement in the language: the 
characterisation of second agreement and its representation. In §4.2.1.1 will argue that 
the second pronominal elements on the verbs and object NPs are complementary in 
distribution and that NPs crossreferenced by the second pronominal elements are not 
objects but the topics of the sentences. In §4.2.2.1 will discuss how to characterise this 
complementary distribution in the present framework.
4.2.1. Complementary Distribution of Second Agreement 
Marker and Object NPs
Bruce (1984) notes that verbal second pronominal elements and object NPs do not 
usually co-occur: in the majority of cases only one of them appears. This seems to suggest that 
they are complementary. But there are also many cases where they co-occur in the same 
clause. In this section I will argue, following Bresnan and Mchombo (1987), that when 
they co-occur, the NP assumes the topic function in the sentence rather than the object 
function and that object NPs and second pronominal elements are actually 
complementary.
Bresnan and Mchombo discuss the difference between agreement and incorporated 
pronouns. They argue that the main difference is that while incorporated pronouns are 
pronominally referential, agreement markers are not. Adopting Givön’s (1976) 
suggestion that incorporated pronominal agreement diachronically emerged from the 
construction Topici...pronouni verb, they argue that the incorporated pronouns assume 
grammatical relations governed by the verbs, and the NPs co-referential with them the
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topic relations. They quote Chichewa data and present convincing arguments to support 
this idea. In the following let us summarise their argument.
4.2.1.1. Chichewa
Chichewa verbs have two pronominal elements: S(ubject) M(arker) and O(bject) 
M(arker). While SM is obligatory, OM is optional. Bresnan and Mchombo argue that 
when a verb manifests an OM, this assumes the object relation, so that the OM is an 
incorporated pronoun. They present several pieces of evidence to show this. First, while 
object NPs must be strictly adjacent to the verbs without an OM, NPs crossreferenced by 
an OM are not required to be adjacent to the verbs:
(4.14) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
(4.15) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
SVO: Njüchi zi-nä-lüm-a alenje.
bees SM-PAST-bite-INDIC hunters 
‘The bees bit the hunters.’
VOS: Zi-nä-lüm-a alenje njüchi.
OVS: *Alenje zi-nä-lüm-a njüchi.
VSO: *Zi-nä-lüm-a njüchi alenje.
SOV: *Njüchi alenje zi-nä-lüm-a.
OSV: * Alenje njüchi zi-nä-lüm-a.
SVO: Njüchi zi-nä-wä-lüm-a alenje.
bees SM-PAST-OM-bite-lNDIC hunters 
‘The bees bit the hunters.’
VOS: Zi-nä-wä-lüm-a alenje njüchi.
OVS: Alenje zi-nä-wä-lüm-a njüchi.
VSO: Zi-nä-wä-lüm-a njüchi alenje.
SOV: Njüchi alenje zi-nä-wä-lüm-a.
OSV: Alenje njüchi zi-nä-wä-lüm-a.
(Bresnan and Mchombo 1987: p. 474-475)
This suggests that object NPs must be adjacent to the verb, and that NPs crossreferenced 
by the OMs are not objects but the topics of the sentences. The assumption that they are 
floated topics explains the following fact of the positioning of crossreferenced NPs: they 
may be placed outside the clauses, i.e. in the positions indicated in bold-face: NPi [s NP 
[ v p V [ s  ... OMi-v]] 7, [s NP NPi [ v p V [ s ... OMi-V]]] and [s NP [ Vp V [s  ... OMfV]] NPi  
but not in [s NP [ Vp V NPi  NP[S ... OMi-V]]]:
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(4.16) a. Chigawengä ichi asilikälf ä gänyu a-na-üz-ä
terrorist(7) this mercenaries SM-REC.PAST-tell-INDIC 
mtsogoleri wäthu kuti s-a-ngath-e ku-chf-gwfr-a3
leader our that not-SM-can-SUJN INF-OM(7)-catch-INDIC 
‘This terrorist, the mercenaries told our leader they cannot catch him.’
b. Asilikälf ä gänyu chigawengä ichi a-na-üz-ä
mercenaries terrorist(7) this SM-REC.PAST-tell-INDIC
mtsogoleri wäthu kuti s-a-ngath-d ku-chf-gwfr-a
leader our that not-SM-can-SUJN INF-OM(7)-catch-INDIC
c. Asilikälf ä gänyu a-na-üz-ä mtsogoleri wäthu
mercenaries SM-REC.PAST-tell-INDIC leader our
kuti s-a-ngath-e ku-chf-gwfr-a chigawengä ichi
that not-SM-can-SUJN INF-OM(7)-catch-INDIC terrorist(7) this
d. ?*Asilikälf ä gänyu a-na-üz-ä chigawengä ichi
mercenaries SM-REC.PAST-tell-INDIC terrorist(7) this
mtsogoleri wäthu kuti s-a-ngath-e ku-chf-gwfr-a
leader our that not-SM-can-SUJN INF-OM(7)-catch-INDIC
(ibid.: p. 753-754)
(d) is ungrammatical since a topic NP cannot be placed between an object and its 
governing verb for topic NPs cannot be placed inside the VPs. But others are 
grammatical since the topic NPs are not in the VPs. Being floated topics, they are not 
objects of the embedded verbs. The object relations are assumed by the OMs. Thus, in 
(4.18a), for example, if the OM is removed from the verb, the sentence becomes 
ungrammatical:
(4.17) *Chigawengä ichi asilikälf ä gänyu a-na-üz-ä
terrorist(7) this mercenaries SM-REC.PAST-tell-INDIC 
mtsogoleri wäthu kuti s-a-ngath-e ku-gwfr-a
leader our that not-SM-can-SUJN INF-catch-INDIC 
‘This terrorist, the mercenaries told our leader they cannot catch him.’
(ibid.: p. 753)
They also present a piece of phonological evidence to show that verbs with OMs and 
the p referentia l NPs do not constitute VPs. There is a phonologically significant 
boundary between a verb with an OM and the following crossreferenced NP while there 
is not such boundary between a verb without an OM and its following object. This
3The Roman numerals in the examples represent noun classes.
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suggests that the crossreferenced NP is not the verb’s argument which assumes the object 
relation and that it is the OM that assumes it.
This analysis makes two explicit predictions about object relations. One is that it is not 
possible to question the object with OM, since the crossreferenced NP is the topic of the 
sentence and topics cannot be questioned. The prediction is borne out:
(4.18) a. (Kodf) mu-ku-fun-a chfyani?
Q you-PRES-want-INDIC what(7)
‘What do you want (*it)?’
b. ??(Kodf) mu-ku-chf-fun-a chfyani?
Q you-PRES-OM(7)-want-INDIC what(7)
‘WTiat do you want (*it)?’ (ibid: p. 759-760)
In (a) the verb does not manifest an OM, so that the WH word is the object. Since there 
is nothing which prevents an object from being questioned, the sentence is grammatical. 
In (b), on the other hand, the verb manifests an OM. While the WH word is inherently a 
focussed element, the incorporated OM causes a situation in which it is interpreted as the 
topic of the sentence. Because of this functional contradiction, the sentence is 
ungrammatical. This is contrasted with the fact that the subjects of clauses with SMs can 
be questioned. Consider the following:
(4.19) (Kodf) chfyani chi-nä-önek-a?
Q what(7) SM (7)-PAST-happen-INDIC
‘Wtiat happened?’ (ibid: p. 760)
Here the SM co-occurs with the WH-phrase. This suggests that the SM does not assume 
the subject grammatical relation and that the WTI-phrase is not a topic of the sentence. 
The SM here is functioning as a grammatical agreement, which is contrasted with OMs 
which always assume object relations.
The other prediction is that idiomatic objects and cognate objects should not be 
compatible with OM since they are difficult to topicalise. This prediction is also borne 
out. Consider the following:
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(4.20) a. Chifukwä chä mwäno wäke Mavütö tsöpäno
because o f  rudeness his Mavuto now  
a-ku-nöng’önez-a bondo
SM-PRES-whisper.to-INDIC knee
‘Because of his rudeness, Mavuto is now whispering to his knee (that is, 
feeling remorse).’
b. ??Chifukwä chä mwäno wake Mavuto tsöpäno
because o f rudeness his Mavuto now
a-ku-lf-nong’onez-a bondo
SM-PRES-OM(5)-whisper.to-INDIC knee(5) (ibid.: p. 763)
(4.21) a. Mlenje a-na-löt-ä malötö öwöpsya usiku.
hunter SM-REC.PAST-dream-INDIC dreams frightening night
‘The hunter dreamed frightening dreams last night.’ 
b. ??Mlenje a-na-wä-löt-ä malötö öwöpsya usiku.
hunter SM-REC.PAST-OM-dream-INDIC dreams frightening night
(ibid.: p. 764)
(4.20) involves an idiomatic object and (4.21) a cognate object. As the ungrammatically 
of the (b) sentences indicates, they are unable to be coreferential with the OMs.
Based on these facts, Bresnan and Mchombo conclude that the OMs in Chichewa are 
incorporated pronouns and the crossreferenced NPs are topics of the sentences. Though 
they conclude that OMs are lexically incorporated pronouns which assume object 
functions and that NPs crossreferenced by them bear the topic functions, the facts they 
present do not seem to suggest more than that OMs and object NPs are mutually exclusive 
and that when an OM and an NP crossreference, the latter assumes the topic function. 
Other interpretations of the facts are possible without assuming that OMs are lexically 
incorporated pronouns as suggested by several GB linguists (e.g. Anderson 1982, 
McCloskey and Hale 1984, McCloskey 1986, Stump 1984, Doron 1988). I will examine 
GB and LFG formulations later. But before discussing these, let us look at Alamblak 
second agreement which has similar structural and functional properties to ChichewaOM 
phenomena.
4.2.1.2. Alamblak
Although there is a clear difference between Chichewa and Alamblak, they share 
striking similarities in the grammatical status of OMs and second agreement markers, and
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the structural functions of preferential NPs.4 The difference is that while object NPs in 
Chichewa must be adjacent to the verb in the absence of OMs, no adjacency condition is 
required between an object NP and a verb without an OM in Alamblak: in Alamblak 
objects which are not crossreferenced by OMs are not required to be adjacent to the verbs. 
Consider the following:
(4.22) a. Yima-r met-t fehpa-m he-me-r-t
person-3SM woman-3SF pig.meat-3PL give-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘The man gave the woman pig m eat’ 
b. Yima-r fehpa-m met-t he-me-r-t
person-3SM pig.meat-3PL woman-3SF give-RPST-3SM-3SF
(4.23) Yima-r freh-m fehpa-m he-me-r 
person-3SM who-3PL pig.meat-3PL give-RPST-3SM 
‘who did the man give the meat to?’
In (4.22) the themes are not crossreferenced by the second agreement markers, since the 
recipients outrank them. If adjacency were required for an object NP which is not cross- 
referenced by a second agreement marker, the theme NP, i.e. fehpa-m  ‘pig.meat-3PL’ 
could not be separated from the verb. However, the grammaticality of the (b) sentence 
indicates that there is not such adjacency condition in Alamblak. In (4.23), the recipient 
are not crossreferenced by an OM, since WH-phrases as well as new information 
introducing NPs are not (see below). The WH-phrase in (4.23) is placed between the 
agent and the theme, the position which is not adjacent to the verb. Nevertheless, the 
sentence is grammatical. This also shows that adjacency is not required even when there 
is no second agreement marker.
However, the languages share striking similarities. First, while first agreement 
markers are obligatory in finite agreement clauses, OMs are optional:
(4.24) a. John-r feh-t was-me-r-t
John-3SM pig-3SF spear-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘John speared the pig.’
4Bresnan and Mchombo also discuss similarities between Chichewa and Kunparlang (Nothem Australia 
(Coleman 1985a, b) reported in Bresnan and Mchombo). Alamblak is another language which has the 
same properties.
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b. John-r feh-t was-me-r 
JohnSSM pig-3SF spear-RPST-3SM 
‘John speared a pig.’
c. * John-r feh-t was-me.
John-3SM pig-3SF spear-RPST
Second, subjects can be questioned with SM, while objects cannot with a second 
agreement marker:
(4.25) a. Freh-m nd yen-r tat-me-m-r?
w h o -3 PL DET child-3SM hit-RPST-3PL-3SM 
‘Who hit the boy?’
b. Yima-r freh-m tat-me-r-0 
person-3 SM w h o -3 PL hit-RSPT-3SM-(p 
‘Who did the man hit?’
c. *Yima-r freh-m tat-me-r-m
person-3 SM w h o -3 PL hit-RSPT-3SM-3PL
Third, cognate objects cannot co-occur with a second agreement marker:
(4.26) a. Yima-r tweh-t tweh-me-r
person-3SM dream-3SF dream-RPST-3SM 
‘The man dreamed a dream.’ 
b. *Yima-r tweh-t tweh-me-r-1
person-3SM dream-3SF dream-RPST-3SM-3SF
These similarities suggest that NPs cross-referenced by a second agreement marker are 
the topics of the sentences as Bresnan and Mchombo suggest for Chichewa. This is 
corroborated by the fact that Alamblak second agreement markers represent presupposed 
objects but not the grammatical relations they assume. New information introducing 
NPs, focused NPs and contrastive pronouns can never be crossreferenced by the OMs. 
Consider the following:
(4.27) New information introducing NP 
Q. John-r freh-m tat-me-r?
John-3 SM who-3PL hit-RPST-3SM 
‘Who did John hit?’
A: Maria-t tat-me-r-(*t)
Maria-3SF hit-RPST-3SM-(*3SF)
‘He hit Maria.’
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(4.28) Focused NP
John-r Maria-t-n tat-me-r-(*t)
JohnSSM Maria-3SF-FOC tat-RPST-3SM-(*3SF)
‘It is Maria that John hit.’
(4.29) Contrastive pronoun
John-r tu-t tat-me-r-(*t)
John-3 SM E/R-3SF hit-RPST-3SM-(*3SF)
‘John hit HER (not anybody e ls e ) .’
In (4.27), the new information introducing NP is M aria-t  ‘Maria-3SF’. Although it is a 
specific human NP, it is completely impossible to put a second agreement marker on the 
verb.5 Similarly, focused NPs and contrastive pronouns are incompatible with second 
agreement markerss as (4.28) and (4.29) indicate, second agreement markers in Alamblak 
represent presupposed objects. Since it is only presupposed NPs that can constitute the 
topics of the sentences, the above three types of NPs as well as WH-phrases cannot 
constitute topics, either. If we assume, following Bresnan and Mchombo, that NPs 
crossreferenced by OMs are the topics of the sentences, the grammaticality contrast in the 
sentences (4.27)-(4.29) immediately follows.
Another piece of evidence is found in a different part of the syntax, anaphoric 
relations. There is evidence to show that NPs crossreferenced by second agreement 
markers have wider scope over other sentential constituents. Since second agreement 
markers in Alamblak represent presupposed objects, if an NP crossreferenced by a 
second agreement marker has scope over other sentential constituents, it must be the 
topic. In the following let me briefly explain the facts of anaphoric relations in Alamblak 
and show that NPs crossreferenced by second agreement markers have wider scopes over 
other sentential constituents.
Alamblak has a pronoun which functions either as a reflexive pronoun or as a 
contrastive pronoun, tu. Bruce (1984) calls this EMPHATIC REFLEXIVE PRONOUN (E/R). 
As a contrastive pronoun, it can pick out an antecedent in the discourse. But when it 
cannot search for an antecedent in the discourse or is in an embedded clause, it must 
function as a reflexive pronoun bound in the scope of the closest subject.6 Consider the 
following:
5Wald (1979) reports that the distribution of OM in Swahili is subject to the animacy hierarchy. 
However, this is not the case in Alamblak. As suggested immediately below, second agreement markers 
in Alamblak mark any types of NPs in the animacy hierarchy given that they are objects identifiable from 
discourse.
6Here the term “bound” is used in the following technical sense (Chomsky 1981): A is bound by B iff A 
is c-commanded by B and A and B are coreferential.
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(4.30) Contrastive pronoun (discoursally bound)
a. Kmbroming-r/ mfha-ko m-ruh-me-r.
Kmbroming-3SM head-LOC ELEV-sit-RPST-3SM
Tu-ty yifhi-ko teh-me-t.
E/R-3SF tail-LOC stand-RPST-3SF 
Tu-ty-n faninge-me-t-r nd doh-r 
E/R-3SF-FOC row-RPST-3SF-3SM DET canoe-3SM 
‘Kmbroming sat in the front part of the canoe. (But) SHE stood in the back 
of it. (And) SHE herself rowed the canoe.’
b. Met-t/ tu-ry-hu thet-rpa-m hiyaw-me-w-t.
woman-3SF E/R-3SM-GEN skin-only-3PL give.birth-RPST-IMPF-3SF
‘The woman was giving birth to babies of HIS (a pig’s) skin, i.e. baby pigs
not human babies.’
In these, the E/Rs do not have a clause internal antecedent. Instead they are discoursally 
identified. Furthermore they have contrastive meanings. In (a) the E/R tu-t is contrasted 
with kmbroming-r. In (b) the E/R tu-r is contrasted with men. As indicated by the (b) 
sentence, when an E/R is discoursally identified, it need not be bound in the scope of the 
closest subject, i.e. the scope of met-t.
The other usage of E/R is exemplified by the following:
(4.31) Reflexive pronoun (clause bound)
a. Q: Freh-r freh-t tat-re-r?
who-3SM who-3SF hit-NPST-3SM 
‘Who hit whom?’
A: [John-r/-hu yen-rjy tu-ry/*/-hu mndarem-t tat-re-r.
John-3SM-GEN child-3SM E/R-3SM-GEN sister-3SF hit-NPST-3SM 
‘John/’s sony hit his owny/*/ sister.’
b. John-r/ nhai sawisaf-kah-r
John-3 SM NEG know -IRR-3 SM
[yen-ry tu-ry/*/-hu mndarem-t tat-re-hat]
child-3SM E/R-3SM-GEN sister-3SF hit-NPST-FACT 
‘John/ does not know that the boyy hit hisy/*/ own sister. ’
c. John-r/ nhai sawisaf-kah-r
John-3 SM NEG know-IRR-3SM
[tu-r/-hu yen-r Maria-t tat-re-hat]
EIR-3SM-GEN child-3SM Maria-3SF hit-NPST-FACT
‘John/ does not know that his/ son hit Maria.’
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In (a) the E/R cannot search for an antecedent in the discourse since it is not presupposed. 
Thus it must find one within the sentence. As the indexes indicate, it must be 
coreferential with an NP c-commanding it. In (b) the E/R must be bound by the subject 
of the embedded clause. And in (c) it must be bound by the subject of the matrix clause. 
No other interpretation is available. In (b) the E/R is in the object and in (c) it is in the 
subject. So what (b) and (c) suggest is that an E/R in an embedded clause must be bound 
in the scope of the closest subject (Chomsky 1986a, Huang 1984). Since the E/Rs in 
embedded clauses in (b) and (c) do not allow discoursal identification, we generalise the 
cases (a), (b) and (c) and consider that when discoursal identification is not possible, an 
E/R must be bound by an antecedent within the scope of the closest subject (or in its 
governing category (Chomsky 1981)).
To sum up, Alamblak E/Rs have dual functions, a contrastive pronominal function and 
an anaphoric function. E/Rs as contrastive pronouns have discoursal antecedents whereas 
E/Rs as anaphors must be bound by an antecedent within the scope of the closest 
subjects. Next let us look at the organisation of clause structures of Alamblak suggested 
by anaphoric binding possibilities.
Alamblak clause structures, as in many languages, are hierarchically organised: the 
subjects c-command the objects, but not vice versa. Consider the following:
(4.32) a. Q: Freh-r freh-t tat-re-r?
who-3SM w hoSSF hit-NPST-3SM 
‘Who hit whom?’
b. A: John-r/ tu-r/-hu mndarem-t tat-re-r.
John-3SM E/R-3SM-GEN sister-3SF hit-NPST-3SM 
‘John/ hit his own/ sister.’
b ’ A: *Tu-t/-hu bro-r Maria-t/ tat-re-r
EIR-3SF-GEN big.brother-3SM Maria-3SF hit-NPST-3SM 
‘*Her own big brother hit Maria.’
In (b) the E/R is in the object and coreferential with the subject. In (b’), on the other 
hand, the E/R in the subject cannot be coreferential with the object. It should be noted 
that it is not only subjects which are qualified to be reflexive antecedents but objects are 
also qualified, as suggested by the following:
(4.33) Maria-t freh-r/ tu-r/-hu karoh-e was-me-t?
Maria-3 SF who-3SM EIR-3SM-GEN knife-INST spear-RPST-3SF
‘Who/ did Maria spear with his/ knife?’
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Here the E/R is the genitive possessor of an instrumental phrase and bound by the object. 
Thus objects are also qualified to be an E/R antecedent. Then the ungrammaticality of the 
sentence (4.32b’) has nothing to do with the anaphoric situation in which the object is 
serving as an antecedent. This contrast cannot be attributed to the relative word order of 
the antecedents and the E/Rs, either, since antecedents can follow E/Rs as the following 
suggests:
(4.34) a. Q . Freh-t freh-r tat-re-r?
who-3SF who-3SM hit-NPST-3SM
‘Who hit whom?’
b. A: Tu-r/-hu mndarem-t John-r/ tat-re-r.
E/R-3SM-GEN sister-3SF John-3SM hit-NPST-3SM
‘John hit his own sister.’
Here the object is preposed and placed in front of the subject. The E/R precedes the 
antecedent but the sentence is grammatical. Thus word order itself does not constrain the 
binding possibilities. The above facts suggest that the subjects have scope over the 
objects irrespective of the order of the constituents but not vice versa. There are several 
ways of interpreting this (cf. Reinhart 1983, Saito 1985, Whitman 1986; also Mohanan 
1982), but for the present purpose it is sufficient to note that objects do not have scope 
over subjects.
Now I would like to show that an NP crossreferenced by a second agreement marker 
has scope over the subject, which would be totally unexplainable under the assumption 
that it assumed the object relation. Chomsky’s (1981) Binding Theory (C) states that an 
Referential expression must be free. Thus the following sentence is ungrammatical:
(4.35) *John; loves John/’s mother.
Similarly, the following Alamblak sentence is ungrammatical:
(4.36) *John-r/ John-r/-hu mmem-t tat-re-r.
John-3SM John-3SM-GEN mother-3SF hit-NPST-3SM 
‘*John; hit John/’s mother.’
But it is predicted that an R-expression properly included by the subject can be co- 
referential with the object, since the object does not c-command the subject. Thus the 
following is grammatical:
(4.37) Only John/’s mother loves John/.
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Since neither of the John's c-commands the other, this is grammatical. Similarly the 
following Alamblak sentence is also grammatical:
(4.38) [Tu John-r/-hu mmem-t]y tat-me-ty-r/
E/R John-3 SM-GEN mother-3SF hit-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘John’s own/ mother hit him/.’
Here there is no NP which c-commands the subject. Since the R-expression dominated 
by the subject is not bound by anything, it is grammatical.
Now, consider the following ungrammatical sentence in which a second agreement 
marker and a cross-referenced NP co-occur:
(4.39) *[Tu John-r/-hu mmem-t]y John-r/ tat-me-ty-r/
E/R John-3 SM-GEN mother-3SF John-3SM hit-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘John’s own/ mother hit John/.’
If the crossreferenced NP assumed the object function, it would not c-command the 
subject and the ungrammatically of the sentence would be left unexplained. But if we 
assume that the NP is the topic of the sentence, the ungrammaticality of the sentence 
immediately follows. As the topic, it has a scope over the whole sentence. So at least at 
the level of LF, it has the following structure:
(4.40) LF
*John-r/ [s [npTu John-r/-hu mmem-t]y f/ tat-me-ty-r/]
The topic NP c-commands the R-expression dominated by the subject. The Binding 
Theory (C) excludes this ungrammatical sentence.7 Thus this also corroborates the
7This analysis predicts that the two occurrences of John-r should permit a preferential reading when the 
second areement marker -r is removed. Unfortunately, however, this prediction cannot be empirically 
tested since the second agreement marker cannot be removed in this context:
i) *[Tu John-r/-hu mmem-t]y John-r/ tat-mö-ty
E/R John-3SM-GEN mother-3SF John-3SM hit-RPST-3SF
As previously mentioned, a presupposed object must be expressed by a second agreement marker. In this 
sentence, John is presupposed to have been hit and the focus is placed on who hit him. So it is 
impossible to leave the marker out. It might appear that a clause resists more than of occurrence of a 
name in it since the sentences are ungrammatical irrespective of the presence or absence of the second 
agreement marker. But this generalisation is not correct. The following sentence is grammatical though 
it contains two preferential John's:
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assumption that NPs crossreferenced by second agreement markers assume the topic 
functions. Therefore a second agreement marker and an object NP do not co-occur.
Hitherto we have discussed the assumption suggested by Bresnan and Mchombo and 
applied it to Alamblak. We saw that the second pronominal elements on the verbs and 
object NPs are complementary and that when a second agreement marker and an NP 
crossreference, the latter is the topic of the sentence. In the next section, I will see how 
this complementary distribution of second agreement markers and object NPs have been 
analysed in the contemporary linguistic theories and argue that Alamblak facts are best 
accommodated by the present Conceptual Semantics approach adopted here.
4.2.2. Representation of Incorporated Object Pronoun
Complementary distribution of argument NPs and inflectional endings is also found in 
other languages: mutual exclusion of overt object NPs and object clitics in French (Kayne 
1975, Grimshaw 1982), mutual exclusion of overt subject NPs and subject agreement 
markers in Breton (Anderson 1982, Stump 1984, Doron 1988) and Irish (McCloskey and 
Hale 1984, McCloskey 1986, Andrews 1990). In Breton, for example, overt subjects 
and pronominal elements on verbs are complementary. Verbs have two tensed forms, 
synthetic forms and analytic forms. Synthetic forms cannot co-occur with overt subjects 
while analytic forms must be used with overt subjects:
(4.41) a. Levrioü a lennan.
books PCL read-lSG
T read books.’ 
b. Levrioü a lennez.
books PCL read-2SG
‘You (sg.) read books.’
(4.42) a. Me a lenn (*lennan) levrioü
I  PCL read (*read-lSG) books
T read books.’
b. Te a lenn (*lennez) levrioü
you (SG) PCL read (*read-2SG) books 
‘You (sg.) read books.’
(Stump 1984: p. 290)
(ibid.: p. 291)
ii) John-hu bro-r John-r-hu yön-r tat-rö-r
John-3SM brother-3SM John-3SM-GEN child-3SM hit-NPST-3SM 
‘John’s brother hit John’s son.’
Thus the ungrammaticality of the sentences cannot be captured by the erroneous generalisation.
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The verbs in (4.41) are synthetic forms and those in (4.42) are analytic forms. As (4.42) 
indicates, overt subjects cannot co-occur with the synthetic forms. Thus overt subjects 
and pronominal elements on the verb are complementary (Stump 1884: 292):8
(4.43) The Complementary Principle
Within a clause, overt argument noun phrases never appear with concording
personal affixes9
The complementary principle should not be a fundamental principle of language but 
should be derived from the structural and semantic nature of the pronominal element since 
it is a descriptive fact detected in some languages rather than an explanation. The 
literature contains three kinds of proposals about the complementary distribution (or 
mutual exclusion) of inflectional endings and overt NP arguments: 1) incorporation 
analyses, which include syntactic incorporation (Stump 1984, cf. Baker 1988)10, post­
syntactic morphologial incorporation (Anderson 1982) and phonological incorporation 
(Doron 1988); 2) surface filter analyses (McCloskey and Hale 1984, McCloskey 1986, 
Stump 1984); 3) unification-based lexical analyses (Grimshaw 1982, Bresnan and 
Mchombo 1987, Andrews 1990). The first two are based on the government and binding 
theory, which assumes the Extended Projection Principle (Chomsky 1982), which states 
that the subcategorisation frame of a verb does not alternate during syntactic derivation 
and that a clause must have a subject. Thus these two analyses assume syntactically 
represented argument positions which are filled either by overt pronouns (incorporation 
analyses) or empty pronouns (surface filter analyses) at D-structure. On the other hand, 
unification based lexical analyses assume neither incorporation of an overt pronoun nor a 
base-generated empty pronoun, rather the interpretations of inflectional endings are 
directly represented in the level of semantic interpretation into which the semantic 
information of the constituents is unified. In LFG this level of semantic interpretation is 
f(unctional)-structure, whose main function is to represent the grammatical relations of 
arguments. In the following I will survey the above three analyses and argue that a 
unification-based lexical approach is conceptually and empirically superior to the surface
8There are some cases in Breton where this complementary principle appears not to hold. But according 
to Stump, they are apparent counter-examples: some are those with emphatic subjects which are preposed 
to clause external positions; others are those with an emphatic enclitic on the verbs. Since they have 
special emphatic readings, they should not be treated on a par with ordinary overt subjects.
9This complementary principle does not apply to the subject markers of Chichewa and Alamblak, where 
subject markers merely mark grammatical agreement
10Other versions of incorporation analysis are found in Anderson (1982) and Pranka (1983). Andrews 
(1990a) plausibly criticises their analyses on morphological grounds. Kayne’s (1975) analysis of French 
object clitics should be regrarded as a predecessor of the GB incorporation analysis.
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filter and incorporation analyses. I will adduce Alamblak evidence to show the credibility 
of this approach. But I will further argue against LFG that the level of interpretation into 
which the semantic information of the constituents are unified is not f-structure but 
conceptual structure. It will be shown that the second agreement markers or object 
markers in Alamblak do not have any grammatical relation or grammatical function. Since 
they do not have a grammatical function, they cannot be represented in f-structures. It 
will be argued that argument relations are classified into two classes: those with 
grammatical relations and those without, and that the former must be represented by NPs 
in the constituent structure while the latter are not. This will corroborate the present 
conceptual semantic approach to syntax and semantics.
4.2.2.1. Previous Proposals
4.2.2.1.1. GB Approaches
The guiding principle of the GB theory is the Extended Projection Principle (EPP).11 
The EPP states that all the arguments of a verb must be syntactically manifested by NPs in 
argument positions and these positions are retained throughout the syntactic derivation.12 
Mutual exclusion of inflectional endings and overt arguments receives at least two 
interpretations in this framework: surface filter analyses, incorporation analyses.
Surface filter analyses are proposed by McCloskey and Hale (1984) (henceforth MH) 
and McCloskey (1986) for Irish and by Stump (1984) for Breton. In Breton and Irish, 
overt subjects and inflectional endings show complementary distribution. Breton 
examples have already been presented above. Below are some Irish examples quoted 
from MH and Andrews (1990a):
(4.44) a. Chuirfeadh Eoghan isteach ar an phost sin.
p u t (CONDIT) Owen in on the job  that
‘Owen would apply for that job.’
b. Chuirfeadh na leachtöiri uilig isteach ar an phost sin.
p u t (CONDIT) the lecturers all in on the jo b  that
‘All the lecturers would apply for that job.’ (MH: p. 490)
^ T h is is a combination of the standard Projection Principle (Chomsky 1981) and the theory of 
predication (Williams 1980, Rothstein 1983, Chomsky 1986a). Though it is more accurate to mention 
the two concepts separately and derive the effect of the Extended Projection Principle via the combination 
of the two, for the present purpose the EPP is easier to handle and more convenient.
12The logical subjects of passive verbs are analysed differently. Since their 0-roles are suppressed (or 
assigned to the passive morpheme (cf. Jaeggli 1982 ,1986b, Baker, Johnson and Roberts 1989)), they are 
not syntactic arguments of the verbs any more.
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(4.45) a. *Chuirfmn me isteach ar an phost sin.
p u t (CONDIT S i)  I in on the jo b  that
‘I would apply for that job.’
b. *Chuirfimis muid isteach ar an phost sin.
p u t (CONDIT P i)  w e  in on the jo b  that
‘We would apply for that job.’ (MH: p. 490)
(4.46) *Churifeadh isteach ar an phost sin
p u t (CONDIT) in on the jo b  that (Andrews 1990: p. 510)
(4.44) shows that analytical forms co-occur with overt subjects. If they fail to occur with 
an overt subject, ungrammatical sentences are produced as (4.46) indicates. (4.45) 
indicates that synthetic forms cannot co-occur with overt (pronominal) subjects. (Though 
the ungrammatical examples of this kind MH provide only involve overt pronominal 
subjects, the text indicates that any overt subject is excluded by synthetic forms.) Thus 
the Breton and Irish facts are summarised by the following two points: 1) synthetic forms 
cannot co-occur with an overt subject; 2) analytic forms must co-occur with an overt 
subject.
The surface filter analyses assume that both analytic forms and synthetic forms must 
have a structural subject; otherwise the clauses lack subjects, which violates the EPP. 
Thus the subjects of synthetic forms are empty categories. They are not traces, since no 
movement is involved. Thus they are pronominal empty categories. Since they are 
governed and identified by the AGR [aF], where [aF] is some combination of person- 
number features, they are p ro ’s, which are defined by [-»-pronominal, -anaphor] 
(Chomsky 1982, Jaeggli 1982, 1986, Doron 1988). With this respect, the structures of 
grammatical sequences and ungrammatical sequences are schematised as in (4.47) and 
(4.48), respectively:13
(4.47) a. [... [v ... AGR] pro  . . . ]
[aF] [aF]
where [aF] is some combination of person-number features.
b. [...V  N P...]
(4.48) a. *[... V pro ...]
b. *[... [v ... AGR] N P...]
The surface filter analyses basically extend these facts to be the surface filters in these 
languages. MH propose the following two filters for Irish (and consequently for Breton):
13NPs in (47) and (48) are meant to represent overt NPs.
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(4.49) a. *pro unless governed by AGR
[aF] [ a  F]
where [aF] is some combination of person-number features. (MH: p. 525) 
b. * [...X ° ... NP...]
[aF] [+pro]
[aF]
if governs pro
and if pro has phonetic content (MH: p. 526)
(4.49b) only excludes such ungrammatical sequences in which an AGR and an overt 
pronominal subject co-occur. So it is unable to exclude ungrammatical sequences in 
which an AGR and a non-pronominal overt subject co-occur. Thus the following filter 
suggested by Doron (1988: p. 204) will be more appropriate, since not only pronominal 
subjects but also any other kind of overt subjects are excluded by an AGR element:
(4.49a) and (4.50) correctly exclude the ungrammatical sequences (4.48)
Though the surface filter approach is ad hoc and by no means explanatory, advantages 
of this approach are discussed by Stump (1984). One of them is that it gives the linguistic 
theory the ability to capture cross-linguistic variation. Stump argues that at least four 
types of agreement systems can be identified concerning the distributional relations 
between agreement markers and crossreferenced (subject) NPs. The first is that overt 
manifestation of subject is always prohibited by the presence of AGR. Breton and Irish 
belong to this. The second is that non-pronominal overt subjects are prohibited to occur 
with an AGR but pronominal overt subjects are not. This is exemplified by Welsh (MH: 
pp. 517-520):
(4.51) a. ’roeddwn yn cwyno.
(4.50) *[... [agr aF] ... [NP... [aF]]...]
where AGR governs NP 
and NP has phonetic content
be (PAST IS) complain (PROG) 
T was complaining.’
b. gwelais ef.
see (PAST IS) him 
T saw him.’
c. gwelant hwy.
see (PRES 3PL) them 
‘They see them.’ (MH: p. 517)
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(4.52) a. ’roeddwn i ’n cwyno.
be (PAST iS) I complain (PROG)
‘I was complaining.’
b. gwelais i ef.
see (PAST iS) I him 
‘I saw him.’
c. gwelwn ni. 
see (FUT1 PL) we
‘We shall see.’ (MH: p. 518)
The sentences in (4.52) manifest independent pronouns as well as subject agreement 
markers. But they are as grammatical as those in (4.51). This system would involve the 
following filters:
(4.53) a. *pro unless governed by AGR
[ a ¥ ]  [ckF]
b. *[... [agr «F] ••• [np--- [«F], [+referential]]...] 
where AGR governs NP 
and NP has phonetic content
(a) is necessary as in Irish and Breton since analytic forms cannot occur with a pro , i.e. 
small pro. (b) states that AGR and referential NPs are mutually exclusive. The third type 
of agreement system is that only referential or definite subjects can occur with AGR. 
Hebrew (Doron 1988) and Chamorro (Chung 1982 cited in Doron (1988)) are of this 
type:
(4.54) Hebrew
a. etmol Sama’t harca’a
yesterday hear.PAST.2SG.FEM lecture 
‘Yesterday you heard a lecture.’
b. *etmol Sama’t at harca’a
yesterday hear.PAST.2SG.FEM you lecture
c. etmol Sam’a rina harca’a
yesterday hear.PAST.3SG.FEM Rina lecture
‘Yesterday Rina heard a lecture.’ (Doron 1988: p. 205)
(4.55) Chamorro
a. hu-taitai i lepblu 
lSG-read the book 
T read the book.’
b. *hu-taitai yu’ i lepblu
lSG-read I the book
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c. ha-taitai si Maria i lepblu 
3SG-read CASE Maria the book
‘Maria read the book.’ (Doron 1988: p. 205, cited from Chung (1982)) 
This type would be characterised by the following filters:
(4.56) a. *pro unless governed by AGR
[aF] [aF]
b. *[... [agr aF] ... [np-.. [aF], [-»-pronominal]]...] 
where AGR governs NP 
and NP has phonetic content
The last type of agreement system allows subject agreement markers to occur with either a 
referential NP, a pronominal NP or an empty pronoun. Italian, Alamblak and Chichewa 
are instances of this type:
(4.57) Italian
a. Ho telefonato 
1SG phone.PAST 
T have phoned.’
b. Io ho telefonato / Ho telefonato io 
/  1SG phone.PAST
T have phoned.’
c. Gianni ha telefonato / Ha telefonato Gianni 
Gianni phone.PAST
‘Gianni has phoned.’ (Doron 1988: p. 201)
(4.58) Alamblak
a. Htit-we-r-a. 
see-IMPF-3SM-lS 
“ He is seeing me.’
b. Re-r htit-we-r-a.
3-3SM see-IMPF-3SM-lS 
‘He is looking me.’
c. Hambra-r htit-we-r-a.
Hambra-3S\t see-IMPF-3SM-lS 
‘Hambra is seeing me.’
The types of subject NPs are not constrained by the AGR elements of the verbs. But still 
a pro cannot occur with analytic forms, as the following is ungrammatical in Alamblak:
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(4.59) *pro yi-me.
go-RPST 
‘Pro went.’
Thus these languages should only involve the following filter:
(4.60) a. *pro unless governed by AGR
[a¥] [aF]
One of arguments by the supporters of surface filter analyses is that these cross-linguistic 
variations can be captured only by surface filters. Stump (1984) argues that incorporation 
analyses discussed below are unable to state this cross-linguistic variation.
Incorporation analyses include the syntactic incorporation analysis (Stump 1984, cf. 
Baker 1988), the post-syntactic morphological incorporation analysis (Anderson 1982) and 
the phonological incorporation analysis (Doron 1988). All of these incorporation analyses 
assume that at least at the level of D-structure, the inflectional endings are represented as 
independent pronouns occupying the position of subject. The three proposals are 
different concerning at which level of grammatical representation pronoun incorporation is 
assumed to take place. The first assumes it to take place in syntax, i.e. between D- 
structure and S-structure, leaving a trace in the original position in the D-structure. The 
second analysis proposes that pronoun incorporation takes place in morphology but that 
this morphological process takes place after syntax. The last proposal is similar to the 
second one in that it assumes that amalgamation of verbs and pronouns takes place after 
syntax. But it further proposes that the synthetic forms are just phonological realisation 
of “V pronoun” sequences. Where there is no synthetic form for a given sequence “V 
pronoun”, it simply surfaces as “V pronoun”. But where there is a synthetic form, the 
sequence is replaced by the synthetic form (suppletion). These three analyses are 
schematically summarised as follows:
(4.61) a. Syntactic Incorporation Analysis
D-structure: ... V ... pronoun/...
II
S-structure: ... [v V-pronoun/] ... t i ... 
b. Post-syntactic Morphological Incorporation Analysis
S-structure: ... V ... pronoun...
u
Morphology: V+inflection
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c. Phonological Incorporataion Analysis 
S-structure: ... V ... pronoun...
II
Phonology: synthetic form
(supple tion)
The incorporation analyses involve both a conceptual advantage and an empirical 
problem. The conceptual advantage is that the complementarity of inflectional endings 
and overt NPs is unambiguously explained. There is no ad hoc stipulation in explaining 
this. Since it is incorporated pronouns that receive 0-roles, no overt NP can appear to 
assume the same.
However, this also involves an empirical problem. The fundamental problem of the 
incorporation analyses, pointed out by Stump (1984), is that there are languages in which 
the complementarity is not observed. The incorporation analyses are unable to explain the 
grammaticality of the Welsh, Hebrew, Chamorro, Italian, Alamblak and Chichewa 
sentences mentioned above. Incorporation analyses are effective only when there is 
complete complementary distribution between inflectional endings and overt argument 
NPs. Where they overlap, overt argument NPs would fail to be assigned 0-roles since 
the 0-roles are assigned to the pronouns to be incorporated, so that the sentences would 
be condemned to be ungrammatical. (For more criticism of incorporation analyses, 
readers are referred to Andrews (1990a).)
4.2.2.1.2. Unification-Based Lexical Analysis (LFG)
Though surface filter analyses succeed in capturing cross-linguistic variation, the ad 
hoc nature of the approach remains a problem. Furthermore, Andrews (1990a) points out 
that the surface filter analyses are also unable to explain the facts of morphological 
blocking existing in Irish and other languages. The surface filter analysis in the sense of 
MH states that synthetic forms are unable to occur with an overt subject. So it is 
predicted that analytic forms should be able to occur with any type of overt subject. But 
where there exists an appropriate synthetic form, it is usually impossible to use an analytic 
form with a pronominal subject. Thus the (b) sentence of the following is ungrammatical:
(4.62) a. Chuirfmn isteach ar an phost sin.
put (CONDIT IS) in on the job that
T would apply for that job.’ (Andrews 1990: p. 512)
b. *Chuirfeadh me isteach ar an phost sin.
put (CONDIT) I in on the job that
T would apply for that job.’ (MH: p. 491)
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Andrews (1990a) suggests that a more explanatory theory should be able to explain both 
the facts of complementary distribution and the facts of morphological blocking. He 
argues that LFG, which is a unification-based lexical theory, is a possible system which 
explains both of the facts.
Andrews (1990a), following Grimshaw’s (1982) analysis of French clitics, suggests 
that inflectional endings of the synthetic paradigm of Irish verbs are not mere agreement 
elements which simply specify person, number, gender and case but involve the meaning 
of ordinary pronouns, which is generally represented as [PRED = PRO] in the LFG 
formalism14 Since the inflectional endings have the value of a pronouns, they must have 
grammatical relations in the f-structure. The complementary distribution of inflectional 
endings and overt subjects is explained by the principles of coherence and completeness, 
which state that a single attribute must have a single value in the f-structure and that a 
single value must be held by a single attribute (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982). If a clause has 
both a synthetic form and a subject, the principle of coherence is violated. On the other 
hand, if a clause has an analytic form but not a subject, the principle of completeness is 
not satisfied.
In this sense this LFG analysis is considered to be a version of incorporation analysis, 
albeit incorporation takes place in the lexical level (cf. Bresnan and Mchombo 1987). But 
it is crucially different from the GB incorporation analyses in that it overcomes the 
problem they involve: while the GB incorporation analyses are incapable of describing the 
aforementioned cross-linguistic variation, Andrews’ LFG analysis succeeds in 
accommodating it. All of the four distributional variations are given a better analysis.
The complete complementary distribution between synthetic forms and overt subjects 
in Irish and Breton is described and explained as above.
The Welsh case and the similar phenomenon in the Cois Fhairrge dialect of Irish, in 
which only pronouns can occur with synthetic forms, is described by an LFG concept of 
‘constraining’ specification (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982: pp. 207-210). It is opposed to 
the concept of ‘defining’ specification. While a ‘defining’ specification provides 
sufficient grounds for defining the value of some feature, a ‘constraining’ specification 
does not contribute to defining it. Defining equations in conjunction with annotated 
phrase structure construct the f-structures of syntactic constituents while constraining 
specifications are reserved until all the building operations are complete. Then they are 
evaluated and only those f-structures which turn out to satisfy them are admitted.
14This is also suggested by Bresnan and Mchombo (1987).
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Defining equations are expressed by a simple equal-sign *=* and constraining equations 
by an equal-sign with a subscript c, i.e. ‘ = c ’ .
Andrews (1990: pp. 533-535) applies this idea to the analysis of possessive 
expressions in the Cois Fhairrge dialect of Irish, which has the same type of co­
occurrence restriction as Welsh. MH (pp. 511-512) show that in most dialects of Irish, 
possessive expressions can appear either pre-nominally as a pronominal clitic or post- 
verbally as a full NP:
(4.63) a. teach Eoghain
house Owen (GEN)
‘Owen’s house’ 
b. mo theach 
m y house
‘my house’ (MH: p. 511)
According to MH and Andrews (1990a), a possessive proclitic and a full NP possessive 
in post-nominal position are mutually exclusive in most dialects, so that they cannot co­
occur. But at the same time they report that this restriction is loosened in the Irish of Cois 
Fhairrge, where a possessive proclitic can occur with an independent pronoun which adds 
a contrastive meaning (MH: pp. 528-529, Andrews 1990: p. 534):15
(4.64) a. a muirin sise
3SF fa m ily  she (CONTR)
‘her family’
b. a chuid seisean 
3SM portion  he (CONTR)
‘his portion’
c. a nglor muid
lPL voice ou r (CONTR)
‘our voice’ (MH: p. 528-529)
Furthermore, according to Andrews (1990a), the proclitic possessives are only 
compatible with pronouns but not with any other type of NP. Thus the possessive 
construction in this dialect is similar to Welsh in that inflectional elements exclude co- 
referential NPs but permit co-referential pronouns. Andrews’ proposal is that when a 
inflectional element and an independent pronoun co-occur, the inflectional element does
15“In the Irish o f Cois Fhairrge [ .. .] ,  there has been a partial merger o f the plural possessive clitics to the 
form of the third person. All o f the proclitics are now orthographic a (phonetic schwa), only the initial 
mutation-effects being preserved” (MH: p. 528).
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not contribute to defining the value of the attribute, so the values must be defined by the 
independent pronoun. In this case, the inflectional element has a ‘constraining’ 
function.16 In this analysis the possessive proclitics in Cois Fhairrge and inflectional 
endings in Welsh have dual functions: when they occur with a pronoun, they have a 
constraining function, whereas when pronouns are not manifested, they must have a 
defining function. The defining function is represented by <(TPRED) = PRO> and the 
constraining function by <(TPRED) =c PRO>. Thus the lexical specifications of the 
cliticised nouns in Cois Fhairrge and synthetic forms in Welsh would be something like:
(4.65) a. Cliticised noun in Cois Fhairrge
[a muirin, N, (TPRED) = ‘muirin (FAMILY)’,
(TPOSS) = i  
(tPERS) = 3,
(Tn u m ) = l,
(TGEN) = FEM,
=c
b. Synthetic verb in Welsh
[gwelais, V, (tPRED) = ‘gwel (SEE) <(tSUBJ) (tO B J)> \
(tTENSE) = PAST,
(tSUBJ) = I
(TPERS) = 1,
(TNUM) = 1,
=C
Furthermore, the lexical specifications of the Cois Fhairrge pronoun sise ‘she’ and the 
Welsh pronoun i T  should be as follows:
(4.66) a. Cois Fhairrge pronoun sise ‘she’
[sise, N, (tPRED) = PRO,
(tPERS) = 3,
(TNUM) = 1,
(TGEN) = FEM]
16MH (fn. 17) note that the case of the post nominal NPs in (64) is nominative. So without proclitics, 
it is totally impossible to interpret the post head pronouns to have possessive functions. Notice that 
introduction of the nominative pronouns has become possible because of the partial phonetic merger of 
the clitics (MH: p. 528, Andrews 1990: p. 534). So what seems to be happening there is that the 
proclitics are now becoming case-agreement markers which only agree with pronouns. Being case- 
agreement markers, they are not pronouns functionally.
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b. Welsh pronoun i T  
[i, N, (tPRED) = PRO,
(TPERS) = 1,
(Tn u m ) = l]
Now phrase structure rules (4.67a) and (4.67b) and the lexical specifications above define 
the f-structures of (4.64a) and (4.52b):
(4.67)
(4.68)
a. Cois Fhairrge
NP —> N
T = 1
b. Welsh
S -> V
T = A
(NP)
(Tp o s s )
(NP)
(Ts u b j )
i
i
(NP)
( t  OBJ) = 1
a. F-structure of (4.64a) 
rP O S S  rPRED PROl 
P E RS  3 
N U M  1 
.GEN FEMJ 
PRED ‘muirfn (FAMILY)’
F-structure of (4.52b)
SUBJ . PRED p r o -,
P E RS  1 
LNUM 1
OBJ  rPRED P R O l  
P E R S  3 
N U M  1 
LGEN MUSCJ 
T E N S E  P A S T
PRED ‘gwel (SEE) <(TSUBJ) (TO BJ)>’
Notice that <(TPRED) = PRO> and <(tPRED) =c PRO> are disjunctively specified. 
If the former is selected, no overt NP can occur with the inflected heads. On the other 
hand, if the latter is selected, it excludes any overt NP but a pronoun.
Next, let us look at the case of Hebrew and Chamorro, where only referential overt 
NPs can occur with inflected predicates. In these languages, the specification of the 
synthetic forms would involve <(TPRED) =c REF>. For example, the specification of 
the Hebrew verb sma’t ‘hear.PAST.2SG.FEM’ would be proposed as follows:
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(4.69) [Sma’t , V, (tPRED) = HEAR <(tSUBJ) (TOBJ)>\
(TTENSE) = PAST,
(tSUBJ) = I
(TPERS) = 3,
(Tn u m >= 1,
(tGEN) = FEM, 
f(tPR E D ) =c REF) 
l( tP R E D ) = PR O j
Again, <(tPRED ) =c REF> and <(TPRED) = PRO> are disjunctively specified. If the 
latter is selected, the verb excludes any overt subject. Otherwise, it occurs only with a 
referential NP.
Finally, the synthetic forms of the verb in the fourth type of language do not constrain 
the type of the subject NP. Thus they involve neither <(T SUBJ PRED) =c PRO> nor 
<(tSU BJ PRED) =c REF(ERENTIAL)>. But <(tSU BJ PRED) = PRO> is specified to 
be OPTIONAL (Bresnan and Mchombo 1987). When the inflectional element involves it, 
no overt subject can appear in the sentence; otherwise, any overt subject can appear, 
insofar as the features match with each other.
The above has shown that the unification-based lexical analysis is able to accommodate 
the cross-linguistic variations. These are captured by the lexical specifications of the 
inflectional endings. It is more natural to assume that inflectional endings may have 
different lexical specifications than to stipulate ad hoc surface filters. It also shares the 
advantage of the incorporation analyses. Since the synthetic forms lexically incorporate 
the pronominal functions (albeit the specification may be optional), the mutual exclusion 
is explained by the core principles of the theory, rather than by stipulated filters.
Andrews (1990a) suggests that a primary advantage of this approach is that it provides 
a fundamental basis for explaining a phenomenon known as morphological blocking. He 
argues that surface filter analyses are not only ad hoc in describing and explaining the 
cross-linguistic variation, but also unable to give a coherent account for the fact that where 
there is an appropriate synthetic form, the corresponding analytic form accompanied by an 
overt pronoun is blocked. Consider the following:
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(4.70) Irish
a. Chuirfinn isteach ar an phost sin.
put (CONDIT iS) in on the job that
“I would apply for that job.’
b. *Chuirfeadh me isteach ar an phost sin.
put (CONDIT) I in on the job that (MH: p. 491)
(4.71) Spanish
a. Lo vimos. 
him!it we.saw
b. *vimos a el.
we.saw OM him (Andrews 1990: p. 540)
(4.72) Alamblak
a. Hti-me-yan-r. 
see-RPST-lS-3SM 
‘I saw him.’
b. *Re-r hti-me-ya.
3-3SM see-RPST-lS
Andrews argues that this morphological blocking effect, which is often mentioned as 
“Avoid Pronoun” effect, is explained in unification-based lexical theories by 
implementing the following Morphological Blocking Principle:17
(4.73) Morphological Blocking Principle:
Suppose the structure S has a preterminal node P occupied by a lexical item l\, 
and there is another lexical item I2 such that the f-structure determined by the 
lexical entry of l\ properly subsumes that determined by the lexical entry of I2 , 
and that of h  subsumes the f-structure associated with P in S (the complete 
structure, after all unifications have been carried out). Then S is blocked.
(Andrews 1990: p. 519)
Consider the f-structure of the Irish verbs chuirfeadh  and chuirfinn and that of 
ungrammatical churfeadh me isteach ar an phost sin of (4.70b):
17In §4.2.2.3 it will be suggested that Morphological Blocking Principles do not explain all “ Avoid 
Pronoun” effects.
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(4.74) a. chuirfeadh
r T E N S E  C O N D I T
LPRED ‘Cuir <(TSUBJ) (tP R T ) (tOBLar)>’
(Andrews 1990: p. 518)
b. chuirfmn 
SUBJ rPRED PROi 
PERS I 
NUM  SG 
T E N S E  C O N D I T
PRED ‘Cuir <(tSUBJ) (tPRT) (TOBLar)>’
c. churfeadh me isteach ar an phost sin 
^SU B J rPRED PRO 
PERS I 
. N U M  SG J 
T E N S E  C O N D I T
PRED ‘Cuir <(tSU B J) (tP R T ) (tO B L ar)> ’
(Andrews 1990: p. 517)
The f-structure of the analytic form chuirfeadh (4.74a) properly subsumes that of the 
synthetic form chuirfinn (4.74b). And the latter subsumes the f-structure of the V node, 
i.e. that of the entire S (4.74c) because of the ‘T = l '  anotation on the V node. The 
Morphological Blocking Principle now blocks the S.
Andrews argues that the Morphological Blocking Principle works only in unification- 
based theories such as LFG but not standard GB because it is only in the former type of 
syntactic theory that ‘both synthetic and analytic verb forms contribute information 
directly and in an identical manner to an abstract level of structure where information from 
both the verbs and other sources is pooled’ (Andrews 1990: p. 519). He concludes that 
the capacity to accommodate the Morphological Blocking Principle and the potential to 
describe the aforementioned distributional variation of subject-AGR relations leads one to 
accept a unification-based syntactic theory.
Andrews’s argument seems plausible. But his LFG account shares a problem with the 
GB analyses we saw previously. In the standard GB theory (Chomsky 1986a, Baker 
1988, in special) the levels of syntactic representation and thematic representation are 
confused. It is widely assumed in GB that D-structures are the level of thematic 
representation, i.e. thematic structures constitute a part of syntactic representation. 
However, as we have already seen, this is an erroneous assumption. Following 
Jackendoff’s (1983, 1985b, 1987, 1990) suggestion, we showed in chapter one that 
thematic relations are not represented in D-structure, but that it is in conceptual structures 
that they are represented. In this sense the standard GB theory does not have a level of
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thematic representation. Similarly, LFG does not have this level, either. Though f- 
structure is assumed to represent semantic/functional interpretation of sentences, thematic 
relational perspective is not present in LFG. In the next, I will adduce Alamblak evidence 
to show that object agreement in this language cannot be properly analysed without 
postulating the level of conceptual structure. It will be argued that GB’s surface filter and 
incorporation analyses are unable to describe the facts of Alamblak object agreement and 
that LFG in the present state cannot be maintained.
4.2.2.2. Syntactic and Conceptual Representation of Alamblak Second 
Agreement
In §4.2.1.2 it was shown that in Alamblak second agreement markers (or object 
markers) and overt NP objects were mutually exclusive. And in the previous subsection I 
discussed several proposals which have attempted to give an answer to similar syntactic 
facts. Though Andrews (1990a) plausibly showed the superiority of his LFG analysis 
over the GB proposals, they share an intuition about the relationship between arguments 
and grammatical relations: at a level of representation all the arguments are assigned 
grammatical relations, whether grammatical relations might be primitive or defined by tree 
structure. In the following, however, I will adduce Alamblak evidence to falsify this 
idea. It will be shown that argument relations manifested by second agreement markers 
do not have any grammatical relation or function. It will be argued that only Conceptual 
Semantic approaches have the capacity to accommodate this fact.
The basic premise of both surface filter analyses and incorporation analyses, which are 
variants of GB theory, is that argument relations are syntactically represented by NPs in 
the positions which represent grammatical relations. In the surface filter analysis the 
grammatical relation of an inflectional ending is represented by a co-indexed empty 
pronoun pro (MH, McCloskey 1986, Jaeggli 1982, 1986). In the syntactic incorporation 
analyses it is represented by a trace (Stump 1984, cf. Baker 1988). In post-syntactic and 
phonological incorporation analyses, on the other hand, it is assumed by the syntactically 
independent pronoun which is incorporated into the verb after syntax (Anderson 1982, 
Doron 1988). Thus in these GB accounts, agreement structure should have one of the 
following three structures:
(4.75) a. Surface filter analysis
XP
NP V
proi verb+AGRi
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b . Syntactic incorporation analysis
XP
NP V
ti verb+Pronoun/
c. Post-syntactic and phonological incorporation analyses
XP
NP V
Pronoun verb
Since the positions are reserved to represent grammatical relations, they must have a 
syntactic function to determine binding scope, i.e. they must be able to c-command 
something.
There is evidence, however, that in Alamblak argument relations represented by 
second agreement do not determine any binding scope, hence that they do not have 
grammatical relations represented in tree structures. Consider the following:
(4.76) a. Maria-t John-r/ ttiwon-me-t [PRO/ taun-ko yi-kfet]
Maria-3SF ask-RPST-3SF-3SM John-3SM-GEN city-ALL go-INF 
‘Maria asked John to go to the city.’ 
c ’. Maria-t [John-r/-hu taun-ko yi-kfet] ttiwon-me-t-r/
Maria-3SF John-3SM-GEN city-ALL go-INF ask-RPST-3SF-3SM
‘Maria asked John to go to the city.’
d. *Maria-t tu-r/ ttiwon-me-t 
Maria-3 SF E/R-3SM ask-RPST-3SF 
[John-r/-hu taun-ko yi-kfet]
John-3SM-GEN city-ALL go-INF 
‘*Maria asked HIM/ for John/ to go to the city.’ 
d ’. *Maria-t tu-r/ [John-r/-hu taun-ko yi-kfet] 
Maria-3SF E/R-3SM John-3SM-GEN city-ALL go-INF 
ttiwon-me-t 
ask-RPST-3SF
‘*Maria asked HIM/ for John/ to go to the city.’
Maria-3SF John-3SXf ask-RPST-3SF city-ALL go-INF
‘Maria asked John to go to the city.’
b. Maria-t ttiwon-me-t-r/ [PRO/ taun-ko yi-kfet]
Maria-3SF ask-RPST-3SF-3SM city-ALL go-INF
‘Maria asked him to go to the city.’
c. Maria-t ttiwon-me-t-r/ [John-r/-hu taun-ko yi-kfet]
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(a) and (b) are ordinary control constructions. In (a) the object of the verb is represented 
by a full NP John-r, which controls the subject of the complement clause. In (b), it is 
represented by a second agreement marker. Here again the subject of the complement 
clause is controlled by the matrix object. Now consider (c) and (c’). In (c) the controllee 
is expressed by an R-expression and the controller by a second agreement marker, (c’) is 
supplied to show that alternation of word order does not affect the grammaticality. If the 
representation of second agreement in Alamblak were one of those in (4.75), (c) and (c’) 
would be ungrammatical.18 If the arguments indicated by the second agreement markers 
had a grammatical relation, which is assumed by an empty or overt NP in constituent 
structure, i.e. one of (4.75), the controllee would be c-commanded by the NP and the 
sentences would be condemned to be ungrammatical by Binding Theory (C), which 
requires that R-expressions be free (Chomsky 1981), as those in (d) and (d’) are 
ungrammatical where the objects are represented by an NP tu-r ‘E/R-3SM’.
One might suspect that (c) and (c’) are of a type of Exceptional Case Marking 
constructions. But this cannot be supported because of the following two reasons. First, 
while it is only the subject of an embedded clause that can be marked by the matrix verb in 
Exceptional Case Marking constructions, there are cases in which the object of the 
embedded clause can be coreferential with the second agreement marker of the matrix 
verb. Consider the following, for example:
(4.77) a. John-r/ kfetahi-me-r-ty
JohnSSM  promise-RPST-3SM-3SF 
[PRO/ Maria-ty-hu taun-ko hik-hani-kfet]19 
Maria-3SF-GEN city-ALL follow-take-INF 
‘John promised Maria to take her to the city.’ 
a’. John-r/ [PRO/ Maria-ty-hu taun-ko hik-hani-kfet]
John-3SM Maria-3SF-GEN city-ALL follow-take-INF
kfetahi-me-r-ty 
promise-RPST-3SM-3SF
In (a) and (a’) the second agreement markers are co-referential with the objects of the 
embedded clauses. Because of the presence of the subject PROs, it is impossible to 
assume an ECM analysis for the grammaticality of the sentences (4.77a) and (b).
18One might suspect the grammaticality of (c) and (c’). But this was supported by all the six informants 
I have consulted. Nobody entertained doubts about their grammaticality.
19This sentence is ambiguous between ‘John promised Maria/ to take her/ to the city’ and ‘John promised 
her/ to take Maria/ to the city.’
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The second reason is that while NPs governed by the verbs are not their thematic 
arguments in Exceptional Case Marking constructions, arguments represented by the 
second agreement markers in (4.76)(a-c’) have direct thematic relations with the verbs. 
This is suggested by the ungrammatically of the following:
(4.78) * Maria-t ttiwon-me-t [John-r-hu taun-ko yi-kfet].
Maria-3SF ask-RPST-3SF John-3SM-GEN city-ALL go-INF 
‘*Maria asked John’s going to the city.’
If (4.76)(a-c’) were Exceptional Case Marking constructions, the embedded subject 
would have thematic relations only with the embedded verb, i .e . it would not be 
thematically connected to the matrix verb. The verb would be a two place predicate 
selecting an asker and a proposition. Then the above sentence would have to be 
grammatical. But its ungrammaticality shows that the analysis is false. Therefore 
(4.76)(a-c’) are not Exceptional Case Marking constructions.
Furthermore, consider the following:
(4.79) a. *John-r,- tu-ty kfetahi-me-r
John-3SM E/R-3SF prom ise-RPST-3SM
[PRO, Maria-ty-hu taun-ko hik-hani-kfet]20 
Maria-3SF-GEN city-ALL follow-take-IN F  
‘*John promised HER/ to take Mariay to the city.’ 
b. *John-r,- tu-ty [PRO, Maria-ty-hu taun-ko
John-3SM E/R-3SF M aria-3 SF-GEN city-ALL
hik-hani-kfet] kfetahi-me-r 
follow-take-INF prom ise-RPST-3SM
The ungrammaticality of (4.79a) and (b) shows that the R-expression M a ria -t  in the 
embedded clause cannot be bound by another NP tu -t ‘E/R-3SF’ in the matrix clause 
because of the Binding Theory (C). Then the grammaticality of (4.77a) and (a’) indicates 
that there are no structurally represented arguments which bind the R-expressions M aria-t 
in the matrix clauses. Therefore, the conceptual argument relations indicated by second 
agreement markers do not have a structurally represented grammatical relation.
There is another type of construction which suggest that arguments represented by 
second agreement markers do not have structurally represented grammatical relations. 
They are so-called Possessor Raising (or Possessor Ascension) constructions (cf.
20(b) and (b’) are grammatical under the interpretation ‘John promised her, to take Mariay to the city.’
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Fillmore 1968, Kuno 1973, Okutsu 1983, Hubbard 1985, Davis 1986, Bell 1976, 1983, 
Perlmutter and Postal 1983, Aissen 1987, Durie 1984, 1987, Baker 1988). The 
following shows the basic pattem of Possessor Raising construction in Alamblak:
(4.80) a. Yaw-s [yen-r-hu tir-t] was-me-t-r.
dog-3SF child-3SM-GEN hand-3SF bite-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The dog bit the boy on the hand.’
b. Mmem-t [yen-r-hu mfha-t] tat-me-t-r
mother-3SF child-3SM-GEN head-3SF hit-RPST-3SF-3SM
‘The mother hit the boy on the head.’
c. [Yen-r-hu tomari-s] foh-marinya-me-yan-r 
child-3SM-GEN hair-3SF cut-well-RPST-lS-3SM 
T cut the boy’s hair nicely.’
d. [Nan-hu yufa-t] naku-me-r-a
IS-GEN name-3SF call-RPST-3SM-lS 
‘He called my name/He called me by my name.’
e. Mmem-t [yen-r-hu ningatik-t] hti-me-t-r
mother-3SF child-3SM-GEN face-3SF see-RPST-3SF-3SM
‘The mother looked into the boy’s face.’
What is rather unusual in these constructions is that the second agreement markers agree 
with the genitive possessors of the direct object NPs, i.e. the verbs appear to govern the 
genitive possessors across the NP boundaries. One might suspect that this is a kind of 
‘government across NP boundary’ construction as suggested by McCloskey (1986) for 
Irish. But this analysis is not appropriate for Alamblak Possessor Raising constructions. 
There are cases in which government is impossible but nontheless genitive possessors are 
crossreferenced by the second agreement markers. Consider the following:
(4.81) a. [Yen-r-hu tha-t] gengte-we-t-r.
child-3SM-GEN skin-3SF get.cold-IMPF-3SF-3SM 
‘The boy’s skin is getting cold.’ (Bruce 1984: p. 240)
b. [Yen-r-hu tir-t] fa-me-t-r.
child-3SM-GEN hand-3 SF painful-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The boy has a pain in the hand.’
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(4.82) a. Yima-r [pp [np yen-r-hu mfha]-ko] tat-me-r-r.
man-3SM child-3SM-GEN head-LOC hit-RPST-3SM-3SM
‘The man hit the boy on the head.’ 
b. Yima-r [pp [np yen-t-hu wura]-ko] hehrampa-m 
man-3SM child-3SF-GEN leg-LOC oil-3PL
gebrema-me-r-t. 
rub-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘The man rubbed oil on the girl’s leg.’
In (4.81) the genitive possessors of the subjects are crossreferenced by the second 
agreement markers. Since verbs do not govern their subjects in Alamblak, i.e. Alamblak 
has configurational structure at GF-structure, the genitive possessors in (4.81) are not 
governed by the verb, either. Thus the relation between the second agreement markers 
and the possessors cannot be characterised by the notion of government across NP 
boundary.
Next look at (4.82). The possessors crossreferenced by the second agreement 
markers are dominated by NPs which are embedded in locative PPs. Being governed by 
the locative postpositions, the NPs dominating the possessors cannot be governed by the 
verbs (Minimality Condition (Chomsky 1986b)). Since the NPs are not governed by the 
verbs, the possessors are not, either. Therefore, crossreferencing between the second 
agreement markers and the possessors cannot be captured by the notion of government 
across NP boundary.
(4.81) and (4.82) also refute Baker’s (1988) proposal for ‘Noun-Reanalysis’. Baker 
argues that Possessor Raising is an alternative realisation of Noun Incorporation (NI), 
which optionally incorporates the head of an NP into the governing verb. NI is assumed 
to take place in the following two structural circumstances:
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(4.83a) represents an ordinary NI structure. On the other hand, (4.83b) constitutes the 
structure of Possessor Raising constructions in which the heads of the noun phrases are 
syntactically incorporated into the verbs and the possessors are governed by the verbs as a 
side-effect of this incorporation (Government Transparency Corollary (Baker 1988: pp. 
63-68)). Possessor raising is also detected when no syntactic incorporation is involved. 
He argues that incorporation is abstract in this case and that instead of actual movement, 
co-indexing between the head noun and the verb, i.e. reanalysis, makes it possible for the 
verb to govern the possessor:
(4.84) VP VP
government
According to this analysis, the possessor of the NP is not the verb’s thematic argument. 
But because of syntactic or abstract incorporation, it happens to be governed by the verb.
Baker’s theory cannot accommodate the Alamblak sentences (4.81) and (4.82). Since 
the verbs do not govern the NP dominating the possessors, Noun Reanalysis cannot take 
place, so that the verbs cannot govern the possessors. One might suspect that Baker’s 
theory would apply to (4.81) since the verbs are unaccusative verbs. Under the 
unaccusative hypothesis (Perlmutter 1978, Bruzio 1986, Belletti 1989, Miyagawa 1989 
and many others), the subject NPs are underlyingly objects of the verbs. So the verbs 
actually govern them at GF-structure. Then it should be possible to reanalyse the head 
nouns and consequently the verbs would govern the possessor. So the crossreferencing 
between the possessors and second agreement markers would be captured by Baker’s 
theory. But this is a wrong analysis. Firstly, the head nouns are not actually reanalysed 
with the verbs, since they assume the subject relations as indicated by the first agreement 
markers. Secondly, if reanalysis did take place, the possessor would have to assume the 
subject relations instead of object relations; otherwise the sentences would lack subjects 
and become ungrammatical. But this type of reanalysis gives rise to completely 
ungrammatical sentences:
(4.85) a. *Y en-r tha-t; gengte/-we-r.
child-3SM skin-3SF get.cold-IMPF-3SM 
b. *Y en-r tir-t; fa/-me-r.
child-3 SM hand-3 SF painful-RPST-3SM
Thus the facts of Alamblak Possessor Raising constructions cannot be explained or even 
described by the theory of Baker (1988).
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Then what do second agreement markers represent in Possessor Raising 
constructions? Look at (4.80), (4.81) and (4.82) again. What the second agreement 
markers represent is not the structural relation between the possessors and the verbs. The 
presence of second agreement markers is independent of the structural relations the actual 
possessor NPs have. This means that second agreement markers have the independent 
role of representing the patient or benefactive/malefactive relations which are coreferential 
with the possessors. Recall that these patient or benefactive/malefactive relations cannot 
have structurally represented grammatical relations. If they were represented structurally 
by an empty pronoun or overt independent pronoun in the position for object, (4.80) and 
(4.82) would be banned by the Binding Theory (C). Thus the second agreement markers 
represent thematic patients/maleficiaries which do not have any phrase structural value.
The above facts lead us to a conclusion that second agreement markers in Alamblak 
represent thematic relations, but do not have any structurally represented grammatical 
relation or grammatical function at all. It also follows that the levels of thematic 
representation and grammatical relational representation are distinct.21 NP objects are 
represented both in the representation of grammatical relations and that of thematic 
relations while argument relations manifested by second agreement markers are 
represented only in the level of thematic representation but not in the level of grammatical 
relational representation.
LFG is also unable to accommodate the Alamblak facts. A probable LFG formulation 
would be as follows:
(4.86) V -> V (TNS) (SM) (OM)
T = I  (Tt n s ) = I  (Ts u b j ) = I  (tO B j) = I
With this, the f-structure of second agreement marker is identified as being the value of 
the OBJ function of the sentence. However, this LFG formulation is unable to capture 
the facts of second agreement in Alamblak. In LFG, the f-structures of sentences, which 
are assumed to represent the interpretation of the sentences, are basically the 
representation of grammatical functions. So both the f-structures of NP objects and those 
of object markers (i . e . second agreement markers) will assume OBJ functions. Since 
they are analysed to have the same type of grammatical function, it is impossible to state 
the functional difference between NP objects and second agreement markers. The basic 
problem of LFG is that the level of representation in which the f-structures of the 
constituents are unified is that in which they are given grammatical functions. So if an
21Notice that Baker’s Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis is completely wrong in this respect.
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element is thematically relevant but does not have a grammatical function, this cannot be 
described without extensions of a previously unknown nature. Thus LFG in its present 
stage is incapable of accommodating the syntactic and thematic facts of Alamblak second 
agreement.
The Alamblak facts are readily accommodated by the Conceptual Semantic Theory 
proposed in the present work. In the present framework grammatical relations are defined 
and represented in syntactic constituent structures and thematic relations in conceptual 
structures. So if an argument has a grammatical relation/function, it must be represented 
in the constituent structure as an NP. But otherwise, it is directly linked to CS without 
being syntactically represented as an NP. The (L)CS of an object NP is co-indexed and 
unified with a variable of the LCS of the verb which governs it. On the other hand, 
unification of the LCS of a second agreement marker and a variable of a verb’s LCS is not 
syntactically conditioned. Rather this unification is lexically carried out, since second 
agreement markers have no syntactic function.
Below we discuss a pair of sentences, one with an object NP and the other with a 
second agreement marker, and see how their thematic interpretations are given. Consider 
the following:
(4.87) a. Kmi-t m-fnah-me-r.
village-3SF ELEV-arrive-RPST-3 SM 
‘He arrived in the village.’ 
b. M-fnah-me-r-t.
ELEV-arrive-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘He arrived there.’
In (a) the verb governs an NP. In (b), on the other hand, the second agreement marker 
indicates the end-point of motion. But no syntactically represented object NP, whether it 
would be overt or covert, is present. The present theory gives them similar thematic 
interpretations but in a different manner.
Assume the following lexical specifications for kmi ‘village’ and fnah ‘arrive’:
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(4.88) a. kmi ‘village’ 
[+N, -V],
LCS: [Thing DOMAIN WHERE SMALL NUMBER OF PEOPLE
GATHER TO LIVE]_
(Abbreviated as VILLAGE)
b. fnah ‘arrive’
[-N, +V],
PAS: (Xi)
LCS: [Event BECOME ([state [AT ([Place INSIDE ([Domain ]/)])]
([Thing ] / ) ] ) F
The verb has the ability to thematically identify an NP it governs. This ability is 
represented by the PAS and the co-indexing between the variable it contains and 
[Domain 7 in the LCS.23 Now, consider the structure of (4.87a) given below, where 
points irrelevant to the discussion are ignored:
(4.89)
NP <---------------------- V
I government 
kmi-tj m-fnah-me-r
LCS: [VILLAGE], PAS: (x,-)
LCS: [Event BECOME ([state [AT ([place INSIDE
([Domain ]/)])] ([Thing ])])]
The variable in the PAS and the Domain variable of the LCS are lexically co-indexed, 
which means that the verb has the syntactic ability to identify an NP as a Domain 
argument. Now recall the theory of argument identification under government:
(4.90) If a verb Va  governs an NPß and Va ’s PAS contains a variable Xy, a  = y.
The NP governed by the verb is co-indexed with the variable contained by the verb’s 
PAS. Since the NP and its LCS are co-indexed and the variable is co-indexed with 
[Domain 7» the NP’s LCS and [Domain 7 are co-indexed and therefore unified, i.e. 
conceptually interpreted.
22“Domain” is subsumed by “Thing”.
23Though it has beed suggested that arrive is an unaccusative verb (Perlmutter 1987, Burzio 1986, 
Marantz 1984, Miyagawa 1989 and many others), we disregard whether or not the theme is identified by 
the verb, since for the present purpose it is just sufficient to indicate that the end-point of motion is 
identified by the verb.
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On the other hand, there is no object NP in (4.87b). Its interpretation must be given 
lexically. Then we have to assume that the second agreement marker and [Domain 1 in 
the LCS are co-indexed lexically as follows:
(4.91)
m-fnah-me-r -t,-
]-N , +V] [+N, -V]
LCS: [Event BECOME ([state [AT ([place INSIDE LCS: [Thing PRO, 3SF]/
([Domain ]/)])] ([Thing ])])]_
As a consequence of the co-indexing, they are unified. Here we adopt Grimshaw (1982), 
Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) and Andrews’s (1990) suggestion and assume that second 
agreement markers in Alamblak have the lexical meaning of pronoun, which is 
represented by [Thing PRO]. That is, second agreement markers in Alamblak involve 
pronominal content, which is contrasted with subject markers, which do not, as we will 
see in §4.3. In order to differentiate the two types of agreement markers, the specification 
o f [Thing PRO] for second agreement markers is required. Now since there is no 
contradiction between [Thing D O M  AIN ]  and [Thing PRO, 3SF],  this unification is 
sanctioned. Since the co-indexing between the second agreement markers and the LSC is 
specified lexically, the former is thematically interpreted without assuming a grammatical 
relation.
How does the present Conceptual Semantic Theory formalise this, then? As clarified 
previously, grammatical relations and thematic relations are defined and represented in 
GF-structure and conceptual structure respectively. So the Alamblak facts are best 
analysed and described in this framework. Now let us discuss how the facts are 
described. The formulation must include 1) determination of the thematic relations 
assumed by second agreement markers; 2) explanation of the fact that second agreement 
markers and object NPs are mutually exclusive, i.e. explanation of how second agreement 
markers reduce the number of syntactically represented argument by one, intransitivising 
the verb.
As for the first point, we have already seen in section one that the thematic relation that 
a second agreement marker assumes is the second highest role in the CS of the clause. 
Thus what we need to specify are the following theory of second agreement co-indexing:
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(4.92) Second Agreement Co-indexing (a preliminary version)
Co-index the LCS of a second agreement marker and the second most 
prominent variable in the CS of the clause.
Now consider (4.87b) and (4.88b). The LCS of the stem verb has two variables 
[Thing ]  and [Domain ]■ The former is the most prominent role and the latter the 
second. Thus the LCS of the second agreement marker is co-indexed and unified with the 
latter.
(4.93)
m-fnah-me
I-N, +V]
LCS: [Event BECOME ([state [AT
([Place IN SID E ([D omain ]/)])]
([Thing ])])J
unify =>
[Event BECOME ([state [AT ([Piace INSIDE([Domain PRO, 3SF]y)])] ([Thing ])])]
Secondly, let us discuss why a second agreement marker and an object NP are 
mutually exclusive. This can be explained in two different ways. One is that direct 
unification of the LCSs of a verb and its second agreement marker absorbs the verb’s 
transitivity, where a transitive verb identifies an NP it governs through a PAS, in this 
sense such Alamblak verbs as fnah  ‘arrive’ teh ‘stand/stay’ and ruh ‘sit/stay’ are transitive 
verbs which identify NPs as having inner locative relations. In the previous chapter I 
argued that co-indexing between a PAS and a variable involved in an LCS represented the 
verb’s ability to identify an argument by government. Where there is no variable in the 
LCS, there is no co-indexed PAS. If the value of the variable in the LCS is lexically 
determined, the LCS does not have a variable to be co-indexed with a PAS. A second 
agreement marker determines the value of the second highest variable lexically. Then 
there is no co-indexing between the LCS and the PAS. It follows that the verb does not 
have the ability to identify an argument under government anymore, so that a verb with a 
second agreement marker cannot identify an object NP.24
Before closing the argument about the representation of Alamblak second agreement, 
we have to discuss the case of doubling of a second agreement marker and a NON-object
[+N, -V] [+N, -V]
LCS: [Thing PRO, 3SF]y
24Where the verb is ditransitive, its PAS has two variables, i.e. it has ability to identify two objects. If 
it is accompanied by a second agreement marker, its ability to identify a beneficiary /recipient is absorbed 
but it still has ability to identify a theme.
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NP. Does an NP embedded in another phrase constitute a topic if it is cross-referenced 
by a second agreement marker, as apparent object NPs cross-referenced by second 
agreement markers do? Consider examples (4.76c) and (4.80b) repeated here as (4.94)
(4.94) a. Maria-t ttiwon-me-t-r/ [John-rj-hu taun-ko yi-nef-t]
Maria-3SF ask-RPST-3SF-3SM John-3SM-GEN city-ALL go-NOM-3SF
‘Maria asked John to go to the city.’ 
b. Mmem-t [yen-r-hu mfha-t] tat-me-t-r
mother-3SF child-3SM-GEN head-3SF hit-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The mother hit the boy on the head.’
In (a) the subject of the embedded clause is cross-referenced by the second agreement 
marker which represents the patient of the matrix verb. In (b) the possessor of the object 
NP is cross-referenced by the second agreement marker which represents the maleficiary 
of the verb. These doubling constructions are different from the other type of doubling 
exemplified by the following:
(4.95) John-r Simon-r tat-me-r-r.
John-3SM Simon-3SM hit-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘Simon, John hit him.’
In (4.95) the NP is the topic of the sentence and is not thematically linked to any 
constituent; it only anaphorically linked to the second agreement marker, which is 
thematically linked to the verb. The NP is a floating topic. The NP would be identified 
by the verb only in the absence of the second agreement marker. In (4.94), on the other 
hand, the NPs are not only anaphorically linked to the second agreement marker but also 
syntactically linked to elements which are not the main verbs of the sentences, i.e. to the 
embedded verb in (4.94a) and to the body part in (4.94b). They are not floating topics. 
They have obvious grammatical relations in the positions, i.e. the subject relation in (a) 
and the specifier relation in (b). The conceptual relations assumed by the co-referential 
NPs are different from those assumed by the second agreement markers. In (4.94a) the 
p referentia l NP assumes the theme relation in the embedded clause and the second 
agreement marker, the patient/goal relation of the main verb. In (4.94b), the preferential 
NP assumes the possessor relation of the noun mfha ‘head’, and the second agreement 
marker the maleficiary relation. The question here is this: When an NP has a grammatical 
relation in constituent structure, i.e. when it is not floating, does it still assume a topic 
function if cross-referenced by an second agreement marker which has a distinct thematic 
relation?
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The present theory predicts that it does. And there is a piece of evidence to support 
this. Let us consider (4.94a), for example. Tentatively assume the following lexical 
specification for the verb ttiwon:
(4.96) ttiwon 25> 26 
PAS:
LCS: [Event [AFF ([Human L)] ([Human ]j0 1  
[Event [SAY ([Thing? ])]  ([Human ]lc)]
[Event [CAUSE ([state  ] A)] ([Human ]&)]
[State [KNOW ( [Event ]B )] ([Human L ) ]A 
[Event [WANT ([Event/State ]C)] ([Human ]k)]B 
[Event/State [F — ] ([Human ] i ) ] j ~
The verb identifies two arguments by governing them. They are shown in the PAS 
(xi,yj). Their thematic interpretations are indicated by the LCS and the co-indexing 
relations. The PAS does not involve a variable which is co-indexed with the actor 
[Human since the actor argument is not identified by the verb under government 
but identified by the VP under predication.27 Now look at the last line. The whole 
Event/State is co-indexed with the variable yj in the PAS, which means that the embedded 
clause is identified as an Event/State. The Human argument of [F...] in the last line is co­
indexed with the patient of the verb. Thus when the value of the patient argument is 
determined, that of the embedded subject is determined to be the same value. In (4.94a) 
the value of the patient is determined by the LCS of the second agreement marker, which 
involves [Thing PRO], so that the value of the embedded subject is also determined by the 
LCS of the second agreement marker. Since the second agreement marker involves [Thing 
PRO], the LCS of John-r cannot be unified with it, for JOHN is not compatible with 
PRO. For concreteness’ sake, consider the following:
25The rough meaning of the LCS will be: [Human U says something to [Human li t o  cause a 
situation in which [Human It knows that [Human U wants that [Human It will do [F...]. A 
more detailed and accurate conceptual semantic specification should be much bigger than (4.96) (cf. 
Wierzbicka 1985, 1988). For the present purpose the simplified version is sufficient,
26 A notational note. “[...[ ]A ...] , [abcd]A” is notationally equivalent to “[...[abed]...]”. The former 
notation is used to increase the intelligibility of a proposed conceptual structure.
27See chapter one.
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(4.97) 
ttiwon-me-t 
PAS: (xj)
LCS: [Event [AFF ([Human ]/)] ([Human ]&)]
[Event [SAY ([Thing? ])] ([Human ]&)]
[Event [CAUSE ([state ]A)] ([Human ] l c ) ]
[State [KNOW ([Event ]B)1 ([Human L )]A 
[Event [WANT ([Event/State ]C)] ([Human ]jfc)]B
[Event/State [F...] ([Human ] /) ] /“"
[np John-r;-hu [yp taun-ko yi]-kfet]y
LCS: CS:
r TOT-nsJl r  [Event MOVE ([Thing ]/)]&
[Human JOHN] L[State [TOWARD ( [Thing CITY])] ([Event ]*)]J
The LCS of the second agreement marker is co-indexed with the second most prominent 
argument of the the verb’s LCS, i.e. the inner argument of AFF. Since the outer 
argument of KNOW and the argument of [F...] are also co-indexed with the inner 
argument of AFF, they are all co-indexed with the LCS of the second agreement marker. 
Being co-indexed, they are unified. The value of the argument of [F...] is now [Thing 
PRO, 3SM]. The inflected verb’s PAS contains only one variable, which is co-indexed 
with [Event/State [F...] ([Human L)]c , i.e. it has the ability to identify a complement 
clause under government. The argument of [F ...] is co-indexed with the LCS of the 
second agreement marker. This means that the inflected verb identifies a clausal 
complement whose subject value is to be identified as being the LCS of the second 
agreement marker. The inflected verb governs the embedded nominalised clause, so the 
variable in the PAS and the clause are co-indexed. [Event/State [F...] ([Human ]/)] is 
unified with the CS of the embedded clause, which consists of more than one conceptual
component: [ [ [s®"‘ ^OW^RD^XhingCiTY])] ([Evem ]* )]]•  [Human ]< m
[Event/State [F_] ([Human ]/)] indicates that this human argument is the most prominent
argument of the embedded clause. So the most prominent argument in the embedded 
clause [Thing ] is unified with it. Thus the conceptual value of the second agreement 
marker determines the value of the subject of the embedded verb yi ‘go’. Notice, if the 
value of the subject of yi were determined by the LCS of the embedded subject [JOHN] 
(by predication), unification of the matrix verb’s LCS and the CS of the embedded clause 
would be blocked since PRO and JOHN are not compatible. Thus, the embedded subject 
cannot participate in the thematic interpretation of the sentence. It must have some other 
function. This theory predicts that it is a topic in situ (not a floating topic), although the 
precise mechanism how to assign it a topic function is not known at this moment.
There is a piece of evidence to support this analysis of topic in situ. Consider the 
following:
- i 7
LCS: [PRO, 3SM]/
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(4.98) [John-r/-hu mmem-t] ttiwon-me-t-ry/*/
John-3SM-GEN mother-3SF ask-RPST-3SF-3SM
[John-ry/*/-hu taun-ko yi-kfet]
John-3SM-GEN dty-ALL go-INF 
‘John/’s mother asked Johny / * /  to go to the city.’
Alhough the doubled NP is in the embedded subject position, it has a wide scope over 
other sentential constituents. A co-referential reading o f the three indexed nominals is 
impossible. But if the embedded subject is empty, the genitive possessor o f the matrix 
subject and the second agreement marker can be co-referential. This means that when 
coreferential with the second agreement marker, the embedded subject has a wide scope 
over the matrix subject, i.e. it has a topic function.
The genitive possessor in (4.94b) has the same structural status as that of the 
embedded subject in (4.94a). As the grammaticality of the following sentence indicates, 
the value of the second agreement marker necessarily determines the value of the 
possessor:28
(4.99) Mmem-t mfha-t tat-me-t-r. 
mother-3SF head-3SF hit-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The mother hit him on the head.’
Since the second agreement marker involves [Thing PRO, 3SM], the overt possessor in
(4.100) cannot participate in the thematic interpretation of the sentence since [Thing PRO] 
and R-expressions are conceptually incompatible:
(4.100) Mmem-t John-r/-hu mfha-t tat-me-t-r/. 
mother-3SF John-3SM-GEN head-3SF hit-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The mother hit John on the head.’
In this sentence John-r has a topic function. The impossibility of a coreferential reading 
of the following sentence corroborates this analysis:
(4.101) *John-r/-hu mmem-t John-ry/*/-hu mfha-t
John-3SM-GEN mother-3SM John-3SM-GEN head-3SF 
tat-me-t-r^*/ 
hit-RPST-3SF-3SM
28The conceptual and syntactic mechanism of possessor raising will be extensively considered in §4.4.
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Again the coreferential possessor has a function of topic in situ.
Therefore, complementarity of an second agreement marker and a co-referential NP is 
detected not only between object NPs and second agreement markers but also between 
second agreement markers and apparent possessors and apparent embedded subjects. 
When the value of an argument (or the value of co-indexed arguments) in the verb’s LCS 
is determined by the LCS of the second agreement marker, no incompatible LCS can be 
unified with it (or with them). Thus in these constructions, the doubled NPs must have 
topic functions either as a floating topic or in situ.29
The present analysis also explains the grammaticality contrast seen in the following 
pair of sentences:
(4.102) a. *John-r na/ tat-me-r-a;.
John-3SM IS hit-RPST-3SM-lS 
‘*Me, John hit me.’
b. John-r nan,-hu mfha-t tat-me-r-a;.
John-3SM 1S-GEN head-3SF hit-RPST-3SM-l S 
‘John hit me on the head.’
Our analysis predicts that insofar as there is no contradiction between the conceptual 
specification of a second agreement marker and that of a coreferential NP, unification of 
the two is possible. (This is contrasted with an LFG analysis (Bresnan and Mchombo 
1987). In LFG a second agreement marker in Alamblak will be analysed to have a 
[PRED=PRO] specification. So it will never be unified with any other PRED specifying 
NP.) The ungrammatically of (4.102a) is explained by the assumption that personal 
pronouns in Almblak cannot be topicalised. In (a) the second agreement marker absorbs 
the argument identifying ability of the verb, so the personal pronoun na cannot be 
identified by the verb under government; it must assume a topic function. The 
ungrammaticality of the sentence indicates that personal pronouns cannot be topicalised. 
On the other hand (4.102b) is grammatical. This suggests that the personal pronoun
29This analysis can be tested by checking the grammaticality of the following sentence:
Maria-tj-hu bro-ij  kfötahi-mö-r-t,- [ ej Maria-t,-hu taun-ko hikhani-kföt]
Maria-3SF-GEN brother-3SM promise-RPST-3SM-3SF Maria-3SF-GEN city-ALL take-INF 
‘Maria,-’s brother promised her,- to take Maria,- to the city.’
Since the embedded object is not concetpually co-indexed with the matrix object, the value of the matrix 
object marker does not determine that of the embedded object. In this case, doubling does not block the 
unification of the LCS of the embedded object and that of the embedded verb. The embedded object should 
not have a scope over the matrix subject, so the sentence should be grammatical. So far I have not 
checked its grammaticality.
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cross-referenced by the second agreement marker does not assume a topic function. Is it 
consistent with the analysis of (4.101)? Our theory predicts that it is. First, note that the 
personal pronoun in (4.102a) and the R-expression John-r are assigned topic functions in 
different ways. In (4.102a), the personal pronoun is assigned a topic
function since the ability of the verb to identify an NP under government is absorbed by 
the second agreement marker. In (4.101), on the other hand, the second agreement 
marker does not absorbs the ability of the verb to identify an NP under government. The 
verb must identify the body part expression under government. The value of the second 
agreement marker is determined to be that of the possessor after the unification of the LCS 
of the body part expression and the verb’s LCS is completed30 (see §4.4 for a detailed 
discussion on possessor raising and second agreement). Since the determination of 
second agreement occurs after this unification, the ability of the verb to identify an 
argument is not influenced by the second agreement marker. On the other hand, the body 
part expression is a Function from an Animate entity to a Thing. It presumably has an 
ability to identify an argument marked by a genitive marker. The second agreement 
marker cannot affect this ability, either. Assume that the body part expression identifies 
its possessor argument in (4.102b). This assumption does not contradict with the former 
assumption that the second agreement marker determines the value of the possessor, since 
the overt possessor’s conceptual specification and that of the second agreement marker are 
compatible and can be unified. Therefore the genitive personal pronoun in (4.102b) does 
not assume a topic function, so that the sentence is grammatical. This is another 
conceptual advantage of our theory over LFG.
To sum up, the facts of Alamblak control constructions and possessor raising 
constructions suggest that the argument relations expressed by second agreement markers 
do not have any structural function, i.e. they only have a thematic value but not a phrase 
structural value. So any of the GB analyses of inflectional endings are inappropriate, 
since they presuppose a structurally represented NP position for that argument. LFG’s f- 
structure representation is also problematic, since both an NP object and a second 
agreement marker would have the same OBJ function in the f-structures. It cannot state 
the functional difference between the two. The present Conceptual Semantic Theory 
accommodates these facts correctly. Any argument which has a structural function is 
represented in both the constituent structure and the conceptual structure, while an 
argument which does not have one is represented only in the conceptual structure. In the 
latter case mapping between the second agreement marker and the conceptual 
interpretation is carried out by the theory of Second Agreement Co-indexing proposed in 
(4.92). It also succeeds in explaining the syntactic behaviour of cross-referenced NPs.
30The ordering is intrinsic rather than extrinsic.
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Since second agreement markers involve the conceptual specification [Thing PRO], any 
conceptual argument co-indexed with it cannot be unified any other argument with an 
incompatible LCS: second agreement markers prevent NPs with an incompatible LCS 
from assuming the conceptual relations co-indexed with them.
4.2.2.3. Morphological Blocking and the Distributional Relation between 
AGR and Overt Argument, Re-examined
Previously we saw that Andrews’s (1990) unification-based lexical theory had the 
capacity to accommodate both the facts of morphological blocking and the cross-linguistic 
variation about the distributional relation between inflectional endings and overt 
arguments. But we have seen that the facts of Alamblak second agreement cannot be 
described by lexical theories like LFG. In the following, Andrews’ intuition of 
morphological blocking will be reorganised in Conceptual Semantic terms and the four 
types of agreement systems will also be reanalysed.
First, consider morphological blocking. LFG is unable to describe the facts of 
Alamblak second agreement, since it does not distinguish arguments with grammatical 
functions and those without them. But as pointed out by Andrews (1990a), 
morphological blocking is explained only in unification based theories in which both 
synthetic and analytic verb forms contribute information to an abstract level of structure 
where information from both the verbs and other sources is pooled. The Alamblak facts 
suggest that this level is conceptual structure. Therefore morphological blocking must 
apply with respect to conceptual structures rather than f-structures.
First let us consider a simple case exemplified below:
(4.103) a. Fak-me-r-t.
get-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘He married her.’ 
b . *Re-t fak-me-r.
3-3SF get-RPST-3SM 
‘He married her.’
How should the grammaticality contrast be explained? A functional explanation could be 
possible. In Alamblak, a discoursally presupposed object must be expressed by a second 
agreement marker. Since the discoursally presupposed object in the (b) sentence is not 
expressed by a second agreement marker, it is ill-formed. But this explanation is 
superficial. This can be factored out into two subparts: one is that a presupposed object 
must be expressed by a pronoun, i.e. either an independent or incorporated pronoun; the 
other is that when an incorporated pronoun is available, the use of an independent
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pronoun is blocked. This blocking effect is not explained by the functional explanation. 
Thus I would like to modify Andrews’ Morphological Blocking Principle (4.73) so that it 
can be effective to block the (b) sentence in favour of the (a) sentence above. Notice that 
morphological blocking takes place on the basis of the representation in which inflectional 
elements are amalgamated with the verb.
As we have already seen, a second agreement marker in Alamblak involves a 
pronominal content [Thing PRO]. The Morphological Blocking Principle must be able to 
block (b) in favour of (a) without referring to grammatical functions. To see how it 
works, tentatively assume the LCS o f the verb fak-me-r ‘get-RPST-3SM’ in (4.103b) as 
follows:
(4.104) fak-me-r
[Fact RPST ([Event [CAUSE ([state ]A)] ([Human 3SM]/)])]
[State [AT ([Human 3SM],•)] ([Thing ])]A
This CS properly subsumes the CS of (4.103b):
(4.105) re-t fak-me-r
[Fact RPST ([Event [CAUSE ([state ]A)1 ([Human 3SM];)])]
[State [AT ([Human 3SM],-)] ([Thing PRO, 3SF])]A
Now there is a lexical form fak-me-r-t ‘get-RPST-3SM-3SF’, whose LCS is analysed as 
follows:
(4.106) fak-me-r-t
[Fact R P S T  ([Event [CAUSE ([state ]A)1 ([Human 3SM]/)])]
[State [AT ([Human 3SM]/)] ([Thing PRO, 3SF])]A
Since (4.106) subsumes (4.105), (4.105) is blocked. Thus the preliminary version of the 
Morphological Blocking Principle in the Conceptual Semantics approach is as follows:
(4.107) Morphological Blocking Principle (revised preliminary version)
Suppose the structure S has a lexical item L;, and there is another lexical item 
L2 such that the LCS determined by the lexical entry of Lj properly subsumes 
that determined by the lexical entry of L2, and that o f L2 subsumes the CS 
associated with L; in S. Then S is blocked.
An advantage o f this version is that blocking takes place with respect to conceptual 
structures, so that it is totally irrelevant whether or not an argument has a grammatical 
relation.
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However, there is a problem with this version. There are cases where blocking takes 
place between two sets of lexical items. Consider the following:
(4.108) a. Ninga-f hti-me-r-r.
eye-3D see-RPST-3SF-3SF 
‘He looked into his eyes.’ 
b. *Re-r-hu ninga-f hti-me-r.
3-3SM-GEN eye-3D see-RPST-3SM
(4.109) a. Tir-f bro-e-f-r
hand-3D big-COP-3D-3SM 
‘He has big hands.’ 
b. *Re-r-hu tir-f bro-e-f 
3-3SM-GEN hand-3D big-COP-3D
We have seen that second agreement in these constructions cannot be determined solely 
on lexical grounds (cf. discussion o f examples (4.101) and (4.102b)). But still the 
expressions with an incorporated pronoun block those with an independent pronoun. The 
difference between independent NP pronouns and incorporated pronouns is that the latter 
are amalgamated with verbs or adjectives at least at one level of representation while the 
former is always independent. The determination of second agreement is based on GF- 
structure. Nevertheless, inflected verbs and adjectives are morphologically single words. 
But how can these syntactic and morphological properties be reconciled?
In these examples, blocking takes place between two sets of lexical items not between 
two single lexical items. But what is peculiar to these constructions is that the verb and 
the inalienably possessed body part compositionally select an Entity, i.e. the two lexical 
items compositionally constitute a function which selects an Animate variable. (See §4.4 
for an extensive discussion on possessor raising constructions.) Compare the CSs of 
(4.108a) and ninga-f hti-me-r in (b):
(4.110) a. CS of (4 .108a)
[Event [SEE ([Thing EYE ([Animate PRO, 3SM]), 3D])] ([Human 3SM])] 
b. CS of ninga-f hti-me-r in (4.108b)
[Event [SEE ([Thing EYE ([Animate ])> 3D])] ([Human 3SM])]
In (b) the value of the variable is to be determined by the LCS of the independent pronoun 
while in (a) it is already determined by the value of the second agreement marker 
incorporated into the verb. Thus the CS determined by the verb and the body part in (b) 
properly subsumes that in (a) and that in (a) subsumes the CS associated with the verb
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and the body part in the clause in (b). Given this, (b) is blocked. What seems to be 
functioning here is a principle of the following form:
(4.111) Morphological Blocking Principle (final version)
Suppose the structure S has a set of lexical items A (ai, a2, ...» an) (n>l) and 
there is another a set of lexical items B (bi, b2, . . bm) (m>l) such that the CS 
determined by unifying the elements of A properly subsumes that determined 
by unifying the elements of B, and that of B subsumes the CS associated with 
A in S. Then S is blocked.
(4.107) is a special case where n=l and m =l.
Andrews’ Morphological Blocking Principle is modified above so that morphological 
blocking can be effective with respect to conceptual structures and it can apply not only 
between two single lexical items but also between two sets of lexical items.
Next let us consider the four types of agreement systems. Reviewing, they are 
summarised as follows:
(4.112) a. Type one:
Complete complementary distribution between overt NPs and inflectional 
endings, e.g. subject relation in Breton and Irish and object relation in 
Chichewa, Kunparlang and Alamblak.
b. Type two:
Only pronouns can occur with synthetic forms, e.g. subject relation in Welsh 
and genitive relation in Cois Fhairrge.
c. Type three:
Only non-pronominal NPs can occur with synthetic forms, e.g. subject 
relation in Hebrew and Chamorro.
d. Type four:
There is no constraint on the type of NP which can occur with synthetic forms,
e. g. subject relation in Alamblak, Italian and Chichewa.
In a type one system, inflectional endings exclude overt manifestation of the 
arguments. The LCSs of the inflectional endings involve the specification [Thing PRO] 
and are directly unified with a variable of the verbs’ LCS as we have already seen in the 
case of Alamblak second agreement. This pronominal specification of the inflectional 
endings is also responsible for morphological blocking. Thus the subject agreement 
markers in Breton and Irish and the “object” markers in Chichewa, Kumparlang and 
Alamblak involve this pronominal specification.
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However, our theory predicts that there is a difference between these subject markers 
and “object” markers. It predicts that subject markers do not absorb syntactic subject 
functions co-indexed with them, while “object” markers absorb syntactic object functions. 
Recall the mechanism of object absorption in Alamblak. Second agreement markers in 
Alamblak involve [Thing PRO], so the value of the second highest role in the LCS is 
determined by this. The transitivity of a verb is represented by a co-indexing relation 
between a variable in a PAS and one in an LCS. Thus where an LCS involves no such 
variable, there is no corresponding PAS. Therefore this theory predicts that where an 
object marker involves [Thing PRO], the structural object relation is absorbed by its 
presence. Since an object is syntactically governed by a verb to be identified with a 
variable involved in the LCS of the verb, if its value is otherwise determined, the verb’s 
ability to identify it is absorbed. It follows, then, that where there is no PAS to be 
absorbed, there is no grammatical relation to be absorbed, i.e. a grammatical relation 
which is not governed by the verb cannot be absorbed. It follows that syntactic subject 
relations cannot be absorbed, since they are not governed by verbs. In configurational 
nominative-accusative languages, subjects are not governed by verbs. Since there is no 
PAS to identify an subject, the subject relation cannot be absorbed by a subject 
marker.31’32 Thus in Irish and Breton, subject relations cannot be absorbed even if 
subject markers have [Thing PRO]. In this case, the subject positions are filled by a base- 
generated empty category. According to Chomsky (1982) and Jaeggli (1986), this empty 
category is classified to be small pro , which must be identified by a person-number- 
(gender) feature involved in the inflectional element. Since the conceptual specification of 
subject markers with [Thing PRO] and pro are consistent, they can be unified.
Notice that the [Thing PRO] specification on a subject agreement marker does not 
prevent an NP with a consistent conceptual specification from appearing in the subject 
position. Thus one might expect an overt pronoun to appear in the subject position, 
which is impossible in Irish and Breton. In order to exclude this possibility, I would like
31 Note that the subject relations we are discussing are syntactic subject relations rather than “thematic 
subject relations”: the values of “thematic subject relations” can be determined as in passive morphology 
but syntactic subject relations can never be absorbed in this type of language.
32 However, if there are deeply non-configurational languages in which subjects are also governed by 
verbs, the subject relations are also absorbed by a subject agreement marker involving [Thing PRO]. 
Andrews (personal communication) suggested that post-verbal.”subjects” in Irish and Breton would be 
structurally governed by the verb and that the subject relations would be structurally absorbed by subject 
markers, so subject markers and overt subjects are mutually exclusive. He also suggested that the relation 
between a verb and the following subject described by McCloskey (1986) is more like the one between 
verb and its governed object, and that when the subject is preposed, it is not governed by the verb, so that 
subject markers do not absorb the subject grammatical relations. His suggestions are insightful, but I 
have not worked out how to incorporate them into the present framework.
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to adopt Chomsky’s (1981) Avoid Pronoun Principle, which excludes the overt 
manifestation of a pronoun where its covert alternative is available:
(4.113) Avoid pronoun (Chomsky 1981: p. 65)
Chomsky (1981) argues that the interpretations o f the pronouns in the following  
sentences are attributed to this principle:
(4.114) a. John would much prefer [his going to the movie]
b. John would much prefer [his (own) book] (ibid)
In (b) the genitive pronoun may or may not refer to John. In (a), on the other hand, 
unless it is stressed, there is a strong preference for taking it to be someone other than 
John. While a genitive pronoun in the subject position of a gerund can be replaced with 
an empty pronoun PRO, one in the specifier position of an NP with a normal head cannot:
(4.115) John would much prefer [PRO going to the movie]
(4.116) a. *1 like [n p  PRO book] 
b. I like [np his book]
Since no empty alternative is available for the genitive pronoun in (4.114b), the use of an 
overt pronoun is not excluded and it is free in reference. In the case of the gerund, on the 
other hand, the coreferential reading is obtained by using a PRO as indicated by (4.115), 
so that the coreferential interpretation of the genitive pronoun in (4.114a) is excluded by 
(4.113). If it is stressed, the overt pronoun is admitted, since it has more information 
than the empty counterpart.
Andrews (1990a) argues that his Morphological Blocking Principle was introduced to 
explain the effects of “Avoid Pronoun Principle”, it in fact does not explain all of them. 
While the Morphological Blocking Principle explains why the combination of an overt 
pronoun and an analytic verb is excluded in favour of a synthetic verb, it is not meant to 
explain the other type of “Avoid Pronoun” effects mentiioned above. Although 
Chomsky’s (1981) Avoid Pronoun Principle is a statement of the facts and by no means 
explanatory, we adopt it to describe the facts of agreement.
The mutual exclusion o f agreement markers and overt NPs in the first agreement 
system is explained in two different ways. When object agreement markers involve 
[Thing PRO], they structurally absorb the verbs’ ability to identify an object NP, so that 
they are complementary. On the other hand, when subject agreement markers involve 
[Thing PRO], they do not structurally absorb the subject relations, so that the subject 
markers can be unified with an NP occupying the subject position if their conceptual 
specifications do not contradict. While both empty and overt pronouns are compatible
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with the subject agreement markers, only the empty pronoun pro is admitted, since the 
Avoid Pronoun Principle excludes the overt alternative.
Before discussing the second and third types of agreement system, let us next consider 
another extreme case, the fourth type. In this type of agreement system, any type of NP 
can appear with the agreement marker. Consider the following Alamblak examples:
(4.117) a. Yi-me-r
go-RPST-3SM 
‘He went.’
b . Re-r yi-me-r 
3-3SM go-RPST-3SM 
‘He went.’
c. John-r yi-me-r.
John-3SM go-RPST-3SM 
‘John went.’
Since the first agreement marker is compatible with a referential expression John-r, it 
should not involve a [Thing PRO] specification. It only involves a person-number-gender 
specification, [3SM]. The value of the variable involved in yi is determined by the 
subject NPs. In (a) no overt subject is manifested. So, an empty pronoun must be 
postulated which provides the value of the variable. In the next section I will adduce 
Alamblak evidence to show that where there is no overt subject NP, an empty pronoun 
occupies the subject position to assume the structural subject function. Since independent 
subject NPs determine the value of the variable, any kind of NP can occur with a subject 
agreement marker.
One might offer an objection to this analysis: the Avoid Pronoun Principle would 
exclude (4.117b) in favour of (4.117a). Note, however, that the Avoid Pronoun 
Principle applies only when an overt pronoun has no more information than an empty 
counterpart has. It seems that the subject pronoun in (4.117b) has a contrastive or 
emphatic meaning. It is also supposed that subject pronouns in Italian and Chichewa also 
have a contrastive or emphatic meaning (cf. Bresnan and Mchombo 1987). Therefore 
they are not excluded by the Avoid Pronoun Principle.
There is another characteristic of this system: agreement markers are usually 
obligatory. That the agreement markers in the fourth type do not involve [Thing PRO] is 
derivable from the fact that they are obligatory. If obligatory agreement markers involved 
[Thing PRO], no referential NP could appear with them and, therefore, no new 
information introducing NPs could be mentioned with the verbs, a functionally weird
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linguistic situation. Therefore, in the fourth type of agreement system, the specification 
of an agreement marker involves [aF] but not [Thing PRO],
The second type of agreement systems are those in which an inflectional element may 
be accompanied by a pronoun but not by any other kind of overt NP. According to MH, 
the subject agreement markers in Welsh and possessive proclitics in Irish of Cois Fhairrge 
are optional elements which exclude referential expressions. This means that their 
conceptual specifications necessarily involve [Thing PRO]. As pronouns, their LCSs can 
be unified with those of pronouns but not with those of referential expressions. 
Furthermore, in Irish of Cois Fhairrge, a possessive proclitic occurs only with an 
independent pronoun which adds a contrastive meaning (MH: pp. 528-529). It is also 
supposed that independent subject pronouns in Welsh add a contrastive or emphatic 
meaning. Since contrastive pronouns are not excluded by the Avoid Pronoun Principle, 
in these languages the agreement markers can occur with (contrastive or emphatic) 
pronouns. The conceptual specification [Thing PRO] and the Avoid Pronoun Principle 
correctly characterise the second type of agreement system.
The third type of agreement systems are those where an inflectional element may be 
accompanied by a referential NP but not by an overt pronoun. This type is exemplified 
by the subject agreement in Hebrew and Chamorro. In Hebrew and Chamorro subject 
agreement is obligatory. Since they are obligatory, they cannot involve [Thing PRO]. 
They just involve person, number (and gender) features. The conceptual values of the 
most prominent arguments of verbs are provided by the CSs of overt or covert subject 
NPs. Thus the conceptual specification of agreement markers in this system is identical 
with those of the fourth type, [aF]. The difference seems to be that in the third type, 
overt pronouns do not usually have contrastive meanings, so that they are excluded by the 
Avoid Pronoun Principle in favour of empty pronouns. Doron (1988) reports that while 
overt pronominal subjects are usually excluded by subject markers in Hebrew, preposed 
pronominal subjects, which arguably have a certain emphatic meaning, and pronominal 
subjects with contrastive stress are admitted:
(4.118) a. etmol Sama’t AT harca’a
yesterday head.2SG.FEM YOU lecture
b. at etmol Sama’t harca’a
you yesterday head.2SG.FEM lecture (Doron 1988: pp. 206-207)
Since they have more information than empty pronuns, the Avoid Pronon Principle is not 
invoked.
To sum up, in the first type, inflectional elements involve [Thing PRO]. But this type 
is divided into two parts. (1) subject markers involve [Thing PRO] and subject
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grammatical relations are not absorbed. Referential subject are excluded by [Thing PRO] 
while overt pronominal subjects are excluded by the Avoid Pronoun Principle. (2) object 
markers involve [Thing PRO] and object grammatical relations are absorbed, so that no 
overt or covert object NPs can co-occur with the object markers. The second type is 
similar to (1) of the first type. The inflectional elements involve [Thing PRO] but no 
grammatical relations are absorbed. Co-occurring overt pronominal NPs are not excluded 
by the AVoid Pronoun Principle since they have contrastive or emphatic meanings. The 
third and fourth types are similar in that the inflectional elements do not involve 
[Thing PRO] but [aF]. The difference between the two is that overt pronouns in the latter 
have a contrastive or emphatic meaning, while those in the latter do not. Thus the Avoid 
Pronoun Principle excludes the overt pronouns in the former but do not exclude those of 
the latter.
4.2.3. Summary
In section §4.2. the representation of object agreement in Alamblak was discussed in a 
universal context. First, Alamblak was compared with Chichewa and the following 
generalisation was drawn: in Alamblak object agreement markers exclude overt object 
NPs, i.e. they are mutually exclusive. Then several previous proposals were examined 
which tried to explain similar phenomena detected in other languages. We saw that 
though A ndrew s’ unification-based lexical analysis, which incorporates the 
Morphological Blocking Principle, was superior to the GB analyses, none of them were 
able to accommodate the Alamblak fact that argument relations indicated by second 
agreement markers do not have any grammatical relation represented in constituent 
structure. It was necessary to distinguish two types of argument relations: those with 
grammatical relations and those without them. It was argued that it was only in a 
grammatical theory which differentiated the level of grammatical relational representation 
and that of thematic representation that this fact could be properly analysed. I presented 
an alternative analysis in the Conceptual Semantics approach proposed in this work.
It was suggested that the [Thing PRO] specification on second agreement markers both 
excluded overt object NPs and absorbed the transitivity of the verbs. This also gave rise 
to a desirable consequence. It distinguished absorbable grammatical relations and 
unabsorbable grammatical relations. It was argued that since transitivity was represented 
by co-indexing between variables in a PAS and a corresponding LCS, it was only when 
the value of a variable in an LCS co-indexed with one in a PAS was determined by an 
inflectional element that a verb’s transitivity is absorbed. Thus subject relations should 
not be absorbed since they are not governed by verbs.
This section has offered a theory concerning the relationship between inflectional 
elements and grammatical relations. The basic claim of this section is summarised as: (1)
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in Alamblak second agreement markers absorb the transitivity of verbs; (2) this absorption 
of transitivity is explained by specifying the second agreement markers as having 
[Thing PRO]; (3) morphological blocking should be formalised in Conceptual Semantic 
terms; (4) this theory also differentiates absorbable grammatical relations and 
unabsorbable ones.
4.3. Subject and Subject Agreement
In the previous section I discussed the syntactic and conceptual representation of object 
agreement and a general theory of agreement in the present framework. In this section I 
will present the representation of subject and subject agreement in Alamblak along the 
analysis presented there.
Alamblak subject agreement is the fourth type of agreement discussed in the previous 
section, i.e. any type of overt NP can occur with a subject agreement marker. According 
to the analysis presented above, these are mere agreement markers, which do not involve 
a pronominal content at all. Thus when a verb with a subject agreement marker occurs 
without an overt subject, the subject position must be filled by an empty pronoun pro. In 
§4.3.1 I will adduce evidence to support this analysis. §4.3.2 will show the 
representation of subject and subject agreement in the language. In §4.3.3 I will discuss 
counter-examples to the above generalisation that first agreement in Alamblak is 
grammatical agreement, and suggest they are apparent counter-examples which by and 
large follow the general principles.
4.3.1. Subject Position
In the previous section I discussed the following sentences to argue that argument 
relations represented by second agreement markers do not have a structural scope at all:
(4.119) a. Maria-t ttiwon-me-t-r/ [John-r/-hu taun-ko yi-kfet]
Maria-3SF ask-RPST-3SF-3SM John-3SM-GEN city-ALL go-INF 
‘Maria asked John to go to the city.’ 
b. *Maria-t tu-r,- ttiwon-me-t 
Maria-3 SF E/R-3SM ask-RPST-3SF 
[John-r/-hu taun-ko yi-kfet]
John-3SM-GEN city-ALL go-INF 
‘*Maria asked HIM/ for John/ to go to the city.’
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In (a) the second agreement marker is co-referential with the embedded subject John-r. If 
the argument relation represented by the second agreement marker had a grammatical 
relation represented in the constituent structure, it would c-command the R-expression 
and the sentence would be excluded, (b) shows that the embedded R-expression cannot 
be c-commanded and controlled by a matrix argument which has a grammatical relation. 
Thus the argument relation represented by the second agreement marker in (a) does not 
have a grammatical relation represented in the constituent structure. Thus second 
agreement markers absorb object grammatical relations.
On the other hand, first agreement markers do not absorb subject grammatical relations 
at all. Consider the following:
(4.120) a. John-r/ Maria-ty kfetahi-me-r/-(ty) [yemre yak-kfet]
John-3SM Maria-3SF promise-RPST-3SM-3SF m eat get-INF 
‘John promised Maria to get some meat.’ 
b. * Maria-ty kfetahi-me-r/-(ty) [John-r/-hu yemre yak-kfet]
Maria-3SF promise-RPST-3SM-3SF John-3SM-GEN meat get-INF
‘*He/ promised Maria for John/ to get meat.’
(4.121) a. Maria-t/ John-ry ttiwon-me-t/ [yemre he-kfet]
Maria-3SF John-3SM ask-RPST-3SF meat give-INF 
‘Maria asked John to give her some meat’ 
b. * John-r/ ttiwon-me-ty-(r/) [PRO/ Maria-ty-hu yemre he-kfet]
John-3SM ask-RPST-3SF Maria-3SF-GEN meat give-INF
‘*Shey asked John to give Mariay some meat.’
The ungrammaticality of the sentences indicates that the R-expressions in the embedded 
clauses are within the scope of co-referential NPs. The argument relations indicated by 
the first agreement markers must be represented by an NP in the GF-structure.
The next constructions which show that subject relations are represented in GF- 
structure are possessor raising constructions. In the previous section I argued that the 
genitive possessor of an inalienably possessed body part expression can be 
crossreferenced by the verbal second agreement marker even when the latter does not 
govern the former:
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(4.122) a. Yaw-s [yen-r-hu tir-t] was-me-t-r.
dog-3SF child-3SM-GEN hand-3SF bite-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The dog bit the boy on(?) the hand.’ 
b. Mmem-t [yen-r-hu mfha-t] tat-me-t-r
mother-3SF child-3SM-GEN head-3SF hit-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The mother hit the boy on the head.’
(4.123) a. [Yen-r-hu tha-t] gengte-we-t-r.
child-3SM-GEN skin-3SF get.cold-IMPF-3SF-3SM 
‘The boy’s skin is getting cold.’ (Bruce 1984: p. 240)
b. [Yen-r-hu tir-t] fa-me-t-r.
child-3SM-GEN hand-3SF painful-RPST-3SF-3SM 
‘The boy has pains in the hand. ’
(4.124) a. Yima-r [pp [np yen-r-hu mfha]-ko] tat-me-r-r.
man-3SM child-3SM-GEN head-LOC hit-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘The man hit the boy on the head.’ 
b. Yima-r [pp [np yen-t-hu wura]-ko] hehrampa-m 
man-3SM child-3SF-GEN leg-LOC oil-3PL 
gebrema-me-r-t. 
rub-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘The man rubbed oil on the girl’s leg.’
It was argued that the genitive possessors are topics in situ and do not contribute to the 
thematic interpretation of the sentences and that the second agreement markers directly 
linked to the conceptual structures without assuming a grammatical relation.
On the other hand, genitive possessors can never cross-reference on a first agreement 
marker. Consider the following:
(4.125) a. John-r; wura-ko gengta-mo-w-r;.
John-3 SM leg-LOC cold-RPST-IMPF-3SM 
‘John was cold on the legs.’
b. *[pp [np John-r/-hu wura]-ko] gengta-mo-w-r;.
John-3SM-GEN leg-LOC cold-RPST-IMPF-3SM
(4.126) a. Yen-r; mfha-ko kkah-mo-w-r;.
child-3SM head-ALL hot-RPST-IMPF-3SM 
‘The boy was hot on the head.’ 
b. *[pp [np Yen-r;-hu mfha]-ko] kkah-mo-w-r;.
child-3SM-GEN head-ALL hot-RPST-IMPF-3SM
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In the (a) sentences, the first agreement markers are co-referential with the structurally 
independent subject NPs. In the (b) sentences, on the other hand, they are co-referential 
with NPs which are embedded in PPs. Compare the (b) sentences with the sentences in 
(4.124). The grammaticality contrast must derive from the structural difference between 
second agreement markers and first agreement markers. Those in (4.124) are 
grammatical since the argument relations indicated by the second agreement markers do 
not have any grammatical relational value, i.e. there are no syntactic empty categories 
which assume object relations and c-command the genitive possessors. As argued in the 
previous section, the conceptual specification of the second agreement marker involves 
[Thing PRO], which absorbs the structural object relations. The ungrammaticality of the 
(b) sentences above suggests that structural subject relations cannot be absorbed by first 
agreement markers, so that the genitive possessors, which are R-expressions, are c- 
commanded by co-referential empty subjects. They are barred by the Binding Theory 
(C).
The above has shown that an empty subjects must be postulated in the subject 
positions when verbs with first agreement markers are not accompanied by an overt 
subject. This derives from the configurational organisation of the GF-structures of 
Alamblak. Alamblak has a configurational nominative-accusative system at the level of 
GF-structure. In chapter one it was suggested that in this system a VP must be linked to a 
subject NP even when the VP is conceptually closed, so that every VP has a structural 
subject. Structural subject relations cannot be absorbed in this system. Therefore, where 
a clause has no overt subject, an empty pronominal subject is required to be present in the 
position.
In the previous section it was also suggested that obligatory agreement markers cannot 
have a pronominal content; otherwise no R-expression could be mentioned with inflected 
verbs. Alamblak first agreement markers are obligatory in tensed agreement clauses. 
Thus they should not have a pronominal content, which is consistent with the fact that 
empty pronouns, overt pronouns which are contrastive or emphatic, and R-expressions 
can all appear in the subject positions, as suggested above and in the previous section.
4.3.2. Representation
First agreement markers in Alamblak always indicate subject relations. Thus the 
conceptual specification of first agreement markers must be unified with those of the 
subject NPs. In §4.1 it was tentatively assumed that a first agreement marker indicates 
the highest thematic role of a clause (4.13). However, this is not in fact a correct 
characterisation of first agreement markers in Alamblak. In chapter one it was suggested
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that the CS of a subject is unified with the most prominent role in the CS of the VP it 
governs. Then what a first agreement marker indicates is the same role. That is, the LCS 
of a first agreement marker is unified with the most prominent role in the VP’s CS. This 
unification is carried out by co-indexing. Therefore Alamblak involves the following:
(4.127) First Agreement Coindexing in Alamblak (final version)
The LCS of a first agreement marker is co-indexed with the highest variable in 
the XP it governs.33
Below let us see how the CSs of a subject, a first agreement marker and a verb are 
unified to give the interpretation of the sentence. Consider the following structure and the 
LCS of the verb yi i34
(4.128)
(4.129)
N P1
I
John-r,-
John-3SM
'y i
L C S  :
INFL’
INFL’
v p l
1
INFL
1
V
1
TNS
I
AGR
11
yi
1
-me
I
-r/
go RPST 3SM
n < *  [E ven t M OV E ([T h in g  ] / ) ] /
R  ^  [State [AWAY «T hing EM PATHY])] «E ven t ];)]
The LCS of the first agreement marker is co-indexed with the most prominent variable in 
the CS of the VP:
(4.130)
<* [Event M OVE ([Thing 3 SM ]/)]
C  ^  [State [AWAY «Thing EMPATHY])] «Thing 3SM]/)]_
33An agreement marker governs an XP in the configuration: 
INFL”
NP INFL’
XP INFL
(TENSE) AGR
34The conceptual specification of yi ‘go’ was discussed in §3.2.2.
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The LCS of the subject is also unified with the most prominent variable in the VP’s CS:
Information from both the subject NP and the first agreement marker determines the value 
of the highest role in the verb’s LCS. Since there is no in consistency between the two 
they are unified. The unified CS is identical with (4.131).
The primary function of first agreement is to check consistency between the CSs of the 
subject and the inflected verb. Thus where there is contradiction unification fails, as the 
ungrammatically of the following sentence indicates:
(4.132) *John-rz- yi-me-t;.
4.3.3. Asymmetric Co-ordination
A counter-example to this generalisation is pointed out by Bruce (1983, 1984). He 
argues that Alamblak first agreement markers are primarily indicators of semantic roles 
not merely grammatical agreement markers and quotes the following examples for 
illustration:
(4.133) a. Yen-r yima-r-pne yi-me-f
child-3SM person-3SM-REF go-RPST-3D 
‘A boy went with a man.’ 
b. Ne Natmah-r-pne dbifr-we-nen-f35 
ID Natmah-3SM-REF pluck-1MPF-1D-3D 
‘We (I with Natmah) pluck them.’
In (4.133a) the number feature of the first agreement marker is dual but that of the subject 
is singular. It appears that the subject and the comitative phrases marked by -pne are 
jointly agreeing with the first agreement marker of the verb. On the other hand in
R [E ven t M O V E  ( [ [H u m a n  J O H N ,  3SM];) ]
_ IState [AWAY «T hing EMPATHY])] «Human JOHN, 3SM],)]
John-3SM go-RPST-3SF
35Judgement is by Bruce (1983). According to my informants, this sentence is not perfectly 
grammatical. This is arguably because overt pronominal subjects have a contrastive or emphatic meaning 
(see below).
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(4.133b) the number feature of the comitative phrase is included in the number feature of 
the subject pronoun. Thus the immediate generalisation deduced would be that there are 
two ways in which the number of a comitative phrases is included in another grammatical 
formative, one in the number feature of a first agreement marker and the other in the 
number feature of a personal pronoun. In (b) the first agreement marker agrees with the 
subject. But this generalisation appears not to apply to (a). In the following, I will 
discuss a universal characterisation of this type of construction, known as asymmetric co­
ordination (Hetzron 1973, Schwartz 1988a, 1988b, 1989, Aissen and Ladusaw 1988 and 
Aissen 1989), and suggest an alternative syntactic analysis for (4.133a) which accords 
with the general pattem of subject agreement.
Schwartz (1988) discusses two types of asymmetric syntactic coordinations found 
across languages which have a symmetric thematic interpretation, plural pronoun 
construction (PPC) and verb-coded coordination (VCC). Plural pronoun constructions 
are exemplified by (4.133b) and the following, which are quoted from Schwartz (1988a):
(4.134) a. [Kamwa Davy] inla duhdu
2d Davy qo swim/DuJ
‘You (sg.^ and Davy went swimming.’
b. [mes ar Jäni] gäjäm mäjäs 
lPL & Jäni went. 1 PL home 
‘John and I /  we and John went home.’
c. [kwä yä] ku ' pä
l PL 2SG lPL come 
‘You (sg.) and I / We and you (sg.) have come.’ (Kpelle)
What is common in these PPCs is the fact that the plural pronouns allow inclusive 
interpretations. PPCs have the following general schematic structure:
(4.135) PPC
PRONOUN & NP V
[number = n] [number = m] where n includes m.
Languages vary as to whether or not the pronoun and the NP constitute a single NP. 
Hungarian (Hetzron 1973), Mokilese, Latvian and Kpelle (Schwartz 1988a) belong to the 
class of languages in which the pronoun and the NP constitute a single NP. Nigerian 
Hausa (Schwartz 1989), Tzotsil (Aissen 1989) and Alamblak belong to the other type of 
languages where comitative phrases are syntactically adjuncts and independent of the 
pronoun.
(Mokilese)
(Latvian)
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VCC is a construction in which the number of the verbal agreement includes that of a 
comitative phrase. Schwartz (1988a) gives the following examples:
(4.136) a. Otidohme [s majka mi] na paza
went.1 PL & mother l.POSS to market
‘My mother and I went to the market.’ (Bulgarian)
b. [Täda-nze-a] käsho
child-3 SG .POSS-COM came3PL
‘He and his son came.’ (Kanuri)
c. Kea guyrow Tamag 
3SGsaw 3D Tamag
‘He saw him and Tamag.’ (Yapese)
In these examples, the numbers indicated by the verbal agreement include those of 
comitative phrases. In many cases, PPC and VCC overlap. Schwartz (1988a) lists 
Bulgarian, Latvian, Hungarian and Yapese as examples of the languages which have both 
PPC and VCC. Tzotzil (Aissen and Ladusaw 1988 and Aissen 1989) and Alamblak also 
belong to this class.36
Schwartz (1988a), Aissen and Ladusaw (1988) and Aissen (1989) discuss the direct 
correspondence between PPC and VCC. Schwartz says: “If the agreement features for 
the relation in question are taken off the verb of a VCC and added to the ‘gap’ in the 
syntax of the independent member of the thematic coordination, the result would be a 
PPC (1988a: p. 247).” Aissen and Ladusaw go further and argue that the agreement 
pattern found in the VCC constructions is based on the syntactic PPC and that therefore 
the basis o f asymmetric coordination is the fact that the number feature o f a plural 
pronoun in PPC includes that of a comitative phrase. They claim that it is not that the NP 
and the comitative phrase are together cross-referenced by the verb in VCC but that the 
NP agrees with the verb and that the number feature of the comitative phrase is included 
in the number feature of the NP. This is shown in the following:
36Schi^/fz( 1988a, 1989) suggests that Kanuri, Dakota and Hausa show VCC but not PPC. But later I 
will argue that her analysis of Hausa is not correct, which suggests that there is no language which have 
VCC but not PPC. Schwartz (1988a) also reports that Tagalog has PPC but not VCC.
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(4.137)
a. *NP COM V-AGR
b. NP COM V-AGR
AJ
On the other hand, Schwartz (1989) points out that there are some cases in which VCC 
cannot be reduced to PPC. She argues that in Nigerian Hausa, the number feature of the 
comitative phrase is included in the agreement marker but not in the pronoun. Consider 
the following pair:
(4.138) a. Mu: mun je kasuwa da Audu
iPL(IND) 1PL(SUBJ. AGR) go market & Audu
‘We and Audu went to the market.’ 
b. Mun je kasuwa da Audu
lPL(SUBJ. AGR) go market & Audu
‘Audu and I went to the market.’ (Schwartz 1989: P. 34)
Hausa has two pronominal systems: one is independent pronouns, which occupy NP 
positions in sentences, the other is agreement pronominals, which cliticise on the verbs. 
In (4.138a) mu: is an independent NP pronoun and mun is the subject agreement marker, 
(b) does not have a subject NP pronoun. As indicated by the translations, only the latter 
allows an inclusive interpretation. Independent NP pronouns persistently resist inclusive 
interpretations. Schwartz argues that this means that Hausa has only VVC but not PPC. 
She concludes that in this language VCC is not reducible to PPC, i.e. since the number 
feature of the comitative phrases cannot be included in that of the syntactic pronominal 
subject, it is the agreement marker which includes the number feature of the comitative 
phrase.
However, Schwartz’s (1989) argument is not convincing. She does not consider the 
functional difference between phonologically more contentful pronouns and less 
contentful ones. Bresnan and Mchombo (1987), quoting Kameyama (1985), argue that 
universally each language has two (or more) types of pronominal expressions, one with 
more phonological content and the other with less phonological content. The former has a 
more contrastive and emphatic meaning than the latter. Thus if a language has both 
independent pronouns and cliticised pronouns or both independent pronouns and empty 
pronouns, independent pronouns have a contrastive and emphatic function. Pronouns 
with contrastive meaning cannot include the number feature of a comitative phrase, since 
contrastive pronouns are by definition exclusive. In Hausa an independent subject 
pronoun co-occurs with an inflectional marker on the verb as shown in (4.138a). Thus 
this inflectional marker is an agreement marker rather than an incorporated pronoun. In
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(4.138b) no independent subject is manifested. But since the inflectional element is an 
agreement marker, an empty pronoun must occupy the subject position. Therefore, 
Hausa has both independent pronouns and empty pronouns. The fact that the 
independent pronoun in (4.138a) resists an inclusive reading derives from its function, 
i .e . an independent pronoun in the language has contrastive meaning so that cannot 
include the number feature of a comitative phrase. The empty subject pronoun in the (b) 
sentence has no contrastive meaning. Thus the number feature of a comitative phrase can 
be included in it. Therefore Aissen and Ladusaw’s (1988) argument that VCC is 
structurally dependent on PPC is supported.
Below I will present some Alamblak examples to show that asymmetric co-ordination 
in this language is based on PPC. Apart from cases like those in (4.133), asymmetric co­
ordination is also attested in clauses which do not accommodate agreement markers. 
Consider the following:
(4.139) a. Yi-me-f. Re-t-pne mi-na-hti-yak-ni-hate, yi-me-m.
gO-RPST-3D 3-3SF-REF ELEV-REC-see-get-PROG-SEQ go-R PST-3PL  
‘The two went. The two and she meeting each other, the three went.’
b. Nd nandem Mfra-t-pne mi-na-hik-nheh-ni-hate,
DET sn ake M fra-3SF-REF ELEF-REC-follow-feignedly-PRO G -SEQ  
‘The two and the snake Mfra pretending to follow each other, 
fak-tuhaf-me-f-m kkir-kund-m
g e t-th ro w .a w a y-R P S T -3 D -3PL g erm -sa g o .ro ll-3 P L  
‘the two threw away the germ sago rolls.’
c. Gesn-t-n yifem-r-pne m-na-hti-hate
G osen-3SF -F O C  father-3SM -R E F  ELEV-REC-see-SEQ
ndha nhanur hateh-me-f 
there cry .to g e th er  stay.togeth er-R P S T -3D  
‘In Gosen, (Joseph) and the father met each other and there they cried 
together for a while.’ (Genesis 46: 29)
The reciprocal morphemes n a- require dual or plural subjects which include the number 
feature of the comitative phrases. Since sequential clauses do not accommodate tense- 
aspect morphemes and agreement markers, this number inclusion cannot be captured by 
agreement. Thus these are PPCs with empty subject pronouns which include the features 
of the comitative phrases. This means the following two points: 1) asymmetric co­
ordination in Alamblak is totally independent of agreement; 2) asymmetric co-ordination 
in the language can be encoded by empty pronouns.
Now how should the acceptability of (4.133a) be interpreted, where the apparent 
subject Y en -r  ‘child-3SM’ is not agreeing with the first agreement marker? The first thing
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to be mentioned is that the acceptability of the sentence is considerably low compared to 
that of (4.133b). Hetzron (1973) discusses similar constructions in Hungarian:
(4.140) ?A ferfi a vezetö-jev-el elindult-ak
The man the guide-his-with left-they
‘The man left with his guide.’ (Hetzron (1973: p. 493)
Hetzron (1973) suggests that (4.140) has a deviant status by saying: ‘[(4.140)] can be 
heard in the uneducated colloquial’ (p. 494). Though it is divergent and the 
grammaticality is considerably low, (4.133a) is not completely ungrammatical. I would 
like to suggest that Yen-r ‘child-3S’ in (4.133a) is just apparently the subject and that it is 
actually the topic of the sentence.
This analysis assumes the following structure for the sentence:
(4.141) Yen-r [s prom  yima-r-pne yi-me-f]
child-3SM person-3SM-GEN go-RPST-3D
The topic is not properly licensed in this structure, so the sentence is not completely 
grammatical. But since the PNG feature of the topic is included in that of the subject 
pronoun, the sentence is somehow interpretable. This analysis predicts that Yen-r in the 
sentence cannot be replaced by a singular pronoun r'e-r ‘3-3SM’ since pronouns cannot 
assume a topic function as pointed out previously. This predication is borne out:
(4.142) *Re-r yima-r-pne yi-me-f
3-3SM person-3SM-REF go-RPST-3D
The ungrammatically of the sentence suggests that the singular pronoun assumes the 
topic function and that this makes the sentence ungrammatical.37 Thus it is also 
considered that the singular subject also assumes the topic function in (4.141).
37There is another predication the present analysis makes which has not been checked. We saw that an 
NP co-referential with a second agreement marker assumed the topic function of the sentence. Since a 
single sentence cannot have more than one topic, our analysis predicts that the following sentence is 
ungrammatical:
John-r yima-r-pnö föh-t was-mö-f-t
JohnSSM person-3SM-REF pig-3SF spear-RPST-3D-3SF
‘John and the man speared the pig.’
Both John-r  and feh -r  are analysed to be topics of the sentences, so that it is predicted to be 
ungrammatical. Though I have not checked with an informant, there seems to be little chance for it to be 
grammatical.
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The above leads us to a conclusion that asymmetric co-ordination in this language is no 
exception to the general pattern of subject agreement. Thus we maintain that first 
agreement is grammatical agreement between structural subjects and first agreement 
markers.
4.4. Possessor Raising and the Representation 
of Second Agreement
In §4.1 it was suggested that second agreement is determined on the thematic situation 
of the whole clause not only on the semantics of the verb. The following examples were 
quoted to show this:
(4.143) a. N d y aw -r bro-e-r
DET dog-3SM big-COP-3SM 
‘The dog is big.’
b. John-r-hu  tir-f bro-e-f-r.
John-3SM-GEN hand-3D big-COP-3D-3SM 
‘John has big hands.’
(4.144) a. John-r m i-s  hti-me-r-t.
John-3SM tree-3SF see-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘John saw the tree.’
b. John-r yen-r-hu ninga-f hti-me-f-r.
John-3SM child-3SM-GEN eye-3D see-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘John looked into the boy’s eyes.’
The (b) sentences are possessor raising constructions. The second agreement markers 
assume the roles of the possessors of the body parts. These examples are crucial in that 
they indicate that the thematic roles assumed by second agreement markers cannot be 
determined in the lexicon.
A lexical analysis is impossible in this case. Since the meaning of a body part is not 
involved in the LCS of the verb or the adjective, there would be no way of telling that the 
second agreement markers represent possessors if we only looked at the verb or the 
adjective. Consider (4.143b), for example. The LCS of the adjective bro is assumed as 
follows:
(4.145) [State BIG ([Thing ])]
BIG is a one place function, so only one entity can be unified with it. If unification of the 
LCS of the second agreement marker and that of bro in (4.143b) were to be carried out
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lexically, what would be the variable representing a possessor? There is no variable for 
possessor in the LCS of the adjective bro. Thus unification of the LCS of the second 
agreement marker and that of the adjective must be carried out on the basis of the syntactic 
structure not only on the lexical semantics.
In the following, it will be argued that the present Conceptual Semantic framework 
offers a natural explanation to the question how and why the values of the second 
agreement markers determine those of possessors in (4.144b) and (4.143b).
First consider a slightly different version of (4.143b) and its GF-structure presented 
below:
(4.146) a. Tir-f bro-e-f-r
hand-3D big-COP-3D-3SM
‘His hands are big/He has big hands.’
b. INFL”
INFL’
tir-f INFL
bro COP
I
-e
AGR
/ X
-f -r
An intuitive interpretation of the “Possessor Raising” (PR) construction is that the AP and 
the body part expression compositionally select a possessor argument whose value is 
determined by the second agreement marker, i.e. the second agreement marker is the 
argument of the phrase composed of a body part expression and a predicate tir-f bro 
‘hand-3D big’. The conceptual semantic framework assumed here offers a formal device 
to explain this intuition.
When the functional classification of syntactic categories was proposed in chapter one, 
it was suggested that any given syntactic category is either a Basic category or a Function. 
Expressions of inalienably possessed body parts have peculiar conceptual nature in this 
respect. They are conceptually hybrid: they are both Things and Functions. For 
example, hand denotes a Thing. But as the same time, it also selects a possessor. An 
inalienably possessed hand without its possessor is unconceivable. As Things, body part 
expressions must be identified by other functions; as Functions they select an Animate to 
map it onto a Thing. For example, the LCS of tir-f is proposed as follows:
(4.147)
r tir-f
LtThing H A N D  ([Animate ]) 3D] ]
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In (4.146), the NP tir-f governs the AP bro, so that it is a predication configuration as 
indicated by the super-scripts. Since tir-f is a Thing, it is identified as being the argument 
of the predicate bro, to give the following CS of tir-f bro:
(4.148) tir-f1 bro1
[Thing H A N D  ([Animate ]) 3D]; [State BIG ([Thing ]/)]
Unify =>
[State BIG ([Thing HAND ([Animate 1) 3D];)]
Since tir-f is also a Function, the unified CS selects an Animate. Steedman (1987) 
suggests in the categorial grammar framework that where a function selects another 
function, they compositionally select an argument, i.e. given F(x) and G(y), F(G(y)) 
equals to FG(y). In (4.148) the unified functions BIG and HAND compositionally select 
an Animate entity.
Then how is the value of the second agreement marker unified with the Animate 
variable? In §4.2.2.2 it was suggested that a second agreement marker must identify the 
second most prominent role in the clause. However, the unified CS in (4.148) has no 
second highest role. It has only one variable. The second agreement marker’s LCS must 
be unified with it. Notice that though it is the only role and therefore the highest role, it 
cannot be unified with the LCS of the first agreement marker. As pointed out in §4.3.2, 
both the LCS of a first agreement marker and that of a subject are unified with the highest 
role in the CS of the VP or the AP it governs. In (4.146) the LCS of the first agreement 
marker is unified with the highest variable of the LCS of the AP bro ‘big’. So, second 
agreement marker determines the value of the highest variable in the CS given by the 
unification of the CSs of the subject NP and the AP it governs. Notice that this does not 
contradict the assumption that the CS of a subject determines the value of the most 
prominent variable in the CS of the XP it governs. Unification of the CSs of a subject 
and an XP always precedes unification of a second agreement marker and the CSs given 
by the unification of the CSs of an NP and an XP, since the CS whose highest variable is 
unified with the LCS of a second agreement marker is defined by unifying the CSs of the 
subject NP and the XP. Namely it is always after the value of the highest variable of the 
CS of a VP or an AP is determined by the CS of the subject, that the highest variable of 
this unified CS is defined. Where no body part expression is involved, the most 
prominent variable of the LCS of a verb is unified with the subject’s CS and the second 
most prominent variable with the LCS of the second agreement marker, since the 
highest variable in the CS given by the unification of the CSs of the VP and the subject 
NP happens to be the second highest role of the verb. Accordingly (4.92) is modified as 
follows:
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(4.149) Second Agreement Co-indexing (final version)
A second agreement marker is co-indexed with the highest variable in the CS 
given by the unification of the CSs of an NP and an XP that the NP governs.
“Possessor Raising” from object is analysed in the same way. Consider the following:
(4.150) a. John-r ninga-f hti-me-f-r.
John-3SM eye-3D see-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘John looked into his eyes.’
b. INFL”
INFL’
John-r/
The LCSs of the verb hti and ning-fare assumed as follows:
(4.151) a. hti ‘see’
f h t i  I
P A S :  ( * / )
-LC S: [Event [SEE ([Thing ]*)] ([Anim ate ])]- 
b. ninga-f'eye-3D’
[Thing EYE ([Animate ])* 3D]
In (4.150), The verb governs and identifies the NP ning-f to give the following 
interpretation of the VP:
(4.152) [Event [SEE ([Thing EYE ([Animate 1) 3D]y)] ([Animate 1)1
The subject NP is identified by the VP, so that its LCS and the most prominent role in the 
VP’s CS are unified as follows:
(4.153) [Event [SEE ([Thing EYE ([Animate 1) 3D]y)] ([Human JOHN]/)]
Now the most prominent variable in this CS is the one which is compositionally selected 
by SEE and EYE. The LCS of the second agreement marker is co-indexed and unified 
with it:
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(4.154) [Event [SEE ([Thing EYE ([Animate PRO, 3SM]^) 3D]y)] ([Human JOHN]/)]
Possessor raising constructions exemplified by (4.124), repeated below as (4.155), 
are analysed differently:
(4.155) a. Yima-r [pp [n p  yen-r-hu mfha]-ko] tat-me-r-r.
manSSM child-3SM-GEN head-LOC hit-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘The man hit the boy on the head.’ 
b. Yima-r [pp [np yen-t-hu wura]-ko] hehrampa-m 
man-3SM child-3SF-GEN leg-LOC oil-3PL 
gebrema-me-r-t. 
rub-RPST-3SM-3SF 
‘The man rubbed oil on the girl’s leg.’
Consider (4.155a), for example. In this theory, PPs are not identified by verbs. So 
[np yen-r-hu mfha]-ko] ‘child-3SM-GEN head-LOC’ is not identified by the verb. Rather 
the PP is a modifier which indicates the place where the action of hitting was realised. 
Thus the LCS of the second agreement in the sentence is not unified with the variable 
given by the unification of the LCSs of the verb and the body part expression. Instead, it 
is unified with the variable having the “patient” role of the verb (after the unification of the 
(L)CSs of the VP and the subject, where the CS of the VP equals the LCS of the verb). 
The analysis that the verb and the body part expression in the PP do not compositionally 
select a possessor is corroborated by the ungrammatically of the following sentence:
(4.156) *Yima-r [pp [np yen-r-hu mfha]-ko] tat-me-r?
man-3SM child-3SM-GEN head-LOC hit-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘*The man hit on who’s head?’
If the LCSs of the verb and the body part expression in this construction compositionally 
selected a possessor, this sentence would have to be grammatical. The ungrammatically 
suggests that there is no nominal expression in the sentence whose LCS is unified with 
the variable for the “patient”. Our theory also explains the difference between (4.155a) 
and (4.156) by the assumption that PPs are not identified, while NPs are.
This section discussed a conceptual semantic analysis of possessor raising 
constructions and the determination of second agreement. The behaviour of second 
agreement in Possessor Raising constructions can be explained by assuming that 
expressions of inalienably possessed body parts are conceptually hybrids of Thing and 
Function. As Things, they are identified by other Functions, but as Functions they select 
a possessor. The body part expression and the Functions selecting them compositionally 
select a possessor. This possessor’s value is determined by a second agreement marker.
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Second agreement markers always indicate the possessors in Possessor Raising 
constructions since the LCS of a second agreement marker is unified with the highest 
variable in the CS given by the unification of the CSs of the subject NP and the VP that 
the subject govern, i.e. the identification of a second agreement marker follows the 
identification of a subject.
4.5. Conclusion
In this chapter I discussed the representation of agreement markers in Alamblak. The 
structural distinction between arguments with grammatical functions and ones without 
was fully investigated. Argument relations indicated by second agreement markers in 
Alamblak do not have any grammatical function at all. Their conceptual meaning is 
directly linked to the conceptual structures without being mediated by syntactic structures. 
We adopted an LFG proposal and argued that they are incorporated pronouns. We 
suggested in the Conceptual Semantic framework assumed here that second agreement 
markers have the conceptual specification [Thing PRO]. It was also clarified that subject 
relations must be represented in constituent structures by overt or empty NPs. The values 
of subjects are always determined by these independent NPs. While object relations are 
absorbed by second agreement markers, subject relations can never be absorbed. This 
asymmetry derives from the configurational nature of the language. While objects are 
governed and identified by the verb, subjects are not. Subjects are identified by VPs 
under predication. This configurational asymmetry in conjunction with the theory of 
object identification proposed in the previous chapter necessarily derives the structural 
difference between first and second agreement markers in Alamblak.
It is important to realise that the distinction between arguments with and without a 
grammatical relation can be formulated only in the Conceptual Semantic approach to 
syntax, in which the representation of grammatical relations and that of thematic relations 
are distinct. Any theory which confuses the two is completely unable to capture this 
significant fact. The present theory is also able to explain and describe the facts of 
morphological blocking and various types of Infl-Argument relationships found in natural 
language, since unification provides the fundamental basis for the interpretation of the 
sentences.
The analysis presented in §4.4 also overcomes the problems of Baker’s (1988) 
analysis of Possessor Raising and agreement. Baker’s analysis of Possessor Raising is 
to assign an object status to a possessor by abstractly incorporating the head noun into the 
verb. The intuition is that the verb and the head noun are more tightly linked to each 
other, so that the possessor is no more governed by the head noun but by the verb 
incorporating it. This intuition seems to be on the right track. But as far as Alamblak is
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concerned, the abstract incorporation analysis he proposes cannot achieve its goal, since 
Possessor Raising in Alamblak cannot be accounted for by the notion of government. It 
was shown that Alamblak allows possessors in PP and subject NPs to be cross- 
referenced by second agreement markers. Since abstract incorporation of PPs and subject 
NPs is impossible in the GB theory, Possessor Raising in Alamblak defies Baker’s 
analysis. Furthermore second agreement in Alamblak cannot be characterised by the 
notion of surface realisation of an abstract object relation as Baker suggests for languages 
with verbal cross-referencing. The behaviour of second agreement in Possessor Raising 
constructions disproves his proposal. The Conceptual Semantic analysis presented above 
overcomes these problems. First, it allows body part expressions to be conceptually 
specified to be hybrids of Thing and Function. The unification of the CSs of a body part 
expression and a verb or AP in turn re-analyses a possessor to be an argument of the 
unified CS. Since the unification of the CSs of the verb or AP and the body part 
expression is carried out by the theory of argument identification, no abstract 
incorporation is required. Second agreement is also based on conceptual structures rather 
than syntactic government relations between a verb and an NP it governs. It was shown 
that second agreement relations cannot be determined until the subject relations are 
identified. Second agreement relations are determined with respect to the thematic 
situation of the clause. These facts of Possessor Raising and second agreement can be 
accommodated only in the Conceptual Semantic theory proposed in this work.
Appendix: Arguments without GR as a Correct Characterisation of Implicit 
Arguments
The differentiation of arguments with and without grammatical relations may remind 
the readers of the discussion of Implicit Arguments (Roeper 1987 and references therein). 
What Roeper calls Implicit Arguments are thematic roles which fail to appear in explicit 
positions but retain syntactic functions (ibid.: p. 267). He argues that Implicit Arguments 
have syntactic functions since they are able to control PROs. Consider the following 
examples in which the PROs in the rationale clauses are controlled by the implicit agents 
of the matrix verbs:
(4.157) a. The boat was sunk PRO to collect the insurance.
b. Goods are exportable PRO to improve profits. (Roeper 1987: p. 268)
Roeper argues that the implicit arguments in the above sentences are represented by the 
derivational affixes and that since the PROs are controlled by them, they must have the
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syntactic function to c-command them. So he proposes the following structures for the 
sentences:
(4.158) a. V2
V +en PRO/
I [AG/, TH]
sink
[AG/, TH]
b. V2
V -fable PRO /
I [AG/, TH]
export
[AG/, TH] (ibid.: p. 281)
Roeper argues: 1) The AGENT is initially present on the verbal thematic grid, matched by 
the thematic grid on the affixes; 2) Matching each other, both of the thematic grids 
percolate up to the Vi level; and 3) The Vi node now has AGi and c-commands the PRO 
so that the former controls the latter.
Roeper considers the affixes’ control of a PRO as evidence to show that they have 
syntactic function. On the assumption that a PRO must be c-commanded by its controller, 
he stipulates a system in which the AG of the affix c-commands the PRO.
However, this is a rather dubious stipulation. First of all, the claim that the affixes 
have a thematic grid [AG, TH] is totally ad hoc. Roeper argues that the affixes have to 
have this thematic grid since they exclusively select verbs with a thematic grid [AG, TH]: 
they cannot be affixed to verbs only with [AG] or [TH]. In order to exclude these 
impossible combinations, he suggests, the passive -en and -able should involve the 
thematic grid [AG, TH]. But it is not necessary to constrain the possible combination by 
the stipulated thematic grids on the affixes. If these morphemes are affixed to unergative 
verbs (i.e. active intransitive verbs), the S-structures fail to have a syntactic subject, since 
there is no object which moves to the subject position. On the other hand, if they are 
affixed to unaccusative verbs, they are excluded by the theory which prohibits vacuous 
affixation (Marantz 1984). So there is no theory-external reasoning for those stipulated 
thematic grids on the affixes. Secondly, though Roeper argues that the same stipulation
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and the feature percolation convention explain the grammatically contrast between 
(4.159a) and (b):
(4.159) a. *The ship sank by Bill.
b. The ship was sunk by Bill.
this contradicts the argument for the control construction. He argues that while (4.159a) 
does not have an implicit agent, (b) does and that the implicit agent in (b) is represented 
by the thematic grid AG involved in the -ed morpheme in the verb. If the thematic grid of 
the affix percolated up to V i (i.e. phrasal) level to c-command the PRO of the rationale 
clause in (4.158a), the same thematic grid would percolate up to Vi level and c-command 
the referential NP in the agent phrase. If Bill in (4.159b) were c-commanded by it, it 
would be excluded by the Binding Theory (C). Thus his stipulation cannot explain both 
the control constructions and agentive by phrases.
The grammaticality of (4.159b) suggests that there is no AG which c-commands an 
NP dominated by V2, i.e. VP. That is, the implicit agents do not have syntactic domain. 
Thus they are not represented in the constituent structure. Previously we saw that 
argument relations manifested by second agreement markers in Alamblak have no 
grammatical relation, since they are not syntactically represented by NPs. Nevertheless, 
they are able to control PROs in infinitive clauses as follows:
(4.160) Maria-t ttiwon-me-t-r; [PRO/ taun-ko yi-nef-t]
MariaSSF ask-RPST-3SF-3SM city-ALL go-NOM-3SF
‘Maria asked him to go to the city.’
Since the object relation is not syntactically represented by an NP, the control of the PRO 
cannot be captured in the constituent structure. It must be treated in the conceptual 
structure. Therefore the fact that an implicit argument can control a PRO in an infinitive 
clause does not mean that it has a syntactic function. Instead, implicit arguments must be 
treated as arguments with a thematic value but without a syntactic function.
A full exposition of analysis of implicit argument in the present framework is beyond 
the scope of the present research. I will leave it to the future.
PART III 
VISIBILITY
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CHAPTER FIVE
NP Licensing
Introduction to Part Three
In the following two chapters I will discuss a theory of visibility and two types of 
unmarked NP constructions exemplified below:
(5.1) a. Worn yha Kmbroming-r met-t fak-me-r.
certain time KmbromingSSM  woman-3SF get-RPST-3SM 
‘One day Kmbroming married a woman.’ 
b. Nd-ha yima-r feh-r was-me-r-r.
the-place person-3SM pig-3SM lcill-RSPT-3SM-3SM 
‘There the man killed the pig.’
(5.2) a. Tu-r -hu yemre hambre-kfet
E/R-3SM-GEN stomach search-NOM-INF 
‘To search for his own meat’ 
b. Feh yak-nef-t 
pig get-NOM-3SF 
‘Hunting pigs’
These examples are contrasted with the following in which NPs are accompanied by a 
PNG marker:
(5.3) a. John-r Maria-t fak-me-r.
John-3SM Maria-3SF get-RSPT-3SM 
‘John married Maria.’ 
b. Met-t yen-r hti-me-t.
woman-3SF child-3SM see-RPST-3SF 
‘The woman saw a boy.’
What determines the distribution of PNG markers in Alamblak. Although Bruce 
(1984) suggests that PNG markers are obligatory elements to terminate NPs, the NPs in
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(5.1) and (5.2) do not manifest a PNG marker. Part three aims to offer an explanation to 
this question by proposing a theory of visibility.
In GB theory morpho-syntactic marking on NPs is considered to be significant to 
thematic interpretation, i.e. only NPs with morpho-syntactic marking are “visible” for 
thematic interpretation (Aoun 1985, Chomsky 1986a, Baker 1988 among many others). 
Baker (1988) suggests that morpho-syntactic marking relevant for thematic interpretation 
involves morphological case marking, agreement, and adjacency under government 
(similar ideas are in Marantz 1984, Everret 1987, 1989). He suggests that these three 
types of marking are different types of surface realisation of a more abstract syntactic 
relation, Case-indexing, and that an NP is visible for 0-role assignment only if it is Case- 
indexed. An NP is Case-indexed iff it is governed by a Case-assigner, and the rules of 
the P(honological) F(orm) interpret this syntactic relation in one of the three forms, 
depending on the parametric choices in a given language. Baker (1988) proposes the 
following theory of visibility:
(5.4) a. The Visibility Condition
B receives a theta role only if it is Case-indexed, 
b. The Principle of PF Interpretation
Every Case-indexing relation at S-structure must be interpreted by the rules 
of PF. (Baker 1988: p. 116-117)
Consider the following structure, for example:1
(5.5)
INFL /
The subject is governed by the INFL, so it is Case-indexed with the INFL. And the 
object is governed by the verb and Case-indexed with it. This is suggested to be the 
universal S-structure for the sentences of any language corresponding to the English 
sentence ‘the man hit a dog’. Though this is universal, surface realisations vary among
1The order o f the constituents in Baker’s S-structure is irrelevant
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languages. In English the subject relation is realised by agreement between the subject 
and the verb2 and the object relation by adjacency between the object and the verb. In 
Turkish, the subject relation is realised by agreement and the object relation, by 
morphological case marking. In Japanese both relations are realised by morphological 
case marking. And in many polysynthetic languages including Bantu languages (Bresnan 
and Moshi 1990) and many Papuan languages (Foley 1986), both relations are 
represented by agreement.
Baker suggests that in some cases alternation of Case-realisation is detected. In 
Chichewa, when the verbal object agreement marker is absent, an object must be adjacent 
to the governing verb, where the object follows the verb, whereas when the object 
agreement is present, it need not be adjacent to the verb (Bresnan and Mchombo 1987):3
(5.6) a. SVO: Njüchi zi-nä-lüm-a alenje.
bees SM-PAST-bite-INDIC hunters
‘The bees bit the hunters.’
b. VOS: Zi-nä-lüm-a alenje njüchi.
c. OVS: *Alenje zi-nä-lüm-a njüchi.
d. VSO: *Zi-nä-lüm-a njüchi alenje.
e. SOV: * Njüchi alenje zi-nä-lüm-a.
f. OSV: * Alenje njüchi zi-nä-lüm-a.
(5.7) a. SVO: Njüchi zi-nä-wä-lüm-a alenje.
bees SM-PAST-OM-bite-INDIC hunters
‘The bees bit the hunters.’
b. VOS: Zi-nä-wä-lüm-a alenje njüchi.
c. OVS: Alenje zi-nä-wä-lüm-a njüchi.
d. VSO: Zi-nä-wä-lüm-a njüchi alenje.
e. SOV: Njüchi alenje zi-nä-wä-lüm-a.
f. OSV: Alenje njüchi zi-nä-wä-lüm-a.
Baker interprets this fact as follows: in Chichewa Case-indexing between an NP and its 
governing verb is realised either by adjacency between the two or by object agreement.4 
These two are suggested to be different realisations of the identical syntactic relation
2The subject relation is also realised by case when pronouns are the subjects.
3The following examples have already appeared as (4.16) and (4.17) in chapter four.
4As discussed in chapter four, Baker’s interpretaüon of these construcüons isnot correct. Bresnan and 
Mchombo (1987) persuasively argued that object markers assume the object relaüons in (5.7).
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represented by Case-indexing. Behind this interpretation is the idea that surface 
realisations are interpretations of more abstract grammatical relations, which are 
represented by Case-indexing. Thus the abstract Case-indexing is said to be “PF- 
Interpreted” by these morphosyntactic realisations. Baker also uses the term “PF- 
Identification” for those cases in which the forms of PF identify the grammatical relation 
in the syntactic structures.
However, morpho-syntactic markings in Alamblak do not always identify NPs’ 
grammatical relations. In the previous chapter it was argued that while first agreement 
markers always indicate structural subject relations, second agreement markers never 
indicate grammatical relations. Furthermore, though first agreement markers always 
indicate structural subject NPs, it is not true that subject NPs are always indicated by a 
first agreement marker. Their function is not something to make NPs visible by 
indicating their grammatical relations. To see this clearly, consider the following 
example:
(5.8) John-r Simon-r tat-me-hat,...
John-3SM Simon-3SM hit-RPST-SIMUL 
‘When John hit Simon / When Simon hit John,
Simultaneous clauses do not manifest any agreement marker. The subject relations are 
not indicated by any morpho-syntactic device here, as the ambiguity of the clause 
indicates. Similarly adjacency does not identify the object, either. Since Alamblak does 
not have case-marking, there is no morpho-syntactic device to indicate object relations in 
this language. In Alamblak, morpho-syntactic markings are PNG markers on NPs, 
which do not identify any grammatical relation. However, in the following I will argue 
that these PNG markers are in fact visibility markers in this language. In (5.8) the NPs 
are visible because they are accompanied by a PNG marker.
If PNG markers are visibility markers in Alamblak, an NP without a PNG marker 
must be invisible. Then how can the NPs in (5.1) and (5.2) be visible? In chapter five, I 
will offer a conceptual functional explanation to the grammaticality of (5.1). And in 
chaper six, I will argue that in the construction exemplified by (5.2), which is referred to 
as “Noun Incorporation” by Bruce (1984), unmarked NPs are made visible by the 
adjacent governing verbs.
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5.1. Self-Licensing NPs
Morpho-syntactic markings on NPs are compulsory even when they do not identify 
the grammatical relation of an NP. What is the function of this marking, then? This 
chapter tries to present an explanation to the question why NPs must be morpho- 
syntactically marked or have “Case”, in the theoretical framework I assume here. The 
answer seems to be related to the fact that it is actually not true that all NPs must be 
morpho-syntactically marked. There is a class of NPs which are unmarked but still 
grammatical. They are what Larson (1985) calls “bare-NP adverbs”.
Larson (1985) argues that these NPs have the ability to assign oblique Case to 
themselves so that they are “immunised against” the visibility condition. The essence of 
his idea is that some nouns have the ability to license themselves. Let us call this type of 
NP “self-licensing NP”. Self-licensing NPs by definition do not require an external 
governor, so they can appear in positions where other types of NPs are not permitted; the 
latter can appear only in positions syntactically licensed by external licensors. We call 
this latter type of NP “externally licensed NP”.
This section examines Larson’s “bare-NP adverbs” analysis and argues, contrary to 
his claim, that self-licensing NPs are not Case marked at all. The difference between self­
licensing NPs and externally licensed NPs will be attributed to the difference in their 
conceptual functional types. While externally licensed NPs denote Basic Categories, self­
licensing NPs denote Functions. If the difference in conceptual types has a direct effect 
on the morpho-syntactic forms of the NPs, this will suggest that morpho-syntactic 
marking plays a significant role in the unification of conceptual structures since Basic 
Categories and Functions are unified in different ways. The theory of unification 
proposed in chapter one states that Basic Categories must be indexed to be unified with 
argument-selecting Functions while Functions are not. Then it follows that morpho- 
syntactic marking directly related to NP’s bearing an index. I would like to suggest that 
only externally licensed NPs must have indices and morpho-syntactic marking licenses 
them. In a more explicit system, morpho-syntactic marking directly indicates the 
grammatical functions of NPs. But in a less explicit system as in Alamblak, they do not 
indicate any grammatical function, but only license the indexes of NPs. The following 
discussion will provides a more coherent account of visibility and NP licensing.
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5.1.1. Larson’s “Bare-NP Adverb” Analysis
Larson argues that there is a class of nouns whose projections, NPs, have adverbial 
functions. He gives the following examples for illustration (Larson 1985: pp. 596-598):
(5.9) Bare-NP Adverbs of time
a. John arrived [that moment/minute/hour/day/week/month/year].
b. John arrived [the previous April/March 12th/S unday/the Tuesday that I 
saw Max].
c. John arrived [some time next week].
d. John arrived [yesterday].
e. John stayed in New York last year.
(5.10) Bare-NP Adverbs of location
([som eplace warm and sunny] ]
a. You have lived ] [few places that I cared for] >.
l[every place that Max has lived]J
b. You have lived [here/there]
(5.11) Bare-NP Adverbs of Direction 
We were headed that direction.
(5.12) Bare-NP Adverbs of Manner
You pronounced my name { every way one could imagine } *
He also gives some examples containing NPs with similar semantics but cannot appear as 
bare NPs (ibid.):
(5.13) NPs of Time
T , , f *(on) that occasion
a. John arrived |  * (during) this vacation
. T1 , .  « t . f *(during) that period of his life 1
b. John stayed in New York (  * (b e f0 re) tha t in te rv a l 1 •
(5.14) NPs of location
v  . r  a f  *(°n) 43rd St. 1a. You have lived (  *(in) Germany j  •
b. You have lived *(near) every street I have seen.
(5.15) NPs of Direction
r(?)some way]
We were headed \ *that course k 
l*som e path J
(5.16) NPs of Manner
__ , f * th i s  f a s h i o n  \
You pronounced my name (  *the prescribed manner J
Larson considers that there are two things which require explanations. 1) What is the 
general principle to explain the grammaticality contrast detected between the sentences
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above? 2) How is the fact described and explained that NPs in (5.9)-(5.12) have 
adverbial functions?
He argues that the first point cannot merely be reduced to semantic considerations 
since there is no significant semantic difference between the nouns in the respective 
examples and membership cannot be defined in semantic terms. He suggests that the 
NPs in the sentences of the first type are Case-marked whereas those of the second are 
not and that the former nouns have ability to assign an oblique Case to themselves. He 
expresses this Case assigning property by [+F]. [+F] assigns an oblique Case to the NP 
that is the projection of the noun which involves this feature. Thus he suggests the 
following Case assignment by [+F]:
(5.17)
Being assigned a Case by [+F], “bare-NP adverbs” are immunized against the Case Filter 
(or the Visibility Condition), which states that every NP with a phonetic matrix must have 
a Case in order to be assigned a 9-role (Chomsky 1981, 1986a). On the other hand, the 
nouns in the latter examples lack a Case assigning property and there is no external Case 
assigner, so they are Caseless and the Case filter excludes them.
As for the second question, which concerns the adverbial nature of the NPs, he argues 
that it is explained by a single principle called “Adverbial 0-Role Assignment, which 
makes the ability to occur as an adverbial the unmarked case for any category of phrase” 
(Larson 1985: p. 606):
(5.18) Adverbial 0-Role Assignment
Assign an adverbial 0-role to a, where a is any phrase
The types of adverbial role, e.g. 0Temp> 01oc> ÖDir and ÖManner, are determined by the 
semantic nature of the nouns. Now, since the NPs in the first set are assigned Cases (by 
their heads) and they are visible, they can be assigned an adverbial 0-role. On the other 
hand, the NPs in the second set are Caseless so that they are not eligible to be assigned a 
9-role and the sentences are barred.
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5.1.2. Problems
While Larson’s intuition that a class of nouns have an ability to license themselves 
seems on the right track, the theory he proposes does not actually achieve his goal. It 
involves empirical and conceptual problems.
First, the empirical problem concerns the distribution of self-licensing NPs. Consider 
the following:
(5.19)
(5.20)
(5.21)
a. An interview yesterday
b. Yesterday’s interview
c. Fieldwork last year
d. Last year's fieldwork
a. An accident during that interval
b . *An accident that interval
c. *That interval’s accident
a. An interview on that occasion
b . * An interview that occasion
c. *That occasion’s interview
For Larson yesterday and Last year are bare-NP adverbs so they involve [+F], whereas 
that interval and that occasion are not bare-NP adverbs and do not have [+F]. As clearly 
manifested by the examples, temporal phrases which can appear in the genitive positions 
are restricted to those which involve [+F]. But Larson’s theory predicts the contrary. 
Since [+F] assigns an oblique Case to yesterday and last year, they would not be able to 
appear in a Case position because of the theory which prohibits two Cases being assigned 
to a single NP (Case-conflict) (Chomsky 1981, 1986a). So Larson’s theory predicts 
(5.19)(b) and (d) to be ungrammatical. Furthermore if “adverbial 0-role assignment” 
applied to any type of syntactic phrases provided that they are Case-marked, (5.20c) and 
(5.21c) should be grammatical since they are in Case-positions. The ungrammatically of 
the sentences indicates that the temporal phrases in these examples cannot be assigned an 
adverbial 0-role though they are in Case-positions, i.e. if an NP does not have a [+F], it 
cannot be assigned an adverbial 0-role. Though Larson argues that the grammaticality 
contrast between (5.9)-(5.12) and (5.13)-(5.16) is explained by the combination of Case 
assignment by [+F] and adverbial 0-role assignment, the latter is always dependent on the 
former. The combination of these ideas does not explain the linguistic facts he presents.
Next I will examine the nature of “adverbial 0-role assignment” and point out the 
conceptual problems Larson’s proposal involves. What is adverbial 0-role assignment?
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It involves a couple of peculiar features. 1) Unlike other types of 0-role assignment, 
there is no assigner-assignee relation, since no external 0-role assigners exist. What exist 
are just assignees. 2) Adverbial 0-role assignment does not determine the type of 0-role 
to be assigned to the NP: rather, the actual type is determined by the lexical properties of 
the NP which is assigned such a 0-role. Assignment of an adverbial 0-role and 
determination of the type of the role is crucially differentiated in this theory, though 
Larson does not seem to notice this. Larson says: “Assignment of adjunct 0-roles is 
assumed to be governed by the same considerations of inherent semantics that restrict the 
assignment of other 0-roles.5 That is, just as 0Agent is assigned only to animate NPs, 
ÖTemp will be assigned to any temporal phrases, and so on” (p. 606). Larson is wrong in 
considering that determination of the type of adverbial 0-role is comparable with that of 
an agent role. Though it is true that agent roles are usually assigned to animate NPs, 
being an animate NP does not actually determine the type of thematic relation assigned to 
it; it may be an agent, patient, beneficiary, experiencer or so on. Rather the type of a 0- 
role assigned to an NP by an external governor is solely determined by the function of 
which the NP is an argument. As for adverbial 0-role assignment, on the other hand, 
determination of the type cannot be attributed to an external function since there is no 
external function to assign a role to the NP. The NP itself must determine the type. 
Unless “bare-NP adverbs” are the argument of an overt external head as in by tomorrow, 
until yesterday, from there and so on, the type of their “adverbial 0-role” is invariably 
determined by the inherent lexical meanings of these NPs. Since the type is inherently 
determined, it is extremely dubious to postulate an independent theory of adverbial 0-role 
assignment. Furthermore since adverbial 0-role assignment is completely dependent on 
[+F] as we have already seen, it would not exist without [+F]. If [+F] is a lexical 
feature, then adverbial 0-role assignment should also be lexical.
Summarising, Larson’s analysis cannot be supported because of the following 
problems: 1) Postulating self-Case-marking by [+F] leads to undesirable Case conflict. 
2) Adverbial 0-role assignment is dependent on [+F] so the facts cannot be explained by 
the combination of the two concepts. 3) Adverbial 0-role assignment does not determine 
the type of 0-role to be assigned. Since the type of 0-role is determined by the lexical 
nature of the assignees, no external 0-role assignment is involved. Rather if [+F] is 
lexical, adverbial 0-role assignment should also be lexical. The problems of Larson’s 
analysis derive from the erroneous assumption that all NPs must be Case-marked in order
5Though he uses the terms “adverbial” and “adjunct” interchangeably, the latter is problematic. Since 
the types of phrases he is claiming to be assigned adverbial 0-roles are not restricted to adjuncts, this 
“adjunct” should be replaced by “adverbial”, though the latter term is also problematic as pointed out by 
Emonds (1987) and McCawley (1988). We will discuss this later.
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to be thematically interpreted. In the next subsection, I will argue that self-licensing NPs 
are not morpho-syntactically marked or Case marked since they are Functions.
5.1.3. Self-Licensing NPs as Identifiers: An Alternative
Larson’s theory of 0-role assignment assumes that 0-role assignment to NPs is always 
done by some external means, i.e. by an external governor or by adverbial 0-role 
assignment. This idea is based on the tacit assumption that all NPs must be assigned a 0- 
role, an assumption which led him to the unsupportable analysis. Thus we take the other 
direction and assume that some NPs are NOT assigned a 0-role, or in our terms, some 
NPs are identifiers.
They are identifiers, i.e. Functions. They have the syntactic structures of NPs but the 
conceptual structures of PPs (cf. Talmy 1975, 1985).6 As PPs are not identified, self­
licensing NPs are not identified by other constituents.
In chapter one I suggested, following Rothstein (1983), that PPs are syntactically 
closed but conceptually open categories. If self-licensing NPs have the conceptual 
structures of PPs, they are also syntactically closed by conceptually open categories. 
That is, they are conceptual functions. For example, somewhere is syntactically a noun 
or NP but conceptually it is a function which incorporates a locative function.
Now what is the conceptual form of this noun? In chapers one and three it was 
suggested that a locative function is conceptually ambiguous between predicator and 
modifier. A predicative locative function maps a Thing onto a State, whereas a modifying 
locative function maps an Entity onto an identical type of Entity. Thus the LCS of 
somewhere is proposed to be:
(5.22) a. Somewhere as a modifier
[Thing [loc ATmoö ([place p  ([Thing SOMETHING])])]
([Thing L’)]/
b . Somewhere as a predicate
[State [loc ATpred ([place p  ([Thing SOMETHING])])]
([Thing ])]
6McCawley (1988) argues that “bare-NP adverbs” are categorically similar to PPs rather than to adverbs, 
in defence of Bresnan and Grimshaw’s (1978) original proposal.
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The incorporated place function is the generalised place function PLACE. It does not 
spell out which spatial relation the theme assumes. Here P stands for this general place 
function. Another function the noun incorporates is the locative function AT.
Below are tentative LCSs of some other self-licensing NPs proposed here:
(5.23) someplace
a. modifier
[Entity tloc A T mo  ^ ([place P ([Thing SOMETHING])])] ([Entity ]/)]/
b. predicate
[State [lex: ATpred ([place P ([Thing SOMETHING])])] ([Thing ])]
(5.24) here
a. modifier
(5.25)
[Entity tloc ATMod ([Place p  ([Thing SOMETHING NEAR
SPEAKER])])] ([Entity ]i)]i
b. predicate
[State tlcx: ATpj-gd ([place P ([Thing SOMETHING NEAR
SPEAKER])])] ([Thing ])]
yesterday 
a. modifier
(5.26)
[Entity [lex: ATMoeJ ([Place INSIDE ([jim e O NE D A Y  BEFORE])])]
([Entity ]/)]/
b. predicate
[State [lex: A T p ^  ([place INSIDE ([Time O NE D A Y  BEFORE])])]
([Thing ])]
sometime
a. modifier
[Entity [lex: AT^jod ([place P ([Time TIM E, IN D E F])])] ([Entity LOL'
b. predicate
[State [lex: ATpj-gd ([place P ([Time TIM E, IND EF])])] ([Thing ])3
On the other hand, the LCSs of such externally licensed nouns as location, area, occasion 
and vacation which require external governors do not denote locative functions but 
Things. Thus their partial LCSs are as follows, where details of the meanings are 
ignored:
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(5.27) a.
b.
c.
d.
r locat ion  
L [Thing PLACE ] J 
r a r e a  l
LtThing PLA C E ]] 
ro c c a s i o n
LtThing SHORT PERIOD OF TIME]]
r v a c a t i o n
»-[Thing LONG PERIOD OF TIME]]
Similarly other externally licensed NPs’ LCSs only involve Things while self-licensing 
NPs are Functions.
Now it is clear that the fact that externally licensed NPs must be Case-marked while 
self-licensing NPs are not correlates with the fact that the former type of NPs are 
conceptually Things but that the latter type of NPs are Functions.
In chapter one, two types of unification were recognised: unification under co­
indexing, and unification under argument sharing. The former type of unification is that 
of a Function and a Basic Category, where the variable contained in the Function and the 
Basic Category are co-indexed. On the other hand, the latter type of unification is that of 
two Functions, where the Functions share an identified Basic Category. Functions are 
identifiers, while Basic Categories are identifiees. This theory states that identifiees are 
required to be indexed, since co-indexing is assumed to be the form of identification. 
Predicates and modifiers are not indexed, since they are identifiers.
This coincides with the fact that while externally licensed NPs are Case marked or 
morpho-syntactically marked, self-licensing NPs as well as other types of modifiers and 
predicates are not morpho-syntactically marked.7 Self-licensing NPs, predicates and 
modifiers are all Functions and identifiers. On the other hand NPs denoting Entities are 
identifiees. Identifiees must be visible to be identified. In this framework it is assumed 
that only Basic Categories with an index are unified with argument-selecting Functions, 
i.e. Basic Categories with an index are visible but those without one are not. Morpho- 
syntactic marking and indexing are inseparably related. In chapter one I suggested that 
Basic Categories as well as their syntactic manifestations, NPs, are randomly indexed. 
Thus I would like to suggest that the primary function of morpho-syntactic marking is to 
license indexes and that unlicensed indexes are erased. Externally licensed NPs, whose 
CSs belong to Basic Categories, must be morpho-syntactically marked, otherwise the 
indexes are erased and the CSs cannot be unified with the selecting Functions. On the
7 Agreement between modifiers and modified nouns found in many languages is not a counter-example to 
this generalisation. Though modifiers are morphologically marked in these cases, those morphological 
markings are not something to index modifiers but to license the indexes of the modifiees.
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other hand, since the CSs of self-licensing NPs are Functions, which are not indexed, 
they need not be morpho-syntactically marked.
The fact that differences in the conceptual types of NPs are reflected in their morpho- 
syntactic forms supports the theory of unification proposed in chapter one that Basic 
Categories must be indexed in order to be unified with argument selecting Functions.
This theory also explains the fact that falsifies Larson’s theory. Consider the examples 
(5.19) - (5.21) repeated here as (5.28) - (5.30):
(5.28) a. An interview yesterday
b. Yesterday’s interview
c. Fieldwork last year
d. Last year's fieldwork
(5.29) a. An accident during that interval
b. *An accident that interval
c. *That interval’s accident
(5.30) a. An interview on that occasion
b . * An interview that occasion
c. *That occasion’s interview
Larson’s theory is unable to explain the grammaticality of (5.28b) and (d) and the 
ungrammatically of (5.29c) and (5.30c), since it predicts the contrary. On the other 
hand, our theory predicts the fact as they are. Consider (5.28a) and (5.28b), for 
example. Yesterday is a modifying Function ((5.25a)) and interview is an Entity. Since 
both of the constructions are modification configurations, the variable contained in the 
former is co-indexed with the LCS of the latter. Let us assume that the index of a 
modifiee is licensed by the modifier in a modification configuration (arguably under 
adjacency where there is no morphological licensor such as case-agreement markers).8 
Then, the index of interview is licensed by the modifier yesterday, and their LCSs are 
unified. In (5.29b) and (c) as well as (5.30b) and (c), on the other hand, both accident 
and interval as well as interview and occasion are Entities. Since there are no identifiers 
involved in the constructions, the constructions are uninterpretable.
Though prenominal genitive NPs are Case-marked, this does not lead to Case-conflict 
in our analysis. Since self-licensing NPs are neither inherently Case marked nor self-
8See the previous note.
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Case-marking, they can appear in Case positions without incurring undesirable Case- 
conflict.
To sum up, the morpho-syntactic difference between externally licensed NPs and self­
licensing NPs is attributed to the difference in their conceptual types. We have seen that 
while externally licensed NPs are identifiees, self-licensed NPs are identifiers. Identifiees 
are identified by functions through co-indexing, i.e. they must be indexed; otherwise they 
are not visible for unification. Whereas, being identifiers, self-licensing NPs are not 
indexed to be identified. The correspondence between the difference in morpho-syntactic 
forms and the difference in the conceptual category types leads to the conclusion that the 
morpho-syntactic markings are indexing devices. This analysis is able to explain the fact 
that falsifies Larson’s “bare-NP adverbs” analysis.
This theory is supported by the existence of a language in which externally licensed 
NPs and self-licensing NPs are morphologically differentiated by morphological indexing 
devices rather than by what is known as Case. Alamblak provides a clear example of 
morphological indexing.
5.2. The Syntactic Function of PNG markers
in Alamblak
I have intentionally avoided the term “Case” and used “morpho-syntactic marking” 
because Case is not the only device licensing NPs to bear an index. In Alamblak, 
externally licensed NPs and self-licensing NPs are morphologically differentiated by the 
presence or absence of PNG markers:
(5.31) a. Dbha yima-r nd met-t me-me-r-t
morning person-3SM DET woman-3SF say-RPST-3SM-3SF
‘In the morning, the man said to the woman.’ 
b. Worn yha yima-r met-t fak-me-r
certain time person-3SM woman-3SF get-RPST-3SM
‘One day the man married a woman.’
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(5.32) a. Met-m y im a-roh  m o n g -k o r grhe-w-m9
womanSPL man-PL.GEN back-orientation dance-IMPF-3PL
‘Women dance at the back of the men.’ Bruce (1984: p. 198)
b. N dha teh-mo-w-r
that.place stay-RPST-IMPF-3SM
‘He was living there.’
(5.31) contains temporal self-licensing NPs and (5.32) locative self-licensing NPs. They 
are not accompanied by a PNG marker. On the other hand, if externally licensed NPs are 
not marked by a PNG marker, they usually result in ungrammatical sentences:
(5.33) a. John-r bupa-m  fa-me-r.
John-3SM water-3PL eat/drink-RPST-3SM 
‘John drank water.’ 
b. * John-r bupa fa-me-r.
John-3SM water eat/drink-RPST-3SM
(5.34) a. John-r feh-m  hambre-me-r.
John-3SM pig-3PL search-RPST-3SM 
‘John searched for pigs.’ 
b. * John-r feh  hambre-me-r.
John-3SM pig search-RPST-3SM
Unless they occur in unmarked argument constructions to be discussed in the following 
chapter, argument NPs cannot appear without a PNG marker. The contrast between
(5.31) -(5.32) and (5.33)-(5.34) explicitly indicates that PNG markers in Alamblak are 
visibility-markers.
PNG markers are inherently indexing devices. And they are obligatory markers only 
on externally licensed NPs, which are required to be indexed. These indicate that these 
morphological indexing devices are visibility markers which license the indexes of the 
CSs of the NPs. Though PNG markers have nothing to do with representing 
grammatical or thematic relations, their presence on externally licensed NPs is mandatory; 
otherwise the NPs do not have an index and hence their CSs cannot be unified with 
Functions and thematically interpreted.
9-Kor is a nominal suffix to indicated the spacial orientation of an action. In chapter two I showed that 
it is a nomonal head instead of a postposition.
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What is the similarity and difference between PNG markers and other types of 
morpho-syntactic markings? Baker (1988) suggests that surface morpho-syntactic 
markings identify grammatical relations of NPs and that if their grammatical relations are 
identified, they are ultimately linked to the argument structure and thematically 
interpreted. According to this view, it would not be possible to thematically interpret an 
NP with a morpho-syntactic marking which does not identify its grammatical relation. 
But this view is falsified by the Alamblak facts discussed above. Identifiers and 
identifiees are morphologically differentiated in Alamblak by the presence and absence of 
PNG markers. Identifiees must be accompanied by a PNG marker. PNG markers in 
Alamblak do not identify the grammatical relations of NPs. Nevertheless they are 
thematically visible and interpreted. PNG markers and other types of morpho-syntactic 
marking are similar in that they must mark externally licensed NPs. On the other hand, 
the morphological unmarkedness of functional categories is not peculiar to Alamblak. In 
many languages functional NPs can be unmarked. The distributional similarity between 
PNG markers and other morpho-syntactic markings indicates that they share a primary 
function. I would like to suggest that their shared function is to license indexes of 
identifiees. Other types of morpho-syntactic markings have another function, the 
function of identifying grammatical relations. The syntactic function of these types of 
morpho-syntactic markings is dual, i.e. the function of identifying grammatical relation 
and that of licensing an index of an NP. On the other hand, the syntactic function of 
PNG markers is to license an index of an NP but it does not identify a grammatical 
relation. The theory of unification by co-indexing proposed in chapter one is 
corroborated by the nature of the morphological marking in Alamblak.
Finally let us briefly discuss how grammatical relations in Alamblak are determined. 
Recall that we saw in chapter one that NPs in surface structure is assigned a GF in GF- 
structure by “Assign GF”. Assign GF maps a surface structure onto a GF-structure, 
where the basic structural configuration of GF-structure is determined by the argument 
selecting features of verbs and other morphemes including tense morpheme and pre-/post- 
positions. If an NP can be conceptually interpreted in a given GF-position, the GF- 
assignment is successful. However, there is no morpho-syntactic marking which check 
this GF-assignment. First agreement markers do not check GF-assignment, either. 
Recall that first agreement check the conceptual consistency between the subject and the 
first agreement marker, so first agreement markers do not identify the grammatical 
relations of subjects. No morpho-syntactic marking identifies grammatical relations in 
Alamblak. If GF-assignment is successful, NPs are so interpreted, but nothing identifies 
grammatical relations (except in unmarked argument constructions discussed in the 
following chapter).
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5.4. Conclusion
In this chapter I discussed a theory of visibility and the nature of morpho-syntactic 
marking. The following points have been clarified. 1) There are two types of NPs, 
externally licensed NPs and self-licensing NPs. While externally licensed NPs must be 
morpho-syntactically marked, self-licensing NPs are not. 2) The morpho-syntactic 
bifurcation of the two types of NPs derives from the conceptual functional difference 
between the two. Externally licensed NPs are identifiees (Basic Categories), whereas 
self-licenising NPs are identifiers (Functions). 3) The correspondence between morpho- 
syntactic forms and conceptual types is correctly captured by the theory of unification by 
co-indexing proposed in this work. Basic Categories must be indexed to be co-indexed 
and identified. Whereas Functions are not indexed since they are identifiers. 4) The 
distribution of PNG markers in Alamblak corroborates this analysis. While NPs 
denoting Basic Categories must be accompanied by a PNG marker, functional NPs are 
not. Since PNG markers are morphological indexing devices but do not identify the 
grammatical relations of NPs, their function is considered to license NPs to have an 
index. 5) The distributional similarity between Case and PNG markers suggests that the 
function of Case is not only to identify grammatical relations but also to license NPs to 
have indexes for unification.
Appendix One: On the NP vs PP Dispute
We have argued that while being syntactically NPs, self-licensing NPs are functional 
categories in the LCS. However, whether or not they are syntactically NPs is not out of 
dispute in the literature. Emonds (1987) and McCawley (1988) argue, defending 
Bresnan and Grimshaw’s (1978) original claim, that they are syntactically PPs. Below I 
would like to defend our analysis showing that counter-argument to “the NP analysis” 
does not apply to our analysis and in the subsequent subsection some evidence is 
presented on Alamblak data that they are syntactically NPs.
Emonds’s proposal is similar to ours in that self-licensing nouns are analysed to 
involve such features as [-location] as shown below:
(5.35) way, N, -i-location,. . . 
day, N, +location,. . . 
place, N, -i-location,. . .
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But it is different from ours in the syntactic treatment of the expressions in question. 
Emonds considers that since ‘a feature like +location is a regular subcategory on P but not 
on N ’ (p. 620), this feature syntactically corresponds to an empty preposition and that the 
presence of empty preposition is guaranteed by the independently motivated Invisible 
Category Principle:
(5.36) Invisible Category Principle
A closed category B with positively specified features Q  may remain empty 
throughout a syntactic derivation if the features Q  (save possibly B itself) 
are all alternatively realized in sister of B (p. 615)
The Invisible Category Principle licenses the empty preposition in the following structure:
(5.37)
PP
P~" NP
I I
0 way
r~N II +Loc
The difference between his analysis and ours seems to rest in the point that while Emonds 
considers that incorporation of a feature like [+location] has an effect on syntactic 
structures, ours does not.
He presents a couple of arguments for the claim that “bare-NP adverbs” are 
syntactically PPs. His main objection against Larson concerns Larson’s terminology 
“adverb”. He clarifies that what syntactically matches with “bare-NP adverbs” is not 
adverbs but PPs.10 First, intensifier right is always used with a PP not with an adverb. 
So the fact that right that way and right this minute are grammatical means that they are 
syntactically PPs not adverbs. Second, while NP, S, S’, AP and PP cannot be conjoined 
pairwise, PPs can sometimes conjoin with bare-NP adverbs as Larson points out:
(5.38) a. Do it (in) this way and without hesitation
b . The company will be arriving at two o ’clock or (on) the next day
10The same argument is presented by McCawley (1988).
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This is consistent with the claim that bare-NP adverbs are PPs.
These facts are better treated in our analysis, however. Emonds seems to overlook the 
distinction between syntactic form and its function, which is pointed out by Larson 
(1985). As we have discussed, there is no one-to-one correspondence between syntactic 
form and function. How conceptual relations are manifested syntactically is dependent on 
the lexicalization patterns in the language. The above facts merely suggest that “bare-NP 
adverbs” have functions which are characteristic of PPs generally. This is exactly what 
our analysis argues for. That/this way, this minute and the next day incorporate 
Functions which are otherwise manifested as prepositions. We assume that the intensifier 
right is only compatible with spatial and temporal functions in LCSs, irrespective of the 
syntactic categories they may assume. Similarly we assume that conjunction is not 
constrained by syntactic category type but by conceptual category type.
Emonds presents two more counter-arguments against Larson’s NP analysis which are 
rather of theory-internal interest. One concerns Case theory. If an NP Case-marks itself 
(or is self-licensing), it should be able to occur in a position which normally excludes 
NPs for Case-theoretic reasons. Emonds states: ‘So NPs like that day should be 
acceptable as the object of a passive verb or in the subject position of a for-less infinitive; 
but in fact they are impossible (*It was forgotten that day, *It was arranged that place to 
be cleaned u p f  (p.625). However, this objection does not apply to our analysis, since 
verbs likt  forget and clean up simply do not select, as their objects, expressions whose 
LCSs constitute functional categories. While that day and that place can be either 
Locatives or Things, they are Things in these examples.11 When the verb requires a 
Thing, the functional alternative (i.e. a Locative) is not selected. Since our analysis 
predicts them to be ungrammatical, the ungrammatically of the sentences does not affect 
our analysis.
The last problem pointed out by Emonds has not been explained by any analyses. This 
concerns relative clause formation. Consider the following paradigm given by Larson:
^The incorporation of the functions is optional with these nouns.
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(5.39)
r place ] 
the j * location I 
(♦street J 
' w ay  
direction 
♦course 
.♦path  
r w ay j  
c. the \ ♦manner ^  
(♦fashionJ
b. the
f (that) you live  e 1 
I  (for you) to live e J
f (that) we are traveling e 
I  (for you) to travel e
f (that) you talk e |
1 (for you) to talk e )
}
According to Larson, the grammaticality contrast in the above is reducible to [±F]. Only 
“bare-NP adverbs”, which are self-Case-assigners, can be antecedents of relative clauses 
formed by the movement of zero-operator if no preposition is stranded. Generally zero- 
wh relative clauses have the following structure:
(5.40) [np the man* [s’ [compO; (that)] I saw [Npe;]]]
f__________I
It has been suggested that the referential identity between the antecedent and the zero 
operator is established by predication (Williams 1980, Chomsky 1982). Similarly the 
structures of the grammatical and ungrammatical sentences of (5.39)(a) are supposed to 
be:
(5.41) a. [np the place; [s’ [coMpO; (that)] you live [np <?;]]]
[+F] 4 ______________________ I
b. *[np the location; [s’ [compO; (that)] you live [np e;]]]
[-F] 4 ______________________ I
Larson suggests that the grammaticality contrast between the two sentences is attributed to 
[±F], which seems reasonable. However, he erroneously attributes this to the principle 
which prohibits vacuous quantification, the Bijection Principle (Chomsky 1982, 
Koopman and Sportiche 1982). That is, he argues 1) that variables are ‘empty categories 
in Case-marked positions (p. 617), 2) that the (b) structure is barred because the trace is 
not Case marked in contrast with that of (a), which he claims is Case-marked, 3) that thus 
the trace in (b) is not a variable and 4) that therefore the operator is not binding any 
variable, which violates the Bijection Principle. In order to make this argument 
complete, he assumes a Case-marking device illustrated below:
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(5.42) [np the place/ [s> [comp O/ (that) ] you live [np <?/]]]
Case-marking Case-transmission
In this structure, the trace is given a Case and claimed to be licensed to be a variable. 
Whereas (5.41b) is ungrammatical since the antecedent has no [+F] feature and as a 
consequence the trace has no Case.
The essential problem of Larson’s analysis lies in the assumption that variables are 
empty categories in Case-marked positions. The claim that the traces of the wh-phrases 
how, where, when, why are Case-marked because they are variables is not plausible, the 
relationship between a quantifier and its variable being conceptually totally independent of 
the theory of Case. Though in the standard GB theory, variables are said to be Case 
marked (Chomsky 1981, 1986a), this is discussed in the context of 0-m arking. 
Variables which are the tails of chains whose heads are externally licensed NPs are 
required to be Case-marked, whereas those variables of chains whose heads are self­
licensing NPs do not. Thus the ungrammatically of (5.41b) has nothing to do with the 
Bijection Principle.
Emonds rejects Larson’s analysis as being less plausible and presents an alternative 
structure as follows:
(5.43) a. [np, +loc The places] that John lives [PP [p,+loc 0 1 [np,+loc 0 ]] are 
expensive
b. *[np, -loc The places] that John lives [PP [p,+loc 0  ] [np,-loc 0  ]] are 
expensive
The embedded NPs agree with the antecedents concerning [±LOC]. Emonds argues that 
‘the Invisible Category Principle states that the WH-trace licenses the empty P in 
[(5.43a)] but not in [(5.43b)], as required’ (p. 624). Namely, the empty NP [+LOC] in 
(a) licenses the empty preposition [+LOC] by the Invisible Category Principle while the 
empty NP [-LOC] in (b) cannot license the empty preposition [+LOC] because of the 
feature mis-match.
Careful readers may have noticed, however, that while both of the analyses share the 
basic intuition that some nouns have some ability to license otherwise impossible relative 
clause formation, they also share an unsolved problem. Consider the NP ‘the place you 
live’ for example. This noun phrase is not a self-licensing NP. And the head noun place 
and the head noun with the determiner the place are not, either. Thus the sentences below 
are ungrammatical:
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(5.44) a. *John is living the place you used to live.
b. *John is living the place.
c. * John is living place.
As pointed out by McCawley (1988), while some nouns can be the heads of self­
licensing NPs with some sets of modifiers, NPs with other sets of modifiers cannot be 
self-licensing even if they have the same head nouns. Place can be a LOC as in the heads 
of the self-licensing NPs some place in X  and any place but cannot be as those of the 
place and the place you live. This means that the place in the place you live neither 
contains the feature [+F] (Larson) nor licenses the empty preposition (Emonds). Thus 
the grammaticality contrast shown in (5.39) is not explained by any of the three analyses 
so far proposed.12 Similarly the conceptual semantic analysis developed so far is also 
unable to deal with the problem.
It is not easy to judge between Emonds’ PP analysis and our self-licensing NP 
analysis empirically, since they make similar predictions. But conceptually our analysis 
seems superior. In Emonds’ theory, in order to define the syntactic categories of locative 
NPs, two things are required to be stipulated. One is the Invisible Category Principle. 
The other is the lexical specification that the nouns have [+LOC]. But this lexical 
specification corresponds to the idea that the nouns incorporate a locative Function. In 
our system this specification derives all the conceptual and syntactic behaviour of self­
licensing NPs. It is undoubtedly desirable not to postulate invisible syntactic categories if 
conceptual specification derives the same effect. Invisible syntactic categories exist only 
in Emonds’ theory. It follows that our conceptual semanic approach is simpler and more 
desirable than Emonds’ stipulation of invisible syntactic categories.
Appendix Two: Problems of Bruce’s Analysis of PNG markers
Bruce (1984) describes PNG markers in Alamblak as obligatory elements in NPs 
which have the syntactic function of terminating them. But PNG markers neither are 
obligatory nor terminate NPs. In (5.31) and (5.32) the self-licensing NPs are not marked 
by a PNG marker. Furthermore consider the following:
12I would like leave this problem open here.
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(5.45) a. nan-hu doh-r
1S-GEN canoe-3 SM 
‘my canoe’
b. nan-hu doh-e 
1S-GEN canoe-INSTR 
‘with my cane’
c. *nan-hu doh-r-e
1S-GEN can oe-3  SM-INSTR
(5.46) a. nd kmi-t
DET village-3SF  
‘the village’
b. nd kmi-ko
DET village-LOClALL 
‘in/toward the village’
c. *nd kmi-t-ko
DET village-3SF
The instrumental postposition and the locative and allative postposition select an NP 
without a PNG marker. If PNG markers were obligatory and had the function of 
terminating NPs, (5.45b) and (5.46b) would be barred while (5.45c) and (5.46c) would 
be admitted. Thus the syntactic function of PNG markers is not to terminate NPs. 
Rather they have the function of licensing the index of an NP as already suggested. It is 
impossible for me to give an account of the ungrammaticality of the (c) examples. These 
post-positions happen not to select an NP with a PNG marker in contrast with the 
following referent PPs:
(5.47) a. nd kmi-t-pne
DET village-3SF-REF  
‘with respect to the village.’ 
b. *nd kmi-pne 
DET village-REF
I have no explanation for this contrast. However, it is possible to give an explanation for 
the fact that the NPs in (5.45b) and (5.46b) are thematically interpreted without bearing a 
PNG marker.
Baker (1988) discusses three types of morpho-syntactic markings indicating NPs’ 
grammatical relations: agreement, case-marking and adjacency under government. 
Although morpho-syntactic markings do not necessarily indicate or recover the NPs’
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grammatical relations, they always license the indexes of NPs. In (5.45b) and (5.46b), 
while the indexes of NPs are not licensed by a PNG marker, they are licensed by the 
adjacent governing post-positions. Since they are licensed, their CSs have indices and 
are unified with the LCSs of the post-position. Thus they are thematically interpreted.
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CHAPTER SIX
Unmarked Argument Constructions
In the previous chapter it was concluded that PNG markers in Alamblak had the 
function of making NPs visible by licensing their indexes. It was also seen that self­
licensing NPs were identifiers rather than identifiees, so that they were not indexed and 
needed no PNG markers. This chapter discusses the other type of unmarked NP 
constructions exemplified below:
(6.1) a. bro doh hingma-nef-t
big canoe make-NOM-3SF 
‘making big canoes’ 
b. Tu-r-hu yemre hambre-kfet,...
E/R-3SM-GEN meat search-INF 
Tn order to search for his own meat,
Here the argument NPs do not carry PNG marker. How can these NPs be visible and 
thematically interpreted? This chapter tries to offer an explanation to this question.
Bruce (1984) calls this type of constructions “noun incorporation” (NI). Though the 
term ‘noun incorporation’ (NI) generally refers to constructions involving N-V 
compounds (Sapir 1911, Mithun 1984, 1986), the morpho-syntactic implementations 
vary among languages and so do the treatments by researchers. Some languages have NI 
which is highly lexical in nature, and such researchers as Mithun (1984) (1986), Di 
Sciullo and Williams (1987) and Rosen (1989) advance lexical treatments. Others seem 
to be more syntactic in nature and those who are more concerned about these syntactic 
aspects are inclined to propose syntactic analyses (Baker 1988, Sadock 1980, 1985 1986, 
Shibatani and Kageyama 1988 and Kageyama and Shibatani 1989).
The type of NI constructions this chapter discusses are more syntactic than 
morphological in nature. The constructions coincide with what Shibatani and Kageyama 
(S&K) and Kageyama and Shibatani (K&S) call post-syntactic compounds (PSCs) in 
Japanese. They argue that the constructions have both syntactic and morphological 
properties and that they are formed by post-syntactic word-formation. In this chapter, 
however, it will be argued that the constructions do not involve any morphological or
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lexical process whatsoever. They are purely syntactic constructions of the form NF^V, 
where the NP is morphologically bare and a tighter linkage between the NP and the 
governor is required. The bare NP is syntactically licensed by the adjacent governing 
verb. I propose to call these constructions Unmarked Argument Constructions (UAC).
Section one discusses UACs in Japanese examining Shibatani and Kageyama’s post­
syntactic compounds analysis and argues, contrary to their argument, that the 
constructions do not involve any lexical or morphological properties. In section two, I 
will discuss similar constructions in Alamblak which are called “noun incorporation” by 
Bruce (1984) and draw the same conclusion. Section three discusses the structures of 
UACs in Alamblak and Japanese. It offers an explanation to the difference between the 
two languages and the problem concerning the visibility of these unmarked NPs.
6.1. Unmarked Argument Constructions in Japanese
6.1.1 Shibatani and Kageyama’s PSC Analysis
In this section let us examine Shibatani and Kageyama’s argument for post-syntactic 
compounds analysis slightly reorganizing their argument.
6.1.1.1 PSC and Stylistic Case Particle Omission
While Japanese allows optional case particle omission in certain styles, there is a set of 
Sino-Japanese constructions which do not manifest a case particle between the noun and 
the governing head and where the omission is not considered to be stylistic. Stylistic case 
omission is found in four styles: 1) casual speech, where topic particle wa and the 
accusative o are often omitted; 2) newspaper headlines and catch phrases; 3) juxtaposition 
of nouns in enumeration; 4) proverbs and other fixed expressions (S&K: p. 453):
(6.2) a. Casual speech
Kimi-</> kore-0 moo yonda? 
you this already read 
‘Have you read this already?’ 
b. Newspaper headline
Nakasone-syusyoo-<J) beikoku-<(> tootyaku 
TV. -prime.mi nister U.S.  arrive
‘Prime Minister Nakasone arrives in U.S.’
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c. Juxtaposed nouns in enumeration
Nihon-wa, zidoosya-0, konpyuutaa-0, denki-seihin-no 
Japan-TOP car computer elec.appliances-GEN
yusyutu de yuumei-da 
export for famous-is
‘Japan is famous for its exportation of automobiles, computers, and 
electric appliances
d. Proverb
Raku-0 areba, ku-0 ari 
pleasure if  exist pain there.be 
‘No pain, no gain.’
Caseless NPs are also found in what S&K and K&S call “post-syntactic compounds” 
(PSC) exemplified by the (b) sentences below (ibid. 455ff; K&S pp.141-142):
(6.3) a. [[Kanai-ga Amerika-o hoomon]-no ori]-ni-wa
my.wife-NOM America-ACC visit-GEN occasion-on-TOP
iroiro osewa-ni narimashita
much hospitality-ADV.PART she.received 
‘Thank you for your generous hospitality when my wife visited 
America.’
b. [Kanai-ga Amerika:hoomon]-no ori]-ni-wa,... 
my.wife-NOM America:visit-GEN occasion-on-TOP
(6.4) a. [[Zikken-ga syuuryoo]-go] wareware-wa minna-de
experiment-NOM finish-after we-TOP together
syukuhai-o ageta 
toast-ACC raised
‘We raised a toast after the experiment was completed.’ 
b. [[Zikken: syuuryoo]-go], ...
experiment: finish-after
(6.5) a. [Shin-kuukoo-no kensetu]-ni hantai-suru
new-airport-GEN constructing-DAT oppose-do 
‘We oppose constructing a new airport.’ 
b. [Shin-kuukoo:kensetu]-ni, ... 
new-airport: constructing-DAT
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(6.6) a. [Zyukensen-no zooka]-ni tomonatte, ...
Applicants.to.university-GEN increase-DAT accompanying 
‘With the number of applicants to the university increasing,...’
b. [Zyukensen:zooka]-ni tomonatte, ...
Applicants.to.university .increase-DAT accompanying
*:* indicates a phonological boundary. In Japanese, while lexical compounds are always 
pronounced with one accentual peak, each member of the expressions divided by a *:’ has 
an independent accentual peak. For example, the nouns denki ‘electricity’ and kaisya 
‘com pany’ each has its own accent in isolation. But when they are lexically 
compounded, they are pronounced with a single stretch of high-pitched moras as follows 
(S&K: p. 459):
(6.7) a. denki + kaisya —> denki-gaishya
electricity company ‘electric company’
b. yama + nobori —> yama-nobori
mountain climbing ‘mountain climbing’
With PSC, on the other hand, the inherent pitch patterns of the individual members are 
kept intact and there is a slight pause put after the first member (ibid.):
(6.8) a. Amerika: hoomon-no sai
U .S. visiting-GEN occasion 
‘while visiting U.S.’
b. Zikken:syuuryoo-go 
experiment: finish-after 
‘After finishing the experiment’
c. Sin-kuukoo: kensetu 
new-airport: constructing 
‘constructing a new airport’
d. Zyukensei: zooka 
applicants to univ.: increase 
‘increasing of applicants to university’
In contrast to lexical compounds, PSCs show a phonological break between the two 
elements.
PSC formation in Japanese is mostly restricted to cases where both of the elements 
divided by a are Sino-Japanese expressions. PSCs are found in two syntactic 
configurations. One is in adjunct phrases headed by ‘nouns denoting various notions of
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time relations’ (S&K: p. 455) including both Japanese indigenous and Sino-Japanese 
words listed below (ibid.: p. 456):
(6.9)
( 6. 10)
[...]-no (GEN) N (native)
a. [...]-no sai ‘on the occasion o f 1
b. [...]-no ori ‘on the occasion of’
c. [...]-no setu ‘at the time when ...’
d. [...]-no akatuki ‘on the happy occasion of ‘
e. [...]-no ue ‘upon ...ing, after’
[...]-N (Sino-Japanese)
a. [...]-tyuu ‘while’
b. [...]-go ‘after’
c. [...]-sidai ‘as soon as’
d. [...]-tyokuzen ‘right before’
e. [...]-tyokugo ‘right after’
Examples (6.3b) and (6.4b) are of this type. Case particles ga in (a) and o in (b) are not 
manifested there. The other type of construction where PSCs are found is derived 
nominal constructions exemplified by (6.5b) and (6.6b), where otherwise manifested 
genitive particles (as in (6.5a) and (6.6a)) are not manifested.
S&K and K&S present three pieces of evidence to show that the omission of case 
particles in these constructions is not stylistic. First, while stylistic omission of case 
particles does not require string adjacency between the caseless NP and the verb, i.e. the 
two can be separated by other elements, with PSC no sentential constituent is permitted to 
intervene between the two elements (S&K: p. 462):
(6.11) Syusoo-0 asu kikoku
PM tomorrow re turn, home
‘Prime Minister to return home tomorrow’ (Newspaper headline)
(6.12) a. Yooroppa-o nonbiri ryokoo-tyuu-ni
Europe-ACC leisurely travel-middle-in 
‘in the middle of traveling Europe leisurely’ 
b. *[Yooroppa: nonbiri:ryokoo]-tyuu-ni
[Europe: leisurely .travel]-middle-in (PSC)
note that though sai is classified etymologically as Sino-Japanese, they group it as native because 
of its present-day behaviour.
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(6.11) constitutes an example of stylistic case omission often seen in newspaper 
headlines. In this case, the time adverbial asu is placed between the caseless NP and the 
Sino-Japanese verb but the sentence is perfectly grammatical. In (6.12), on the other 
hand, while adverb nombiri can be located between the case-marked NP Yooroppa-o and 
the verb ryokoo in (a), omission of the NP’s case-marker gives rise to an ungrammatical 
sentence as in (b). Thus the syntactic constructions (6.3) and (6.4) are not examples of 
optional case particle omission. Second, while stylistic case particle omission imposes no 
constraint on the number of unmarked/caseless NPs as in (6.2b) and (6.2c), it is totally 
impossible for PSCs to have more than one caseless noun as follows (S&K: p. 462):
(6.13) a. Sooseki-ga Syeikusupia-o kenkyuu-tyuu-ni, ...
S&seki-NOM Shakespeare-ACC study-middle-in 
‘While Söseki was studying Shakespeare, ...’
b. Sooseki-ga [Syeikusupia:kenkyuu]-tyuu-ni,...
S&seki-NOM [Shakespeare:study]-middle-in
c. *[Sooseki:Syeikusupia:kenkyuu]-tyuu-ni,...
[S&eki:Shakespeare -.study]-middle-in
Third, while PSC formation from Sino-Japanese verbal nouns and their (underlyingly 
genitive) arguments is permissible as (6.5) and (6.6) illustrate, stylistic omission of a 
genitive case particle is always prohibited (K&S: p. 143):
(6.14) Casual speech
a. Cyuugoku-no zinkoo-0 sitteru?
China-GEN population know
‘Do you know the population of China?’
b. *Cyuugoku: zinkoo-0 sitteru?
C hina: population know
(6.15) Newspaper headline
a. Gookaku-no sirase-0 todokazu 
acceptance-GEN information not.arrive
‘A letter of admission hasn’t arrived’
b. *Gookaku: sirase-0 todokazu
acceptance: information not.arrive
From the above facts, it is concluded that the construction in question is not stylistic 
omission of case particles.
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S&K further argue that PSCs have both (post)-syntactic and lexical properties, which 
they claim to constitute evidence to show that they are post-syntactically formed 
compounds subject to lexical (or morphological) principles.
6.1.1.2. (Post)-syntactic Properties
S&K and K&S present several arguments to show that PSCs are syntactic. PSCs 
show clear syntactic properties which are not found with lexical compounds. First, the 
well-formedness of PSCs is conditioned by the well-formedness of the phrasal 
counterparts: where there is no grammatical phrasal expression, there is no PSC 
counterpart, either (K&S: p. 149):
(6.16) a. *Kooen-no arukimawari-wa tanoshii
park-GEN wandering-TOP enjoyable 
‘Wandering in parks is enjoyable.’ 
b. *Kooen:arukimawari-wa tanoshii 
park:wandering-TOP enjoyable
(6.17) a. *Taiheiyoo-no yokogiri-wa mutukasii
The Pacific Ocean-GEN crossing-TOP hard 
‘Crossing the Pacific Ocean is hard.’ 
b. *Taiheiyoo:yokogiri-wa mutukasii
The Pacific Ocean:crossing-TOP hard
Though arukimawari and yokogiri are the nominal forms of the verbs arukimawaru and 
yokogiru respectively, they are not established nouns in Japanese. Since they are not 
established nouns, they cannot head NPs and the sentences are ungrammatical. The 
ungram m atically of the (b) sentences indicates that if the corresponding phrasal 
expression is ungrammatical, the PSC counterpart is also ungrammatical. On the other 
hand, there are a number of lexical compounds which do not have syntactic counterparts 
(K&S: pp. 149-150):
(6.18) a. *kane-no kasi
money-GEN lend( nominal form) 
b. kane-kasi
money-lend(nominal form)
‘money lender’
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(6.19) a. *ko-no mod
child-GEN have( nominal form) 
b. ko-moti
child-have( nominal form)
‘parent’
Since lexical compounds are formed in the lexicon and they are not fed by syntax, 
mismatches are rather natural. On the other hand, the well-formedness of PSCs is strictly 
conditioned by the well-formedness of the syntactic counterparts. This means that PSCs 
are fed by syntactic structures.
Second, while lexical compounds feed further lexical processes, PSCs cannot (K&S: 
p. 152):
(6.20) a. hi-indo-yooroppakei-gengo
non-Indo-European-languages 
‘non-Indo-European languages’ 
b. ippan-gengo-riron 
general-language-theory 
‘general linguistic theory’
(6.21) a. *hi-[azia:gunnzika]
non-[Asia:armament]
‘disarmament of Asia’ 
b. *ippan-[gosyo:kookai]
general-[Imperial Palace: exhibition]
‘Imperial Palace general exhibition’
Indo-yooroppakei gengo ‘Indo-european language’ and gengo-riron ‘linguistic theory’ 
are lexical compounds, so that they can undergo further lexical processes as in (6.20), 
where hi- ‘non-’ and ippan- ‘general’ are bound prefixes. On the other hand, PSCs are 
unable to undergo the same lexical processes as (6.21) illustrates. They become 
grammatical if the bound predixes attach to the second element inthe PSC:
(6.22) a. azia.hi-gunzika
Asia: non-armament 
b. gosyotippan-kookai
Imperial Palace .general-exhibition
This means that PSCs cannot feed further lexical derivation. This suggests that PSCs are 
syntactically derived.
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Third, unmarked nouns in PSCs can be syntactically modified as shown below:
(6.23) a. [Ta-fuken-kara-no zyukensei:zooka]-ni tomonatte, ...
[ other-prefectures-from-GEN applicants .increasing]-DAT accompanying 
‘With the number of applicants from other prefectures increasing,...
b. [zei-taisei-no hizumi:zesei]-no tame, ...
[taxation-system-GEN strain:redress]-GEN for
Tn order to redress the strain caused by the current taxation system ,...
c. [Minkan-kigyoo-to-no kakusa:kaisyoo]-ni mukete, ...
[private-company-with-GEN gap .eliminate]-to toward
‘Toward a elimination of the gap in wages between private companies 
and public corporations,... (K&S: p. 160)
Fourth, nouns immediately preceding the verbs in PSCs have independent reference. 
This further corroborates the assumption that PSCs are syntactically derived 
constructions. Consider the following (S&K: p. 473):
(6.24) a. Taroo-wa senzitu, tyuukosya/-o hahanbai-no sai-ni,
Taroo-TOP the .other .day used, car/-ACC sell-GEN occasion-on 
sorer a/-no itidai-o kowasite simatta. 
themi-GEN one.car-ACC damage ended.up 
‘The other day, on the occasion of selling used cars, Taro ended up 
damaging one of them.’
b. Taroo-wa senzitu, tyuukosya/:hahanbai-no sai-ni, ...
Taroo-TOP the.other.day used.carp. sell-GEN occasion-on
sorera/-no itidai-o kowasite simatta. 
themi-GEN one.car-ACC damage ended.up
c. *Amerika-de-wa, [tyuukosya/-hanbai]-o suru toki-wa,
US-in-TOP used.cari-sale-ACC do when-TOP
sorera/-ni hosyoo-o tukenakereba naranai 
themi-DAT guarantee-ACC put.not.if won t do
Tn America, when you do used car/ sales, you must put a guarantee on 
them/.’
Though seemingly alike, the N and VN sequences in (b) and (c) involve different 
syntactic structures. Consider their accentual patterns, tyuukosya.hanbai in (b) has two 
accentual peaks and tyuukosya-hanbai in (c) one:
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(6.25) a. (=(24b))
tyuukosyaihanbai 
b. (=(24c))
tyuukosya-hanbai
Thus (6.24b) involves PSC and (6.24c) lexical NI. While the noun of the former can be 
an antecedent of a pronoun, that of the latter cannot. The ungrammaticality of the latter 
indicates that tyuukosya in (6.24c) is a part of a lexically derived compound word. On 
the other hand, the grammaticality of (b) suggests that the compound is not lexically but 
syntactically generated. A similar but distinct construction presented below indicates that 
PSC can involve inbound anaphora (K&S:p. 160):
(6.26) Bungakubu-wa Yamada-kyoozyu-ga butyoo-o tutometeita-ga,
faculty.of.lit.-TOP Y.-Prof.-NOM dean-ACC served-andJbux
konkai, [doo-kyoozyu:sikyo]-ni tomonai, 
this.time [same-Prof.:death]-with accompanying 
raigetu, butyoo-senkyo-ga okonawarreru kotoni natta 
next.month dean-election-NOM be.held was decided
‘As far as the Faculty of Literature is concerned, Prof. Yamada had been 
serving as Dean. Now, with the professor’s death, it was resolved that a 
dean election would be held next month.’
This type of inbound anaphora is impossible with lexical NI. This also indicates the 
syntactic nature of PSCs. From the above facts, it is unquestionable that PSCs are 
syntactically derived constructions.
Finally they argue that PSC formation is post-syntactic based on the fact that it does 
not cause any syntactic side-effects. While subjects, objects and inner locatives may 
undergo the process, no other sentential constituent can assume the grammatical relations 
vacated by an NP involved in PSC. ‘As observed in some cases of noun incorporation 
(Mithun 1984, Baker 1985, Sadock 1980), incorporation or compounding in syntax may 
involve changes in grammatical relation or at least changes in the form of case-marking 
elements. [...] In contrast, post-syntactic compounding, by virtue of its postsyntactic 
character, does not trigger any syntactic side-effects that may affect the grammatical 
relations or the remaining arguments of their case-marking’ (S&K: p. 469).
To sum up, S&K and K&S’s arguments that UACs are fed by syntactic structures 
seem convincing. However, later I will argue that their claim that they are “post-syntactic” 
is in fact wrong. Next, I will survey S&K and K&S’s arguments that PSCs have lexical
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properties and that because of their dual “post-syntactic” and lexical nature, they are 
formed by “post-syntactic compounding”.
6.1.1.3. Lexical Properties
S&K and K&S present several reasons which lead them to conclude that PSCs are 
subject to the theory which governs lexical word formation: None of these reasons seems 
convincing to me. Their first argument is concerned with exclusion of case particles. In 
PSC construction, the “incorporated” nouns do not manifest case particles. They argue 
that since syntactic arguments are case-marked, unmarked arguments must be treated 
lexically.
Second is morphological integrity. As pointed out previously, no element can 
intervene between the first and second members of PSC. (See (6.12b).) S&K and K&S 
consider this to indicate morphological integrity of the two.
Third is binary branching. S&K and K&S argue that while stylistic case particle 
omission permits more than one case particle to be eliminated, PSC allows at most one 
noun to be incorporated. An example has already been discussed in (6.13). They argue 
that this comes from the lexical requirement that lexical structures are strictly binary 
(Selkirk 1982). The derived adjective unhappiness is analysed to have the structure 
[[un-happy]ness] rather than [un][happy][ness]. The lexically derived compound ^baby- 
toy-handing is ungrammatical since it has the structure [baby][toy][handing].2 As this is 
ungrammatical, (6.13c) is also ungrammatical. They argue that since they obey the same 
morphological constraint, PSC is morphological.
The fourth lexical property they suggest is the restriction on the combination of the 
preverbal noun and the host. Consider the following (S&K: p. 466):
(6.27) a. syoseki-o koonyuu-no sai
book (SJ)-ACC purchase (SJ)-GEN occasion3 
‘when you purchase books’
—> [syoseki:koonyuu]-no sai
2It is quite unclear to me why this cannot be analyzed as [baby [toy-handing]], which obeys the binary 
branching restriction.
3SJ stands for ‘Sino-Japanese.’
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b. hon-o koonyuu-no sai
book (native)-ACC purchase (SJ)-GEN occasion 
-4 *[hon:koonyuu]-no sai
(6.28) a. hoteru-o yoyaku-no sai
hotel (Western)-ACC reserve (SJ)-GEN occasion 
‘when you reserve a hotel’
—> [hoteru:yoyaku]-no sai 
b. yado-o yoyaku-no sai
inn (native)-ACC reserve (SJ)-GEN occasion 
-4  *[yado:yoyaku]-no sai
They observe that PSC disfavours mixed combinations of native and non-native words 
and suggest that since ‘this word-internal harmony of lexical strata is observed in lexical 
compounds to varying degrees depending on the productivity of the pattem’ (ibid.: p. 
467), PSC is also suggested to be lexical.
Finally, they argue that PSC obeys the first sister principle (FSP) of Roeper and 
Siegel (1978), which was proposed to be a constraint on lexical derivation. S&K and 
K&S adopt the first sister principle to account for the fact that transitive subjects cannot 
be incorporated (S&K: p. 463):
(6.29) a. Sooseki-ga Syeikusupia-o kenkyuu-tyuu-ni, ...
S&eki-NOM Shakespeare-ACC study-middle-in 
‘While Söseki was studying Shakespeare, ...’
b. Sooseki-ga [Syeikusupia:kenkyuu]-tyuu-ni,...
S fceki-NOM [Shakespeare .study] -middle-in
c. * Syeikusupia-o [Sooseki:kenkyuu]-tyuu-ni, ...
Shakespeare-ACC [S&seki .’study]-middle-in
d. [Sooseki:kenkyuu]-tyuu-ni, ...
[ S^seki: study]-middle-in
‘In the middle of studying Söseki, ...’
This fact can also be explained by the GB notion of proper government (Baker 1988). 
For Baker (1988: p. 81-91), (c) has the following structure:
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(6.30)
NP
I
H
Since Sooseki is moved, its trace must be properly governed. Since lexical government 
is impossible, it should be governed by the antecedent. But in this structure, since 
Sooseki does not c-command the trace (because of the VP node), it is not properly 
governed, so that the sentence is barred by the ECP. S&K and K&S adopt the FSP 
instead of proper government since Japanese allows agentive intransitive subjects (as well 
as non-agentive subjects) to occur in PSCs. They quote the following (S&K: p. 465, fn 
8):
(6.31) a. zyosei:nyuuyoku-tyuu4
woman:take. bath-middle 
‘in the middle of women’s taking bath’ 
b. seito:tyakeseki-go 
student .take, seat-after 
‘after the students have taken seats’
Let us provide some more examples:
(6.32) a. Hooku syusyoo:hatugen-tyuu-ni,
Hawke PM:speak-middle-in 
bootyooseki-kara yazi-ga tonda
public gallery-from jeering-NOM flew  
‘During Prime Minister Hawke’s speech, there was hooting and jeering 
from the public gallery.
Syeekusupia-o N V
Sooseki,- kenkyuu
4I am not quite sure about the grammaticality of this example, though it is quite probable that this is 
used in a sign on the door of a Japanese style bathroom of a hotspring inn in Japan. Still I am quite sure 
that this usage would hardly be attested in any other context. If zyosei (woman) is replaced by soori- 
daizinijpnmc minister) it would sound much better.
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b. Zyuusyoku:danziki-tyuu-wa, 
chief priest fast-middle-in-TOP 
tera-no ippan-kookai-o tyuusi suru
temple-GEN general-exhibition-ACC suspend do 
‘We suspend the general exhibition of the temple to the public while the 
chief priest is fasting.’
In GB theory, agentive NPs are assigned to external arguments and non-agentive NPs, 
to internal arguments in D-structure (the unaccusative hypothesis, see Perlmutter (1978), 
Keyser and Roeper (1984), Marantz (1984), Burzio (1986), Belletti (1988), Baker 
(1988) and Miyagawa (1989a) among many others). Thus Baker’s theory predicts that 
non-agentive subjects can be “incorporated” but agentive subjects cannot. But as (6.31) 
and (6.32) suggest, agentivity does not constrain PSC formation. If so, the ECP is too 
strong as a condition on PSC formation. Thus S&K and K&S adopt the FSP, which 
does not distinguish agentive subjects and non-agentive subjects.
They discuss the types of intransitive verbs which accommodate post-syntactic 
compounding. They classify intransitive verbs into three groups according to which 
argument can undergo compounding (S&K: p. 465):
(6.33) a. Complete Intransitive: [theme/agent_J
bakuhatu ‘explode’, nyuuyoku ‘take a bath’, rainiti ‘come to Japan’, 
hoobei ‘visit U.S.A.’
b. Type I Incomplete Intr: [locative [theme/agent_]] 
hassei ‘occur’, tanzyoo ‘be bom’, tuirakeu ‘fall down’
c. Type II Incomplete Intr.: [theme/agent [locative_]]
tootyaku ‘arrive’, taizai ‘stay’, nyuugaku ‘enter (school)’, syuttyoo 
‘make a busuness trip to’, sinnyuu ‘break in’5
They argue that these precisely predict the types of incorporated nouns. As far as 
complete intransitives are concerned, since the subjects are qualified as the first sisters, 
they freely undergo compounding (ibid.):
(6.34) [kazan:bakuhatu]-no sai-ni 
volcane:explode-GEN occasion-in 
‘in case the volcano erupts’
5S&K and K&S classify sinnyuu ‘break in’ in type I incomplete intransitive. But the version in which 
the locative NP is unmarked seems more natural than the other version. So I put it in type II.
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On the other hand the FSP predicts that only the internal arguments of type I and II 
incomplete intransitives are “incorporated.” According to them, this prediction is borne 
out. With type I incomplete intransitives, it is subjects, i.e. theme/agent, that undergo 
compounding whereas with type II, it is locatives. They provide the following examples 
(S&K: p. 467):
(6.35) Type I Incomplete Intransitives
a. Kantoo-tihoo-ni [daizisin:hassei]-no sai-ni
Kanto-area-in [big.earthquake .occur]-GEN occasion-in 
‘in case there occurs a big earthquake in the Kan to area’
b. *daizisin-ga [Kantoo-tihoo:hassei]-no sai-ni
big.earthquake-NOM [Kantoo-area:occur]-GEN occasion-in
(6.36) Type II Incomplete Intransitives
a. tyoonan-ga [daigaku:nyuugaku]-go 
first.son-NOM [university:enter]-after 
‘after my son entered the university’
b. *daigaku-ni [tyoonan:nyuugaku]-go
university-into [first.son.enter]-after
They seem to suggest 1) that since agentive NPs can undergo PS compounding, the 
internal vs external distinction should not be made by agentivity and 2) that it should be 
stipulated for each verb which argument is the inner-most argument, which can undergo 
PS compounding, since it is thematically underdetermine. I will discuss the problems of 
this analysis later.
S&K and K&S argue that PSCs have both post-syntactic and lexical properties and 
that in order to reconcile these contradictory properties, it is necessary to assume that 
syntactic structures can feed the lexicon and undergo word-formation processes there. 
However, their argument involves some problems. While their argment that PSCs are 
syntactic is plausible, their argument that they are “post-syntactic” and “lexical” is 
dubious. In the next subsection, the problems with their analyusis are pointed out.
6.1.2. Problems
First let us examine their arguments that the construction in question has lexical 
properties. None of them is convincing. The first was that exclusion of case particles 
indicated that the construction was lexical. Though S&K and K&S give this as a piece of 
evidence, this is just an observation. As they discuss elsewhere in their papers,
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elimination of case particles is also found in several styles. This cannot be used as a 
criterion.
The second argument was morphological integrity: no element can intervene between 
an unmarked noun and a verb. However, this fact is weak as evidence to show 
morphological integrity of the N:V sequences. What this shows is that the first element 
of the construction must be strictly adjacent to the second element. An adjacency 
condition is not a sufficient criterion for morphological integrity, since it is known that 
adjacency is also required in some syntactic contexts:
(6.37) a. Paul retrieved [the box] from the trash can.
b . *Paul retrieved from the trash can [the box].
c. Neil donated [ten dollars] to the fund.
d. *Neil donated to the fund [ten dollars].
e. Jack walked from [Boston] to New York.
f. *Jack walked from to New York [Boston].
g . Ted talked to [his kids] about the war.
h . *Ted talked to about the war [his kids]. (Stowell 1981: p. 106)
A verb and its object and a preposition and its object cannot be separated by any element 
in English. Similarly as mentioned in chapter four, Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) 
suggest that in Chichewa a verb and its object cannot be separated. Thus an adjacency 
condition does not necessarily mean that they are lexically conditioned.
The third was binary branching. They argued that since PSCs do not allow two 
instances of unmarked nouns, i.e*N:N:V, and there was no lexical compound which 
allows two incorporated nominal stems, PSCs were lexical. But, again, this argument is 
not persuasive at all. We saw above that the verb and the noun must be adjacent to each 
other in a PSC construction. Consider (6.13). Obviously the first element of the N:N:V 
sequence is not adjacent to the verb. The adjacency condition correctly rules out the 
ungrammatical PSC. Thus the ungrammaticality of examples like (6.13) does not 
constitute a conclusive piece of evidence for the alleged lexical status of PSC, either.
The fourth lexical property they suggested was that the combination of N and V is 
generally restricted to Sino-Japanese words, and especially that the hosts are most likely 
to be Sino-Japanese. They argued that since the combination of NPs and verbs in 
syntactic constructions is not generally constrained, this peculiar constraint must be 
characterised in the lexicon, where lexical idiosyncrasy is stated. However, the fact that 
PSC disfavours mixed combinations of native and non-native words does not necessarily 
mean that this is lexical. PSC formation is to a great extent constrained by stylistic
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factors. If it were just due to lexical idiosyncrasies, there would be no explanation to the 
fact that [SJ noumSJ verbal noun] combination is the most favoured and why there is no 
such combination in which native verbs are the hosts. In other words, if it were lexical 
idiosyncrasy which determined the well-formedness of the combinations, we would 
expect that any type of combination would be formed and that there would be no coherent 
account why one is more favoured than others because it would be accidental. But the 
pattem of the possible range of combination seems more than accidental. There must be a 
clear reason why the host cannot be native and why the combination of two 
Sino-Japanese words is the most favoured. In fact, there is a stylistic and pragmatic 
explanation. In the most favoured combination, both of the members of PSCs are Sino- 
Japanese words. PSCs have a special effect of dignifying the style. PSCs are most 
usually used in formal speeches and journalistic materials which fully or patially make use 
of a particlar style called Kanbun-tai ‘the Classical Chinese Style’; while PSCs are hardly 
heard in daily conversation. Kanbun-tai is a style which was invented to interpret written 
classical Chinese documents. When a period of long term and pervasive Chinese cultural 
influence in Japan began in the first centry A.D., Japanese did not have its own writing 
system. The cultural influence of China was deep in fields such as the arts, literature, the 
legal system and religion. The prestige of the Chinese language naturally resulted in 
massive borrowing of lexical items into Japanese. A full range of Chinese compound 
words and serialised verbs are incorporated into the Japanese vocaburary. At the same 
time, they started to try to interpret Chinese documents by using the grammatical devices 
of the old Japanese language. They invented a way of reading Chinese documents by 
changing word order and inserting functional categories and inflectional endings with 
most of the Chinese compounds and serialised verbs intact. This resulted in the Classical 
Chinese Style. PSCs originate from the Classical Chinese Style. Natually both of the 
nembers of PSCs ought to be Sino-Japanese words. Therefore, mixture of native and 
Sino-Japanese words in PSC is highly disfavored; and PSC constructions which consist 
of only Japanese native words are extremely rare. Since there is a stylistic explanation, 
there is no reason to accept S&K and K&S’s explanation that they are lexically 
conditioned.
The final lexical property suggested by S&K and K&S was that PSCs obeys the FSP 
of Roeper and Siegel (1978). With transitive verbs, the unmarked “incorporated” nouns 
must be the object arguments. For intransitive verbs, they propose three types of 
argument structures according to which the innermost arguments are identified. 
However, though it is true that what constrains the types of unmarked nouns in PSCs is 
not GB’s distinction between inner and outer arguments, it is also not S&K and K&S’s 
superficial and ad hoc argument structures. A closer conceptual investigation reveals that 
it is conceptual relations which constrain them.
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Consider (6.33). The Complete Intransitive (6.33a) presents no problem since the 
verbs have only one argument and it can be unmarked. However, the treatment of Type I 
Incomplete Intransitive is problematic. Although an Incomplete Intransitive verbs may 
occur with a locative phrase marked by the inner locative marker -n i , the locative phrase 
is not obligatory and is not a conceptual argument of the verb. Consider the following:
(6.38) a. Kookuuki-ga (Tookyoo-ni) tuirakusi-ta.
airplane-NOM (Tokyo-IN.LOC) fall.down-PAST 
‘An airplane fell down (into Tokyo).’ 
b. Dai-zisin-ga (Kantoo-tihoo-ni) hasseisi-ta.
big-earthquake-NOM (Kanto-area-INLOC) occur-PAST 
‘A big earthquake occured (in Kanto area).’
The inner locative phrases are not obligatory or conceptually selected by the verbs. The 
reason that S&K and K&S consider that the locative phrases are arguments of Type I 
Incomplete Intransitive verbs seems to derive from the intuition that «/-marked locative 
phrases are not modifiers. In fact, as I argued in chaper three, «/-marked locative phrases 
are not modifiers but are predicative functions from a Thing to a State. However, this 
does not mean that they are conceptually selected by Incomplete Intransitive verbs. While 
they are not selected by the verbs, they have predicative functions. The following 
sentences containing Type I Incomplete Intransitive verbs are comparable with 
constructions with resultative predication:
(6.39) a. Kodai-bunmei-wa taiga-no ryuuiki-ni
ancient-civilisation-TOP great.river-GEN along.current-IN.LOC 
tanzyoo-si-ta. 
be.born-do-PAST
‘Ancient civilisations emerged along great rivers’6 
b. Kookuuki-ga Tookyoo-ni tuiraku-si-ta.
airplane-NOM tokyo-IN.LOC fall.down-do-PAST 
‘An airplane fell down into Tokyo.’
(6.40) John painted the picture red.
In (6.40) the adjective red  is not conceptually selected by the verb but has conceptual 
relations with the object NP. The CS of the sentence involves two conceptual
6When the subject is an animate, the verb tanzyoo-suru cannot be used with an inner locative marker -ni.
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propositions in the following basic form, where the relationship between the two 
propositions is ignored:7
(6.41)
[[[E vent [PAINT ([Thing PICTURE]/)] ([Human 
L[State RED ([Thing PICTURE]/ )]
JO H N ],)]j
Similarly the inner locative phrases in (6.39) are not conceptually selected by the verbs 
but are predicates of the NPs Kodai-bunmei and Kookuuki, giving the resultative locative 
interpretations:
(6.42) a.
]
b.
[[E vent FALL ([Thing AIRPLANE]/)] 1
L[State [AT ([Piace INSIDE ([TOKYO])])] ( [Thing AIRPLANE]/)]]
The locative NPs cannot be unmarked with these verbs since they are not their 
conceptual arguments: since they are not conceptually selected by the verbs they cannot be 
unmarked. On the other hand, S&K and K&S’s type II Incomplete Intransitive verbs all 
select a Thing or Place for Ground. When the verb selects both a theme (i.e. agentive or 
non-agentive theme) and a Ground (Thing or Place), the latter can optionally be unmarked 
and adjacent to the verbs. Notice that since the theme is outranked by the locative noun, 
the theme cannot be unmarked.
This means that the constructions are conceptually conditioned, i.e. the unmarked 
nouns assume the lowest conceptual relation in the LCSs of the verbs.8 If a verb 
involves only one conceptual argument, it is the lowest role, so that it can be unmarked as 
in (6.31) and (6.32). The unmarked nouns are interpreted to have the lowest thematic 
relations involved by the verbs. However, that the constructions are thematically 
conditioned does not mean that they are lexically conditioned. We have already adopted 
Shibatani and Kageyama’s argument to show that they are syntactically derived 
constructions. In the next subsection, another piece of evidence will be given that they 
cannot be lexically derived constructions. Insofar as a proper interpretive theory which
[[E vent BECOME ([State ([EXIST ([Thing CIVILISATION]/)])])] 
LtState [ALONG ([RIVER])] ([Thing CIVILISATION]/)]
7Jaekendoff (1990) proposes a rule of conceptual interpretation of depictive and resultative predication 
constructions. However, since the basic meaning of the constructions are given by the theory of 
predication and the relationship between the two conceptual propositions would arguably be predictable 
from the conceptual meanings, no rule of interpretation should be necessary.
Exceptional cases will be discussed later.
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applies to syntactic structures provides the interpretation of the constructions, there is no 
necessity to assume that the thematic constraint applies to lexical structures.
A
If the construction are not lexical, they must be purely syntactic. Then the idea that 
they are “post-syntactically” formed is also false, since nothing applies to these syntactic 
constructions after syntax.
S&K and K&S suggested that they were post-syntactically formed constructions 
based on the fact that there is no grammatical relational alternation triggered by PSC 
formation. However, this fact is peculiar only to the Japanese constructions; Alamblak 
has constructions with phonologically, morphologically and syntactically identical 
properties but they “trigger grammatical relational alternation”. The difference between 
the two languages should be explained. In §6.3 I will argue that whether or not these 
constructions trigger “grammatical relational alternation” is predictable from the clause 
types in which these constructions happen to occur and a few universal principles I have 
already proposed. Thus Shibatani and Kageyama’s argument that the constructions are 
postsyntactic is rejected. Therefore they are neither lexical nor post-syntactic but purely 
syntactic constructions. I will call them Unmarked Argument Constructions (UAC) 
hereafter.
6.1.3. More on Syntactic Properties
We have seen that Shibatani and Kageyama’s argument that UACs are syntactic is 
fully supported but that those that they are lexical and post-syntactic are not. Here I 
would like to further discuss the syntactic nature of UACs.
In the above, the following fact pointed out by S&K and K&S was discussed: 
Japanese PSCs allow syntactic modification of unmarked nouns exemplified by (6.23), 
repeated here as (6.43), and (6.44):
(6.43) a. [Ta-fuken-kara-no zyukensei:zooka]-ni tomonatte, ...
[ other-prefectures-from-GEN applicants .increasing]-DAT accompanying 
‘With the number of applicants from other prefectures increasing,... 
b. [zei-taisei-no hizumi:zesei]-no tame, ...
[taxation-system-GEN strain:redress]-GEN for
‘In order to redress the strain caused by the current taxation system ,...
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c. [Minkan-kigyoo-to-no kakusa:kaisyoo]-ni mukete, ...
[private-company-with-GEN gap .eliminate]-to toward
‘Toward a elimination of the gap in wages between private companies 
and public corporations,... (K&S: p. 160)
(6.44) a. Boodaina siryoo: seiri-tyuu-ni, ...
enormous data: sort-middle-in 
‘In the middle of sorting the enormous da ta ,... 
b. Fukuzatuna haigokankei: tyoosa-tyuu-ni,... 
complicated background: investigate-middle-in
‘In the middle of investigating the complicated background (of the murder 
case), ...’
Here I would like to argue that the unmarked nouns are syntactically modified by the 
preceding genitive phrases or adjectives and that they constitute NP constituents. First let 
us discuss two other alternative analyses to see if they are applicable to the Japanese 
constructions above: one is Rosen’s (1989) classifier NI analysis and the other is Baker’s 
(1988) syntactic movement analysis.
Rosen (1989) discusses what is known as “determiner stranding” in Mohawk and 
Caddo discussed by Mithun (1984), Di Sciullo and Williams (1987) and Baker (1988). 
Consider the following:
(6.45) a. Nä: kan-nu-’a’
that water-run.out-will 
‘That water will run out.’ 
b. Wayah hak-k’uht-’i ’-sa’
a.lot PROG-grass-be.grow-PROG
‘There is a lot of grass.’ Caddo (Mithun 1984: pp. 865-6)
(6.46) Kanekwarunyu wa’-k-akya’tawi’tsher-u:ni 
it.dotted.DIsP PAST-l-dr ess-make
T made a poka-dotted dress.’ Mohawk (Mithun 1984: p. 870)
In these examples, the external words modify the incorporated nouns. But as Di Sciullo 
and Williams (1987) and Rosen (1989) independently point out, the external “modifiers” 
are not syntactically modifying the incorporated nouns. Mithun (1984) presents some 
sentences comprising the “modifiers” but not an incorporated noun:
9DIST is distributive.
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(6.47) a. Nä: ’fyüh’a’
that run.out.will 
‘That will run out.’ 
b. Wayah hah-’i ’-sa’
a.lot PROG-be.grow-PROG
‘There is a lot.’ Caddo (Mithun 1984: p. 866)
(6.48) Kanekwarünyu wa’-k-atkähtho
it.dotted.Dl ST PAST-I-see
T saw a dotted (one).’ Mohawk (Mithun 1984: p. 870)
Compare (6.45) and (6.46) with (6.47) and (6.48), respectively. What appear to be 
modifying the incorporated nouns in the former do not modify anything in the latter. 
Rosen (1989) plausibly argues that the Iroquoian and Caddoan languages have headless 
determiners which exist independent of noun incorporation. She suggests that headless 
determiners are nominalised determiners. Furthermore, these languages have NI 
constructions called doubling, exemplified by the following:
(6.49) Caddo
a. Kas-sah-ku-n-d^n-na-’na’ kiSwah.
should-2AG-lBEN-DAT-ganular.substance-PL-make parched.corn 
‘You should make me some parched com.’
b. Kassi’ hah-’i5’a-sswi’-sa’. 
bead PROG-eye-string-PROG
‘She is stringing beads.’ (Mithun 1984: p. 865)
(6.50) Mohawk
Sha’td:ku niku:ti rabahbot wahu-tsy-ahm:nu ki rake’niha. 
eight of.them bullhead he-fish-bought this my.father
‘My father bought eight bullheads.’ (Mithun 1984: p. 870)
With these doubling constructions, there is no syntactic source for the doubled nouns. 
Rosen plausibly argues that stranded nominalised determiners in (6.45) and (6.46) are 
doubled NPs and that stranding and doubling are syntactically identical constructions. 
She suggests that since stranding and doubling are identical syntactic constructions, it is 
quite dubious to postulate a derivational connection between the external words and the 
incorporated nouns in (6.45) and (6.46). Rosen also cites Tuscarora and Seneca (Mithun 
and Woodbury 1980) and Rembamga (Northern Australian) (McKay 1975) to draw the 
same conclusion. She further suggests that data of Southern Tiwa (Allen, Gardner and 
Frants 1984) and West Greenlandic (Sadock 1980) conform to the same analysis. Since
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the headless determiners themselves are arguments of the verb, it is impossible to attribute 
the “stranding” fact to syntactic derivation (cf. Baker 1988) or to abstract syntactic 
structure (cf. Sadock 1985). Rosen characterises the type of NI in (6.45), (6.46), (6.49) 
and (6.50) as classifier NI and suggests that this is a lexical process.
In contrast, Japanese UACS are not classifier NI. In Japanese, the “stranded” 
modifiers are not nominalised (or headless NP) constructions which are syntactic 
arguments of the verbs. They syntactically modify the bare nouns. Examples such as 
(6.43) and (6.44) require two different explanations. First consider (6.44). It is 
completely impossible to interpret the adjectives in the sentences to be direct arguments of 
the verbs since they are morphologically adjectives, which are distinct from nominals. In 
Japanese modifying adjectives and their nominalised counterparts have different 
morphological forms:
(6.51) Modifying Adjective 
a. boodai-na
‘ enormous- ADJ’
Nominalised Adjective 
boodai-sa 
enormous-NOM 
‘enormousness’
Adjective-nominal head 
boodaina-no 
enormous-one 
‘enormous one’
b. fukuzatu-na
‘complicated-ADJ’
fukuztu-sa
complecated-NOM
‘complexity’
fukuzatuna-no 
complicated-one 
‘complicated one’
The adjectives in (6.44) are syntactically modifying the head nouns, so they cannot be 
classifier NI. Second, consider (6.43). The modifiers are marked by -no. -No is 
ambiguous between the genitive marker and the bound nominal head as exemplified 
below:
(6.52) a. watasi-no hon 
1S-GEN book 
‘my book’
b. Watasi-no-wa tiisai-ga, anata-no-wa ookii. 
lS-one-TOP small-but you-one-TOP big 
‘Mine is small but yours is big.’
If the -no's in (6.43) were the bound nominals, the constructions would be classifier NI. 
But the morphemes cannot be the bound nominals since NPs are required to be case- 
marked unless they are in UAC as the following indicates:
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(6.53) a. Tafuken-kara-no-ga fuete kita.
other prefectures-from-one-NOM increase come 
‘Ones from other prefectures are increasing.’
b. *Tafuken-kara-no fuete kita.
other prefectures-from-one increase come 
‘Ones from other prefectures are increasing.’
The -no marked phrases in (6.43) would have to be case-marked if they were nominals. 
They are not nominalised modifiers. Instead, they syntactically modify the head nouns.
Next let us see if Baker’s (1988) syntactic movement analysis is applicable to the 
Japanese constructions. Baker argues that “determiner stranding” found in wide range of 
languages is accounted for by a syntactic movement analysis, i.e. incorporation analysis. 
Consider the following examples from Southern Tiwa provided by Allen, Gardner and 
Frantz (1984):
(6.54) a. [Wisi seuan-in] bi-mtr-ban
Baker proposes the following abstract S-structures for the respective sentences (Baker 
1988: p. 95):
two man-PL SUBJ( lS)-see-PAST
T saw two men’
b. Wisi bi-seuan-mtl-ban
two SUBJ(lS)-man-see-PAST
(6.55) a. S
NP VP
I V NP
saw QP N ’
two N
men
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b. S
i
I V NP
N
1
V
1
QP
1
N ’
1
man /
1
see
1
two N
I
h
However, as we have already discussed, it is more adequate and natural to assume a 
lexical analysis for the “stranding construction” as Rosen suggests for Southern Tiwa, 
i.e. a classifier NI analysis. Baker’s movement analysis is not applicable to Southern 
Tiwa. Furthermore, the movement analysis cannot be applied to Japanese PSCs, either.
The movement analysis necessarily presupposes that the moved element and the 
phrase from which the element is extracted do not constitute a syntactic constituent any 
more. So it should be possible to place another constituent between the stranded modifier 
and the incorporated noun. But as far as Japanese is concerned, it is completely 
impossible to place any constituent in such a position. Consider the following:
(6.56) a. roketto-niyoru Amerika-no gunzikiti-no koogeki
rocket-by.means.of US-GEN military.base-GEN attack 
‘An attack of a US military base with rockets’
b. roketto-niyoru Amerika-no gunzikiti:koogeki
c. * Amerika-no roketto-niyoru gunzikiti:koogeki10
(6.57) a. Yooroppa-de wagasya-no sin-seihin-o happyoo-no sai
Europe-in our.company-GEN new-product release-GEN occasion 
‘when we release the new produce in Europe’
b. Yooroppa-de wagasya-no sin-seihin:happyoo-no sai-ni
c. *wagasya-no Yooroppa-de sin-seihin:happyoo-no sai-ni
As clearly indicated by the above examples, no element can intervene between the 
modifiers and the unmarked nouns. If they did not form a constituent, it would be a 
mystery why nothing can be placed between the two.
The above leads one to the conclusion that modifiers and modifiees in UACs are 
syntactic NP constituents which are adjacent to the governing verbs. In the next section
10This example is grammatical under the interpretation ‘America’s attack of the military base with 
rockets.’
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similar constructions in Alamblak will be discussed and it will be shown that there is 
grammatical functional alternation between UACs and marked argument constructions, 
which falsifies S&K and K&S’s “post-syntactic” analysis.
6.2. Unmarked Argument Constructions in Alamblak
“Noun incorporation” in Alamblak discussed by Bruce (1984) is exemplified by the 
following (ibid.: pp. 171-172):
(6.58) a. Naku: nta-me-f
sago :pound-RPST-3D 
‘They (two) pounded sago.’ 
b. feh: tufnah-yuk nya-m 
pig:shoot-PUR arrow-3PL 
‘arrows for shooting pigs’
A peculiar feature of this constructions is that the “incorporated” nouns do not manifest a 
PNG marker, which is required for externally licensed NPs as we have already discussed 
in chapter five. Apparently the nominal elements have lost their syntactic status as NPs 
and have been morphologically integrated into the verb. However, it will be argued 
below that the NPs without a PNG marker still remain independent NPs and that there is 
no evidence to show that they are morphologically amalgamated with the verb. In the 
following, I will argue that the construction has identical syntactic properties to Japanese 
UACs. It will also be shown that UACs in Alamblak involve a grammatical relational 
alternation.
Alamblak has both UAC and lexically generated NI. They are contrasted with each 
other in several phonological, morphological and syntactic respects. And all these will 
support the claim that UACs in Alamblak are syntactic constructions.
First, let us look at their phonological behaviour. In Alamblak an alveolar sound is 
assimilated to the preceding palatal sound producing a palatoalveolar sound. Bruce gives 
the following phonological rule to describe this (ibid.: p. 29):
(6.59) [+alveolar] —> [+palatal]/[+palatal]_
This rule applies across a morpheme boundary Thus the first sounds of the second 
morpheme in the following examples undergo this phonological process (ibid.):
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(6.60) a. /hay-doh-t/ [xajoyit] ironwood-canoe-3SF
b. /kup-t/ [kuptj] house-3SF
Sometimes an abstract /y/ is required in the underlying forms. For example:
(6.61) a. /yawy-t/ [yaoj] dog-3SF
b. /banjiy-t/ [banjis] cave-3SF
c. /Wuruktehy-t/ [wurukitnyis] woman’s name-3 SF
In these examples there is no phonetically realised palatal sound in front of the 3SF 
markers. But since the 3SF markers undergo the phonological process to become a 
palatoalveolar, a /y/ must be postulated at the end of the first morphemes.
This phonological rule does not apply across a boundary indicated by a Consider 
the following:
(6.62) a. yaw:tat-nef-t
dog:hit-NOM-3SF 
‘hitting dogs’ 
b. banji:tmbhe-nef-t
cave:cut.down-NOM-3SF 
‘cutting down caves’
As shown in (6.61), the underlying forms of the morphemes meaning ‘dog’ and ‘cave’ 
have /y/ finally. But in (6.62) the following alveolar sound ft/ does not undergo the 
phonological process. Since (6.59) applies across a morpheme boundary, there must be 
a boundary bigger than a morpheme boundary between the noun and the verb in (6.62). 
Thus I assume the boundaries indicated by *:’ in (6.62) to be word boundaries.
This is in contrast to lexically derived N-V compounds. With lexically derived N-V 
compounds, no pause between the N and the V is possible. Furthermore, phonological 
merger of consonants is observed across morpheme boundaries. Consider the following:
(6.63) a. Kuny-singe-me-r. —> [kujijingnmmir]
house-build-RPST-3SM 
‘He did housebuilding.’
b. Yawy-nmbhu-me-r —> [yaojiimbuyumur] 
dog-hunt-RPST-3SM
‘He did dog-hunting (hunting with dogs).’
[yao tatneßit]
[banji timbiynneßit]
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c. Tatoh-hik-me-r-r [tatoyikiirrerir]
footprint-follow-RPST-3SM-3SM 
‘He followed his footprints.’
(a) and (b) undergo the phonological process formulated in (6.59): /s/ and /n/ merge with 
the preceding /y/ to become [J] and [p], respectively. In (c) the two /h/s separated by a 
morpheme boundary fuse to become a phonetically single sound.11 This means that with 
these compounds, there is no word boundary between the two morphemes and that the 
compounds are single words. This also indicates that the constructions shown in (6.62) 
are phonologically different from lexically derived compounds and supports the 
assumption that there is a word boundary between the nouns and the verbs.
A second piece of evidence is that an N:V sequence cannot undergo further lexical 
processes. Elevational prefixes and the imperative prefix are lexical prefixes and they 
always come after the unmarked nouns. Consider the following:
(6.64) a. Yemre: mi-hambre-mo-w-r
meat: down-search-RPST-IMPF-3SM
‘He went down and was searching for meat (i.e. pigs) down there’ 
b . *Mi-yemre: hambre-mo-w-r
down-meat: search-RPST-IMPF-3SM
(6.65) a. Yemre:wa-hambre-</>
meat:IMPR-search-2S 
‘Search for meat.’ 
b. *Wa-yemre:hambre-0 
IMPR-meat:search-2S
The ungrammatically of the (b) sentences shows that N:V sequences cannot undergo 
lexical derivation.
This shows an interesting contrast with lexical compounds. Lexical compounds can 
undergo further lexical derivation. The following presents two instances of lexical 
compounds:
11 In the UACs presented below, the two /h/s separated by a do not merge. They are phonetically 
separated by a slight pause:
feh:hik-nef-t [$by xikineßit]
pig:follow-NOM-3SF
‘following pigs’
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(6.66) a. kuny-singe
house-build 
‘to build a house’ 
b. nanhir-hmbre 
string.bag-put.in 
‘to put (a baby) into a string bag’
Before discussing affixation possibilities, let us argue that they are lexical compounds 
rather than UACs. As for kuny-singe, in (6.63a) we saw that its phonetic form suggests 
that it is a lexically derived compound. Nanhir-hmbre is also a lexically derived 
compound. In Alamblak, locative nouns selected by spray/load type ditransitive verbs 
cannot occur in UAC as suggested by the following pair:12
(6.67) a. doh-r-hu wuska: kmbre-nef-t
canoe-3SM-GEN belongings: load-NOM-3SF 
‘loading belongings in to a canoe’ 
b. *wuska-roh doh: kmbre-nef-t
belongings-GEN(3PL) canoe.l oad-NOM-3SF
In (6.69b) Nanhir ‘string bag’ has a locative (goal) relation with respect to the verb hmbre 
‘put in’. Its grammatically suggests that nanhir-hmbre is a lexical compound, since 
exceptions are all treated in the lexicon (Marantz 1984). In New Guinea, babies are 
carried in string bags, which often symbolise the mother’s abdomen. Thus putting (a 
baby) into a string bag is a highly institutionalised activity and nanhir-hmbre is a 
registered lexical item. This is corroborated by the fact that if the theme object is not a 
baby, the example becomes ungrammatical:
(6.68) *Wuska-m nambhir-hmbre-me-n-m
belongings-3PL string.bag-put.into-RPST-2S-3PL 
‘You put the belongings into a (baby carrying) string bag.’
Thus this is a lexical compound.
12This does not conform to the previously suggested thematic constraint for Japanese UACs, where the 
lowest thematic argument was suggested to have the first priority, i.e. the locative argument is lower than 
theme so that the former should have priority. The thematic constraint is not totally successful as an 
explanation in Japanese either. S&K and K&S suggest that in Japanese either of theme or locative noun 
can be identified by verbs of locative alternation. I will discuss this problem when the mechanism of 
interpretation is discussed.
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Turning back to affixation, consider the following
(6.69) a. Imperative
Wa-nanhir-hmbre-n-r.
IMPR-string. bag-put. in-2 S-3SM 
‘Put him into a string bag.’ 
b. Elevational
Mi-nanhir-hmbre-n-r.
ELEV-string. bag-put. in-2S-3SM 
‘Go down and put him into a bag.’
(6.70) a. Imperative
Wa-kuny-singe-twa 
IMPR-house-build-FUT JMPR 
‘Build (a) house(s).’ 
b. Elevational
Mi-kuny-singe-me-r 
ELEV-house-build-RPST-3SM 
‘He built (a) house(s) down there’
In these examples, lexical prefixes are affixed outside the whole compounds. Imperative 
and elevational prefixes can be placed in front of the incorporated noun only if the 
compound is lexical. This also suggests that the examples in (6.64) and (6.65) are 
syntactic, crucially differentiated from lexical compounds.
Third, as in the UACs with NP modifiers in Japanese, “stranded” modifiers in 
Alamblak UAC cannot be identified as nominalised modifiers of classifier NI. Consider 
the following:
(6.71) a. Tfit mi-thu-ni-me-r doh-e,
again down-paddle-PROG-RPST-3 SM canoe-INST 
tu-r-hu yemre:hanbre-nef-t
E/R-3SM-GEN meat:search-NOM-3SF 
‘He paddled down again to search for his own meat.’ 
b. John-r wofn-wo-r nfri doh:hingma-nef-t
John-3 SM happy-IMPF-3 SM n e w  canoe :make-NOM-3SF 
‘John is fond of making new canoes’
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c. John-r wofn-wo-r bok yemre:ya-nef-t
John-3 SM happy -IMPF-3 SM p le n ty  meat:eat-N0M-3SF 
‘John is fond of eating plenty of meat.’
In these examples a genitive modifier and adjectives modify the Ns of the N:Vs. But 
unlike classifier NI constructions, they are not headless modifiers.
Headless determiners in classifier NI are nominalised determiners and arguments of 
the verbs as Rosen (1989) suggests. However, the modifiers in (6.71) cannot be 
nominalised modifiers or arguments of the verbs, since in Alamblak nominalised or 
headless modifiers are manifested in morphologically distinct forms. Consider the 
following:
(6.72) a. ndar this ‘this’
a ’, ndar-t this-3SF ‘this one’
b. bro big ‘big’
b ’. bro-r big-3SM ‘big one’
c. freh-r-hu pig-3SM-GEN ‘a pig’s ’
c ’. freh-r-hu-t pig-3SM-GEN-3SF ‘a pig’s o n e ’
(a), (b) and (c) are modifiers while (a’), (b’) and (c’) are nominalised or headless 
modifiers. Nominalised or headless modifiers must be accompanied by a PNG marker 
for they are NPs. The following examples show that modifiers without a PNG marker 
cannot be argument NPs:
(6.73) a. Ndar-t a-yak-an-t
this-3SF HOR-get-lS-3SF 
T should get itJ Let me get it.’ 
b. *Ndar a-yak-an-t
this HOR-get-lS-3SF
(6.74) a. Bro-t wikna-me-r
big-3 SF buy-RPST-3SM 
‘He bought a big one.’ 
b. *Bro wikna-me-r 
big buy-RPST-3SM
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(6.75) a. Freh-r-hu-t fa-me-r
pig-3SM-GEN-3SF eat-RPST-3SM 
‘He ate the pig’s one (sago pancake)’ 
b. *Freh-r-hu fa-me-r
pig-3SM-GEN eat-RPST-3SM
Only the (a) sentences, in which the determiners and modifiers are accompanied by a 
PNG marker are grammatical. Without one they cannot constitute NPs and are not proper 
arguments of the verbs, so that the (b) sentences are ungrammatical.
Now let us return to (6.71). The determiners and modifiers do not manifest a PNG 
marker. This means that they do not constitute independent NPs. Instead, they 
syntactically modify the Ns of the N:Vs. Thus this Alamblak construction is generated in 
syntax rather than in the lexicon and should not be classified as Rosen’s classifier NI. 
The above has plausibly shown that the Alamblak constructions are syntactically 
generated constructions.
While they are syntactically generated, Baker’s movement analysis is inadequate. As 
in Japanese, nothing can be placed between the modifying phrase and the modified 
nouns:
(6.76) a. briyaha-ko tu-r-hu yemre: hambre-kfet
outside-C.LOC E/R-3SM-GEN meat: search-INF
‘to search for his own meat in the bush.’ 
b . *tu-r-hu briyaha-ko yemre: hambre-kfet
E/R-3SM-GEN outside-C.LOC meat: search-INF
(6.77) a. kmi-ko nfri doh: hingma-nef-t
village-C.LOC new canoe: make-NOM-3SF 
‘making new canoes in the village’ 
b. *nfri kmi-ko doh: hingma-nef-t13
new village-C.LOC canoe: make-NOM-3SF
(6.78) a. briyaha-ko bok yemre: ya-nef-t
outside-C.LOC plenty meat: eat-NOM-3SF
‘eating plenty of meat outside.’ 
b . *bok briyaha-ko yemre: ya-nef-t 
plenty outside-C.LOC eat: eat-NOM-3SF
13This is grammatical with the interpretation ‘making canoes in the new village’.
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This leads one to conclude that modifying phrases and the modified nouns constitute 
syntactic constituents.
Alamblak UAC is also restricted by the constraints which S&K and K&S considered 
to condition lexical derivation. First, string adjacency is required between NP and V. 
And second, it does not permit multiple bare NPs.
The following illustrates the first:
(6.79) a. karoh-e feh:was-nef-t
knife -INST pig :spear-NOM-3 SF 
‘killing pigs with knife’ 
b. *feh karoh-e was-nef-t
pig knife-INST spear-NOM-3SF
(6.80) a. tfit yaw:tat-nef-t
again dog:hit-NOM-3SF 
‘hitting dogs again’ 
b. *yaw tfit tat-nef-t
dog again hit-NOM-3SF
(b)s are ungrammatical because the nouns do not have a PNG marker and are not adjacent 
to the verbs. As we have already argued, though, this requirement does not mean that 
theNP:V constructions have a lexical property.
Second, the following shows that constructions involving multiple unmarked NPs are 
prohibited:
(6.81) *met:maruha: he-nef-t
woman:money:give-NOM-3SF 
‘giving money to a woman’
This is an example which Bruce (1984) quotes to be grammatical. However, this is 
completely ungrammatical; no informants I have consulted accepted this. Prohibition of 
multiple unmarked NPs is derivable from the adjacency constraint. Thus this does not 
provide any support for the lexical treatment, either.
The following is an example in which a lexically incorporated noun and an unmarked 
noun of UAC can occur together:
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(6.82) Japan-thef-m nhe yen: nambhir-hmbri-r-kah-m 
JapaneseSPL NEG child: string.bag-put.in-IRR-PRES-3PL 
‘Japanese do not put children into string bags.’
This shows that the lexically incorporated noun nambhir and the noun before the colon, 
yen come from completely difference sources. This strongly support the claim that N:V 
constructions in Alamblak are syntactically generated.
Next let us discuss some Alamblak UACs in which “grammatical relational 
alternation” is detected. S&K and K&S argue that UACs in Japanese are post- 
syntactically derived compounds since no “grammatical relational alternation” is involved 
in the construction. However, if Alamblak UACs involve “grammatical relational 
alternation”, their argument will be falsified since as argued above, Japanese and 
Alamblak UACs are structurally identical constructions.
Consider the following:
(6.83) a. Yen-r-hu mfha-t fa-mo-w-t-r.
child-3SM-GEN head-3SF ache-RPST-IMPF-3SF-3SM
‘The boy had a headache.’ 
b. Yen-r mfha: fa-mo-w-r.
child-3SM head: ache-RPST-lMPF-3SM
(6.84) a. Yen-r-hu yati-t fa-mo-w-t-r.
child-3SM-GEN stomach-3SF ache-RPST-IMPF-3SF-3SM
‘The boy had a stomach ache.’ 
b. Yen-r yati: fa-mo-w-r.14
child-3SM stomach: ache-RPST-IMPF-3SM
In the (a) sentences the possessor and the bodypart constitute a syntactic NP constituent. 
The NPs agree with the first agreement markers and the possessors with the second 
agreement markers. Whereas in the (b) sentences, the bodypart expressions and the 
possessors are separated. The bodypart nouns are unmarked and adjacent to the verbs, 
and the possessors assume the subject relations. The arguments in the UACs are coded
^Productivity of this construction is considerably constrained in tensed agreement clauses, while mfha 
‘head’, yati ‘stomach’, yimbhidang ‘ear’ and ninga ‘eye’ can occur in this syntactic frame, wura ‘foot’, 
kusm ‘nose’, bise ‘tooth’, mond ‘breast’ and numgram ‘throat’ cannot. Whereas inalienably possessed 
bodypart expressions can occur freely as UACs in nominalised, infinitival, relative, possessed and 
deprivative clauses (cf. Bruce 1984).
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with grammatical functions which are different from those that they have in the other 
construction. This means that UAC formation in Alamblak cannot be post-syntactic.
To sum up, Alamblak UACs are syntactic constructions in the following respects: 1) 
There is a phonological boundary between the unmarked nouns and the verbs, which is 
not detected in lexical compounds; 2) Alamblak UACs cannot undergo lexical processes; 
3) Unmarked nouns can be syntactically modified by adjectives, genitive NPs and/or 
demonstratives, which are morphologically distinguished from nominalised or headless 
modifiers. It has also been shown that a syntactic movement analysis in the sense of 
Baker (1988) is dubious; 4) Grammatical relational alternation is involved in Alamblak 
UAC; 5) There is nothing to be explained in lexical terms. It was also argued that the 
constructions in question involve the syntactic structure of NF^V, where the NP is 
unmarked and adjacent to the verb. Next let us discuss a problem concerning the 
interpretation of Japanese UACs and offer an explanation. It will also be suggested that 
the structural difference between Japanese and Alamblak UACs derives the difference in 
the types of unmarked argument appearing in UACs in the respective languages.
6.3. Structure and Thematic Distribution
Given that UACs are syntactic constructions, they must be visible to be thematically 
interpreted without a morphological vibility-marking, i.e. a PNG marker in Alamblak and 
a case-marker in Japanese. What makes them visible? How are they thematically 
interpreted, then?
What is important to note about the interpretation of UACs in this context is the 
following fact of Japanese: though Grounds cannot be identified by the governing verbs 
in Japanese, they can be the unmarked NPs in UACs. In chapter three it was shown that 
locative expressions must be manifested by PPs in Japanese; even when a verb 
conceptually selects a Place or Thing for Ground, it cannot be manifested by an NP, since 
no Japanese verb has the ability to identify it. This gives rise to the following question: if 
Japanese verbs do not have the ability to identify a Ground, how can the locative NP in 
(6.36a) (repeated here as (6.86b)) and the (b) sentences in (6.85) and (6.87) be identified 
and thematically interpreted?
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(6.85) a. Butyoo-no Kyuusyuu-e-no syuttyoo
director-GEN Kyusyuu-ALL-GEN business trip 
‘Director’s business trip to Kyuushuu’ 
b. Butyoo-no Kyuusyuu: syuttyoo
director-GEN Kyusyuu-ALL: business trip (K&S: p. 147)
(6.86) a. Tyoonan-ga daigaku-ni nyuugaku-go
first.son-NOM university-INLOC enter-after 
‘after my son entered the university’ 
b. Tyoonan-ga daigaku:nyuugaku-go
first.son-NOM university :enter-after (S&K: p. 467)
(6.87) a. Kanai-ga Beikoku-ni taizai-tyuu-ni,...
wife-NOM U.S.-IN.LOC stay-middle-on 
‘While my wife was staying in the States,. . . ’ 
b. Kanai-ga Beikoku: taizai-tyuu-ni,... 
wife-NOM U.S.: stay-middle-on
(6.88) a. Syusyoo-ga Narita-kuukoo-ni tootyaku-tyokugo,...
prime.minister-NOM Narita-airport-INLOC arrive-immediately.afer,...
‘Immediately after the prime minister arrived at Narita Airport, . . . ’ 
a. Syusyoo-ga Narita-kuukoo tootyaku-tyokugo,...
prime.minister-NOM Narita-airport arrive-immediately.afer,...
In these examples, the verb conceptually selects a Place for Ground and the unmarked 
NPs are identified as being a Place or a Thing selected by the verbs. Though they are not 
identified through a PAS, which is the only means of object identification we have 
discussed, it is also impossible to assume a lexical identification analysis, since they are 
syntactic constructions. Since lexical identification is impossible, they must be identified 
syntactically. But this syntactic identification is different from argument identification 
through PAS since the verbs above do not have a PAS to identify a locative NP.
Given that a tight linkage, i.e. string adjacency, between an unmarked NP and the 
governing verb is required, it is considered that UACs involve a syntactic structure in 
which a verb can identify an unmarked argument, irrespective of whether or not the verb 
has the ability derived by the syntacticisation patterns in Japanese. Identification of the 
above unmarked NPs involves two distinct operations: visibility-marking of the 
unmarked arguments by external means and thematic identification of them.
Visibility-marking licenses indexes; the CSs of indexed NPs are unified with the LCSs 
of identifiers. Morphologically marked NPs are visible: case-marked NPs in Japanese 
and NPs with a PNG marker in Alamblak are visible, for case-markers and PNG markers
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license their indexes. Since unmarked NPs in Japanese and Alamblak are not 
morphologically marked, their indexes must be licensed by an external means. Adapting 
the standard GB concept of Case-assignment, i.e. objective Case assignment by an 
adjacent governing verb (Stowell 1981), I assume that the index of an unmarked NP is 
licensed by an adjacent governing verb:
(6.89) Argument Indexing under Adjacency
A verb a  licenses the index of an NP ß if the former governs the latter and 
they are adjacent to each other at surface structure.
Thus in Japanese and Alamblak the indexes of argument NPs are licensed if they are 
either morphologically marked or adjacent to a governing verb.15 I also assume that an 
unmarked NP whose index is licensed by the governing head must assume the GF [NP, 
VP] if the head is a verb or the GF [NP, NP] if the head is a noun at GF-structure, i.e. it 
must be identified under government.
The unmarked NPs in (6.86)-(6.88) are licensed by the adjacent governing verb and 
hence visible. However, that they are visible does not mean that they are automatically 
identified. Though they are visible and assigned the GF [NP, VP], they cannot be 
identified by the verbs in (6.86)-(6.88) in the way we discussed in chapter three, i.e. 
object identification through the PASs of the verbs, since syntacticisation patterns in 
Japanese do not derive a PAS to identify a Ground as their object from the conceptual 
specifications of the verbs. This is shown by the the ungrammatically of the following 
examples:
(6.90) *Butyoo-no Kyuusyuu-no syuttyoo
director-GEN KyusyuuL-GEN business trip 
‘^Director’s business trip of Kyuushuu’
(6.91) *Tyoonan-ga daigaku-o nyuugaku-go
first.son-NOM university-ACC enter-after 
‘after my son entered the university’
(6.92) *Kanai-ga Beikoku-o taizai-tyuu-ni,...
wife-NOM U.S.-ACC stay-middle-on 
‘*While my wife was staying the States,. . . ’
15The difference between Baker’s (1988) Case-realisation and our indexing will be discussed in §6.4.
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(6.93) *Syusyoo-ga Narita-kuukoo-o tootyaku-tyokugo,...
prime .minister-NOM Narita-airport-IN JjOC arr ive-immediately .afer, . .. 
‘^Immediately after the prime minister arrived Narita Airport,
If the head nouns in (6.90)-(6.91) and the head verbs in (6.92)-(6.93) had the the ability 
to identify an NP they govern, the genitive NPs in (6.90)-(6.91) and the accusative NPs 
in (6.92)-(6.93) could be identified by the heads, since verbs and nominals identify an 
accusative and genitive argument under government, respectively. Thus thematic 
identification of unmarked Grounds is not mediated by PAS. It cannot be done by 
predication, either, since the unmarked NPs are governed by the heads and are not 
outside the maximal projections.
Therefore the unmarked NPs must be directly identified by the verbs. This is a 
marked way of argument identification restricted to Sino-Japanese verbs in Japanese 
UACs. In English, while object NPs are unmarked but made visible by an adjacent 
governing verb, identification is carried out through PASs. The un gramma tic ality of the 
following indicates that English verbs do not identify an object NP if they do not have a 
PAS to be co-indexed with it:
(6.94) *John arrived Canberra.
Arrive conceptually selects a Domain in which a theme comes to be located. Though 
Canberra denotes a Domain, the verb does not identify it, since it does not have a PAS. 
Thus direct identification of Grounds in Japanese UACs is a marked way of argument 
identification which is restricted to Sino-Japanese verbs. Thus I would like to suggest the 
following theory of unmarked argument identification for Japanese UACs:
(6.95) Unmarked Argument Identification for Japanese UAC
If the index of an NP is licensed by an adjacent governing Sino-Japanese verb, 
for the CS of the NP [Entity 1m and the lowest argument of the verb’s LCS 
[Entity ln» m==n*
The lowest conceptual argument of a spatial function is a Ground (cf. the thematic role 
hierarchy, chapter four). Thus (6.95) correctly captures the fact that in Japanese UACs 
Grounds have priority to be unmarked (cf. (6.36)).
Note, however, that if a verb both conceptually selects a Thing or a Place for Ground 
and has a PAS to identify a theme, e.g. spatial causative verbs such as motikomi ‘bring
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something into’, it can identify either the theme through the PAS or the Ground directly 
by (6.95).16 Thus these verbs allow two alternative UACs. For example:
(6.96) a. Kikenbutu-no kinai: motikomi
dangerous.thing-GEN inside.plane: bringing.in 
‘Bringing in dangerous things into a plane’ 
b. Kinai-e-no kikenbutu: motikomi
inside.plane-ALL-GEN dangerous.thing: bringing.in (K&S: p. 152)
K&S and S&K argue that this type of verb involves two disjunctive argument 
structures, one which has theme as the innermost argument and the other which has 
locative as the innermost argument. However, this is an ad hoc stipulation. Postulating 
two disjunctive argument structures is not required elsewhere than in this construction.
On the other hand, (6.95) is not an ad hoc stipulation which is only required to explain 
the grammaticality of the sentences (6.86)-(6.88) and the two types of UACs (6.96). It 
also provides a basis for an agentive subject to be identified in UAC as in (6.32), repeated 
here as (6.97):
(6.97) a. Hooku syusyoo:hatugen-tyuu-ni,
Hawke PM: speak-middle-in
bootyooseki-kara yazi-ga tonda
public gallery-from jeering-NOM flew  
‘During Prime Minister Hawke’s speech, there was hooting and 
jeering from the public gallery.’ 
b. Zyuusyoku:danziki-tyuu-wa, 
chief priest :fast-middle-in-TOP 
tera-no ippan-kookai-o tyuusi suru
temple-GEN general-exhibition-ACC suspend do 
‘We suspend general exhibition of the temple to public while the chief 
priest is fasting.’
16Motikomi is a nominalised native Japanese compound verb, i.e. moti-komi ‘hold-into’ . Though it is 
not Sino-Japanese, it has the ability to directly identify a Ground. S&K and K&S suggest that some 
compound verbs in Japanese behave like Sino-Japanese verbs.
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An intransitive verb selecting an agentive argument does not have a PAS to identify it, i.e. 
the Japanese syntacticisation patterns do not derive it.17 Thus the unmarked arguments in 
the above examples cannot be identified through PAS since the verbs do not involve one. 
(6.95) also explains why agentive intransitive subjects can appear in UAC in Japanese.
Finally let us compare the thematic distribution of unmarked arguments in Japanese 
and that in Alamblak and offer an explanation for the difference. The Japanese case has 
already been discussed. It was shown that in Japanese the lowest conceptual arguments 
and those identified by PAS could appear in UAC, where there is no grammatical 
relational constraint: not only object but also subject and locative can appear in UACs. In 
Alamblak, on the other hand, the types of thematic relations assumed by the unmarked 
NPs in UACs are much more restricted. They are grammatical relationally constrained. 
They are 1) theme/patient which is object; 2) inalienably possessed theme/patient which 
may be object or subject; 3) inner locative. Examples are given below, where the heads 
are all nominalised verbs. In Alamblak, UAC is least constrained in nominal clauses as 
well as in possessed and privative modifier, and relative clauses (Bruce 1984). In the 
following only UACs in nominal clauses are provided. For UACs in other kinds of 
construction, see Bruce (1984).
(6.98) Theme
a. yira:wikna-nef-t 
fish:buy-NOM-3SF 
‘buying fish’
b. maruha:he-nef-t 
money:give-N0M-3SF 
‘giving money’
17It will be shown below that an intransitive verb selecting a non-agentive theme or patient has a PAS 
and that in UACs involving inalienably possessed bodypart expressions, this PAS actually identifies a 
bodypart expression while the possessor is base-generated in the subject position. These verbs have a 
PAS since the syntacticisation patterns of the language derive it. However in other cases, although 
“unaccusative verbs” have a PAS, it is not used to identify an argument, since the argument is base­
generated in the subject position and identified by the VP under predication.
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(6.99) Patient
a. yaw:tat-nef-t 
dog: hit-NOM-3 SF 
‘hitting dogs’
b. feh:was-nef-t
pig :spear-NOM-3SF 
‘spearing pigs’
(6.100) Inner Locative
a. kuny:ruh-nef-t 
house:stay-NOM-3SF 
‘staying in houses’
b. tek:hir-nef-t 
river :sail-NOM-3SF 
‘sailing along rivers’
(6.101) Inalienably Possessed Theme/Patient (Object)
a. yaw-roh mfha:tat-nef-t 
dog-GEN(3PL) head: hit-NOM-3 SF 
‘hitting dogs’ heads’
b. yen-r-hu wura:was-nef-t 
child-3SM-GEN foot:bite-NOM-3SF 
‘biting boy’s foot/feet’
(6.102) Inalienably Possessed Theme/Patient (Subject)
a. yen-r-hu yati:ya-nef-t 
child-3SM-GEN stomach:ache-NOM-3SF 
‘the aching of the boy’s stomach’
b. yen-r-hu tha:gengta-nef-t 
child-3SM-GEN skin:getting.cold-NOM-3SF 
‘the getting cold of the boy’s skin’
Theme/patient objects can freely occur in UACs as in (6.98) and (6.99). Though inner 
locative NPs are not so free as theme/patient objects to occur in UACs, it seems that they 
are structurally permitted as (6.100) indicates. Finally, inalienably possessed 
themes/patients are free whether they are objects or subjects as in (6.101) and (6.102) 
respectively. On the other hand, subjects which are not inalienably possessed bodyparts 
are not allowed to appear in UACs. Thus the (b)s of the following involving UACs with 
unmarked subjects are ungrammatical regardless of the subjects’ agentivity. Thus the (b) 
sentences of the following are ungrammatical:
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(6.103) a. yira-roh bdg-nef-t
fish-3PL(GEN) spoiled-NOM-3SF 
‘fish’s being spoiled’ 
b. *yira:bdg-nef-t
fish:spoiled-NOM-3SF
(6.104) a. bupa-roh tone-nef-t
water-3PL(GEN) leak-NOM-3SF 
‘water’s leaking’ 
b. *bupa:tone-nef-t 
water :run-NOM-3SF
(6.105) a. yen-roh nur-nef-t
child-GEN(3PL) cry-NOM-3SF 
‘children’s crying’ 
b. *yen:nur-nef-t
child:cry-NOM-3SF
(6.106) a. yira-roh fakrme-nef-t
fish-GEN(3PL) run.away-Ft OM-3SF 
‘fishes’ running away’ 
b. * yira-roh fakrme-nef-t
fish-GEN(3PL) run.away-NOM-3SF
(6.103) and (6.104) involve so-called unaccusative verbs and (6.105) and (6.106) 
unergative verbs. None of the (b) examples are grammatical. This means that subjects 
cannot appear in UACs. UACs in Alamblak are grammatical relationally constrained. 
Where does this difference between Japanese and Alamblak derive form? Why is the type 
of subjects appearing in UACs restricted to inalienably possessed bodypart expressions in 
Alamblak? The answer to the first question is related to the answer to the second.
The answer to the first question is suggested by the difference between the types of 
clauses in which UACs appear in Japanese and Alamblak. The difference between UACs 
in the two languages is explained by assuming that while Japanese UACs appear in 
clauses which do not differentiate subjects and objects structurally, Alamblak UACs 
appear in clauses which differentiate the two. In chapter one, it was suggested that in the 
nominative-accusative system, VPs must have a structural subject governing them 
irrespective of thefunctional status of the VPs, i.e. whether they are functionally open or 
not. Both Japanese and Alamblak are a nominative-accusative languages so every VP 
requires a subject. But while Alamblak UACs appear in constructions which involve VP 
constituents, Japanese UACs do not appear in constructions involving them.
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First, look at Japanese UACs. Since Japanese is a nominative-accusative language, if 
UACs appeared in clauses involving a VP, subjects could not be the unmarked NPs to be 
identified by the verbs directly. Actually UACs in Japanese appear in peculiar syntactic 
structures. Clauses in which UACs may appear are structurally differentiated from 
normal clauses in the following respect: the head verbs in UACs cannot have any 
inflectional element. While it is normal that verbs inflect for tense, aspect or other 
grammatical functions, verbs in UACs are all non-inflected Sino-Japanese verbal nouns. 
While normal GF-structures of Japanese clauses are projections of an INFL, clauses 
which accommodate an UAC are not projections of an INFL since INFLs are not 
permitted with these constructions. Then the “clauses” containing UACs must be 
projection of Sino-Japanese verbs or verbal nouns. Though Sino-Japanese verbs are 
functionally verbs, morpho-syntactically they are nouns. That they are nouns is indicated 
by the genitive markers on the heads of the UACs in the following:
(6.107) a. Amerika: hoomon-no sai-ni, ...
U S visit-GEN occasion-on
‘On the occasion of visiting the U S ,...’ 
b. Hooku Syushoo: hatugen-no sai-ni
Hawke PM speak-GEN occasion-on
‘On the occasion of Prime Minister Hawke’s speech,...’
The Sino-Japanese head verbal nouns are accompanied by a genitive marker in the above, 
which shows they are morpho-syntactically nouns. UACs appear in rather degenerate - 
clauses in Japanese. Thus I assume that the heads of Japanese UACs are all nouns. 
Their GF-structures are suggested as follows:
(6.108)
The crucial difference between (6.108) and the following GF-structure of a normal clause 
is that while the following involves a VP, which must have a structural subject, the above 
does not:
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(6.109) INFL”
NP INFL’
Since the former does not involve a VP, the head noun governs any argument under the 
maximal projection. As assumed above, an unmarked NP whose index is licensed by an 
adjacent governor in surface structure must assume a GF governed by the head noun or 
verb in GF-structure. Since subject are also governed by the head in (6.108), it can be 
identified by the head provided that it is the lowest argument (see (6.95)).18 Therefore, 
no grammatical relational restriction is imposed on Japanese UACs. A Sino-Japanese 
head has the ability to directly identify the adjacent argument it governs. Thus intransitive 
subjects are also admitted in UACs in Japanese. The following exemplifies the structure 
of Japanese UACs:
( 6. 110)
a.
N ’
I
kanai-ga
wife-NOM
NP N
I I
Amerika hooman-(no sai-ni)
US visit -(GEN occasion-on)
b. NP (=N’)
N
Hooku Syusyoo hatugen-(tyuu-ni)
Hawke PM speak -(middle-in)
On the other hand, in Alamblak the thematic distribution of UAC is more complicated. 
We saw that the following types of arguments are fond in UACs in Alamblak: 1) 
theme/patient object; 2) inalienably possessed theme/patient which may be object or 
subject; 3) inner locative.
The fact that inner locative NPs are admitted is readily explained. As suggested in 
chapter three, spatial verbs have the ability to identify spatial NPs under government, i.e.
18The subject of a transitive verbal noun cannot appear in an UAC, since it is not the lowest argument.
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through PAS. Thus inner locative NPs are predicted to be allowed to appear in UACs in 
Alamblak, which is corroborated by the examples (6.100)
The first and second type of arguments permitted in UACs in Alamblak above 
suggests that UACs are not permitted with intransitive verbs, i.e. one place verbs, unless 
the unmarked NPs are bodypart expressions. This fact is attributed to the configurational 
nature of the clauses accommodating them and the conceptual nature of bodypart 
expressions. Bruce (1984) reports that UACs are most commonly found in tensed 
relative clauses, nominalised clauses, infinitive clauses and possessed and privative 
modifiers. Possessed and privative modifiers are not clauses and they only allow themes 
to be unmarked. Whereas the other constructions are clauses which involve VPs as 
indicated below:
(6.111) a. Tensed Clause
INFL
TENSE (AGR)
b . Nominalised/Infinitive Clause 
N”
nef/kfet
NOM/INF
These GF-structures involve VPs. VPs must be linked to a governing NP in the 
nominative-accusative system. Thus the subjects of intransitive verbs must be external to 
VPs and govern them. Since they are external to VP, they cannot be governed by the 
heads of VPs, i.e. the verbs. In the above I assumed that an NP whose index is licensed 
by an adjacent verb must assume the GF [NP, VP] to be identified by the verb under 
government. If the subject of an intransitive verb were unmarked and its index is 
identified by an adjacent verb, it would have to be both external to the VP and governed 
by the verb, an impossible syntactic structure. Therefore intransitive verbs do not 
identify their arguments in UACs.
On the other hand, an NP denoting a inalienably possessed bodypart can be directly 
identified by unaccusative intransitive verbs in UACs as indicated by (6.83), (6.84) and
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(6.102). They are so-called possessor raising constructions, in which thematically linked 
possessor and possessum do not constitute a syntactic constituent.19 In chapter four it 
was suggested that an inalienably possessed bodypart expression is conceptually a hybrid 
of a Function and a Thing. As a Thing, it must be indexed and identified by a verb. At 
the same time, being a Function, it selects a possessor. When a bodypart expression is 
identified by a verb or a predicate, they, i.e. the bodypart expression and the verb or a 
predicate, com positionally select a possessor (Steedm an’s (1987) functional 
composition). And the possessor is identified under government or predication to be the 
argument of the composed function. In (6.83b) and (6.84b), repeated below as (6.112), 
the indexes of the unmarked possessed bodypart expressions are licensed by the adjacent 
governing verbs in surface structure:
(6.112) a. Yen-r mfha;: fa-mo-w-r.
child-3SM head: ache-RPST-IMPF-3SM 
T he boy had a stomachache.’ 
b . Yen-r yatif: fa-mo-w-r.20
child-3SM stomach: ache-RPST-IXiPF-3SM 
‘The boy had a stomachache.’
The unmarked NPs are assigned a GF [NP, VP], and the surface structures are mapped 
onto GF-structure in which the heads govern and identify the unmarked NPs:
(6.113)
NP
I
V
I
TENSE
1
AGR
11
mfha/yati
1
fa
1
-mo-w
1
-r
headJstomach ache RPST-IMPF -3SM
1 Possessor raising should not be confused with topicalisation or focalisation of possessors. Possessor 
raising involves the modification of selectional information, whereas topicalisation and foculisation do 
not This type of confusion is found in Dune (1987).
20Productivity of this construction is considerably constrained in tensed agreement clauses, while mfha 
‘head’, yati ‘stomach’, yimbhidang ‘ear’ and ninga ‘eye’ can occur in this syntactic frame, wura ‘foot’, 
kusm ‘nose’, bise ‘tooth’, mond ‘breast’ and numgram ‘throat’ cannot. Whereas inalienably possessed 
bodypart expressions can occur freely as UACs in nominalised, infinitival, relative, possessed and 
deprivative clauses (cf. Bruce 1984).
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In chapter three it was argued that there was a general lexical redundancy rule which 
automatically derived a PAS co-indexed with the variable of a conceptual one place Stative 
function. PAINFUL for ache  is a Stative one-place function, so a PAS is automatically 
derived which is co-indexed with its variable. This PAS has the potential to identify the 
NP it governs. The bodypart expression is generated under the VP node. So it is 
governed and identified by the verb. Since the bodypart is also a function, the verb and it 
constitute a composed function. The possessor is identified as the argument of the 
composed function as shown below:21
(6.114)
[ipyen-r1 [p[vpmfha; fa ] l  [j mo-w-r]]]
[Human BOY] [Thing HEAD ([Animate ])]/ PAS: (x/)
LCS: [state PAINFUL ([Thing ]«)]
The verb governs the unmarked argument and they are adjacent to each other, so the 
argument is indexed by the verb. The verb identifies the argument through the PAS since 
the former governs the latter. The LCS of the NP and the variable of the LCS of the verb 
are co-indexed by this and hence unified:
(6.115) [ip yen-r1 [p[vpmfha; fa l 1 [i mo-w-r]]]
[Human B O Y ]/ [State PAINFUL ([Thing HEAD ([Animate ]/)]/)]
Now the subject NP governs the VP, so they are co-superscripted. By the theory of 
unification under predication, the LCS of the subject and the highest variable of the CS of 
the VP are co-indexed and unified to give the following interpretation of the sentence:
(6.116) [state PAINFUL ([Thing HEAD ( [Human BOY],)]/)]
In chapter four, another version of possessor raising of (6.83b) was discussed:
(6.117) [Yen-r/-hu mfha-ty] fa-mo-w-ty-r/. 
child-3SM-GEN head-3SF ache-RPST-IMPF-3SF-3SM  
‘The boy had a headache.’
Though the arguments are assigned different grammatical relations, the sentences share 
the basically identical conceptual structure. In our theory, the difference and the similarity
21 The conceptual structures of inflectional elements are ignored.
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is explained without stipulating any grammatical function alternation devices such as 
movement (cf. Baker 1988). I have suggested four assumptions: 1) the CS of a subject 
NP is unified with the highest variable in the CS of the VP it governs; 2) the LCS of a 
first agreement marker is unified with the highest variable in the CS of the VP, so that the 
subject NP and the first agreement marker agree with each other, 3) the LCS of a second 
agreement marker is unified with the highest variable in the CS given by the unification of 
the CSs of the subject and the VP; and 4) bodypart expressions are conceptually hybrids 
of a Thing and a function. These basic assumptions about subject relations, agreement 
and the conceptual specifications of bodypart expressions automatically explain the 
similarity and the difference between the two versions of the possessor raising 
constructions. When the bodypart expression is identified as the object of the verb, the 
possessor role is assumed by the subject, since the VP contains an animate variable, i.e. a 
variable for a possessor, which is the highest variable in the CS to be unified with the CS 
of the subject NP, as we have seen above. On the other hand, we have seen in chapter 
four that when the bodypart expression is identified as being the subject of the VP, the 
CS given by the unification of their CSs contains a variable, which is the highest variable 
in the unified CS to be unified with the LCS of the second agreement marker. Though 
they involve different grammatical functions, the conceptual interpretations they provide 
are identical. The different grammatical functions the arguments bear are not mediated by 
any kind of GF-changing syntactic or lexical operation. They are base generated as they 
are. The effects of GF-changing which would be otherwise captured by syntactic or 
lexical operations in other frameworks are absorbed by the theory of CS unification 
proposed in this work, without any ad hoc stipulation.
These constructions also suggest another crucial difference between this approach and 
an LFG type unification theory. In LFG, the f-structure of a verb automatically 
determines the f-structures of its projection, VP and S, by the T = i  anotation. The f- 
structure of a verb involves a SUBJ attribute and an optional OBJ attribute. The T = i  
anotation, by definition, states that these attributes are also the attributes of the verb’s 
projections. If a verb’s f-structure involves a SUBJ attribute but not an OBJ attribute, the 
sentence’s f-structure must have a SUBJ but not an OBJ as well. The determination of the 
SUBJ attribute by the value of the subject NP cannot add another attribute OBJ to the S’s 
f-structure. Thus (6.117) cannot be described without an extension of formerly unknown 
nature. Furthermore, a complicated device would be requried to describe (6.83b) and 
(6.84b). Though the verbs are understood to be intransitive, only involving a SUBJ 
attribute, the sentences obviously involve two syntactic arguments, SUBJ and OBJ, 
where OBJ would have to be specified such that its mother node’s SUBJ is its 
POSSESSOR, i.e. tSU B J = iPO SS. Thus verbs which allow possessor raising, many
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unaccusative verbs, would have to be specified to have a specification with an obligatory 
SUBJ attribute and an optional OBJ attribute with TSUBJ = iPOSS, for example:
(6.118)
[fa, V, (tPRED) = ‘fa (PAINFUL) <(TSUBJ)
f  To b j  
J s u b j  = iP O S S )PTIONAL>]
Though it would be possible to describe (6.83b) and (6.84b) by (6.118), there would be 
no explanation why the value of the subject also determines the value of the object’s 
possessor. These problems derive from LFG’s limitation that it cannot alter the argument 
selectional information during the course of unification since it is stated in terms of 
grammatical functions, i.e. grammatical relations.
As argued in chapter four and above, both GB and LFG are unable to describe the 
thematic paraphrase relationship between in the (a) and (b) examples of (6.83) and 
(6.84). This is because the constructions involve a modification of selectional 
information, which cannot be captured by grammatical function changing. Grammatical 
functional alternation is describable only when there is no modification of selectional 
information. A modification of selectional information cannot be captured by the notion 
of grammatical function chaning. An advantage of our approach is to provide a 
conceptual and syntactic basis for modification of selectional information. A modification 
of selectional information is achieved during the course of unification of LCSs when a 
function identifies another function. The apparent GF-altemation constructions seen in 
(6.83) and (6.84) are cases in which two base-generated structures give identical 
conceptual structures by the theory of CS unification. No GF-changing grammatical 
operations are involved: they are absorbed by the Conceptual Semantic theory proposed 
here.
The above has shown that the different thematic distribution of the unmarked NPs in 
UACs in Japanese and Alamblak is attributed to the the difference in clause structures 
accommodating UACs, the conceptual nature of bodypart expressions and the theory of 
unification proposed here.
6.4. Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the structural nature of Alamblak and Japanese UACs and 
the theory of visibility. The problem raised in the beginning of the chapter was how 
unmarked arguments in these constructions were visible and identified by the verbs. I
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reviewed Shibatani and Kageyama’s Post-Syntactic Compounding analysis because if the 
constructions were formed post-syntactically in the lexicon as they suggested, elimination 
of case-particles would have nothing to do with the theory of visibility. However, the 
following points were clarified: while their arguments that UACs had syntactic properties 
were fully supported, those that they also had lexical properties were unfounded.22 I 
discussed UACs in Alamblak and argued that they involve structures identical to Japanese 
UACs in phonological, morphological and syntactic respects. It was argued that 
“grammatical function changing” seen in Alamblak UACs is explained only if UACs are 
formed in the syntax. The difference in thematic distribution between Japanese and 
Alamblak UACs is also explained only if the constructions are purely syntactic. Since no 
lexical process is involved in UACs, the unmarked NPs must be made visible by an 
external means. The fact that they must be adjacent to their governing verbs indicates that 
they are made visible by the verbs under strict adjacency.
Baker (1988) suggested that surface case-marking and adjacency were different 
surface realisations of more abstract syntactic relation Case-indexing {i.e. S-structure 
grammatical relations) under government and that through surface realisations the abstract 
grammatical relations are recoverable. Our conclusion that NPs must be morphologically 
marked (by a case particle in Japanese and by a PNG marker) or adjacent to the governing 
verb in order to be visible appears similar to Baker’s suggestion. However, there is a 
crucial difference between the two. First, in Alamblak a “more abstract grammatical 
relation” of an NP accompanied by a PNG marker cannot be identified by the PNG 
marker since PNG markers do not indicate or manifest a grammatical relation. While 
subjects are indicated by first agreement markers in agreement clauses, there is no 
morpho-syntactic clue to positively identify objects: an NP which is not the subject is 
usually understood to be the object. Furthermore in clauses which do not manifest 
agreement markers, grammatical relations are in general underdetermined, i.e. remain 
ambiguous. Second, in Japanese while it is possible to identify the thematic relation of 
unmarked NPs in UACs, it is not possible to identify their “abstract” grammatical 
relations. An unmarked NP may alternatively be manifested as an object NP, a subject 
NP or an inner locative PP. It is impossible to assume that these different manifestations 
are alternative surface realisations of a single more abstract grammatical relation.
22Spencer (1991) proposes an analysis of UAC in the framework of Auto-lexical Syntax (Sadock 1985), 
in which the two morphemes in an UAC constitute a morphological word but syntactically separated in 
different positions. However, we have not discovered a conclusive piece of evidence to show that UACs 
have lexical properties. Thus an Auto-lexical syntactic analysis is not necessary.
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The primary function of morphological marking and adjacency is to make NPs visible. 
Some morphological markings also have another function, to identify grammatical 
relations (e.g. Japanese case particles), but others do not (e.g. Alamblak PNG markers). 
The fact that these morpho-syntactic devices are required for argument NPs irrespective 
of their ability or inability to identify grammatical relations indicates their main function as 
visibility-markers.
I also discussed an advantage of this Conceptual Semantic approach to syntax and 
semantics. It was argued that modification of selectional information could not be 
captured by grammatical function-changing syntactic or lexical operations. Both GB and 
LFG are incapable of accommodating the possessor raising constructions, since a 
modification of selectional information is not GF-changing. Our theory succeded in 
describing the modification in terms of CS unification.
In the last two chapters I discussed a theory of visibility and two kinds of unmarked 
NP construction in Alamblak. The distribution of PNG markers clearly suggested the 
nature of visibility. Only NPs denoting a Basic Category are required to have a PNG 
marker, but NPs denoting a Function are not. An argument NP without a PNG marker 
must be made visible by an adjacent governing verb. To be visible does not mean that the 
N P’s “abstract” grammatical relation can be identified. But visibility constitutes a 
necessary condition for the CS of an NP to be unified with a function selecting it. Our 
theory of argument identification assumes a system in which the CS of an argument NP is 
unified with a variable of a function under co-indexing. In order to be co-indexed, 
argument NPs must be indexed. To be visible means to have a licensed index. If an 
index is not licensed, it is erased (chapter one). Therefore the primary function of 
morpho-syntactic marking is to license indexes.
Appendix: Pragmatic Function of Alamblak UACs
In Alamblak, NPs which are pragmatically interpreted as having number-gender 
features must have a corresponding PNG marker. Thus any NPs whose referents are 
identifiable or whose number features are to be specified cannot occur without a PNG 
marker. An NP appears in UAC only when it is ‘generic or non-specific’ (Bruce (1984: 
p. 171). Thus these constructions are more often attested in such dependent clauses as 
nominalised clauses and purpose relative clauses in which the individual referentiality of 
NPs is backgrounded (ibid.):
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(6.119) Nominalised Clause
a. yaw tat-nef-t 
dog hit-NOM-3SF 
‘hitting dogs’
b . feh was-kfet 
pig spear-INF 
‘spearing pigs’
(6.120) Purpose Relative Clause
a. Yemre hambre-yuk yima-r 
meat search-PUR man-3SM 
‘a man to search for meat’
b. Yifen wikna-yuk masta-m 
carving buy-PUR European-3PL
‘Europeans to buy carvings’ (Bruce 1984: p. 113)
On the other hand, an unmarked NP construction is not possible if the NP is not generic. 
Thus the following sentences are awkward:
(6.121) a. * Yima-r yaw tat-me-r.
man-3SM dog hit-RPST-3SM 
‘*The man hit dog.’
b . *Yima-r doh hingma-me-r. 
man-3 SM canoe make-RPST-3SM 
‘*The man made canoe.’
In general, UACs are rare in independent clauses. But if the context permits, generic 
NPs can appear unmarked in independent clauses. Such contexts are available in habitual 
and negative sentences:
(6.122) Habitual
a. Japan-thef-m kuny wikna-hakut-we-m 
Japanese-3PL house buy-HABIT-IMPF-3PL 
‘Japanese people buy houses.’
b. Nkifra-m feh yak-hik-haku-mo-w-m 
ancestor-3PL pig get-follow-HABIT-RPST-IMPF-3PL 
‘Ancestors used to follow pigs.’
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(6.123) Negative
a. Kmithef-nem nhe yaw ye-r-kah-nem
villager-1 PL NEG dog eat-IRR-PRES-lPL
‘We village people do not eat dogs.’
b. Kmithef-nem nhe fehpa wikna-r-kah-nem
villager-lPL NEG pig.meat buy-lRR-PRES-lPL
‘We village people do not buy pig meat.’
In these examples, PNG markers are not required, since the NPs in question are generic 
and non-specific. The fact that unmarked NPs are restricted to generic and non-specific 
NPs is a natural consequence of the loss of PNG markers. Bruce suggest that the 
pragmatic function of UACs in Alamblak is to background the referentiality of the NPs 
and foreground the states or activities themselves (Bruce 1984: p. 173).
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Conclusion
We have tried to combine the advantages of GB theory and Conceptual Semantics to 
overcome their limitations. The advantage of GB theory is its explanatory nature. It 
assumes a “Principles-and-Parameters Approach” to syntax in which it tries to explain 
syntactic structures by the combination of principles and parameters with minimum 
stipulations. At the same time, because of its restrictive perspective, it also suffers from 
descriptive inadequacy, especially that concerning the relationship between syntax and 
semantics. Jackendoff s Conceptual Semantics provides syntactic theory with descriptive 
devices which describe the syntax-semantics relationship. However, Jackendoff’s 
approach to syntax and semantics is basically a “Rule Approach”. While it has 
descriptive capacity, it is not explanatory, i.e. Jackendoff presents syntactic structures 
and their conceptual strucures and proposes a set of linking rules, but he does not answer 
“why” they are linked in such ways. This study has tried to apply the Principles-and- 
Parameters approach to Conceptual Semantics. It both has descriptive capacity and is 
explanatory. The major contribution of this study is that it has developed a theory which 
determines syntactic structures from the semantic specifications of predicators to a greater 
extent than previously achieved. In the following, let us summarise the major arguments 
presented above and discuss their significance.
We adopted Conceptual Semantics as our overall theoretical framework and proposed 
a theory which shows how the semantic specifications of predicators function in the 
determination of syntactic structure. Following Jackendoff, we assumed the level of 
semantic interpretation to be conceptual structure. However, we departed from his 
framework in several points. First, we introduced binary conceptual structure, whereby 
the hierarchical relationship among conceptual arguments is structurally defined and outer 
arguments and inner arguments are structurally represented. Second, we made a 
distinction between identifier and identifiee by introducing the functional classification of 
syntactic categories. Identifiers are conceptually Functions, whereas identifiees are Basic 
Categories. PP and AP are classified as Functions, i.e. identifiers. We also proposed a 
theory of argument identification, which unifies the (L)CS of an identifier and that of an 
identifiee under government and predication. It was proposed that unification of two 
identifiers is carried out by argument sharing. This enabled us to eliminate the 
specification of identifiers from the syntactic selectional information registered in verbs; 
locational verbs and motion verbs, for example, do not syntactically specify that they 
select a PP. In chapter one, it was suggested that what was formerly considered to
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represent syntactic selectional information (PAS or argument structure) be radically 
reduced and that a PAS only represents the ability of a  verb to identify an identifiee under 
government. In chapter three we further introduced the concept o f syntacticisation 
patterns, which derive these abilities of verbs from their lexical conceptual specifications 
(LCSs), where syntacticisation patterns are subject to parametric variations. The 
introduction of syntacticisation patterns completely eliminated the syntactic selectional 
specification from verbs in unmarked cases. The amount of information specified in the 
lexical entries of verbs was minimised. It was proposed that GF-structures are 
determined by the specification of LCS, syntacticisation patterns and the theory of 
unification.
areLet us compare our proposal with the idea o f GB that syntactic structures 
projections of the selectional features of verbs, the Projection Principle (Chomsky 1981) 
The following represents some typical argument structures so far proposed in GB theory:
a. put: <Agent, Theme, Location> (Stowell 1981)
b. see (A, Th) (Williams 1981, Di Sciullo and Williams 1987)
c. persuade (Goal, Proposition) (Chomsky 1986a)
give (theme, goal)
put (theme, location) (Marantz 1981, 1984)
d. put: x<y, Pioc z> (Rappaport and Levin 1988)
e. work: work, x
arrive: arriven y
put: putn y, x; Loc Pn z (Zubizarreta 1987)
f. murder (x (y))
Agent Theme (Grimshaw 1990)
Stowell’s (1981) argument structure (0-grid), as described by him, consists of a list of 
thematic relations and does not involve internal structure. Marantz’s (1981 1984) 
argument structure (logico-semantic structure) and Chomsky’s (1986a) argument 
structure do not involve the specification of 0-roles to be assigned to VP external 
arguments, i.e. subjects, since their thematic relations are arguably determined by the 
overall thematic situation the VPs involve. In Marantz argument structure, assigned 
semantic relations and selected semantic relations are differentiated: assigned semantic
relations are indicated by italics. Williams’ (1981) and Di Sciullo and Williams’ (1987) 
argument structures distinguish VP internal argument (internal argument) and VP external 
argument (external argument), which is underlined. Rappaport and Levin (1988) and 
Zubizarreta (1987) also differentiate internal and external (or governed and ungovemed) 
arguments. (Governed argument in Zubizarreta is indicated by a n .)  Grimshaw (1990)
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suggests the correlation between syntactic structures and the relative prominence of 
arguments. Agents are more prominent than Themes, so Agents assume the subject 
relation and Themes the object relation. All of the above proposals except for Stowell 
(1981) assume the distinction between VP-intemal and VP-extemal arguments.
The above argument structures fall into two types: one with thematic role labels (a)-(c) 
and the other with variables (d)-(f). The former represents the idea that selectional 
structures refer to semantic terms such as theme, goal and proposition, rather than 
syntactic constituent types such as NP, PP and S’. However, the argument structures in 
(a)-(c) are not substantially different from strict subcategorisation features in the Aspects 
model, e.g. [_NP PP] and [_ NP S]. The only major difference is that thematic role 
labels in the former substitute for the syntactic constituent types in the latter. Although 
thematic role labels are used, the argument structures do not represent semantic selectional 
information, as clarified in the preceding chapters. The other type of argument structure, 
i.e. that with variables, does not represent semantic selectional information, either. In 
Rappaport and Levin (1988), Zubizarreta (1987) and Grimshaw (1990), the variables in 
argument structure are assumed to cross-reference particular thematic relations in the 
definitions of verbs (cf. also Hale (1983)). However, the correspondence between 
argument structures and the definitions of the meanings of verbs has not been discussed 
at all: it is merely assumed without being discussed. Thus the relationship between 
meaning and syntactic structure is not spelled out. Although GB theories have maintained 
that syntactic structures are determined by the semantically specified selectional features 
of verbs, substantial semantic argument is usually, if not always, absent and they have 
not shown an explicit mechanism which projects syntactic structures from the semantic 
specifications of verbs.
This study presents a concrete proposal to achieve this goal. Although the scope of 
research was very limited, it has succeeded in predicting syntactic structures from lexical 
conceptual specifications with maximal principles and minimum stipulations.
One of the basic concepts proposed here, the distinction between identifier and 
identifiee, also gave a fundamental insight into the concept of “visibility”. Although 
“Case” has usually been considered to be a condition on 0-role assignment, as suggested 
by Chomsky (1986a), it has been completely unclear how Case-assignment makes NPs 
visible for 0-role assignment; and it has also been unclear what “visible” means. One 
interpretation of “Case” suggested by Baker (1988) is that “Case” is the structural relation 
between a governor and a govemee at the level of grammatical relational representation 
and that a surface morpho-syntactic marking recovers the grammatical relation of the NP 
(cf. Marantz 1981, 1984). In this interpretation, however, the function of surface
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morpho-syntactic markings would have nothing to do with 9-role assignment, i.e. 
surface morpho-syntactic markings would be required only to identify the grammatical 
relations of NPs. However, we have shown that the identification of grammatical 
relations and visibility are different concepts. The basic concept of visibility proposed in 
this work is that an identifiee must be visible for conceptual unification, not for the 
identification of grammatical relations. PNG markers in Alamblak are visibility markers 
which are not manifested on identifiers; furthermore they do not identify or recover the 
grammatical relations of NPs at all. It was suggested that “to be visible” means “to have 
an index” which is required for unification. Identifiees must be morpho-syntactically 
marked so that they can have an index necessary for conceptual interpretation.
The distinction of identifier and identifiee was recognised by clarifying the structure of 
meaning. This has led to the elimination of syntactic selectional information from the 
lexicon, and to a fundamental understanding of “visibility”.
The theory proposed in this study also gave a coherent account of syntactic phenomena 
which are undescribable in any other contemporary syntactic theory. The syntactic 
phenomena are concerned with the behaviour of second agreement markers and possessor 
raising.
As far as second agreement is concerned, our first task was to describe it. Following 
Bresnan and Mchombo’s (1987) description of Chichewa agreement, we described 
second agreement markers in Alamblak as incorporated pronouns. We also saw that as 
Andrews (1990a) argues, the complete complementarity of second agreement markers 
and overt objects is best analysed in unification-based theories, not in GB theories. There 
was a problem, however. A close investigation of the binding relations between second 
agreement markers and embedded R-expressions revealed that the argument relations 
indicated by second agreement markers should not have a grammatical relation or a 
grammatical function. This fact cannot be accommodated in GB theory or LFG. 
(Although I did not discuss Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG), it cannot 
accommodate this fact either.) Our conceptual semantic theory describes the fact that the 
argument relations indicated by second agreement markers do not have grammatical 
relations by the assumption that the values of second agreement markers are directly 
unified with the variables in conceptual structures. Furthermore, our theory gives a direct 
explanation for the complementarity of second agreement markers and overt objects 
without a single stipulation. The object identifying ability of a verb is absorbed by a 
second agreement marker, which has a pronominal meaning. Since the ability is 
represented by co-indexing of the variables in LCS and PAS, where the value of the 
variable in LCS is determined by the LCS of a second agreement marker, there is no PAS
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to identify an object. Since the ability is absorbed, the verb cannot identify an NP under 
government as having the conceptual relation assumed by the second agreement marker. 
Our theory correctly gives an account of these problems of second agreement in 
Alamblak.
The facts of possessor raising constructions in Alamblak are also problems for theories 
which analyse possessor raising by GF-changing rules or principles. Relational 
Grammar has discussed “possessor ascension” constructions. However, I have never 
encountered a Relational Grammatical analysis which explains “why” the possessors of 
bodypart expressions “ascend”. This fundamental question has not been raised in 
Relational Grammar. Baker’s (1988) GB theory would assume that second agreement 
markers in Alamblak are the surface realisation of the grammatical relation of an NP 
governed by a verb in S-structure. We have seen that this analysis is impossible for 
Alamblak, since NPs which cannot be governed by verbs, e.g. genitive NPs dominated 
by subject NPs and those dominated by NPs embedded in PPs cannot be governed by 
verbs. I distinguished two types of possessor raising constructions: one in which a 
second agreement marker cross-references a genitive possessor in an NP, and the other 
where a second agreement marker cross-references a genitive possessor in a PP. It was 
suggested that the former type of construction is a real possessor raising construction 
whereas the latter is not (it is a modification construction without possessor raising). It 
was argued that real possessor raising cannot be accounted for by the concept of GF- 
changing, since what is actually involved is a modification of selectional information. 
The conceptual specification of bodypart expressions, a hybrid of Thing and Function, 
and the theory of unification proposed in this work give a coherent account of this fact. 
Modifications of selectional information cannot be captured by any theory which does not 
have the level of Conceptual Structure and the theory of unification.
To sum up, the distinction between identifier and identifiee and the theory of 
unification eliminated syntactic selectional information from the lexical specifications of 
verbs and gave a fundamental understanding of visibility. The theory of argument 
identification also explained the behaviour of second agreement in Alamblak and the 
nature of possessor raising. The modification of Jackendoff s Conceptual Semantics in 
the Principles-and-Parameters Approach to grammar resulted in a syntactic theory which 
has a richer descriptive apparatus but is still well constrained and explanatory.
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